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Freed-Eisemann Radio Corporation 

Joseph David Roth Freed was 
born in New York City on October 18, 1897. Craduaiing 
from the College of the City of New York, where he had 
studied radio under Dr. Alfred Goldsmith, Freed in 1917 
became an Expert Radio Aide at the Radio Test Shop, 
Washington Navy Yard ( where Alan Hazeltine was con-
sultant), leaving in 1918 to join Emil Simon. From early 
1919 to mid- I921 he was with the Wireless Improvement 
Company as designing engineer and assi,tant chief engi-
neer, until he organized the Radio Manufacturing 
Company. 

Freed's first product was a crystal set outfit named the 
Marvel, which sold like hoteakes, so fast that within a 
few months he needed capital to expand. In January 

1922 he and his brother Arthur's employer, Alexander 
Eisemann, incorporated the Freed-Eisemann Radio Cor-

poration. Marvel sales coMinued to boom for several 
months inure. 

But when on July 1, 1922, Radio World profiled Freed 
as a "captain of industry" he hardly felt like one. Aside 
I rom the bust that followed the boom, when nolio stopped 
selling and scores of small companies went under, mak-
ers of crystal sets had a particular problem. The Wireless 
Specialty Apparatus Company, whose patent position in 
crystal technology was its only toehold in the "radio 

group" with RCA, GE, AT&T, and Westinghouse, adver-
tised in June outlining its status and claiming that any 
other company making or selling crystal detectors was 

liable for patent infringement suit and an accounting 
for damages. This had the effect of scaring off Freed-
Eisemann's dealers. and incidentally began a series of 

events that dramatically changed the whole radio 
industry. 

Freed-Eisemann's advertising manager was quoted in 
August, 1922: 

"We have ¡Hid in our employ here 138 operatives. Condi-
tions are so bad that we have reduced the working crew to 
26. There is nothing doing here. I only come around an 
hour or two a day myself. We are trying only to sell our 
radio apparatus to the radio departments if dry goods 

stores, anyway. for we feel that from such customers we 
have a good chance to collect our money. We cannot col-
lect our bills from radio retailers or jobbers. If we try to 
dun them, on long-standing accounts, they promptly as 

us that they are perfretly willing to return our radio 
manufactures as sold to them — for the goods didn't sell. 
I don't know what is going to happen in radio; there is no 
action around here. We can't even sell our Marvel cheap 

Officials of the Freed-Eisemann Radio Corporation. Reading from : eft to right, they are: Jos. D. R. Freed, President and 
Radio Engineer; Alexander Eisemann, Treasurer, and Arthur R. Freed, Secretary. 

Radio Dealer (April 1926), p. 105 



Freed-Eisemann went to court to enjoin Wireless Spe-
cialty from publishing these notices, and to sue for dam-

ages; to aid in these suits it gathered a group of other 
New York ci-N sial-set makers together in the Independent 
Radio Manufacturers, Incorporated, retaining the promi-
nent law firm of Pennie, Davis, Marvin and Edmonds. 
Through its PDME lawyer, Walter C. Russ, the Indepen-
dent group learned of an invention of Hazeltine which 
was then being processed through the Patent Office by 

another young PDME member, Willis H. Taylor, Jr. If 
Hazeltine's new circuit, a way of stabilizing a timed 

radio-frequency amplifier, could be made to work com-
mercially, then the new I RM members could abandon 
crystal sets, avoid the regenerative circuit now controlled 
by Westinghouse, and take up the new "Neutrodyne" ( as 
Taylor called it). 

Hazeltine and his assistant John F. Dreyer Jr. occupied 

a lab at the Stevens Institute of Technology. Freed Imilt a 
prototype from Hazeltine's notes, took it to the lab, zind 
after some attention from Dreyer, it worked beautifully. 

Three IRM members lost no time getting into produc-
tion. Frank Andrea was first, with a reflexed four tube 
design shown at the 3rd annual Radio Convention in New 
York, March I to 3, 1923. Freed-Eisemann's model was 

demonstrated by Hazeltine at the regular Radio (lib of 
America meeting on March 2, where it created quite a 
stir. Garod was advertising its reflexed model a month 
later, and was in production in September. 

Freed Eisemann did rather well with its NR5: 1923 
sales were four times the previous year's, and net earn-
ings ( profits) WO times higher. The company moved into 
a new factory of 15,0(X) square feet in December, 1923, 
in the Sperry Building in Brooklyn, eventually occupying 
50,0(X) square feet and employing as many as 570 work-
ers. It also brought suit against PDME and refused to pay 
royalties to Hazeltine, claiming that PDME's lawyers 
were financially interested in the Hazeltine Corporation 
at the same time they were advising their client Freed-
Eisemann to sign the royalty agreement. Hazeltine in turn 
sued Freed-Eisemann for breach of contract. Freed-
Eisemann was hoping to have its royalties reduced, from 
6% of the wholesale receiver price, to 6% of the 
neutralizing condenser alone, and offered Hazeltine 
$30,000 a year, but eventually lost, and grumpily went 
back to paying the full amount. 

Sales in 1924 were also excellent, again quadruple the 
year before, and net earnings before taxes, for the first 
nine months, were a staggering 43% of gross sales. This 
performance attracted outside capitalists, who bought 
100,0(X) shares, one third of the outstanding stock, in 
October 1924 for $21/4 million. The same group, Il ugh 

Prichitt and his two brothers-in-law named Howard, also 
controlled Ware and Dubilier. 75,0(X) shares were of-
fered publicly at $30 each. 

But lean times were coming. In late 1924 Charles 

Freshman introduced his $60 Masterpiece, and Atwater 
Kent his $ 100 Model 20, both having the characteristic 

three dials, just like the Neutrodynes. So why pay $ 150 
for a Freed-Eisemann? Sales plummeted; 
Eisemann began selling unassembled parts and cabinets 
at a sacrifice, and in May 1925 dumped 10,000 to 
20,000 NRS's to Gimbels at 10% less than its factory 
cost. in an effort to avoid Hazeltine royalties and to com-

pete more closely with Atwater Kent and Freshman, 
Freed-Eisemann designed a line of TRF models, not 
Neutrodynes, to sell for as little as $75. In early Septem-
ber, 1925, the company was reported to be making 2500 
to 3000 sets per week, and in one burst, 1000 per day, 
but by mid-November more than half of its 1200 employ-
ees had been discharged. 

Pritchitt's money had been used to build a modern 
140,000 square-foot factory in East New York, which 
was occupied by March, 1926. To cover the increased 
overhead of its new plant, Freed-Eisemann took on man-
ufacture of the Turbax electric washing machine, and was 
said to be making radio-phonographs. In July orders were 
placed with outside suppliers for 11,000 sets. But noth-
ing could change the fact that in 1926, fewer sets were 

sold than in 1925 ( 1,750.000, down from 2,000,000), 
and there was simply less pie to be split. With Atwater 
Kent accounting for one-fourth of radios sold, and 
Crosley and RCA not far behind, Freed-Eisemann was 
pretty much left with crumbs. Reports in December 1926 
painted a bleak picture: 400 employees let go, radios not 
selling, suppliers' contracts being repudiated, and immi-
nent receivership (all hotly denied by Eisemann). 

1927 might have been even worse; only 1,350,000 
sets were sold that year, and Atwater Kent, Crosley, and 
RCA were as aggressive as ever. The previous season's 
inexpensive Model 10 was nothing but trouble, not work-
ing properly in different climates, forcing a change back 
to Neutrodynes. An AC model was added by June, 1927, 
but proved to be premature. However, with the NR60 in 
November, Freed-Eisemann finally achieved some suc-
cess, supposedly making them at record rates. Jesse 
Marsten, an old classmate of Freed's in Goldsmith's 
group of five, was chief engineer from 1927 to 1930. 
May of 1928 brought a good AC model in the NR80; 

shipments in July were up 50% over the previous year. 
In October the Freeds (brothers Joe, Arthur, and Leo) 
and Eisemanns (Alex and his father Emil) decided to sell 
their company to the owners of the Charles Freshman 
Company. Clarence Earl was now in charge there — 
Freshman having been kicked out — and was shortly to 
change the company's name to Earl Radio Corporation. 

His plan was to save overhead by moving the two compa-
nies to a huge new factory in Clifton, New Jersey and 
making one chassis for both the Earl line and the more 
prestigious Freed-Eisemann. The Freeds exchanged their 
stock for Freshman stock; Alex Eisemann took the oppor-

2 



Radio Adds Joy to Her Home 

(C. ICadel & Herbert) 
That radio is filling an important and necessary place in the American horns 

in Indelibly proved by the photographs Mi. Detector has selected to illus-

trate her page this week. The young lady who posed for the photograph is 
Miss Dorothy Knapp, who recently won first prise for physical-culture de-
velopment The upper photograph shows her radio set l n her kitchen—she 

an experienced housekeeper. 
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(C. Kadel & Herbert) 
The lower photograph is a cozy corner of her living room. Miss Knapp 

also uses radio to furnish music by which she takes her physical-culture 

exercises. 

tunity to sell his for cash and return to his chosen field of 
investment banking; Emil Eisemann held no stock. Even-
tually the Freshman Company held 285,000 out of 

300,000 Freed-Eisemann shares. 
Freed- Eisemanns and Earls began rolling off the as-

sembly lines in June, 1929, with more than $1 million in 
sales for this ordinarily-dull month: 13,975 sets in June, 
23,564 in July, 32,000 planned for August, 40,000 for 

September, and so on. Unfortunately the actual sequence 
of events was somewhat different: consoles stopped sell-

ing, the stock market crashed, Earl went into receiver-
ship on November 22, followed by Freed-Eisemann on 

December 10. Assets were auctioned in July, 1930. Clar-
ence Earl, who was originally to have built the new fac-
tory with capital from his auto-industry connections, in-
stead had built it with the company's own reserves. 

Arthur Freed formed the Freed Television and Radio 
Corporation in May, 1931. Joe joined Warner Brothers 
and shortly afterward, in May 1930, Warners bought 

Brunswick, but later discontinued radio production. Joe 
Freed was elected president of tube maker Perryman in 

May 1931 and was later associated with Freed Television 
and Radio, and Muzak. In 1940 Joe and Arthur formed 
the Freed Radio Corporation with the financial backing of 

Messrs. Zalkin and Adelberg. This company was among 

the first to produce Armstrong-licensed FM radios, and 
averaged $5 million in orders annually during World War 

II. A Captain in the Naval Reserves, Joe Freed served 
on active duty in the early stages of America's involve-

ment in World War II prior to his death from leukemia. 
Eisemann died in 1953. 

Period 

1922 
1923 

Apr.-June 
July-Sept. 
Oct.-Dec. 

1924 
Jan.-Mar. 
Jan.-Sept. 

1925 
June-Nov. 
Nov. 
Dec. 

1926 

Jan. 

This "Marvel De Luxe" posed tor a number of publicity shots 
with famous people in mid-1922, but apparently never went into 

production. 

SALES (wholesale prices) 

Sales 

$250,315.64 
979,028.69 
42,000 
115,000 
687,000 

4,507,130 
2,000,000 
2,880,286.07 

(no full-year 
2,820,757.41 
799,429.56 
604,071.22 

248,497.25 

Net earnings 

(operating profits) 

$1,981.50 
202,638.84 

1,246,897.06 
figures available) 

186,454.54 
97,749.13 
(22,604,90) loss 

6,248.45 
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Radio ,Vezes for / unitary, 1922 

Throughout the length and breadth of the land, thousands of families are listening to music, concerts, news of the day, lectures, 
weather reports, church services, etc., right in their own homes with a ;15.00 "Marvel" Radio Telephone Receiving Outfit. No longer 

is it necessary to have expensive apparatus or any knowledge or experience in wireless telegraphy. 
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Bring YOUR Home in Touch With The Outside World 
Get a " MARVEL" Radio Telephone Receiving Outfit. 
Music, concerts, lectures, current news, sermons, Govern-
ment reports, etc., will come to you daily. The cost is 
small—only $ 15.00 complete! Nothing else is needed. 
Receives speech and music, etc., within a 50 mile radius 
of the large radio telephone broadcasting stations, and 
wireless telegraph messages within many hundreds of miles. 
The "MARVEL" RADIO TELEPHONE RECEIVING OUTFIT, is the only COMPLETE crystal receiving outfit 

on the market with a wave-length range of 1/3o to 2,600 meters. The OUTFIT is thoroughly practical, dependab e and 
complete. It can be quickly and easily set up for use. No source of power, no batteries, no license and no pecial 
knowledge is necessary for installation. 

THE COMPLETE "MARVEL". RADIO TELEPHONE RECEIVING OUTFIT, Model 106, consists of a "MARVEL" 
Radio Receiver (a completely enclosed, highly efficient, crystal receiver. mounted in a handsomely finished 
mission oak cabinet), 150 feet of solid copper wire (for the antenna), à porcelain insulators, a 
1.000 ohm telephone with leather covered headband and telephone cord, antenna switch, ground 
clamp, code chart, abbreviation chart, and COMPLETE instructions for installation and opera. $15.00 
tion. Nothing else is needed  

Quality Apparatus 

Model 110, same OUTFIT, but with a $ 18.00 
2000 ohm double headset   

Designed by Engineers Popularly Priced 

"MARVEL" RADIO TELEPHONE RECEIVING OUTFITS are for sale at all progressive Radio and Electrical Dealers. It your 
dealer has not yet received his stock of "MARVEL" OUTFITS, we will send you one prepaid on receipt of Postal or Exprese Money 

Order, or via Parcels Post C. O. 1). ORDER NOW—DON'T DELAY. 

Look for the Registered Trade Mark on every genuine "MARVEL" RADIO TELEPHONE RECEIVING OUTFIT (Patents applied for). 

Bulletin R.101 on request. 

MAIM MARE 

DEALERS: -MARVEL" RADIO TELEPNONE RECEIVING OUTFITS are Rationally advertised; they are the meet 
• popular at orystal receiving OUTFITS. Get your share et the growl,' deemed by Wile, thee. Liberal 

dimwits ala teillall oe-loperatiee are part et our saint eatapalle. ORDER NOW! 

MARVEL RADIO MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Inc. 
OFFICES and SALES DEPARTMENT: 170 Fifth Avenue, New York City 
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Radio News for July. 1922 

May 1, 1922 

Warning to Patent Infringers 

V
ARIOUS types of crystal detectors, renewals therefor, and crystal detector 
radiophone receiving sets now being offered for sale employ the inventions of 
one or several of the following United States patents ( commonly referred to as 

the Pickard patents) the property of the Wireless Specialty Apparatus Company. 

836,531 904,222 
886,154 912,613 
888,191 912,726 
13,798 (reissue of 877,451) 963,173 

933,263 1,104,065 
1,213,250 1,118,228 
1,136,045 1,136,046 

924,827 
1,104,073 
1,137,714 
1,225,852 
1,257,526 
1,136,044 
1,136,047 

The above patents cover, among other things, the most efficient circuit arrangement 
of apparatus commonly used in crystal detector radiophone sets, various kinds of 
crystal members, means for mounting the crystals and holding the mounting. special 
forms of contacting conductors for the crystals, and mechanism permitting the user's 
selection of contact points of the contacting conductor on the crystals. 

Authorized crystal detectors now are available through the distributors of the 
Wireless Specialty Apparatus Company, also renewals therefor, and complete crystal 
detector radiophone receiving sets, all in large quantities, which are sold under the 
various above-mentioned patents. 

The Wireless Specialty Apparatus Company purposes to prosecute, vigorously, all 
infringers of its patents and, therefore, those manufacturers, distributors, jobbers and 
dealers who have not been authorized as yet are warned to cease the manufacture or the 
sale or distribution of crystal detectors, renewals therefor. or crystal detector radiophone 
receiving sets or any other radio devices which infringe these patents. 

Unauthorized distributing or selling, wholly independent of manufacturing, is just 
as much an infringement as the manufacturing itself, and any seller is separately liable 
to suits for accounting for damages or profits in addition to injunction. 

For their own protection, the distributors, jobbers and dealers who yet may be 
offering for sale unauthorized crystal detectors, renewals therefor, or complete crystal 
detector radiophone receiving sets, should demand a guarantee from the manufacturer 
from whom they purchase radio equipment holding them harmless in case of damage 
suits arising through their distribution and sale of radio apparatus which infringes the 
above-mentioned patents. 

Crystal detectors, renewals therefor. or crystal detector radiophone receiving sets 
made and sold with the authorization of the Wireless Specialty Apparatus Company can 
be readily identified by the data of the above patents and restriction notices promi-
nently marked on the apparatus. 

WIRELESS SPECIALTY APPARATUS COMPANY 
Boston, Mass. Established 1907 U. S. A. 
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Court Grants Injunction 
in Radio Suit 

Important Decision First Step in Clear-
ing Up Crystal Patent Situation 

A N important step in clearirjg up the 
somewhat tangled situation regarding 

radio patents was taken last week by 
Justice O'Malley of the New York Su-
preme Court, Special Term, in granting 
the injunction asked by the Freed-Eise-
mann Radio Corporation of New York 
against the Wireless Specialty Apparatus 
Company. 
This decision is the first step of a 

series in defining patent rights which 
have arisen in the radio field as a re-
sult of the tremendously increased ac-
tivity in this industry. The decision is 
of particular interest to all retailers of 
radio apparatus as well as to users of 
crystal-receiving sets. 

It is stated that the Wireless Specialty 
Apparatus Company recently published 
a series of advertisements and circulars 
which indicated that crystal radio re-
ceiving sets are controlled by patents 
owned by them. These advertisements, 
which were addressed to radio dealers, 
advised these dealers to insist upon guar-
antees from other radio manufacturers, 

"J. D. Freed, radiotrician, designing a radio-frequency receiv-
ing set to receive long distances on a loop aerial, and for modest 

distances without any aerial whatsoever. Mr. Freed (laims that 
he has successfully overcome all the disadvantages of radio 

frequency circuits." 

holding them (the dealers) harmless in 
case suit was filed by the Wireless Spe-
cialty Apparatus Company, alleging 
patent infringements. 
The contention of the Freed-Eisemann 

Radio Corporation, now sustained in the 
courts, was that these advertisements 
constituted unfair business competition 
and an injunction was granted restrain-
ing this form of advertising by the Wire-
less Specialty Apparatus Company. The 
injunction, just granted, was part of the 
suit—the balance of the suit, in which 
$150,000 damages was asked, is still 
pending. 

Justice O'Malley's decision is sweeping 
in the measure of relief afforded the 
plaintiff. The outcome of the suit will 
have an important bearing upon the 
entire crystal radio patent situation. It 
is stated, also, that a number of radio 
manufacturers, known as the Indepen-
dent Radio Manufacturers, Inc., have 
organized to protect their members 
against unfair competition and unjust 
patent litigation. 
This organization is represented by 

Pennie, Davis, Marvin & Edmonds, at-
torneys, 165 Broadway, New York City. 
At the offices of the Independent Radio 
Manufacturers, Inc., it was said by one 
of the directors that a large number of 
applications from radio manufacturers 
are now under consideration. 

Knimett Smith 

Marvel 101 August 1921 $8 ( later $ 101 
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Freed-Eisemanis Radio Corp. 
256 Fourth Ave. N. Y. City 

TYPE NR 5 

NEUTRODYNE RECEIVER 

Licensed by Independent 
Radio Manufacturers, Inc., 
.nder Hazeltine patent No. 
1,450,080 and other pat-
1:,= Deriding. 

The first NR-5 ad, from the NY Globe 

April 7, 1923. 

Hazeltine and Freed at the Radio 

Club of America presentation, March 

2, 1923. 

Tuned Radio-Frequency Ampli-

fication with Neutralization of 

Capacity Coupling 
al L. A. Hazeltine 

Professor of Elecinial Engineering, Steven, Inriihrie of Technologg 

(A paper presented before the Radio Club of America, March 2, 1921.) 

I. Principle of Neutralization of Capa-
city Coupling—The specific subject of this 
paper, "tuned radio-frequency amplifica-
tion," is but one of a number of practical 
applications of a general principle: that 
electrostatic or capacity coupling between 
two circuits behaves like electromagnetic 
coupling in that it may be reversed in sense 
and in particular may be reduced to zero. 
This is accomplished by balancing one capa-
city against another. To attain the balance 
condition, it is generally necessary to re-
verse the phase of a voltage; and this 

fe.cAi 

circuits A and B are coupled through the 
direct connection at the bottom and through 
the capacity C,. To neutralize this coup-
ling, two closely coupled coils L, and L, and 
a neutralizing capacity C, are arranged as 
shown, L, being connected between one ter-
minal of C, and the common connection, 
and L, being connected in series with 
C, between the other terminal of C, and 
the common connection. The terminals of 
L, and L, which are connected together 
are of unlike polarity. 

If we regard the circuit A as having the 

A HAZELTINE NEUTRODYNE RECEIVER 
Front view, showing simplicity of controls. The small left-hand knob is the rheostat 

controlling all the amplifier filaments, the right-hand the detector filament. The first large 
dial controls antenna tuning, the center dial tunen the first radio transformer, and the next 
dial the second radio traneiormer. (Photo courtesy Freed-Eisemann Corps.) 

involves the use of a transformer in ad-
dition to the capacities. 
Any system of circuits coupled through 

capacities may be resolved into elements 
such as indicated in Fig. 1, where the two 

source of alternating current, the alter-
nating potential of its upper terminal 
(marked "disturbing potential," Fig. la) 
would send a current through C, to circuit 
B, which current in flowing through the 

Hazeltine's original Neutrodyne paper, from the Proceedings of the 

Radio Club of America, vol. 2 no. 8, March 1923. Also printed in 
QST, April 1923, pp. 7-12. 
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INDEPENDENT RADIO MANUFACTURERS 

announce that the 

'MIME NUITRODYNECIRCUIT 

is covered by U. S. Letters Patent No. 1,450, 
080 issued March 27, 1923, an patents 
pending and that the trade mark EUTRO-
DYNE is registered in the U. Patent 
Office. 

The exclusive rights under t is patent 
and pending applications and the egistered 
trade mark NEUTRODYNE h ve been 
granted and are now vested in he Inde-
pendent Radio Manufacturers, In 

The Independent Radio Mann acturers, 
Inc., hereby give notice of their intention 
to promptly and vigorously pro ecute all 
direct or contributory infringe ients of 
their rights in the exclusive ma ufacture 
and sale of Hazeltine NEUTRO NE Re-
ceivers, parts therefor, instructio pertain-
ing thereto, and wiring diagram thereof, 
or the use of the trade mark EUTRO-
DYNE in connection with the s e of any 
Radio apparatus. 

The Independent Radio Manu 
Inc., as soon as possible, will thru i 
arrange to place before the nub! 
designed parts and instructions 
dividuals to build sets emboli 
NEUTRODYNE principle. 

Certain inherent characteris 
NEUTRODYNE circuit will eau 
erable difficulty to experimente 
the parts and instructions eman 
official sources. 

NY Globe (A 

acturers, 
licensees 
properly 
3 aid in-
ing the 

s of the 
consid-
s unless 
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A startling advance in radio progress. Non-regenerative. Non-

oscillating. No howling or hissing. Remarkable clarity and power 

and tremendous distance. Simple in operation. Built by the Freed-

Eisemann engineering organization of master craftsmen. 

- , 

FREED - CdEean ti Ciatp0Raeott 
MAU CLINE tdUlattOteaf RECEnlEa 

Hazeltine neutrodyne Receiver. Wave lergth range, 200 to 

SSO meters. Designed to receive all stations operating on 

new broadcast wave lengths. 5- Tube Set encased in ma-

hogany cabinet. Price, without tubes or batteries  

RECO-F(Weaddi RADIO CORP 

MODEL NR-5 

$150.00 

e 1000 tnoWitx RAW COW 

REAR PANEL VIEW MODEL NR-5 

No Varicmetem Nor Variecouslem Used) 

ESSENTIAL PARTS 
for Hazeltine Neutrodyne Circuit 

Tue ma thertedlcally accU ate comittaction and testing 
a eparato owes/wry to satisfactory building of Neutro-
rinse mule make. It practically for tire 
amateur to build the parts. For this reason. we list 
two eta •nrie parts below. WIRINO DIAOKAM IN-
("LUDE -, WITH ARTICLES LISTED. 

I Preected under Hazeltine Patents) 

MODEL 351—Carton. containing 3 
Neutrotorraers (primary and second-
ary c,ils) mounted on variable con-
densers, -early for panel mounting. 
$6.50 each. Total. $ 19.50. 

Freed-Eisesnann apparatus Is 
guaranteed- If your dealer 
cannot supply you-write us. 

MODEL 952-2 capacity balance adjustment Neu-
motions mounted on bakellte, in one unit. Teal. 
$2.110. 

Send 5e. for catalogue or 
Ile. for wiring diagrama 
and descriptive mat Ser. 

Freed-Eisemann Radio Corporation 
"Pioneers in Radio Broadcast Reception" 

255 Fourth Avenue New York, N. Y. 

CRYSTAL OETECTOR - 70f 

Aeo/C, 
FREQUENCY nposrafeeeleo 

dr 

GALENA CRYSTAL - 

001J81E Iffellttir--7,00e age -IX 

RADIO PIRG OOP 

moo 

VERNIER WIRIA eç IEVIREIISER 

• 40 RI.REF SZ-0a. • 

, 24 " 
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elmeorn. 11, Morn.. We. 

5iit.I51e A ( O.. Ilegold >own 

...Jr, Mew.. Sled et. a MA WY 

• nor. Low, ISO 1111. We. 

llayn,,,GrIlle, Rd W. turd NI. 

Known for Our Lou Prier, 

eloomillgdaleS 
59th to 60th Street- Lexington to Third Avenue  

You Can Be In on the 
Dempsey - Firpo Fight 

houa at Tregr Virsree 1U:rm.:acres:. 

Cet tr , ln rou. hohr th ,h and other worde:b.1 trout, 

tfnuar, g broadoautod. 

See our Win-
dow 

011 

Special! 
Freed Eiseman 
Portable Receiver 
with Genuine W. 
D. 12 Tube in 
Solid Mahogany 
Cabinet. 

$25.00 

Coherer Long 
Range Phones 
Guaianleed $3 .98 

MOO 

Ohms 

For the Conveni.1,1, of our Palrons 
he ¡semen! will he open Monday 

9 P.M., Entrance, 166 E. 0.1 
sr. 

Radio Mgt. -- Third floor 

"I Heard 31 Statio17-s1 
on the Freed-Eisemann i 
Neutrodyne Set 

Last Night NEUTRODYNE 
(PlaPaPaatt of is ern. 

dawn 11,5410 « Matra,) 

IF you are one of hundreds 
who ate waiting "for Radio 
to be perfected," the ques-

tion is now an,yered. Here is a 
fiveaube set built under a new 
patented principle that is revoln-
tioniiang Radio Reception. Most 
of the large MALIUladlleell are 

negotiating for licenses to build 
it -it is capable of tremendous 
distance. It callow be made to 
whistle or squeal—is selective 
beyond all the hopes of the en-
thusiastit users who have been 

lucky enough lo secure an early delivery. 
‘11, are conservative in our 
advertised statements, but in 
justice lo this receiver we 
cannot help stating in this 
public manner and wish our 
'mutation of 30 years behind 
the statement, that the Freed-
Eisemann N. R. 5 HAZEL-
1INE NEUTRODYNE repre-

. ,ents the last word in the radio 
ad. The edgy of its repro-
duction is a revelation to those 
who hear it for the liant time. 

le ,Co. „ Ant In build It your. 
oelf On. , thoeiol patented 

n,.metublo pad... torn. 

Carton conta:ning 3 "Neutro. 
former" coil., mounted on 
variable condo , ready for 
penal mounting, and 2 "Neu. 
trcdon" Capacity Balance 
Adjustment device., mounted 
on Bakelite in one unit. 

$2150 complete for.. 
Complete ;Pining chant-am and 
paper lotrout template'. full I.,-
aleurtions for 3 and r' tube'at., 
'ter latluded In the pack-age. 

Tar" parts, put op in carton ,forig or a complete set in opera-
Iron. can he seen and demonstrated ar any of the following re-

establishments or at oar showrooms: 
NEW SORE (ITS I WROOKLAN 

IWAlo le., 11 park rl. Kelly EIMIlree. 3/e Flollerell Are. • 

Equip. SU : Mr A.. 
neon, ge..see, 67S Myrtle 

Are. 

1.0NIG ISI.AND 

rer...Ill'ee'Zle%.."'ZIZ:d.rtia; e'Ar 1  
M. Ideerhardt lk deel. SIS M.o.., 
A I I l• ' 

II,oldlyers. ISYS Srd .5.e. M. Irlfeln, Marked,. ¡ antra. I.. I. 

t.erleoll gumbo a Kuuip. in.. le. W.1 
IV. •.. Ir. O. Jolley, Murriatory• 

NEW JER-9Ell 

d W. " morel. ll WIdIrlotll , Klertrie Apolledee (..-N. Peden, 
•‘.......r....lellM.S e .• leS rdedl..., 

Arberly luadlo I o.. Liberty and e We., . t. - ,Z1'.'-ill'el'irj. «El.dolleld 
Noreet•. 

W 1,1111E, Ell 
J Wading,. Il W.. SS. 70. I elell A sr Worlearlon Are 

Nol I  • 11113 ItooletArd. 
Ilroos• 

m nt otel. 

51,1. s.nthst 7 1'..5.5";e „ „ UslAil'Gre>iolrcl 

E. B. Latham & Co. 
EXCLUSIVE WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS 

550 Pearl St. N. Y. City 

Model 234 
l.auren ltmi',-kft tri 

A e*ired-eiàyeaeue KNOCK DOWN 
INEUTRODYNE RECEIVER 

U bled Model KD-50 
Freed-Eisemann Neu trod y ne Receiver. 

NOW the opportunity is 
presented to obtain a com-
plete set of parts, recom-
mended by the manufac-
turer, to work with each 
other in building your 
Neutrodyne set. An illus-
trated 32-page book on 
how to build the Neutro-
dyne with full-sized dia-
grams and templates in-
cluded. 

Complete 

With full instructions 

$80 

Dealers Write for Name of 

Nearest Distributor. 

NEUTRODYNE has taken the 
country by storm. It is the re-
markable distance getting, pow-
erful, non-oscillating and non-
whistling receiver. 
A 32-page book answers every question. 
The panel is accurately drilled. A base-
board is furnished; in fact, everything 
down to the very last screw and nut, 
including all necessary parts excepting 
the cabinet. 

Besides the book there is furnished 
schematic blueprints and template for 
drilling the baseboard also full-size pic-., 
torial perspective wiring diagram, so 
that it will hardly be possible for the 
amateur with ordinary care and skill to 
make an error. 

Remember that here are licensed parts 
—not a collection of apparatus trust-
mg to luck that they will assemble prop-
erly. Each part is designed and fitted 
:o work with each other part in this 
particular set. The instructions are so 
complete and the parts no accurately 
matched that you will be grateful for 
he manner in which we have eliminated 
guess work in the amateur construction 
of this receiver. 
cor sale by dealers of the better class through• 
rut the country, for amateurs and experimen-
tal building. Builders are cautioned against 
attempting to build a Neutrodyne Set with 
parts which are not recommended and designed 
by the manufacturer to work with each other. 

Front View KD-50 
Neutrodyne Being Assembled 

32-page illustrated 
book of instruc-
tions on "How to 
Build the Neutro-
dyne" with full 
size pictorial wir-
ing diagram an d 
full size panel and 
baseboardtem-
plates, $ 1. At your 
Radio Dealers. 

9'1-re-d-eiàfflemevgadiveaen, 
SPERRY BUILDING, MANHATTAN BRIDGE PLAZA, BROOKLYN, N. Y. 

8 
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NR-5 April 1923 $ 150 

NR-6 Oct. 1924 $ 150 

Rich Elskamp NR- 12 Nov. 1924 $ 100 

Ru
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NR215 Nov. 1924 $95 

1925 SALES 

Model June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. 1926 

NR6 919 72 30 80 121 11 

NR20 314 12 2 8 8 22 

NR205 7 48 19 5 14 1 
NR405 9 42 2 3 32 

6425 1537 

NR7 4 1522 3539 4312 7592 — 92 returned — 194 

6333 1343 

Special 157 
NR7 150 263 —1 

156 

733 190 

NR45 42 1685 932 —23 —40 

710 150 

7320 2295 

FE15 1014 2806 3187 5851 —236 — 174 

7084 2121 

Special 207 
FE15 150 428 —1 

206 

1157 919 

FE18 132 2516 2507 —29 —641 

1128 278 

1925 PRODUCTION 

Dec. 

Model June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. & Jan. Total 

NR6 50 33 50 99 232 

NR20 42 42 

NR205 4 2 64 70 

NR405 44 3 47 
NR7 7 3136 5972 6836 6476 3876 1737 28740 

Special NR7 200 500 700 
NR45 72 2588 2680 1205 120 6665 

FE15 132 898 4227 4258 5134 6196 7515 290(0 
Special FEI5 200 500 700 

FE16 6 6 
FE18 9 201 3070 3319 746 1765 9110 

Total 

Rich Elskamp NR-20 Feb. 1925 8175 
Technical article in Popular Radio, Sept. 1925, pp. 
244-254. 

73972 
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Rtoir lllll do 

Last Year 
Freed-Eisemann 

proved to be th ,• 

largot Neu r, 

dyne manufat 

turer in ' hi 

world.StudYth ,• 

circle, based ol , 

otfieial figure.. 

r%EALERS who have teen ihe new Foad.Eieemann 
dealer territorial frock,. co llll l ir la die 

last word in doler protection. 

Ow contract is bolied up bv • line which we believe 
to be Mel. word ntalabilat. h is based on care. 
Man.. of roue market. It «maim no. *hid. 
Man fire mho h has loo Lemur receiver,. es and 
$.—• Ifiensed Neuirodv. roe,. at IWO 

—and more «poi. receivers einboch.g new ideo 

for Me higher priced market. 

Every derail of Me line ha. been smirked our fn. Me 

dealt, rem, of Mew. Increared discounts make ir ore 
that our dealer. n.h .J the reason with • profit. 

Lau year Freed.Eiternann dominated the Neutrodoe 
field. The official figures In the circle tell heir mane.. 

"giced-gimmann, 

" '4.507.130 

This Year 
the Freed-Eiserriar.n 
proposition assures 
even greater succees. 

This yeor we intend to More. this dorninance—bv 

greater valuer— by an all.inclurive price rano—bv 
bigger discounts— and lo doubling la,.,,. ...h. 

Ing—all coupled with the strong. dole, P.`«rfn`f 

polka contr. ever linoun m radio. 

V E Freed.Lieenion franchi. iv uric. confined 

o • limited number of deal. n each mortars. 

Once plated. it will be rigidly adherid o. 

Lou will not he in • position to make the where olec. 

non of void line fie hi. wawa unttl linow h, 

derails of Me Freeddironann end plans. 

%Trite la the flred.Euernann eer.utier ttt'noun! 

jobbet, ,, u,jioioaa and ant of oat neon... toll 

reply personally. 

Manhattan Bridge Insa. Brookhn. N. Y. 

Mastery 

NR7 August 1925 $ 110 

NR-45 Dec. 1925 $ 160 

John Drew FE- 15 August 1925 $75 

(not shown) NR-35 Aug 1925 $ 195 

in Radio 

Model Selling Price Material 

NR7 846.87 
Special NR7 44.65 
NR45 66.86 
FE15 35.50 
Special FE15 33.57 
FE18 44).45 

$20.64 
16.37 
35.29 
16.78 
1103 
17.13 

H
o
w
a
r
d
 F
re

ed
 

Labor 

$4.41 
4.41 
4.41 
3.53 
3.53 
3.53 
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The plant at Junius St. and Liberty Ave., East New York, 

Brooklyn. 

5(1 40 Henry Harder 

Iff 

30 

FREED- EISEMAN 

Earle Drake 

II 



FREEMISEMA\N 
THE RADIO OF AMERICA'S FINEST HOMES 

Now in Radio, too, Social Prestige has been established 

ifi iambi , 

0 V E AUTOMOBILE — one piano — one organ 
-stand in the public mind as the summit 

of excellence and social recognition. Now, among 

radios, one has reached the same eminence. That 
Radio is the FREED-EISEMANN. It was selected 
by the United States Navy for use on the Presi-
dent's yacht, the Mayflower. Today, the blue 

book of FREED-EISEMANN Users is the " Who's 
Who- of each community. QThe amazing ad-
vances made in the new FREED-EISEMANN Sets 
have still further intensified FREED-EISEMANN 

leadership. Think of it! Complete metal shield-

//MAW/MI 

ing from outside interference. Single control. 
Steel chassis construction. Superb cabinets. All 
sets can be run from house current with FREED-
EISEMANN power units. And, in addition, this 
year the economies of vast production give you 
FREED-EISEMANN quality at a new schedule of 
low prices that set a new standard of radio values. 

Table models beginning at $60 

Beautiful console sets: $95 to $650 
Prins slightly àtght• je Canada and tea of the Wks 

You may have a free demonstration in your 
own home. Pay on convenient terms if desired. 

PREED-EISEMANN RADIO CORPORATION • Junius Street and Liberty Avenue • BROOKLYN • NEW YORK 

ModelC40,111etratedebot, 6- tube sh ie I ded si ngle control 
receiver. Pressed steel chassis. Beautiful Loud SpeakerCon. 
sole. Price less Loud Speaker Unit $ 150. Table model of 
same set $85. Licensed under a group of Latour Parent,. 

Model 800, Illustrated &low. Loop set. No antenna, no 
ground wires. 8 tubes. Four stages tuned radio frequency 
Single control. For the first time Hazeltine Neutrodync 
and [scour inventions comlined in one superlative set. 
List Price $585. In superb Renaissance cabinet $650. 
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ELECTRIC! 
Caswell-Runyan Console C-4—Spanish straight 
line cabinet. Unusually heavy construction. Stump 
walnut finish. Contains 84-inch phonic-type horn 
capable of delivering the finest tonal reproduction 
and unusual volume on both high and low notes. 
A cabinet of rare grace. List Price, cabinet C-4, 
including loud speaker unit . . . $100.00 

It is pictured with Model Electric 11, making a 
complete electric console set. 

MODEL NR-8—Six tubes, two controls, two stages 
Neutrodyne TRF and one stage inductively tuned 
Neutrodyne radio frequency. Complete metal shield-
i ng. Equipped with New Freed-Eisemann " Inductor". 
Mahogany cabinet. I ist Price $90.00 

MODELNR-77—Anadvanced7-tube, 
single control Neutrodyne receiver. 
Four stages Neutrodyne TRF and two 
stages audio frequency supplemented 
by output transformer. Equipped with 
Freed-Eisemann "Inductor". Each radio • 
stage individually shielded. Audio fre-
quency stages in separate meta/ com-
partment. New type loop. List Price 
(including loop) $ 175.00 

MODEL 800- C • 8 —This novel 8-
tube set can be moved from room to 
room. Has four stages Neutrodyne 
TRF. Beautiful Renaissance cabinet. 
Illuminated rotating drum designates 
station settings. Complete interstage 
shielding and individual tube shield-
ing. Embodies the latest advances in 
radio engineering. List Price $395.00 

Caswell-Runyan 
Console C-2 — 
Full-size luxurious 
Early American 
period cabinet. 
Heavily construc-
ted. Finished in 
figured walnut. 
Violin-wood tone 
chamber having splendid acoustical prop-
erties. Handsome wooden cross-bar affords 
additional leg support. List Price, Cabi-
net C-2, including loud speaker horn, 
less unit . . ...... $55.00 

Set pictured in cabinet is model NR-9, a 
6-tube Neutrodyne. 

MODEL NR-66 —Single 
contro1,6-tubeNeutrodyne. 
Three stages Neutrodyne 
TRF (the first stage induc-
tively tuned). Each radio 
stage completely shielded 
in separate metal compart-
ment. Equipped with New 
Freedasemann "Inductor". 
List Price . . . $ 125.00 

(not shown) 411 Sept. 1927 $ 100 NR-11 ( 11) dropped to $ 125 in Sept. 

Caswell-Runyan Console 
C 1 —A full-size graceful 
Tudor cabinet, finished in 
figured walnut.Violin-wood 
tone chamber. Handsome 
cross-bar affords additiona I 
leg support. Metal drop 
pulls. List Price, cabinet C-
1, including loud speaker 
horn, less unit . $40.00 

Set pictured in cabinet is 
model NR-9, a 6-tube Neu-
trodyne receiver. 

ELECTRIC Il —Genuine electric receiver 
using standard tubes and only one additional 
tube. (No batteries, chargers, chemicals or dry 
cell tubes.) This 6-tube receiver has 3 stages 
of Neutrodyne TRF, one of which is inductively 
tuned. New Freed-Eisemann " Inductor" is in-
corporated. Audio frequency stages are supple-
mented by output transformer. Complete metal 
shielding. List Price $225.00 

Caswell-Runyan 
Console C-3 — 
Jacobean period 
secretary, figured 
walnut finish. The 
very newest in 
radio cabinet de-

sign. Accommodates all necessary equipment. 
Rigidly constructed. Comes equipped with 
phonic-type (coiled) sound chamber, noted 
for exceptional tone quality. List Price, 
cabinet C-3, including loud speaker horn, 
less unit   $70.00 

Set pictured is modeINR-8, a 6-tube Neutrodyne 

MODEL NR-9 — Six 
tubes, single control. 
Three stages Neutro-
dyne TRF, one of 
which is inductively 
tuned. Complete met-
al shielding. Equipped 
with New Freed-Eise-
ma n n " Inductor". 
List Price. $100.00 
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FREED-
EISEMAN 
RADIO 

tin 
III Ill \ 

THE PREFERRED RADIO— 

In homes where leaders meet 
$60 tnadb up to sr $95;toultst 

Prim algirIj bigke, t. C...• dad ev:o of de R OCL II 

TN the splendid residences of Park 
1 Avenue, in New York, Lake 
Shore Drive, in Chicago, and even 
distinguished streets of foreign 
capitals, the radio you will find is 
FREED-EISEMANN. 

That FREED-EISEMANN has 
brought radio to its utmost refine-
ment is witnessed by the fact that 
it was selected by government ex-
perts for installation on the Presi-
dent's yacht, the Mayflower, and 
that it was the only American 
radio ever awarded the gold medal 

Only in the Freed-Eisemann Radio 
will you find all these features at such remarkably low cost 
Complete metal shielding from out- construction. Superb cabinets. All 
side interference. One tuning con- sets can be run from house current 
trol instead of three. Steel chassis with Frecd-Eisemann power units. 

FREED-EISEMANN RADIO 
Freed-Eisemann Building, Brooklyn, New York 

at a European International Radio 
World's Fair. 
A vast new plant has effected 

startling economies in production 
and has yet been able to maintain 
that sterling quality for which its 
makers have won an envied repu-
tation. 

Illustrated above is Model 40— 
C-30—$135. Table model same set, 
$85. Licensed under Latour pat-
ents. 

For free demonstration write your 
name and full address in margin below. 

flyer 
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NR-57 Nov. 1927 $ 145 

Whether Your 
Home Has 

FRFF HOME 
DEMONSTRATION 

le 

At& Ya.., nralet PIT 
q.\!.";EIV (DY....ORKERS shnul underatend 
that there are tito kinds el rie rie current 
used in this city, and an electric Adis, which 
is designed to work on one hi d will flot 
work on the other. For this re son. Freed-
Eisemann makes both d.rect rrent and 
alternating current models o the Great 
Eighty, so all of Nero Yee* ca enjoy the 
radio of America's finest home This fore-
sight for your satisfaction is nba you get by 
buying a radio that has been f mous since 
broadcasting hvgan. 
The Great Eighty gives 1.ou all lectric and 

easy operation, low price, beau, I cabinets 
—hammered silver effect. haln t, or hand. 
decorated to match any schem of home-
furnishing —and a tone sp sweet nd natural 
and truly musical that you can r t and relax 
h hen Ereed.Eisemann plays, his is the 

greatest blessing of radin. W thou t it tin 
set can bring sou it, real j ys. Hear a 
dreed•Eisemann in your own ome—frec: 

FREED.EISEM.ANN I4ADIO 
CORPORATIO 

Breve, n. Ne.. Ynr 

WHOLE, \ I' 

N N  

W 11011.ZineMCC:(41../.l.e"..ele 011 IN .I 'AL. RADIO tjrrU,nrca 

11.11111., •/. 1110 f CTRIC C11. 

NR-80 June 1928 8125 or 813 
One wood, three metal table cabinets. 

Short technical articles in Citizens Call Book v I. 10 no.4, 
Nov. 1929, p. 90 and Radio Broadcast, Nov. 1 28, p. 42. 

14 



NR85 Aug. 1928 $ 160 

2 metal table cabinets. 

N R-60 Nov. 1927 $ 160 

••linical article in Radio Broadcast, reb. 1928. pi). 

299-301. 
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ERE ED' 
EISEMAN 

RADIO 
In Americas' Finest Homes 

This 

ELECTRIC RADIO 
is creating a nation-wide SENSATION 

Acclaimed by scientists, welcomed by the public, the new Freed-
Eisemann Electric Radio is being talked about from coast ro 
coast. Entirely free from batteries and battery cares. Plug in on 
any A. C. light socket—it plays at the snap of a switch... Just 
telephone your nearest Freed-Eisemann dealer to arrange for a 
demonstration in your own home without the slightest obligation. 

$60 and upwards 
Price. slightly higher It Coinage see West ol P.e Rockiee 

Console Cabinets by Caswell-Runyan 

c7Srege -fiàffléllin,qtrati—Le'eleraell 
BROOKLYN 1..wensed und.e patents ot Larour Ilaseltine.Sestr.dyne. and Redlo ol Amen. a NEW YORK 

( (Q .  h".:edrlieredcl%'eede':‘:frahra:ZlicFonn'yeirt.EÉo=7:1'i:I=e;‘lre'tfIT.',eg: 
rnew epropdhuocneirc. Tue.,Sruiptlsywrm lacc old mow. sound on with new Fred ibsemann 
supply you, send un your check or ymouitey'ouradne); and 'Iris name. giecrece.nel:: 

tr7 
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1725° 
(less tubes) 

MODEL NR-79 
8-Tube NEUTRODYNE for house-current 
operation. Push-Pull amplification. Four 
tuning condensers. Uses 245 tupe tubes for 
richness of overtone reproduction Electro. 
Dynamic Speaker. Self-enclosed Highboy 

Console of Walnut veneer. 

FREED RADIO 
gives you the program 

JUST AS THE MICROPHONE 
GETS IT 

HE entire Freed Line is designed with 
an eye to meet the competition you will have 
this season. 
In demonstrating any Freed Model to a prospect 
you can truthfully say: 
-Here is a set which in those essential parts—chassis and 
speaker—represents all that Radio has to offer. Notice the 
absolutely lifelike tone, which gives you the program just as 
the microphone gets il. The beauty of the cabinet speaks for it-
self. And now that you have heard what Freed Radio can do. 
I have an agreeable surprise for you. If you are familial with 
the prices of other good radios, you will realize that this Freed 
Model offers you value which has never before been available." 

Freed Radio will convincingly substantiate your claims as to 
Freed performance. Freed prices furnish you with a most 
effective argument to clinch the sale. 

There may be a Freed Dealer Franchise available in your 
territory. Write or wire us for information and an outline of 
our national advertising campaign and our comprehensive 
co-operative retail selling plan. 

FREED - EISEMANN RADIO CORPORATION 
122 East 42nd STREET, NEW YORK CITY 

A Division of Chas. Freshman Co., Inc. 
Canada: Freshman, Freed-Eisemann Radio, Ltd., 20 Trinity St., Toronto, Ont. 

Prices slightly higher in Canada. 

145 
(less tubes) 

MODEL NR-78 
8-Tube NEUTRODYNE for house-
current operation. Push-Pull am-
plification. Four tuning condensers. 
Irductor Dynamic Speaker. Walnut 
veneer Console, with two-tone 
panels. Uses 245 type tubes. 

Freed Model NR-90 
Model 150, an ,• ight tube re-

eeiver, employing four 2-24 tubes 
two 245s, is the latest prod-

uct of the Vreed-Eisemann 
Itadio Corporation, 122 E. 42nd 
St., New York City. An auto-
matic tuning devis' is a feature 
of this set. A st st  is tuned 
by sliding the indicator arm I.. 
the tuntng point, whieh is 
marked on the cellulose 
and pulling the knob mit. Ten 
station numbers may be written 
on the illuminated scale. The 
cabinet is made of walnut ve-
neer. Price, $1S2.rin.—Riolio 
Retailing. October, 1929. 

53 Aug. 1929 $55 (not shown) 
56 Aug. 1929 $75 (not shown) 

$995° 
oissosbx.) 

MODEL NR - 55 
8-Tube NEUTRODYNE 

for heuse.current operation. 

Push-Pull amplificat en. 

Inductor Dynamic Speaker. 
Cabinet of Walnut veneer 

225 
(iess ttlest 

MODEL NR-95 
9-Tube NEUTRODYNE or house-cur 
tion. De luxe model, embodying man 
feature. and using 245 type tubes. 
amplifisation. Electro-Dynaroic Sp 
markable selectivity is aocomp:tshed b 
Antenna Tuning Circuit. Magnificen 

Consists of Walnut veneer. 

nt opera-
exclusive 
Push-Pull 
ker. Re-
a special 
Highboy 

rude and l'ir•t•il 

is•i, I too r2') 
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MODEL P1R-714 $145 
(less toles) 

8 -Tut= NE UTRODYNE fog 
house-cur est tarcration. Push. 
Pull amplifietios. Four toddle 
condensers. In.tctor-Dynanne 
Speak', Walnut veneer Con-
sole, with two-tore panels. Use, 

245 up.. tubes. 

Inquiries from foreign countries 
may be sod eased to the Export 
Department, Freed-Eiseman,-
Radio Corponsten, 122 East 

42nd Ste«, New York. 

SS7f/ 7 

\) e 

The Singer's Living Voice 

PERHAPS you think you have heard "good radio." But unless you have heard the 
new Freed Radio you do not know the full possibilities of modem broadcasting. 

Tune in the program of some great operatic star. Those glorious, golden tones! 
That swift upruiling of winged sound! Those tender, fragile notes, so faint that 
they are sensed rather than heard! You hear them all. You hear this living voice 
:tin as though you were sitting in a box at the opera. 
What is the secret of Freed Radio's lifelike re-creation of any kind of pro-
gram just as the microphone rets it ? That secret lies in a chassis and sneaker 
which represent all that Ralo Science has to offer—in a sensitivity like 
that of the human ear itself. 
And yet, Freed Radio is far from being the most expensive set on the 
market. Compare it with others and see for yourself. 
Give your local Freed dealer an opportunity to demonstrate something unique in tonal 
fmelity—something unusual in cabinets, designed be master craftsmen — and at mas: 
attractive prices for such an exceptional quality product. Drop us a postcard for your 
dealer's name and complete catalog. 

FREED-EISEMANN RADIO CORPORATION 
122 East 42nd Street, New York City, (A Division of the Cha Freshm on Co., Inc.) 

Canada: Freshman Fn.-ed-Eisemann, Ltd., 20 Trinity Place, Toronto 
Prices slightly higher in Canada 

Famous Since Broadcastng Began 

Tune in the 

FREED ORCHESTRADIANS 
Phd Spitalny conducting 

Tuesday Evenings on WJZ and 
associated N. B. C. stations 

). 

MODEL NR 95 $225 
(less tubes) 

9-Tube NEUTROOYNE for 
lyqs.-- current ope-atipn. De 
luxe model. embodying many 
exclusive features and using 245 
cp.. tubes. Push-PLIlamplifica-

ElectronDynamic Speaker. 
Remarkable selkctivity is ac-
demolished 6 y • , petiot 
Antenna Tun ng Circuit. Msg. 
nificent Highboy Console of 

Walnut vencer. 
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Radio Manufacturers 
in New Plant Soon 

Freshman-Freed-Eisemann Companies to 
Start Operations in Clifton, N. J., in 
Near Future—Six Acres of Space 

Present plans announced by Clarence A. Earl, 
president of the Chas. Freshman Co., Inc., and 
chairman of the board, Freed-Eisemann Radio 
Corp., indicate that the two companies will be 
located in their new plant at Clifton, N. J., 
within the next forty-five days. 
The new plant, shown in the airplane view 

attached, is located twelve miles from New 

York City and in the center of the labor 
markets of Newark, Paterson and Passaic, N. J. 
Six acres of floor space on one floor, saw-tooth 
roof construction, and fireproof throughout, are 
features of the building. It is located on the 
Erie Railroad. 
The consolidation of the Bronx, Brooklyn 

and East New York plants of the pioneer radio 
manufacturing concerns, according to Mr. Earl, 
will result in a tremendous saving in rental, 
overhead and efficiency, amounting to several 
hundred thousand dollars a year under present 
operation expenses. 
"The economical layout of this new factory 

will enable us to decrease costs and expenses 
for operations, and will effect a large increase 
in our volume of business for the year 1929," 
added Mr. Earl. 

New Freshman-Freed-Eisemann Plant at Clifton, N. J. 
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Eisemann Magneto Corporation 
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jntroducing 
new Broadcast Receiver 

Toe RI, 2, • receiving net el surpass.. 
icg exmllence it offered to the radio 
public. 

Radio frequency amplification at it. b..tt 
is employed—a transformer-coupled 

. tuned radio frequency circuit, with t.. 
stag.s of sodio frequency arnplificativn. 

There are but two controls end tuninr it 
extremely simple. Extraordinmy teroi. 
tivity is combined with • bigh order of 
.electivity. Broadcast preemie from 
tar diatom, points • re received w th 
marked amity itral volume. 

The amembly of internments is enewcd 
in solid m•hogany. 

!eV. IT! 111ffl IT! COMPARE IT! 

43I mg. ink, 

1,1,11,1ANN MAGNETO CORY 
William N. Sta.. ProrNINN 

rdet,Third &Net Ifroolal”. N. Y. 

1 , 585 , 1 5 8 . RADIOTRANSFORMER. STANLEY D. 
LIVINGSTON, New York, N. Y., assignor to Eisemann 
Magneto Corporation, Brooklyn, N. Y., a Corporation 
of New York. Filed Dec. 21, 1922. Serial No. 
608.215. 2 Claims. (Cl. 175-361.) 

,e 2/ 4f P` 

A one-tube homebrew built with Eisemann parts. 

1 he Eisemann Magneto Cor-

poration had no connection with Freed-Eisemann. It 
began in 1903 as a sales agency of Ernst Eisemann & 
Co. of Stuttgart, Germany, makers of automotive magne-

tos. Between 1915 and 1930, the company's gross sales 
of ignition products ranged between 81.5 and 83 million 

per year. 
Eisemann entered the radio market in August, 1923, 

with a comprehensive line of high)quality components, 
followed by the $ 110 Model RF-2 in March, 1924, and 
the 6-D in October before abandoning radio to return to 

magneto manufacture. The company existed at least until 

1940. 

6-D October 1924 $125 
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7Xeifsaicit couldn't be done/ 

eERE 
it is at 

Clarity 

Beauty 

Volume 

Distance 

Selectivity 

built of the finest low lloss material 
and in a beautiful genuine solid 
mahogany cabinet at only sixty 
dollars. 

Ask your dealer for a free demonstration 
Complete literature gladly sent on request 

FRESHMAN 

mAsTEEPIKE 

A 5-TUBE SET 

No neutralizing or 
balancing condensers 
to fuss with. Self-
balanced—low loss. 

A Tuned Radio Frequency Receiver 
that will bring even the most distant stations to your home with surpris-
ing clarity and volume. So selective that you can pick up any station you 
want—night after niet—at the same dial settings, and, what's more, 
it is the easiest set in the world tc, opra:e. 

Chas. Freshman Co., Inc., 106 Seventh Ave., New York 



IMIES111-1MANI 
Chas. Freshman Co., Inc. 

Iefore Charles Freshman was 
forty, he had made and lost several millions. Born in 
Chicago, educated at the College of the City of New 
York. Freshman was the "rubber king" before 
determining to retire and enjoy life, but as much as he 
liked play ( he was called "radio's greatest sport," sur-
passing even Atwater Kent), he found he preferred busi-
ness to idleness. 

Becoming fascinated by radio after hearing the play-by-
play of the 1921 World's Series, he began manufacturing 
radio condensers and antennas by Jaw, 1922, 
incorporating the Charles Freshman Company in July. 
During a series of moves to larger and larger quarters 
over the next two years, he added crystal detectors, vari-
able grid leaks, and other parts to his line, all designed 
by his engineer, Albert W. Franklin. He also backed 
Elman Myers in tube manufacturing when Myers was en-
joined from making them in the U.S. and set up a plant 
in Montreal, Canada. 

During 1923 and early 1924 as the Neutrodynes and 
Atwater Kent's three-dial TRFs took over the market, 
Freshman saw his opportunity. Rather than use the com-
paratively expensive methods of neutralizing or of poten-
tiometer bias control, his engineers hit un the ingenious 
scheme of mounting the RF transformers so close to the 
metal-frame tuning condensers that the eddy-current 
losses would reduce the amplification and keep the set 
from oscillating. Of course this wasn't very efficient, but 
it worked, and, what mattered to Freshman, it was 
cheap. By cutting corners wherever possible, he was able 
to market his "Masterpiece" at just $60, while some of 
his dealers trimmed even that price. Kits were only 
$17.50. 

Designed around May, 1924, and in production by Au-
gust, the Masterpiece had swept the low-priced market 
by Christmas, spawning countless imitations over the 
next two years. From August until the following Febru-
ary, Freshman made 125,000 Masterpieces and kits, 
grossing $494,322, or more than for the entire year of 
1923 ($400,977). In 1924 Freshman took in $2.1 mil-
lion, of which $754,000 was profit. . _ 

As with many radio companies in this period, such per-
formance attracted Wall Street investors. The company 
reorganized in December, 1924, and offered stock, 
though not enough to jeopardize Charles Freshman's per-
sonal control; a large block was bought by Walter P. 

Chrysler, acting for the Anthony N. Brady estate ( this 
will figure in the story later). 

For the next few months, Freshman, like most radio 
companies, marked time, though the company had rather 
more defective sets being repaired than most — 150 to 
200 per day. The troubles were in the audio transformers 
and particularly the rheostats, whose suppliers were 
changed almost weekly in December in Freshman's quest 
for the lowest possible price. Freshman quickly won a 
reputation in the industry for repudiating suppliers' con-
tracts, legally or otherwise, when it was to his financial 
advantage. 
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Charlie Freshman 

"The Masterpiece is made to sell — and sell quick — 
while it can be sold — for even the public learns, if but 
slowly." So said the editor of Radio Retailer & Jobber 
which, needless to say, did not get any of Freshman's ad-
vertising! Inspectors had to pass 100 sets per day or be 
fired, but they were also fired if they passed any defec-
tive ones. 

For the 1925 -26 season, Freshman had even more 

ideas to make money. First he cut out his jobbers, selling 
directly to dealers and shaving a few percentage points 
off their prices. As he had always concentrated on the 
city trade, this didn't seem to affect his distribution, 
though there were many who predicted failure. Next, 
Freshman introduced, under the name "Polydyne" but 
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with the same factory address, a set exactly like the pre-
vious season's model, to be sold by department stores, 
undercutting his own dealers, who were understandably 
furious. Still, Freshman rolled merrily along; by Septem-

ber he was turning out 1000 sets per day, and by Novem-
ber 2500: 2000 of the $60 model with speaker, and 500 
Polydynes. Production cost was stated in June to be $ 18. 
his planned production for the season was 300,000 and 

may very well have reached that figure. Sales for Septem-
ber through December steadily climbed: $676,000; $ 1.3 
million, $ 1.7 million; $ 1.8 million; and for the entire 
year of 1925, $7.3 million, with a profit of 81.6 million 
(much less, as a percentage, than for 1924). 

By February 1926, as was the custom, only repair men 

were at work in the factory, though ads began appearing 

for the 1926 line; 300,000 sets again were planned. 
Sonora agreed to deliver console cabinets at its cost of 

$20.50 throughout the summer, to keep its work crews 
together, and to insure that his dealers bought them, 
Freshman discontinued the cheaper models in July. Sales 
peaked somewhat earlier in 1926 than in 1925: $250,000 
in June, $1 million in September, and $ 1.5 million in 
October for a total of $7 million for the year with 

$801,000 profit. Production in November was reported to 
be 1000 sets per day, and in December only 400 sets, 

explaining why Freshman did not publicize sales figures 
for those months. By then, the three-dial models were 
positively old-fashioned, so he rushed the new single.dial 

models into production in March, making 1400 to 16(X) 

sets per day in a brief flurry. 

Ralph & Elinor Williams 5-F-5 

1,599,225. VARIABLE GRID LEAK. ALBERT FRANKLIN, 

New York, N. Y., assignor to Chas. Freshman Co. 
Inc., New York, N. Y., a Corporation of New York. 
Filed Oct. 5, 1922. Serial No. 592,574. 2 Claims. 

(Cl. 201-55.) 
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1. An electrical apparatus comprising a dielectric plate, 

a conducting coating on one side thereof, terminals for 
connecting an electric current to the opposite ends of 
said plate, an elongated strip conductor pivoted cen-

trally on said plate with its entire contiguous surface in 
constant electrical contact with the coated surface there-
of, means for rotating said conductor to present its ends 
at different distances from the terminals. 

After Splitdorf accepted an RCA license in March or 
April, 1927 and the rest of the industry began falling like 
tenpins, Freshman held out for a month, but a patent suit 

on April 23 persuaded him to sign up in June. Now re-
quired to use RCA tubes, he cancelled a contract with 
Arcturus for AC tubes after receiving 20,000 out of the 
300,000 to 500,000 total, claiming that only one in a 
hundred tubes was good. He also began a pilot run of an-
other 1500 AC sets, this time with RCA tubes; but before 
it could be completed ( it took 40 to 60 days each time to 
procure the parts), he plunged right into a run of 10,000, 

trying to fill half of his incoming orders for 1200 sets per 

day. As fast as Freshman shipped them out, two to three 
hundred came back (the final figure was said to be 60%) 
with breakdowns in the power pack. The inevitable re-

sult: 900 employees were discharged in November. 

Ralph & Elinor Williams 

Masterpiece August 1924 $60 
Described in Radio Engineering, Sept. 1924, pp. 
236-237; Radio Review, May 1925, pp. 19-21; and 
NY Telegram, Oct. 30, 1926, p. 4. 

Also in November or December 1927, Walter P. 

Chrysler arrived. Having invested heavily in the Fresh-
man company, and convinced there was nothing wrong 

ith it but inept management, he made some changes. 

He bought out vice-president Myron Goldsoll, who 
owned 37% of the original stock, for just under $ 1 mil-
lion, then acquired more stock from chief engineer 
Franklin ( who held 10%) to get majority control. As the 
stock's market price was dropping like a stone. and the 
company was in dire need of $500,(X/0 cask, which only 

Chrysler could provide ( having lost $461,000 on sales of 
$7.3 million in 1927), he had little trouble in acquiring 
all of Charles Freshman's stock, too, and for much less 

than Goldsoll had received. In April, 1928. former auto 
executive Clarence A. Earl was installed as president, 
while Charles Freshman was given an honorary position 
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Inallaa  

The Tremendous Denend 
or THE 

FRESHMAN 
eSTEIIPIIME 

having attained worldwide proportions, has 
compelled us to move into the brand new 
twelve ztory fireproof building at 

240-248 W. 40th Street 

"FRESHMAN BUILDING" 
Equipped with every modern convenitnce for 
manufacturing efficiency, we shall be able to 
more than double our production within a vc.ry 
short time. 

If your dealer can not supply you with d 

FRESHMAN MASTERPIECE FIVE TUBE 
TUNED RADIO FREQUENCY RECEIVER 
TODAY— 

WAIT! 
He will have some in a day or two. Don't Le 
misled by unscrupulous dealers or distributors 
into buying an imitation or counterfeit. 

A Five Tube Tuned Radio Frequency Set 

All ranker Frealeman Ma.lrralrcr :art. hate a atrial 
member mar trade mark rirmatl an Iler rott•pateel. 
TM- Rerrisrr iv not Atioreinterd if numb, has hero 
',mimed! or ternprrril 

CHAS. FRESHMAN CO., INC., 

Made of the finest low loss materials 
and in a beautiful genuine solid mahog-
any cabinet, that à attractive enough 
for the mast pretentious room, and at 
sixty dollars economical enough for the 
most modest. It is without a doubt 

The Greatest fralue Ever Offered 
In a Radio Receiving Set 

Combines all points essential to the 
perfect receiver. Real distance recep-
tion without that squealing and howl-
ing. So selective that once a station is 
picked up it can be brought in again 
at the same points on the dials, when-
ever you want it. And, what's more, 

It Is Mighty Easy to Operate 

FRESHMAN BUILDING, 240-248 W. 40th ST., NEW YORK 
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Sold BY Authorized 
Freshman dealers only 

Ue
ltkdereieWeed S39.50 

.:
Model 5-F-2 e, ;. Massive cabinet with e 

-- eloping panel. 

e 

iteeeMagei 

Model 5-F-4 ekl' 
ei Genuine solid Mahog-

any. Sloping panel. 

Concert Model 
e Genuine mahogany 

rentains full-throated 
clt, loud speaker. 

g 1 /«. 

49-50 

75 

?iitte 7 sbo 
MBuilt in leould5sp-:-keer. '›" 
A tremendous value. , 
011 e e nee 

Model 5-F-6 
With table. Solid , a-
ganyplentyofroom 

felt batteries. etc. 

tii82.50 

The 1925-1926 Line of 

eN ew and Improved 
RESHMIN 

ivIASTERNEcie 
Five-Tube Tuned adio 
Frequency Receiving Sets 

For Dry or Storage Battery Tubes 

THE WORLD'S GREATEST 
RADIO VALUES 

are made possible by our improved manufacturing facilities and our 
policy of selling direct to authorized dealers. 

A complete line of the world's most beautiful radio receiving sets, rang-
ing from the improved 5 tube tuned radio frequency receiver at $39.50, 
up to the handsome Franklin Console, of vigorous line.; and fine pro-
portions, at $ 115.00. 

Every Set Guaranteed To Be 
Mechanically Perfect 

Every authorized Freshman dealer is equipped to give you the best of 
service and attention. Conz•enient terms arranged if you desire. 

If there Isn't an authorized dealer In your 
town write to either of our office. for inforraa-
don—mentioning the name of your local dealer. 

`"ehas.Freshman roinc. 
.Ractio • . 47-ceivers anD‘..-arts 
FRESHMAN BUILDING 

240-248 WEST 40TH ST.-NEW YORK.N.Y. 
Chicago Office: 327 So. LaSalle Street 

Franklin Console 
Genuine mahogany,everything 
self contained. The most beau-
tiful radio on the market 

$115 szo 

et. 

Master "B" Eliminator 
Works from light socket—cuts 
out " B" batteries. 

Most of these models were probably made only with window dials, as in the ad um lu lacing page, and not thy knobs 
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as chairman of the board (he was totally out by Septem-
ber). Franklin was shown the door, and his assistant 
George Eltz took over ("now, for once in its existence, 
The Charles Freshman Co. has a real chief engineer 
not a false alarm"). 

Freshman introduced a few low priced sets in 1928, 
enough to keep the company going, although it still 
needed another tranfusion of $ 1,125,000 in September 
from bankers. In November, it merged with 
Freed Eisemann, which also needed money. The idea 
was to combine Freshman's line with Freed-
Eisemann's quality sets, moving both factories into one 
new facility to share overhead expenses. The Freed-
Eisemann name was retained, but Earl replaced Fresh-
man's with his own in July, changing the corporate name 

to Earl Radio Corporation. At last, the outlook was excel-
lent: 2,000 employees, sales of $1 million in June, 1929; 
and steadily increasing production of 13,975 sets in 
June; 23,564 in July; 32,000 planned for August, 40,000 
in September . . . . 
Of course that's not what happened. After June, expen-

sive sets stopped selling, the stock market crashed 
(Earl's treasurer, Warren Keyes, actually jumped from 
his 11th-floor hotel window on October 1), and Earl went 
into receivership on November 22, 1929. Efforts by Clar-
ence Earl to find new financing failed, and the factory in 
Clifton, New Jersey, was sold in July, 1930, to a syndi-
cate that intended to go back into production with low-
priced sets, but apparently never did. 

ÈielizweaTnsEdvtImriprotw eict 

Itére it is 

HERE IS MODEL 5-F-5 - - - 

Complete with built-in loud speaker of 
great volume and superb tone quality. 

ENCASED IN - 

As fine a heavy genuine solid mahogany 
cabinet as ever graced any radio set. 

AT SIXTY DOLLARS - - - 
Not only complete with built-in loud speaker and 

massive mahogany cabinet, but this wonder circuit 
has been scientifically perfected and each and every 
single part strengthened and co-ordinated. 

FOR EXAMPLE - - - 
The new Freshman Masterpiece Straightline Wave 

Length Condenser with vernier attachment which as-
sures hair-line selectivity—permitting desired stations 
to be tuned in without interference over the entire 
wave length range. This is merely one exclusive 
feature of the 

WORLD'S GREATEST 

RADIO RECEIVER 

Write for complete litera-

'ire illustrating and describ-

ing the balance of the Fresh-

man Masterpiece line. 

5-F-7 console (not shown) $89.50. 

MODEL 5-F-4 
The perfect receiver. 

Genuine solid mahogany. 
Sloping panel. 

CONCERT MODEL 
Genuine mahogany. 

Conta ins full-throated 
loud speaker. 

FRANKLIN CONSOLE 
Genuine mahogany. every-

thing self-contained. The most 
beautiful radio on the market. 

5-F-8 similar, Nov. 1925, 897.50. 

115 
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ItifS MAN e],k14„„....es , ,21 
Another Sensation., • 

MODEL 6-F-1 

Oe ¡nit llnproVQd 
MASTERPIECE 
The World's Greatest 
Radio Receiving Set 

Frealunan'i latest sensation. illustrated here, 
buccal appeal to the women of the home. 
It ni built of five-ply genuine mahogany; a 
handsome piece of furniture that fits in any 
corner of any aiaed room. It is compact and 
comparatively small, giving it preference over 
chum, comfit., Contains an especially large 
inne , hambec 

With Built-in Loud Speaker or 

Great Volume and Superb Tone 

U" ,Z,...7onfeweri. *Mot wnet, tee. tot w: 
elc —noe etnee 'ewe belog 

chas. Freidman Co., lne. 
New York 

.6 W Wathington Blvd 

The Radio Receiver Women 
Have Been Waitinn Fee 

en., • 

.50 

6-F-6 April 1926 $38.50 

Not Shown: 

6-F-5 Apr. 1926 $57.50 
6-F-7 Apr. 1926 $38.50 

6-F-9 Aug. 1926 $99.50 

6-F-10 Aug. 1926 $99.50 

6-F-16 Dec. 1926 $79.50 

6-F-1 1, 6-F-12 Oct. 1926 $ 119.50 

Technical article in Popular Radio, Nov. 1926, pp. 

684-689. 

/ere IsGFREtSrANS 

Accompl ishmentJIlT 
This Wonder Set which is spread-
ing entertainment, education and 
contentment in hundreds of thou-
sands of homes in an parts of the 
world now has many additional 
points of superiority. 

uNew and Improved 

FREsiimAN 
mASTERPIEct 
MODEL 6-F-3 

A handsome piece of furniture 
made of carefully selected genuine 
five-ply mahogany. A radio re-
ceiver with the finest of built-in 
loud speakers, in a console model 
which provides ample room for all 
batteries, chargers, eliminators and 
everything else that could possibly 
be used in connection with a radio 
set. Not a single wire visible to 
mar the appearance of the room. 

Sold on Convenient Terms— 
Now on display by all authorized Freshmen 
dealers who will install and service thesis 

CHAS. Fll[Se. N CO. Inc., Freshman Building, New Tart 

Chicago Evening American 
(Oct. 12, 1926), p. 7 

ThetsprepiEct 

MASTERPIECES 
yee'înài eilrei°4 
gAsTERPIEcr 

The most perfect radio ever 
designed. Massive— beauti-
ful; just what you want for 
your home. No matter how 
exquisite your furnishings 
are this genuine mahogany 
upright Console will lend 
additional beauty. 

Sala on easy emus 
by FRESHMAN Dealers 

Our new 48 cage book Illueteetine end deserIblne the 
entire Freshman %steeple., Line: Free on regent. 

Ghee.Freehmen Co..Ine.,Freehmin Bldg..New York 
2626 W. Weshington Bled., Chime 

Model 6-F-11 
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Radio Guide (Feb. 1926), p. 38 

The Man Behind the Machine 

In August 1924 a development occurred which revo-
lutionized an industry then in its merest infancy, and 
pointed the way to a new sphere of progress which has 
since become the expression of greatest radio development, 
and the source of enjoyment and educational advantages 
to millions of people. That development was the in-
troduction of a radio set at a low price—completely 
manufactured, in a serviceable neat cabinet. This set 
caught on quickly—its maker had great difficulty in 
meeting even a fraction of the orders that poured in, 
and countless imitators entered the field, to profit by the 
demand he had created. 
The set was the Freshman Masterpiece, and the maker 

Charles F. Freshman. Today both the set and its maker 
are known throughout radiodom. But while many know 
the set and its performance, and know of the success 
it has brought to the man whose name it bears, few know 
of the man himself, or of the manner in which he built 

IsZ up the producing organization that now ranks as the 
largest individual producer of radio receivers. 

How Freshman Entered Radio 
Four years ago a man still on the sunny side of forty 

boarded a train for Florida, vowing never again to do 
a stroke of work. He had been highly successful in 
the rubber business in Akron Ohio, and he had determined 
to enjoy life while he was still young. He had worked 
hard from the time of his early youth. 
He found that retirement for him was only an Elysian 

dream. He grew restless for active business again, and 
came back to the world of business in the North. Having 
been successful once, he was confident of being suc-
cessful again, providing he could find a business that 
would appeal to him. With this in mind he started to 
investigate "business" and propositions which were sub-
mitted to him. He dabbled in real estate. 
His entry into the radio industry came about as the 

result of hearing a play by play description of the 1921 
World's Series broadcast by radio. In those days radio 
was far more of a marvel in the minds of those unfamiliar 
with its operation than is the case today. Charles 
Freshman sensed in this new scientific marvel an oppor-
tunity, one into which he could enter with roseate visions 
of achievement, a buisiness having unbounded possibilities. 

He began the manufacture of parts for radio set 
builders in a dingy little loft building in downtown New 
York. Operations commenced in 1922, with a capital of 
$500,000.00. In 1923, the first full year of operations, 
gross sales had amounted to only $400,977.00. Fresh-
man was building a firm foundation, but it remained 
for him to startle the whole world of radio in August 
of the following year. 

The "Freshman Masterpiece" Appears 
The introduction of the Freshman Masterpiece was 

aptly timed. The best period for broadcasting reception 
was just being ushered in—the holiday buying period 
just ahead. Freshman realized that while there were 
hundreds of thousands who had mechanical ability and 
the patience to construct their own radio receivers, there 
were millions who could and would buy a completely 
constructed set, at a reasonable price, needing only tubes, 
batteries and aerial for complete installation and opera-
tion. 
The Freshman Masterpiece did just what its creator 

hoped and planned for it. It opened up a new avenue of 
radio sales, and the Freshman, being the pioneer, was 
the logical leader in this class of radio receivers. Orders 
poured in from all parts of the country, dealers vied 
with one another for the privilege of handling the set, 
and deliveries fell far behind the orders. This left room 
for competitors and imitators to achieve momentary suc-
cess, yet there was such a field that this competition 
served to strengthen the position of the Freshman product. 

Forced to Extend Production Facilities 
This huge demand, and the inadequate factory facilities 

then available at the plant on Seventh Avenue, made 
the acquisition of additional factory space inevitable. 
The Freshman organization increased its capital, and ob-
tained a location in the mid-town section of New York, 
at which point it centered its factory, sales, and adminis-
trative departments. Still there was insufficient space, 
and, prior to entering into production for the 1925 season, 
additional plants were acquired in the Bronx section of 
New York, and at Chicago. 
At its Bronx plant, where more than 1,100 people are 

employed, between 2,000 and 2,500 receiving sets are 
turned out each day. Sets are finished at the rate of 

5 a minute. 
This plant has 56,000 square feet of manufacturing 

space, the mid-town plant has 40,000 square feet, and 
the Chicago plant 50,000 square feet—and additional 
space is being negotiated for, which will permit six units, 
each with production of 500 sets per day, to be in opera-
tion during 1926. 
The factories are organized on an efficient production 

plan, a chart being kept showing the progress of each 
unit which keeps the employees working at high pace. 
'rhe set moves evenly down the factory, taking only 45 
minutes to get into the hands of the tester. The factory 
workers are in the position of having to dispose of the sets 
as they reach them, or be swamped. 
An engineering staff is maintained at the Bronx plant, 

and a well equipped laboratory is provided, in which 
experimentol work is constantly being conducted for the 
purpose of working out improvements in the Freshman 
products. 

Freshman Tells His Method 

Asked how he made such a whirlwind success in this 
new industry—radio—Charles Freshman said: "I sur-
rounded myself with good men and paid them well. I 
would not have an associate who could not make money. 
In the radio business as in every other line it has been 
the survival of the fittest. We determined to be the 
Fittest." 

Mr. Freshman, who was born in Chicago, and received 
his education in the public schools of Chicago and New 
York, and at the City College in New York, believes 
that most men can be successful if they only use their 
brains. Many think they are using all their brain power, 
he contends, when they are really only running on a few 
cells. 

Mr. Freshman does not believe there is any saturation 
point in the radio industry just as there is none in the 
automobile, piano, or phonograph industries, as has been 
clearly demonstratéd. The radio today, he says, is as 
much a commercial and educational factor as it is a 

pleasure machine. The farmer depends on his receiving 
set for weather reports and large numbers of people are 
receiving college educations over their radio. 



a 'NEW radio thargets'everytking! 
Six tubes 4-fOne control 
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Distance 
Distant stations often 
broadcast on exactly 
the sa:ne wavelength 
as locals. This new 
Freshman set is so 
powerful that it 
brings .n stations from 
all over the country. 
Sometanes it is desir-
able to cut out the 
distant station broad-
casting on the same 
wavelength as the 
local to which you are 
listening; if so, just 
pull out the distance 
switcn indicated 
above. 

50 

M ERELY turn the dial from point 

to point and station after s•zation 

comes in separately, clearly and dis-

tinctly. The one dial is the only tuning 

device on this new Freshman Radio. 

Its amazing power allows stations 

from a great 

Distance 
to be tuned in right through the locals. Its 
superior construction and efficiency separate 
the different wave-lengths and tune cut the 
undesired stations with startling 

Selectivity 
allowing you to listen to exactly the station 
that you desire without bother or interference 
and with fine 

Tone Qualitg 
which is the result of scientifically constrt eted 
audio transformers perfectly designed and 
co-ordinated to match this powerful radio. 

Stec tubes One Control 

ESHM 

AÁSTERNEch 

p.ndled in genuine m.h.17.7.' $ 79.50 
Built in r,ne speaker. Spacioun 
battery comportment   

A distinctively benutirul tndio e_99.50 
panelled in Ren oinc mahogany. •P 
Large built- in cone tpeaker 

Hear it 
To-day 

At any Authorized 

FRESHMAN 

Dealers Store 

Operate It 
Yourself 

consolelis pan• t 1O9° 
ailed in genuine mahognnY• 
12.inch cone Weak.'  

CHAS. FRESHMAN Co., INC., 240-248 W . 40TH ST., NEW YORK CITY 

WORLD'S GREATEST RADIO 
models 7-F-2, 7-F-3, 7-F-5, ? Trauical article iii Rath() i\eu.s, (May 1927), 1p. 1321-
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7-83-5 June 1927 
7-AC-5 July 1927 $ 175.00 
7-AC-2 Sept. 1927 $ 54.50 
7-AC-3 Sept. 1927 $ 153.00 
7-AC-4 Sept. 1927 $185.00 

G-1 Sept. 1927 $70 G-2, $ 175. G-3 $200 G-4, $225 G-5, $250 G-7 Oct. 1927 $ 185 6-10 Jan. 1928 $ 195 
Technical articles in Radio News (Dealers Ed.), May 1928, pp. 21-22; Radio Broadcast, Nov. 1928, p. 41. 

CHAS. FRESHMAN'S HAPPY DAYS 

Ralph & Elinor Williams 

Equaphase August 1927 $70 
Designed by Franklin, Eltz, and Dunn. 
In Sept.: 12-2, $ 110. 12-4, $ 160. 12-5, $ 185. 

Technical articles in Radio Broadcast, Nov. 1927, 
pp. 42-43; AY Telegram, July 9, 1927, p. 5. 
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crhe Season's Biggest 
Selling Arguments~~z 

POWER-CLAR1TY- SIMPLICITY 
CHIC:M() DAILY NEWS 

5e OrelnoineeMeqieler 
t ssAs CI 

IXD PLAIN' 

WM014 

)litsburgh 
eht ecning '1111111 _ - 

Detroit New ,11.30.$ton 
T. LOUIS POST- DI 

cuiflth cnin 

:bitaqo 

MODEL Q-15 
"Toe Little Giant of tbe Air" 

ALL • ELECTRIC 

Using the new UK- 222 Shielded 
Grid Tube 

List Price—Less Tubes . $69.00 
An peke, slightly higher 

west of Deny, 

ABIG national magazine and newspaper 
campaign is carrying the new and im-

mensely significant message of " Freshman 
Simplified Radio" to the entire nation. 

In the new Freshman idea of Simplified Radio 
you have the season's greatest sales feature— 
an argument your customers can understand. 

Intelligent simplification of any piece of mech-
anism adds to its efficiency and reduces first 
cost, operating cost and upkeep. 

MODEL Q-16 
ALL- ELECTRIC 

With walnut cabinet. includ-
ing large built-in cone speaker. 

List Price (lea5 twins) $ 129.00 

MODEL N-12 
(Indust, (abinet) 

Model N- I4 (Aftthegan,Cabint0 
ALL- ELECTRIC 

with Peerless Dynamic Speaker 
using 0X-210 Power Tube 

List Price—Less Tubes . $ 195 OP 

Freshman engineers have simplified radio to 
its essentials. 

Freshman Simplified Radio, plus quality con-
struction and workmanship throughout, offers 
all in clarity, power and economy that can 
truthfully be promised for radio today. 

Simplified Radio is an exclusive Freshman sales 
feature. Make the most of it. We will be 
glad to send you a Freshman Franchise Appli-
cation Blank. Write or wire for it. 

CI-JAS. IMES In-MAN CO.. INC. 
NEW NOOK - CHICAGO - LOS ANGELES • KANSAS CITY 

FOUR ULTIMATE RAUI0 N RESIFI MA 
Models N and Q first advertised in Sept. Model Q designed by Ccorge Fitz. Also sold under "Polvdy lie- name. Technical 

articles in Radio, Nov. 1928, p. 43: Radio Rroadeasi. Jan. 1929, P. 178; /VI. Sun, Jan. 16, 1929, pp. 2. 8. 
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M-11 Jill\ 192i 

N- I1 Sept 1928 $ 1/5 

Product: President Set. Table model. 
push pull amplification, shielding, one il-
luminate control, employs eight tubes, in-

eluding the rectifier. Built in an attractive 
walnut cabinet. 

List price, 950. 
Manufacturer: S Freshman Co., Chicago. 
Martwell Sales Co., Paramount Building, 

New York City, exclusive sales distributors. 

"S. Freshman" was said to be 

Charles' brother, Sigmund. 

Earl 21 June 1929 $75 22 April 1929 $99.50 

Earl 31 June 1929 $ 139 

Earl 41 August 1929 $250 

e 

•`) 

32 April 1929 $169 

Earl Model 33 
"Centro-Matic" tuning is be-

ing shown in the new Model 33 
receiver just brought out by the 
Earl Radio Corporation, 122 E. 
42nd St., New York City. This 
is an automatic station selector. 
The names of ten stations can 
be written on the illuminated 
cellulose scale. The tubes used 
in this set are four 224's, one 
being used as a detector and 
three in the s.f. stages, a 227 in 
the first audio, two 245's, and a 
280 rectifier. A phonograph 
pick-up is provided. The cabi-
net is a semi-lowboy of walnut 
with narrow paneled doors, and 
cncloses an inductor-dynamic 
speaker. Price, $179.— Radio 
Retailing, October, 1929. 

33 Oct. 1929 $179 
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THE Talking Machine JOURNAL for November, 1928 

Freshman Freed - Eisemann 
Merger Maintains 

Individuality of Each 
plan to unite two important radio 

manufacturers was announced late in Oc-
tober. A contract was signed which upon 
the approval of the stockholders of the 
Chas. Freshman Co., Inc., a special meet-
ing for which purpose has been called for 

C. A. Earl 
President Chas. Freshman Co., Inc. 
Chairman of the Board of Directors 

of Freed-Eisemann Radio Corp. 

October 31, 1928, will place the Chas. 
Freshman Co., Inc., in control of the ma-
jority stock of the Freed-Eisemann Radio 
Corporation, and will in effect combine 
the two businesses. 
The Freed-Eisemann Radio Corporation 

is a pioneer producer of radio apparatus, 
having been among the first firms ta be 
organized immediately following the first 
public broadcasting seven years ago. The 
Chas. Freshman Co., Inc., came into being 
shortly after that time. Each is one of 
the leading companies in its respective 
price-class; the Freed-Eisemann Cot' pony 
specializing in the higher price field; the 
Freshman Co. in the low-priced field. 

In announcing the foregoing, Jos. D. R. 
Freed, president of the company which 
hears his name, stated: "After several 
weeks of negotiations between Mr. Earl, 
president of the Chas. Freshman Co., Inc.. 
and myself, a contract has been entered 
into for the unified control of the two busi-
nesses. which plan will become opersttive 
as soon as the stockholders of the amas. 
Freshman Co., Inc., approve it and the 
Freshman Co. complies with other provi-
sions in said contract. 
"This is a logical business step and will 

prove beneficial to both parties. It will 
enable both companies to effect valuable 
economies in purchasing, manufacturing, 
selling and administration and to greatly 
expand research and engineering facilities. 

This will be true even though it is the in-
tention to maintain the individuality of 
the two companies. 
"The administrative and selling policies 

of the Freed-Eisemann organization will 
continue as heretofore. Products of both 
companines will be sold under their pres-
ent trade marks and they will have the ad-
ditional benefits of increased strength be-
hind them. 
"Inasmuch as both companies have out-

grown their present factory quarters, it is 

the intention in the near future to seek 

J. D. R. Freed 
President Freed-Eisemann Radio Corp. 

Director and Vice-President of 
Chas. Freshman Co., Inc. 

new factory locations, where both concerns 
will be under one roof. 

Arthur Freed 
Vice President and Secretary Freed-

Eismann Radio Corp. 
Director and Vice-President of 

Chas. Freshman Co., Inc. 

"Mr. Earl, in addition to his duties of 
president of the Outs. Freshman Co., Inc., 

is to become chairman of the board of di-
rector. of the Freed-Eisemann Radio 
Corp. 

tiN•PA 

Arthur A. Trostler 
Vice-President Freed-Eisemann 

Radio Corp. 

"The officers of the Freed-Eisemanu Ra-
dio Corp., upon the confirmation of the 
plan, will be as follows: President, Jos. 
D. R. Freed; vice-president and secretary, 
Arthur Freed: vice-presidents, Arthur A. 
Trostler and Leo Freed; treasurer, W. J. 
Keyes. Jos. D. R. Freed and Arthur Freed 
are to become director. and viee-premb 

W. J. Keyes 
Treasurer Freed-Eisemann Radio Corp. 

dents of the Chas. Freshman Co., Inc." 
Officers of both companies look for-

ward to unusual benefits front this plan. 
Both companies have enjoyed a remark-
ably favorable trade season in 1928. 

For photos of the Earl plant in mid- 1929, see the Freed- Eisemantt chapter. 
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MODEL 22 All Electric e99-5° 
8-Tube Set (less tubes) 

MODEL 31 AD Electric 
8-Tube Set (less tubes) 8139 

Complete with Arcturus be.,. $ 120 

Neutrodyne. Four tuned circuit.. Pooh-Pull amplification. 
Inductor Dynamic Speaker. Walnut finials cabinet. 

Super-Selective 
. . . Tested to Meet Any 
Broadcasting Condition 
Anywhere in this Country 

scum. 
Ill  a 1 r. Li e" Super. 

Selectivity, absolutely unique in radio— 
that is exclusively C. A. Earl. 
The traffic on the air may be at its thickest. 
Nearer and mare powerful stations may 
volley and thunder. But so far as you are 
concerned there is only one station on the 
air— the station you are listening to. 

That "Hair-Line" Super-Selectivity has 
been tested from New England to California 
—in good reception areas and bad reception 
areas. On the basis of that Super-Selectivity 
the C. A. Earl challenges the world. Com-
pare the C. A. Earl with whatever art you 
please at whatever price. Write for illustrated 
catalog and name of local C. 4. Earl dealer. 

MODEL 32 8169 
(less tubes) 

All Electric 8-Tube Set 
Complete with Arcturua tubes, $194.50 

Neutrudyne. Four tuned ercuits. Push-Pull ampli-
fication. Dynamie Speaker. Phonograph Pick-up. 

Walnut finish cabinet with contrasting panel. 

The C. A. Earl Orehestradiana 
—Every Tue•day erening on atation WJZ and 
As•ociated N. B.C. stations—Phil Spitalny con-
ducting. For time, me your local newspaper. 

Complete with Arctitruts tube., $164.50 

Neutrodyne. Four tuned circuit.. Push-Pull amplification. 
Inductor Dyn•mic Speaker. Phonograph Pick-up. 

Open type cabinet, walnut finLsh. 

CHAS. FRESHMAN CO., INC. 
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132 E. 42nd Street, New York City BRANCHES • tidying° . San Francisco • Los Angeles • Kansas City • Atlanta 

Canada: Freshman Freed-Eisemann Radio Ltd.. 20 Trinhy St., Toronto, Ont. (Prices slightly higher in Canada) 
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CASAILIDIID 
Garod Corporation 

1 he Gardner-Rodman Corpo-
ration started making crystal sets in 1921; Laurence 
Gardner had been in the jewelry business and Isaac P. 

Rodman had worked with Edison as an electrical engi-
neer. Their set was the cleverly designed Heliphone, a 
brisk seller at $5. 

In 1922, they ran into the same problems as every 
other crystal-set maker: business dried up after the boom 
ended, and Wireless Specialty Apparatus Company 
scared off their dealers and customers in June with 

threats of lawsuits. So Gardner and Rodman joined the 
group organized by Freed-Eisemann to fight WSA, the 
Independent Radio Manufacturers, and as noted in the 
F reed-Eisemann chapter, found themselves promoting 
Professor Hazeltine's Neutrodyne circuit in early 1923. 

In 1924 Hazeltine gave Rodman credit for his "inspira-
tion and assistance in both technical and organizational 
matters." 

Gardner-Rodman reorganized as the Garod Corporati(in 
in February, 1923, advertising its Neutrodyne in April 

and beginning production in September. Unlike Fada and 
Freed-Eisemann, Garod bought most, if not all. compo-
nents from other makers and assembled them. \‘ hile not 
a large-scale maker, the company did sell ( according to 

royalties reported to Hazeltine) $350,564 worth of sets in 
1923 and 1924, making a pre-tax profit in 1924 of 
$85,323. As that was the last year Garod published fi-
nancial figures, doubtless it never saw black ink again, 
but the good reports lasted long enough to float a stock is-
sue in December, 1924. 

Ho,o, Bvileville, New jersey 

The plant at Main and Mill Streets, Belleville, NJ., 
occupied in 1925. 

Garod limped along until early 1926, when Benjamin 
Franklin Miessner appeared with plans for a revnlution-
ary AC set. He had previously tried organizing the 
Batteryless Radio Company but had not gotten into pro-
duction. At Garod, which he joined in March, 1926, he 

developed his ideas into the Model EA in May, began 
production in mue, and advertised in August. Financial 
backing was from a group of bankers also backing 
Murad. 

Unfortunately, Garod used Dubilier condensers in the 
power pack, which didn't stand up, and had to replace 
them later with a Sangamo product. Garod sued for 
$250,000 damages but could not survive the 1(X)ek, rejec-
tion rate in the short run. The compam went into receiv-

ership in February, 1927. To compinind its troubles, 
Garod had been sued by RCA and GE for infringtinent of 
the Rice and Hartley neutralized-TM.' patents. While 

Hazeltine helped in the defense (since it was an attack on 
Hazeltine's patents), the suit must have been a great 

drain on the company's energies for a year-and-a- half be-
fore the Circuit Court of Appeals decision in May, 1927, 
holding that Hazeltine's patents were subsidiary to those 
of Rice and Hartley. 

While the EA was having its problems, Miessner was 

busy developing the next generation of AC sets, using 

directly-heated AC tubes, work that parallelled RCA's. 
In spite of his limited resources, he did succeed in mak-

ing a workable AC tube — the Armor AC 100 — and a 
radio to use it — the Garod EM. A few were made, but 
in August, the financial facts of life caught up with Garod 

and the company was sold for $45,000. The new owners 
got Garod out of receivership, but when they could not 
obtain an RCA license, their assets were, in turn, auc-
tioned in February, 1928. 

Garod reappeared at the end of 1933, making radios for 
the next decade-and-a-half before being bought by Ma-
jestic ( no relation to the original Grigsby-Grunow Com-

pany). In August, 1950, Majestic merged with Wilcox-
Gay, which continued to run Garod as a subsidiary for a 
time. 
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I. P. RODMAN 

Wee-President and Chief Engineer 

ALFRED H. CORWIN 

President 
LAURENCE GARDNER 

Secretary 

Bruce & Charlotte Mager 

Heliphone July 1922 $5 
While this was first advertised in July, it probably was sold 
much earlier. 

Radio Guide (April 1925) 

1,368,470. WIRELESS RECEIVING TUNER. Isaac P. 
RODMAN, Newark, N. J.. assignor, by mane assign-
ments, to Oared Corporation, Belleville, N. J., a Cor-
poration of New Jersey. Filed Feb. 1, 1922. Serial 
No. 533,377. 4 Claims. (Cl. /71-119.) 

1. A device of the character described comprising a 
support having an extended surface; flat coils thereon 
relatively movable laterally over the faces of each other 
into and out of overlapping relation and having areas 
compared to that of said supporting surface such as to 
maintain said coils in parallelism in each position without 
projeeting beyond the edges of said support, means as-
sociated with said coils tu maintain an electrical con-
nection between the same In the different relative posi-
tions thereof, and a member associated with said sup-
port and adapted to enclose said coils; said support and 
said member constituting an enclosure serving, when in 
closed relation, to maintain said coils within the con-
fines of said edges and prevent the removal thereof. 
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HAZELTINE NEUTRODYNE * 

Died' receiver wm 
better type 

W HAT is it that elevates the Hazeltine 
Neutrodyne Receiver above any 

similar Radio device on the current market? 
We are answering this question for the ben-
efit of Radio Dealers and Radio Owners 
who have expressed gratification with the 
excellent performance of this popular instru-
ment. 
The Hazeltine Neutrodyne Circuit is an 

inherent part of the Garod Broadcast Re-
ceiver illustrated above. 
And the five outstanding features of this 

receiver are: 

1--utter simplicity in tutung 
2- -freedom from all objectionable 

squeals 
3—clarity and full-bodiedness of tone 
4 —selectivity and 
5--long-distance reception 

The - 
* HAZELTINE 
WELITRODYNE" 

SYSTEM 

improveinents 

Before we placed this instrument on the 
market we made certain that it was the near-
est to absolute perfection obtainable. The 
Garod Hazeltine Neutrodyne Receiver was 
developed by Professor Hazeltine of Stevens 
Institute, and Garod Engineers. The finest 
material and workmanship, coupled with 
rigid, painstaking inspection makes the 
Garod Broadcast Receiver, in its handsome 
mahogany cabinet, the supreme receiver 
of the times. 

Recent tests conducted in Newark, N. J., 
and elsewhere, indicated that the reception 
of radiophone concerts at a 
distance averaging 1,000 
miles is a regular accom-
plishment of an inexperi-
enced operator. 

GAROD CORPORATION 
8 WEST PARK STREET 

NEWARK, N. J. 

$ 135 
DELIVERED AT 

NEWARK, N. J 

*Neutrodyne registered 1'. S. Patent Office all rights reserved. Garod Neutrodyne Receiver licensed by livlependent Radio Manufacturers. 
Inc.. under linteltine patents No. 1.450.080 and patents pending. 
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RAF April 1923 $ 135 

M Dec. 1925 8125 

Technical article in Popular Radio. Nov. 1925, pp. 427-437. 

Georgian Sept. 1924 $400 

V Sept. 1924 $ 195 

9Xe Polièrp  o = Weutrodyne 

HEux:rell 

The Gored V 
Genuine mahogany 
highly finished cabinet 

gracefui 150 sloped genuine mahogany panel— 
carved feet, five- inch dials—double reading 
Weston volt-meter-5 tube model. Size 345/8" long 
—133/4" deep— t13/8" high. $ 195.°C' 

Here it is in the New Garod line 

Power—to produce great volume. 
Power—to bring in distant stations. 
Power—to work through local stations. 
Power—to moderate or intensify 

volume. 
Power—to render the original quality 

of tone transmitted. 
Power—to select programs. 
Power—to get the best out of the 

program. 

The Garod RAF 
The receiver that made 
GAROD famous. Added 
mechanical improve-
ments — 4. tube model — 
with which you are fa-
miliar. Size ig 1/2 " long 
— 7 3/8" deep— to" high 

$135-00 

The Garod Georgian 
Rich brown burled wal-
nut, with door- panel 
borders of inlaid ebony 
and holly-5 tube model 
—built-in loud speaker 
— battery compartments 
and accessory drawer. 
Will grace the finest 
drawing room—provide 
the best in radio recep-
tion. Size 351/2 " long — 
(6%," deep- 42 1/2 " high. 

$400.00 

!omil 

:Attractive Territorial Concessions 
Open to Responsible Selling 

Organizations 

THE GAROD CORP. 
120 Pacific Street Newark, N. J. 
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GAROD 
ELECTRIC POWER 

RADIO 

te-r-74 9797,141 

Exhaustless POWER 

,-
SIMPLY— 

Plug into light 
socket at cost of 
1-2c per hour 

'Brings Amazing Depth and Richness of Tone 

GAROD TONE ACHIEVEMENTS-

1. Electric POWER—equivalent to 10 "B" Batteries! 
2. POWER TUBES-100 times stronger than standard tubes! 
3. Powerful Transformer—steps house current to 450 volts! 
4. Neutrodyne—guarantees world's finest selectivity! 

New Garod is brilliant. It is inspiring. What a contrast with the thin, artificial tones of 
receivers that have sacrificed the elements vital for range, depth, clearness and the finer 
things of radio. 
Before investing in an old-type receiver—hear the amazing tone of the new-era Garod 
reproducing entirely by ELECTRIC POWER! 

Distributed by 

CALIFORNIA ELECTRIC SUPPLY COMPANY 
643 MISSION STREET, SAN FRANCISCO 
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EA June 1926 $310 

Technical article by B. F. Miessner in Radio Brodadeast, 

March 1927, pp. 495-497.* 

GAROD-EB 
Custom built by Garod Laboratories 

,tootle lode. os.1% 
List Price $775. 

This Radio-Phonograph combination 
contains all tle qualifications of a 
Garod.EA. The change over switch 
produces phonograph records through 
a high quality magnetic pick-up. It em-
ploys th e best phonograph motor made. 
Radio operated with e'ectric power. 

EH June 1926 $775 

Ralph Thorn EM April 1927 $ 185 

This photo was taken in the RCA Technical & Test Dept. 

laboratory — keeping an eye on the competition. 

GAROD-EC 
Custom built by Garod Laboratories 

(Made to order only) 

List Price $750. 

This completely shielded Receiver 
has aOne.Drurn-Dial Tuning Control, 
Seven Tubes, Electric Power Induc-
tance TRF Transformers ( replacing 

Variable condensers.) 

EC June 1926 $750 
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GAROD 
ELECTRIC RADIO 
USING NEW 226-227 AC TUBES 

AND 210 POWER AMPLIFIER 

NO BATTERIES 

OR CHARGERS 

Operates from AC 
Light Soeket—Orig-

inal list Price ere 

'44 " 
Set Includes Table. 

WHEN THESE ARE (.0 NE 

MORE CAN BE 11A1). 
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It 

1 

THE BEST BUILT SET IN AMERICA 1 

1 

1 

R-212 

NEUTRODYNE 
MATCHED DIAL 

Distributed in California 
by 

FREDRICK H. THOMPSON CO. 
INCORPORATED 

200-210 Drumm St., San Francisco, Cal. 

SERIAL. NO 

tICENSED 

EUYitaDYN 
t*,‘ 

litée abet Mom, Puerdo4 %kb° 

RADIO SERIIIfe.. „1-Ar,;ORATORIES 
As buit; PdrI. N.J. 

TYPE 

R-2I2 

Artistry Quality—Workmanship 
and Engineering are exemplified 
in the R-212 — Matched dial 
5-tube model. 

Price— without accessories—$150. 

Radio Service Laboratories 

1007 Eleventh Ave. 

INCORPORATED 

Asbury Park, N. J. 

1{SI. R-212 \11%. 1923 ST)() 
12 



ILAN 
Gilfillan Bros. Inc. 

1 he early years of Gilfillan 
Brothers and Atwater Kent show many parallels. Both 
began with automotive ignition products: In Kent's case, 
because he invented the system of a high-tension coil and 
fast-breaking points; in Gilfillan's, because it was at first 

a smelting and refining company, selling platinum 
contacts to ignition makers. By the mid-teens, both 
companies were leaders in their fields and were among 
the first to set up Bakelite molding departments. Both 
companies faced the same slump after the war, and both 
turned to making radio parts since they had the equip-
ment and expertise, and, just as important, they both had 
established networks of automotive dealers well-suited to 
retailing these products. 

In 1912, Sennet W. Gilfillan graduated from Stanford 
University and purchased the assen4 of his uncle's 
smelting and refining business in Los Angeles. His 
younger brother Jay G. Gilfillan, who had been in Cuba 
selling his uncle's products, joined as a partner and in 
1914, the firm became the Gilfillan Brothers Smelting 
and Refining Company, incorporating under that name in 
1917. It originally sold precious metals such as gold and 
platinum to dentists and jewelers. 

By October, 1923, Gilfillan had issued a catalog 
featuring a line of beautifully-crafted Bakelite radio 
parts, and in May, 1924, advertised the RA-1 2-tube 
reflexed kit for $25.50. But the craze for building one's 
own radio set was beginning to die out in favor of buying 
a ready-made set. To succeed in radio, Gilfillan needed 
to produce complete radios. Not wanting to jeopardize its 
business by infringing on patent rights and inviting 
lawsuits, Gilfillan chose to follow one very successful 
group of radio companies: those licensed under the 
Hazeltine Neutrodyne patents. Entry to the group was 
restricted by the fixed number of licenses granted, but it 
was easy enough to purchase one of the smallest licen-

Scott MacWilliam 

S. W. Gilfi Ilan Jay G. Gilfillan 

sees outright — Radio Service Laboratories in Asbury 
Park, New Jersey. On June 18, 1924, the Gilfillan board 
of directors authorized purchase of 51% of RSL. This 
company had existed since 1921, headed by Harold M. 
Lewis. a radio engineer formerly at a nearby Army Signal 

Corps base, Camp Alfred Vail, but the company had 
produced only one model of radio receiver with limited 
sales. 

RSL advertised its Neutrodyne model for the last time 
in August, 1924. Gilfillan's GNI first appeared in 
September; the GN2 (a lower-priced version), in October. 
Just who designed the new models is uncertain: either 
Gilfillan's W. W. Lindsay, or Lewis (who claimed in 
1931 to have worked for RSL/Gilfillan until 1925). Later 

models relied heavily on Hazeltine Corporation's exper-
tise. Lindsay, whose expensively-equipped amateur 
station was described in Radio in November, 1921 ( p. 
141), was a radio engineer with Gilfillan in 1924-25 and 

chief engineer 1926-28. Then he worked with Fox Film 
Studios and at Sound Services in Hollywood before 

returning to Gilfillan in 1943 in charge of radar work. 
According to figures reported to Hazeltine, Gilfillan took 
in $410,394.01 in 1924. 

After the 1924-25 Neutrodyne models, Gilfillan 

plodded along for a few years, but the company didn't 
conic into its own until the early 1930's. In the heyday of 
the Los Angeles midget-radio makers, when it seemed 
that every third garage housed one, the Callan company 
acted as mother hen by providing RCA licensing to any 
company which built part of its chassis in the Gilfillan 

plant. Since it had the only RCA license in the West, it 
controlled a sizeable business and was able to survive the 

Depression. In 1943, Gilfillan ventured into radar, where 
it still is, now a division of ITT. 
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POSTAGE $69.46! 

GN-2 Oct. 1924 $ 140 
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wet mint hy airplane nod. from Ins \ merle., to New ^ art 

the other dny ran up a prentagii bill of $19.16. It took only 

fifty -I h no bon rn. 

This could hardly have been a publicity stunt 
IGilfillan's name is not mentioned in the story), so 
presumably Gilfillan had to get a sample model to 
lazeltine for testing or approval before it could be 
marketed. 
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GN-3 May 1925 $65 J lin Wolkonowicz 

Please mention POPULAR RADIO when answering advertimmen 

12 1125 

A Up ro.Fs1;%QxyriNRC Y 

EaaptInnally well made and 
depend/0.1o. Cnmplett IY &Meld-
ed in aluminum cam. 

R 675 

VARIOMETER 

Emadela the hlehat elec-
trical Odderny. Moulded bran 
paella, split bronze bearing& 
Obtainable in two oars. 

VARIOCOUPLER 

Th. Intel that an be pre-
dead. Moulded Ltenn 1.4,-
llte, split bronze hallo.: 
*India tapped at 15 r.fris 
tor tray an.: Inning. Obtain-
aLle lu too else. 

R1000 

CONDENSER 

Tranler and platail connec-
tion. Obtainable in 43 plate, as 
ale. Slid 33 plate glue. 

for perfect receptio z use 

Gilfillan Radio 
Parts 

If you want most satisfact 
use "Gilfillan" parts in your 
Accurately made of finest 
accordance with the latest 
standards. 

Have your dealer show you Gil 
Parts. A few of them are illus 
You'll find them to be just what 
and extremely low priced for 
struction. 

If your dealer can't supply you 
Ian parts, write us for descri 
and price list. 

ry results 
adio set. 
tenais in 
scientific 

han Radio 
rated here. 
ou want— 
uality con-

ith Gilfil-
tive folder 

DEALERS: Gilfillan Radio Parts offer splendid 
merchandising opportunity. Write u for de-
tailed information. 

GILFILLAN BROS., INC. 
1815 W. 16th SL, 
Los Angeles, Cal. Kama, Cite, Mn. 

1925 McGee St., 223 W. 57th St., 

env York, N. Y. 

Genuine Gil pilau Radio Purls co y 
titi, tread...nude. Look for it. 

63 

PRIMARY I 

R950 

DUCTANCE 
SWI CH 

1. alit Provide with doldee Inn 
Madded barium, bias bah and 
die,. 

Gilfillan Radio Parts ore not sold for use on patented circuit.. 
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Radio News for September., 1924 
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GILFILLAN NE unkowYNE 
A new powerful set of greater Clarity 

Distance, Simplicity and Beauty 

In a handsome two-tone Ameri-

can Walnut Cabinet. 33 ins, long. 

12 ins, wide and 10 inches high 

Complete, without Loud 
Speaker, phones, tubes or 

jes $175.00 
The introduction of the GILFILLAN NEUTRODYNE set 

is the longest forward step in Advanced Radio Engineering 

The engineers who designed and bu it this Set are 
leaders in Radio Invention and Construction. They 
reviewed and analyzed every American receiver and 
have given their best in producing this highly sensi-
tive, accurate, selective NEUTRODYNE set. Ex-
tremely simple to operate, convenient to install and 
of an artistic design that will be a handsome addition 
to any room. 

In the GILFILLAN NEUTRODYNE every detail 
has been reviewed and corrected to assure highest 
amplification, finest selective reception and positive 

neutralization. Its well-balanced, neutralized circuit 
gives distortionless reproduction of speech and music 
of ample volume and great clarity. 

It is truly a marvel in the radio world and the first 
"straight line" set with a properly proportioned and 
beautifully designed and finished cabinet which can 
be completely closed whether in use or not. 

Manufactured at 3 convenient shipping points, ad-
dresses below, assures prompt delivery and national 
distribution. 

JOBBERS and DEALERS—looking for a high grade set of assured merit, 

ample power and real beauty, will write at once for our sales proposition 
and place their orders early to prepare for sales of unheard-of volume! 

Send for Descriptive Literature showing Special Features and Details 

Kansas City, Mo. 

2525 West Penn Way 

GILFILLAN BROS. Inc. 
Los Angeles, Calif., 1816 West 16th St. New York City 

225 West 57th St. 

LICENSED MANUFACTURE R. 

- I t . 1) . 1 1 )2 I SI 75 

uNDeR NEUTRO DYNE. PATS. 
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GILFILIAN RADIO 

A GILFILLAN Radio for "Your Gang"! 
T HERE i nothing that delights a child (and a 

grown-up too) more dram to understand, easily 
and distinctly, what they are listening to. 

Gilfil:an has solved this problem of clear and dis-

tinct reproduczian of radio programs. The exclusive 

features and improvements in these new models have 
produced exceptional clarity and beauty of all voice 
or instrumental tones, from the highest to the lowest. 

Tuning-in has been sharpened by priniding a la ider 

,paration on the dials for the stations. You bring 
them in quicker, sharper and more accurately. 

The Gilfillan design is fundamental in the science 
of radio. The sets are made complete and tested 
thoroughly in our factories. The Giltillan you buy 
today will be giving you and "your gang" the most 
delightful radio entertainment for years to come. 

Trek in the 4-ttt'.c nyuf,..1 itt lir•iwn rrohog yniSflmi, oprr:dr. 
with dry battcrks, and up's, 4.-rsiceabh• to I-, I, 

.sonable djunmcrerep• • . 

The Gielan dealer zit/ be phwsed to demonstrate these 
u„Hs. Write few literature fia fieareS, gee. 

GI 1LF I LLAN BROS. INC. 
Farb ex, 

Willun .5, 1,1, W. st r 

Il•111 ,:1) i ' 111 . I • e, 
: West PrEm hay 

S SP («ITV. Mo. 

NEUTRoDYNE , 
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GN-6 August 1925 $350 
Uses GN-5 chassis 

GI IFILIAN RAMO 

This new 4-tube Dry Battery Model will make as 
ideal gift for the family. It is a most dependable se: 
with sweet Tone, unusual Distinctness and Power 
to get reasonable Distance. Brings in IctaIs without 
aerial. Its satin finish, brown mahogany 
cabinet is a beauty. Price  $7 0  The new x'tube Model illustrated above will show 

its superiority for Tone, Distance, ease of Tuning 
and Selectiveness, in any comrmitive test. Hear it 
brime you buy! Has the latest exclusive Radro 
Features. The handsome cabinet i. 
brown mahogany. Price 

The Gilfillan Corsole has a specially built powerful 
tube set with ail special features and extra battery 

panel and voltmeter. Reflex type loud speaker and 
srace for ail batteries. Beautifully de» d. 
stained in brown mahogany. Price.... 413 5 o 

IntertS ittirterinael 

• 

The nearest Gipllan Dealer will be glad to demonstrate these sets to 
your satisfaction and without obligation. HEAR before you buy! 

Write to our nearest office for literature. 

GI LFILLAN BROS. INC. 
sç WAhur Asynue 

LOP BLAND CITY. N. Y. 

°Lice» and Fo.acrrc., 

Wet 16tr, Sue, 

LOS ANGELES. CAL 

Cable Address. Gdfilbms 

GN-5 August 1925 $ 110 

SS5S West Penn Way 
KANSAS CI7Y. MO. 
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GN-4 August 1925 $70 
Uses straight-line tuning 
condensers and new audio transformers. 
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GILFILLAN Model 10 

f 1{1{4,1 141-. 

GILFILLAN Model 20 

GILFILLAN Model 30 

e NEW illodels of • • • 

Ilewjeatures and Strow &Ube Points 
Model 10 

Compact and powerful—hand-carved Walnut cabinet. Five-
tube Neutrodyne including "power" tube. 
Two Vernier action controls. Two Radio and two Audio 
Stages. Registers full scale on a cone speaker. 
Operates with Battery Eliminators, if desired. 

Size: 213/2 in. long; 11 in. high; 10 in. deep. 
Plenty of range and marvelous tone with exceptional 
selectivity. Price without accessories $90. 

Model 20 
In beautiful hand-carved brown mahogany cabinet. Six-tube 
Neutrodyne including "power" tube. 
Single Vernier action control. Three Radio and two Audio 
Stages. Specially selected Cone Speaker built in cabinet 
which has space for all Batteries or Battery Eliminators. 
Size: 42 in. high; 17 in. wide; 161/2 in. deep. Wonderful 
tone, range and selectivity. Price without accessories $175. 

Model 30 
Handsome Mahogany console. Six-tube Neutrodyne with 
all units shielded in copper ( including one "power" tube). 
Two Vernier action controls. Three Radio and two Audio 
Stages. Special Cone Speaker registering full scale. Space 
for all Batteries or Battery Eliminators. 

Size: 51 in. high; 30 in. wide; 20 in. deep. 
Great range, with marvelous tone and selectivity—a su-
perior set in every detail. Price without accessories $350. 

These new Gilfillan models are most attrac-
tive in design and will demonstrate their 
superiority in competitive tests for TONE, 
CLARITY, RANGE and SELEC-
TIVITY. 

Place order through your jobbers for earl" 
delivery. Send for beautifully illustrated cir-
cular, giving full details, to our nearest office. 

GILFILLAN BROS. INC. 
25 Wilbur Ave. 1815 Venice Blvd. 2525 W. Penn Way 

Long Island City, N. Y. Los Angeles, Calif. Kansas City, Mo. 
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not shown: 25 (table model 20) $ 120; 40 (table model 30) $ 150. RF stages of 30 and 40 described in Proc. I.R.E. 1931, pp. 

738-805. Manufacture began in Dec. 1926. 
48 



New Model I and Table 

Coenlwnahon 77 

« 

7  

fie l47.1171/1111minimmimml   

ill v? Gil an Lk/ adio 
New Radio Principles 
VTERY decided improvements and new features V have been designed and built into these new 

models. They of course, are AC operated but with 
the "hum" eliminated by a two "hum" controls. 

They have muimum selectivity—all oscillation 

being prevented by our neutrodyne feature. They 

are highly sensitive to weak distant stations. Our 

electric wave filter prevents severe interference. 

Extra safety factors and a 2-way switch are pro-

vided to prevent overloading and to compensate 

for variations in line voltage. Single tuning dial, 

volume control and Antenna Compensator Control 

are shown on the panels. Push-pull amplification 

with power supply of our own design and manu-

facture. All models are furnished with pick-up 
jacks for playing phonograph records. Jensen 

Dynamic speakers are used and every set is bench. 

nade, thoroughly inspected and tested by expon 
rnginerrs. 

See These New Models! 
They lead he field for radio and 
mechanical designing and excellence 
of workmanship which is the anus. 
ance of their leadership in per. 

Sr. there New Model. 
et the Saw Francisco 

nod Loa Angel., 
Radio Short. 

GILFILLAN BROS., INC. 
1815 Venice Boulevard, Los Angeles 

536 MiLi011Street Repuklican and Terry Serres 
SAN FRANCISCO 

THE RICHEST TONE IN RADIO 

New Tone Beauty 
'TONE has always been the basis of Gilfillan 

it- reputation. But this year, new refinements 

and features have been made to improve and 

widen the range of Gallon tone quality. The 

widest range of tone reproduction has been 

accomplished. A uniformly amplified audio 

range of 50 to 5,000 cycles reproduces with 

utmost fidelity all the over-tones and tone shad-

ings of voices or instruments making the most 

realistic and natural radio reproduction. The 

entire tone range of a full symphony orchestra 

is reproduced as brilliantly and distinctly as 

though the orchestra were in the same room. 

Even the playing of individual instruments can 

be recognized. Its realism is astounding—no 

other radio tone equals it's richness and clear 

enunciation. 

New Model tre 

Hear This New Tone! 

Some very good 
Dealer's franchisee 
open—Write or 

0/liet. 

It à the Tone Triumph of the 
year. Write us and let us give 
you the name of Me Gilfillan 
dealer nearest you, where yen can 
hear di, richest radio tone. 

GILFILL
AN 

,BROS. NCI. 
1815 Venice Boulevard, Loa Angeles 

Sig kilimion Street Republkan and Terry Strerà 
SAN FRANCISCO SSATTI 

dR ioa(S tpe.1928) , pp.4746 -

BUILT FOR WESTERN RECEPTIOQ 

3:3 and 66 technical articles in Radio, Sept. 1928, pp. 39-40 
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dRi ao Diongs(S tep.&24  O tc.1 ,28) 19 
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100 March 1929 $210 (27 detector, parallel 71A 
audio). Technical article in Radio, April 1929, 

p. 31. 

100 (27 detector, 45 audio) technical article in 

Citizens Callbook vol. 11 no. 1, Jan. 1930, p. 76 

100 July 1929 $210 (24A detector, 45 audio) 



A. H. Grebe & Co., Inc. 

A Ifred H. Grebe was born in ‘ 

Richmond Hill, New York, on April 14, 1895. His 
father, a horticulturist running his business from a green-
house on the family property, died when Al was about ten 
years old. Having been interested in radio for some time, 

by 1909 Grebe had taken over the tool shed next to the 
greenhouse as a shop and ham shack; the neighborhood 

boys hung out there, and there he made loose couplers 
and crystal detectors for sale. 

By 1912, Grebe was old enough to be a wireless opera-
tor, shipping out on a number of voyages over the next 
few years. While he was away, his younger friends Ralph 

Sayres and Arthur Lynch ran the "ham station and crystal 
detector factory." 

In August, 1916, Grebe began advertising his Model 
AGP-101 regenerative receiver. The letters stood for 
Armstrong, Grebe, Pacent ( Pacent marketed it through 
his Manhattan Electrical Supply Company). The 
AGP-102 supplanted it in May, 1917, but by this time 
the hams were being shut down, and Grebe was working 

on war contracts, installing radios on French anti-sub 

boats for Emil Simon. In 1917, he built receivers for 

U.S. Navy subchasers, then joined the Simon organiza-
tion in charge of final assembly and testing al the Metro-
politan Electric Company in Long Island City (Simon 
subcontracted all production and assembly., having no 

factory of his own). There Grebe met Douglas Rigney, 
who had been hired by Simon as a stenographer and 
chauffeur, and who soon outgrew this job and became an 
assistant to the purchasing agent, finally joining the 
Marines.* 

With the disbanding of Simon's group after the war, 
Grebe formed his own company to manufacture amateur 
equipment, incorporating around January, 1920. One of 
the incorporators was Douglas Rigney, Grebe's second-

in-command. William Diehl joined Grebe as chief 
engineer, and as early as March, 1919, Grebe was 
planning his equipment line, probably including the 
CR1,2,4,6, and 7, though not all were advertised right 

away. By early 1920, the CR3 had been lakled; a group 
of distributors lined up in various cities; and catalogs, 
data sheets, and salesmens' photo books made up. Also 
by 1920, the old ham shack and a two-car garage had 

been replaced by a large wooden building, probably on 
the old greenhouse site. 

Although originally intending to sell amateur equip-
ment, Grebe was fortunate in having the CR9, 

well-suited to broadcast reception, ready for the radio 
boom in late 1921. He sold them as fast as he could turn 
them out. According to purchasing agent Richard EgoIf 

(who had also joined in 1919), when his normal cabinet 
supplier couldn't keep up, Powel Crosley contracted to 
make 20(X) of them. 

Grebe did so well that his old factory was soon bursting 
at the seams. Again according to Egolf, an aunt either 

died and left him $70,000, or gave it to km. He used 
this money to erect a three-story, poured-concrete factory 
on the site of his old house. Built between May and 

September, 1922, this building was reported to have cost 
$100,000. 

Grebe was the first independent maker to be sued by 

RCA for patent infringement, in its attempts to regain 
control of the industry. On March 18, 1923, RCA 
claimed that since only it could legally make vacuum 

tubes, any equipment intended to be used with these 
tubes infringed on its patent rights. This ill-advised 
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tactic, among others, provoked the House of Representa-
tives to order the Federal Trade Commission to investi-
gate monopolistic practices in the radio industry; RCA 
eventually withdrew this lawsuit in October, 1924. More 
threatening was a suit filed on May 18, 1923, alleging 
infringement of one or more patents on grid biasing: 

Lowenstein's patent on the C battery, Mathes' on 
cathode-resistor bias, or Langmuir's on the grid leak. 
This suit dragged on for some years, and was finally 
decided on November 4, 1927. Grebe had taken out an 
RCA license a month earlier. Grebe was also harrassed 
by Westinghouse in a suit filed October 31, 1924, 
demanding 10% royalty on sales of regenerative receivers 
rather than the original 5% but nothing came of this suit. 
Grebe had been licensed by Armstrong on April 30, 

1920, a continuation of their pre-war agreement; this 
license also covered the superheterodyne, although 
Grebe never used it except as a bargaining chip in the 
1927 license negotiations. Interestingly, Grebe is also 
said to have been licensed by RCA on March 11, 1920, 
to make vacuum-tube apparatus, paying royalties until 

expiration of "the patent" ( probably referring to Fleming's 
1904 valve patent). 

Up to 1923, Grebe's models used a straightforward 
regenerative circuit, but he made a real departure with 
the CR12: a regenerative RF' amplifier followed by a 

detector stage, both inductively tuned. The ad's state-
ment that only a 20-foot indoor antenna was needed was 
no exaggeration; the CR12 was an amazingly sensitive 
(and selective) receiver. 

The set that is universally associated with Grebe is the 

Synchrophase. Designed by Ralph Bate her with help 
from other capable engineers (for instance, P. D. Lowell, 

formerly with the Bureau of Standards, and Bill Diehl, 
who was still in charge), the Synchrophase was arguably 

the best TRF design ever made, certainly the best 
unshielded one. While it could not out-perform the 

CR12, it was much easier to operate, and of course no 
longer required Armstrong licensing. It was, however, 

capacitively neutralized and must have been to Hazeltine 
what a red cape was to a bull. Suit was filed in February 
or March 1925, pressed vigorously, and decided in 
Hazeltine's favor on June 20, 1927, at which time Grebe 
took out a Neutrodyne license. 

Although the factory was doubled in size in 1925, the 
Grebe Company had reached its peak. No model after the 
Synchrophase came even close to equalling its success. 
WAHG was sold to the Atlantic Broadcasting Company, 
becoming WABC, and was acquired in December, 1928, 

by the Columbia Broadcasting System (now WCBS). 
Diehl and Batcher left for greener pastures in 1928. 
Grebe was apparently content to sell his high-priced sets 
to the very few buyers who could afford them. This strat-
egy worked until 1929-30, when sales vanished, and 
Grebe went bankrupt in late 1932. He intended to return 
to manufacturing in 1935, contracting with Garod to 
build his sets until he could set up a West Coast factory, 
but he died of complications following a colostomy on 
October 24, 1935. 

Many more photographs, from Grebe family scrap-
books, are reprinted in a 15-part series of articles in 
Radio Age, vol. 8 no. 5 ( May 1982) to vol. 9 no. 9 ( Nov. 
1983). 

*Simon's manuscript autobiography is among his papers at the 
Banco Ii I.ibrary. University of California, Berkeley. 

IMPROVED DETECTOR 
ENDORSED BY COMMERCIAL WIRELESS OPERATORS 

Triple Adjustment. 
Mechanically and 
Electrically Perfect. 
A great favorite 
among operators 
everywhere. 

POSTPAID 

$2.00 
This detector has a genuine hard rubber base— 

not composition. All the parts are of brass, at-
tractively and durably nickel-plated. Tension at 
the point of contact can be instantly varied by a 
simple turn of knurled rubber knob. Post is 
pivoted and cup is rotatable so as to enable every 
portion of crystal to be reached. Postpaid, $2.00. 

A. H. Grebe & Company 
10 VAN WYCK AVE. 

RICHMOND HILL, N. Y. 
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Al Grebe's first product, made in his backyard shack. His 
name, incidentally, was pronounced "greebie." 

Can the League Count on You? 
Hot weather and static are coming and the League will have important 

work to do. It can always count on the man that owns a 

GREBE 
SHORT WAVE 

REGENERATIVE RECEIVER 

TYPE AGE 102, PRICE, $39. 

Designed and built by esprit. from seleeDd 
materials. Capacity, insulation and 
louses •re reduced ter • minunum by direct cop• 
per nnnnn ctions and • careful arrane•rei•nt 
the tuning unfta Coupling coil has • wide 

rang• of •djustment and permits very gel«. 
ive tuning. 

A chart showing the er•v• length of incoming 
signals at a .1..‘...e . ei.e,rim of connect-
ions •nd instructron• for efficient operation are 
furnished nab e•ch rec•iver. 

All order* bearing • 1.1.v peet•marl/ w111 be 
9,03 i ..... uctery price of 827. 

A. H. GREBE & CO. 

10 Van Wyck Ave., Richmond Hill, N. Y. 
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14111STINg. / NE t•TENNA 

..erlae•1•1 •Inlea• Tel•gra.by ud Teleplary (I* Fe. le 

Scierueic American Supplement (July 5, 1919) p. 1 

Scenes behind the Grebe factory, when the wartime 
ban on amateur reception was lifted. 

The ham who bought this AGP101 second-hand in 1920 
eventually dismantled it, saving only the cabinet and 
blueprint. 

GREBE RADIO APPARATUS 

DESIGNED 
BY EXPERTS 

FOR THE 

DISCRIMINATING 
AMATEUR 

EFFICIENCY 

SELECTIVITY 

SIMPLICITY 

SERVICE 

SHORT WAVE REGENERATIVEMECEIVER. TYPE AGP ill 

Our new type AOP 101 Short Wave Regenerative Receiver is specially designed for long 
à distance relay work on wave lengths of 150 to 400 metres. It embodies all the latest 

PRACTICAL ideas in regenerative receiver construction which have proven most satis-
factory in actual operatIon at our testing station. Designed primarily for short wave re-
ception. this instrument will also operate very efficiently on wave lengths up to WOO 
metres. A blueprint of connections and instructions for operating in conjunction with 

_4 your altdion equipment is supplied with earh instrument. 

SHORT WAVE REGENERATIVE RECEIVER. TYPE ACP 101 $32.50 
Send 2c Satan for "R" 

A. H. GREBE & CO. 10 Van Wyck Ave., Richmond Hill, N. Y. 

Wireless telephony has progressed to a point where it is applicable to an The wireless telephone enables the motorist to keep in touch with his 
automobile [tome station 

Always Mention "Q ST" When Writing to Advertisers 

QST (Nov. 1916) 

In March 1917, a push-pull coupling knob was added to the 
left side, and four posts on top for loading coils. 

Scientific American Supplement 
(July 5, 1919), p. 12 
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RADIO APPARATUS 
DISTRIBUTORS OF ALL PROMINENT MAKES 

Grebe, DeForest, Murdock, Wireless Specialty, General Radio, Clapp 
Eastham, Arnold, Federal Tel. and Tel. Co., Acme, Brandes, Audiotron 
Sales, Wireless Press and scores of others. 
LARGEST AND BEST STOCK OF ANY HOUSE IN NEW ENGLAND. 

Short.wave R e ve Receiver. Type CR-1 
Wave length eeeee 170 to 600 meters. 

Shipping weight 21 pounds Price $ 100.00 
"A creation in workmanship and performance". 

Type CR-2 

Price $46.00 

Short•wave Re ive Receiver with Antenna S  
Coed  Type CR-4 

Wave-length range 170.600   
Shipping weight 22 pounds. Price $65.00 

Short wave R ive Receiver with imailiary controls •nd 
two atage •mplifier self-contained. Type CR-6 

Wave-length range: 170-600 meters. 
Shipping weight 50 pounds. Price $ 180.00 

Long wave R ive Receiver. Type CR-7 
Wave length   50020.000   

Shipping weight 50 pounds. Price $210.00 

Short wave R ive Receiver. 
Wave length   170.600 

Shipping weight 21 pounds 

General specifications of above regenerative receivers. 
Panel: Bakelite, hand-rubbed finished. Cabinet: Quartered-oak, 

weathered-oak finish. Dials: Grebe standard, beveled and engraved. 
Knobs: Standard moulded. Filament Rheostat: Grebe standard 
inlaid unit. Winding forms: Cellulak tubing and kiln-dried hard-
wood. Metal Parts: Brass throughout, finished in satin nickel and 
black oxidized. Nomenclature: Finest engraving, will not peel, turn 
yellow or fall out. Supplied without telephones, tubes or batteries. 
Wiring diagrams and instructions accompany each receiver. 

EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTORS OF GREBE PRODUCTS IN NEW ENGLAND. 

Some good territory open to live agents. Write for proposition. 
Send 6 cents in stamps for new catalog just out!!! Every amateur 'Mould have it!!! 

REMEMBER :-- All orders shipped the same day as received. Give 
us a trial. 

F. D. PITTS CO., INC. 
12 PARK SQUARE, Dept. A, BOSTON, MASS. 

ALWAYS MENTION Q ST WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS 

CRI Jan. 1920 $100 
(shown in a Radio News article in July 1919 

CR3 March 1920 $60 

CR3A Dec. 1920. $45.50 

S'norl-Ma•e Regenerative Receiver Type CR-2 

INSTALL A NEW 
GREBE REGENERATIVE RECEIVER 

In Your Radio Station 
This Receiver is intended for 

long distance relay work on 
wave-lengths between 170 and 
580 meters and embodies a high-
ly developed circuit employing 
continuously variable induct-
ances of the variometer type as 
well as a number of new mechan-
ical features. 
Other designs for all wave-length 

ranges. 
Send for free bulletin of this complete line 

A. H. GREBE 8r CO., Richmond Hill, New York 

RORD Jan. 1920 $75 

Charles Fisher 

CR2 July 1919 $46 

CR4 Dec. 1919 $65 
Shown in a Radio News article in July 

1919) 
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Factory photos courtesy of Don Patterson and Radio Age 

New England Wireless & Steam Museum 

CR 5 March 1921 $80 
The early model, with woocien variometer, and tube projecting through 
the panel, was described by William Diehl in Wireless Age, April 

1921, pp. 23-24. 

CR6 Jan. 1920 $ 180 

John Terrey 
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e. 
A SK anyone whose judgment of 
rà. radio apparatus counts— your 
leading radio dealer—the neighbor-
hood radio wizard—anyone of broad 
radio experience—all will tell you 
that nothing can compare with a 
Grebe Receiver. Licensed under 
Armstrong U.S. Pat. No. 1113149. 
”Musings of Doctor Mu"—sent 

upon request. 
Address Dept. L 

A. H. GREBE & CO. 
Incorporated 

Richmond Hill, N.Y. 

CR7 Jan. 1920 $210 

Grebe CR-7 Long Wave Receiver— 
$210.00 

With one Tapered Grip Plug and Instruction Book 
showing wavelength calibration. 
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DETECTORS AND AMPLIFIERS 

Blueprint 
Model date First ad Price Stages 

RORA 3/20 $ 11 D 
KORB 10/19 10/19 $45 AA 
RORD 3/20 1/20 875 DAA 
RORK 10/19 3/20 823 A 
RORF 3/20 2/20 $65 DAA 
RORG 3/20 5/20 843 DA 
RORH 2/20 2/20 $17 D 

RORJ 4/20 845 AA 
RORK 3/20 9/20 855 AA 

RORL 3/21 5/20 $51 DA 
RORN 10/22 1/23 $60 R 

RORO AAA 
RORQ — 3/24 $30 R 

1,597,034. VARIOMETER. ALFRED H. GREBE, Rich-
mond Hill, N. Y., assignor to A. H. Grebe & Co., Inc., 
Richmond Hill, N. Y., a Corporation of New York. 
Filed May 25, 1922. Serial No. 563,722. 4 Claims. 
(Cl. 74-7.) 

1. In combination, a variable electrical device includ-
ing a shaft, a panel, said device being mounted on said 

panel with said shaft projecting therethrough, a knob 
secured to one end portion of said shaft, a spindle rev-

olubly mounted on the back of said panel and disposed 
substantially at right angles to said shaft, a friction 
wheel secured to said spindle and projecting through an 

—g 

6 8 
25 

16 I. 
23 
21-

lo 

2g, 

aperture in said panel into engagement with said knob, 
and a hand wheel secured to said spindle and projecting 
through an apertur, in said panel. 

veltat i5Loctol Nuss 

<mat âccrét? 
Doctor Mu,exalted sage,whose wisdom 
has guided thousands along the path to 

true radiojoy,promises to divulge 
a momentous secret in a few 

days. Watch for it. 
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CR8 August 1921 $80 RORK Sept. 192 $55 
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Gentlemen, Meet Doctor Mu 

qt)D 

—the exalted sage of radio. When he speaks, his words 
are the veritable epitome of wisdom, acquired through 

decades of tireless study and research. His advice is 
well worth heeding. Here's the Doctor: 

"'Good words,' said Lao Tzu, "'shall gain 
you honor in the market-place ;—but good 
deeds shall gain you friends among 
men!' 

"So shall the good deeds of Grebe Radio 
Apparatus gladden the heart of the 
Amateur. Words fail to express its ex-
cellence." 

Cb-04,4  

CR-8 Short Wave Regenerative Receiver 

is one in which perfection in even the miuor details has been at-
tained. It is indeed a masterpiece. Just look at these new 
features! Exclusive, every one of them:— 

New moulded 
century. 

Rubber-tired 
pleasure. 

Aluminum shields eliminate troublesome change 
of frequency when receiving C.W. 

variometers—that will last a 

Verniers—make real tuning a 

Direct reading wave-change and rheostat controls. 

Battery binding posts in the rear—eliminating 
unsightly connections. 

Constant calibrated wave-length range-15o to 
1,000 Meters. 

If it were possible to make a finer short-wave regenerative re-
ceiver, Grebe would be making it. 

Your dealer will gladly order one of these receivers for your in-
spection. Ask him for bulletins. 

Bunnell & Co., J. II., Ns se York City. 
Central Radio Company, Kansas City, Mo. 
Chicago Radie Apparatus Co., Chicago. Ill. 
Continental Radio & Electric Corp., New York. 
Detroit Electric Co., Detroit, Mich. 
Doubleday-Hill Electric Co., Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Electrical Specialty Co., Columbus, Ohio. 
Holt Electric Utilities Co., Jacksonville, Fla. 
Hurlburt Still Electrical Cr.. Houston, Texas. 
F. S. Katz,nbach, Trenton, N. J. 

Kelly & Phillips. Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Klaus Radio Crwipany, Eureka, Ill. 
Manhattan Electrical Supply Co, New York, Chicrgo, St. Loui , 
Leo. J. Meyberg Co., San Francisco, Cal. 
Newman•Stern Co., Cleveland, Ohio. 
F. D. Pitts Co., Inc., Boston, Mass. 
Philadelphia School of Wireless Telegraphy, Philadelphia, Pa. 
Western Radio Electric Co., Los Angeles, 
Hickson Electric Co., Inc., Rochester, N. Y 

A. H. GREBE & CO., Inc. 72 Van Wyck Blvd., Richmond Hill, N.Y. 

Dr. Mu, apparently inspired by Grebe's voyages to the Orient, was the creation of Doug Rigney, and an inseparable part of 

Grebe's subsequent advertising. 
57 
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'A JOURNEY of a thousand miles,' 
said Lao Tzu, 'begins with a 
single step!' 

Let a Grebe Receiver be the first 
step of your radio -journey — 
lest you be compelled to return 
and start anew." 

The CR-9 Receiver is the ideal equipment for C.W. 
and radiophone reception. 

Regenerative Receiver- 130 to 3,000 Metres— 
snoulded variometers. tapered-grip dials, rubber-tired 
vi.rniers, direct-reading rheostat controls, automatic 
plug and jack filament control system. 

So simple to operate—connect antenme, ground, bat-
teries—insert tubes—and listen! 

Ask your Dealer to show you this instrument or write 
us for descriptive bulletin. 

A. H. GREBE & CO., Inc., Richmond Hill, N. Y. 

The Sine of 

e(e 
The Right Kind 
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5 1,560,419. VARIABLE RESISTANCE. ALFRED H . GREBE, 

Richmond Hill, N. Y., assignor to A. H. Grebe & Co., 

Inc., Richmond Hill, N. Y., a Corporation of New York. 

Filed' May 25, 1922. Serial No. 563,723. 4 Claims. 

(Cl. 201-55.) 

CR9 August 1921 $ 130 



Skill Required to Make Radio Sets 

No. 1—Wiring a regenerative receive'. 

No. 2—One of the important assembling tasks. 

No. 3—Testing the completed receives. 

William Diehl 

No. 4—A vacuum-tube slotter. 

The Photographs Described 
No. 1—Wiring a regenerative receiver. 

This is one of the final operations before 
the receiving set is ready for the test. 
The wireman must complete the circuits 
from one unit on the panel to the other. 
Note the short lengths of wire lying on 
the table. These wires are cut to size 
and fit into place in the receiving set. 

No. 2—One of the assembling tasks. 
This man is assembling minor parts on 
the main panel. When the apparatus has 
reached this stage it is recognized as a 
radio receiver. It is at this point that all 
the smaller parts are mounted onto the 
main panel and made ready for the wire-
man. 

No. 3—Testing the completed regenera-
tive receiver. Each instrument must be 
tested for mechanical as well as elec-
trical defects. Whether the instrument 
shall be sent back to the wireman or the 
assemblyman depends on this man's ver-
dict. 

No. 4—Slotting the vacuum-tube sock-
ets which provide a locking device for 
the tube. This automatic machine is a 
new type that came into use with the 
quick growth of radio manufacturing. 

THE men and women employees in 
the various factories now turn-

ing out radio equipment are skilled 
and thorough workers. They must 
be; for the complete radio set is a 
complex affair—a machine of many 
intricate and perfect-working ele-
ments, all of wh:ch are turned out by 
the most up-to-date machinery and 
handled by craftsmen who see a great 
future 
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Radio Dtgea dune 23, 1923) 

DoctorMuSe of Ii 
will soon teVeè3 the innermost 
secret o hisl-kEASUq, 

His revelation will glad. 
den, beyond measure, 
those who have awaited 
the comingof the perfect 

broadcast receiver. 

CRIO March 1922 $315 

Radio in the home of Frederick J. Michell, of Ridley Park, Pa. 
Photo court «ery Wirelees Snits ('orperetimr 

RORN Jan. 1923 $60 
Technical article in QST, Jan. 1923, pp. 32-33. 

c‘i 

Beeeldng set made lo the form of a phonograph; in fact; this 
robinet may he ussd am a phonograph or radio telephone receit-
lag set at will. The radio sel makes tue of the phonograph horn. 

CRI I? March 1922 

ee ou aersn e a 
—requires no outdoor antenna e 

or loop! 
—uses all kinds of tubes f4 of them) 

ln any desired combination? 
—employs perfect combination of 

both Regeneration andTuned Ri-
dio Frequency Amplification w,th 
only 2 tuning adjustment.? 

—receivent all broadcasting? 
—may be act up and operated any-

whers—byanyone—inamomentl 

You may see neck • set at yost 
dealer'. on June iZth. 

GREBE "CLARIFIER" 
The interference problem, which is a big one n 

crowded rmiters. has Intl the A. H. Grebe Conn 
Pala to develop a "Clarifier" unit which, whet 
connected in front of the regular receiving vet will 
prevent all radiation. 

This unit, which is contained in a small cabinet 
in harmon , with the regular Grebe line. consists 
of a "blocking" tube circuit. It i9 claimed that 
it will prevent radiation front any regenerative 
receiver; eive an increased signal strength; add 
to the selectivity cf the set considerably, and ex. 
tend somewhat the receiving range. It has been 
so desigual that it will work with every »all-
ele make of tube. and is adaptable to all mkkes 

of receives. 
The " Clarifier" has only recently hroui pficed 

on the made', after extensive tests had been Fein-

eluded. It is mano factured by the A. H. Grebe 
Co., Richmond Hill, N. Y. 
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RORQ March 1924 $30 
Described by Ralph Batcher in the NY Sun, March 
22, 1924, p. 3; March 29, pp. 14-15; NY Herald 
Tribune, March 30,1924, p. 2; Radio Topics, May 
1924, pp. 17-18, June 1924, pp. 17-18, 35; Radio 

News, June 1924, p. 1756, 
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HIRE IT Er 
The New GREBE Broadcast Receiver 

Your key to the true joys of radio! 
Receive all broadcasting without outdoor antenna, 

loop, or storage battery! 

The Receiver employs both Regeneration and 
Tuned Radio Frequency Amplification with only 
two simple tuning adjustments. 

A Dial, graduated in wavelengths, 
enables you to locate quickly the 
program you desire. 
The walnut cabinet, with its bat-
tery compartments, harmonizes 
with the most tastefully furnished 
room. 

Lased weer Ametroog U. 8. Pe.. No. 1.113.149 

CR12 June 1923 $ 175 
Said to have been designed by Richard W. Wagner, a broad-
cast listener from Belle Harbor, NY, working in the Grebe 
laboratory. 

CR14 Nov. 1923 $ 110 

A 3-tube simplified model CR12, using 

UV199's only. 
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CR13 Oct. 1923 $95 Ralph Muchow 

An Amateur short-wave version of the CR12. Technical 
articles by William Diehl in the NY Radio Sun-Globe, Oct. 6, 
1923, p.1; Oct. 20, 1923 P. 6; and Radio Topics, Jan. 1924, 
pp. 19-20 and Feb. 1924; and a description in QST, Dec. 
1923, pp. 28-29. 

Merrill Bancroft 
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Ralph R. Botcher. (author of the accompany-
ing article) photographed in 1924 .çvth the 
late Alfred H. Grebe and one of the con-
temporary Grebe home receivers designed 
by Mr. Botcher, who as Grebe's chief techni-
cal man, also engineered the const-ucton 
and operation of pioneer broadcast station. 

WAHG, later WABC, (now WC139) 

• A. Photo 

EVEN "THE SHEIK" IS A RADIO FAN 

Rudolph Valentino, a favorite with thousands of movie fans he never sees, is 
himself one of the great invisible audience which listens nightly to radio programs. 
He started by making a crystal set and has worked his way up to the most com-
plicated hookups. Here he is shown with Alfred Grebe, the radio engineer, testing 
a new 5-tube set designed by the inventor for Valentino. 

CR16 August 1924 

MU1 Sept. 1924 $ 155 
The name "Synchrophase" won out oser such contenders as 
Rotophase, Selectrodyne, Uniphase, and Claradon. In August 1925 
the tuning dials were coupled by chains, and in September switches 

were added to tune a higher frequency range by cutting out half of the 
RF-coil turns. Other changes were made continually to the audio 
transformers, sockets, volume control, etc. Technical articles are in 
QST, April 1925, pp. 13-16, by Ralph Batcher, in Povular Radio, 
August 1925, pp. 116-127, and Oct. 1926 pp. 529, 577-580, and 
Radio News, April 1926, p. 1416. 

MU2 (dry-cell, using UV199s or later UX199s) March 1925 
8155 

70,412 DIAL ESCUTCHEON FOR RADIO APPARA-

TUS PANELS. A SPREn Elfflair GREBE, Ilotha, N. Y. 

Flied Dec. 5. 1924. Serial Na. 11.599. Term .4 patent 

1 years 

-   

7 

ác 
.a 

The art araental desiel for a dial escutcheon for radio 

apparatus panels, as shown. 
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Yet read , 
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rrits high degree of selecovity and 
I over-all efficiency attained in the 
deign of the Grebe Synchrophase 
it sivailed ctnly by its tare craftsman-
ship and thorough ease of depend. 
Ilk& operation. 

Write ¡or literaturs 
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POPULAR SCIK,CE, MONT«, 

Again 
Grebe 
steps 
ahead— 

The Syrichrophase now has 
One, Two or Three-d.al Control 

, r11E. larer o.fldcfl,ero Ot rate iron, one dial—or 

..eparatele at will. The. tire ,eel. Omble ha,. 

• anit•contro ' marks ameher rnlestone on Ille 

read al G. ehe Leadert 

The new Syncnrophee: Ina the name 13,nrm:ular 

Cc.r1-, which give that unuse.ai"selective 

so unwersalle prized; the e•rne re.ght-Lene•Fre-

quen,y Condenr.ers that mane a,oarete tuning caw. 

Ate temp dear, n, leornm•eate then coneare 

A. H. ei—be at , Ned.. Relunond He. N. Y. 
red Ode., 
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CCIAD 

The Practical -Value of 
Superior Construction 
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These ads from Popular Science Monthly are typical of Grebe: consistent, prominent, (facing the table of contents), 

technically-oriented. 
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1,608.734. UNIT-CONTROL SYSTEM FOR ELECTRIC 
CIRCUITS. ALraso Resat Gass.. Rollie, N. Y. Filed 
May 13, 1925. Serial No. 30,033. 4 Claim.. ( CI. 
74-7.) 

1.727.641. FREQUENCY-RANGE EXTENSION SWITCH 
Acumen HENar Gatos, Hollis, N. Y. Filed Jan. 80. 
1926. Serial No. 84.922. 11 Claims. (CL 250-404 

rc 

1. Io a unit control system for simultaneously ad-
justing the variable members of a plurality of circuit 
elements, the combination of a plurality of variable 
members and means connecting said variable members 
for imparting simultaneous movement to said variable 
members. said wens being constructed to provide lost 
motion between the elements for the purpose of permit-

ting individual adjustment of each of said variable ele-
ments. 

WANG 

e'S n 

9. Circuit tuning meana compriaing an Inductance vari-
able to two values. a variable capacity normally rotatable 
through only 180°, and means for automatically varying 
the inductance a-hen the capacity reaches minimum and 
maximum values so os to render the variable capacity 
effective throughout its entire range with each value of 
the inductance. 

Post Card 

Broadcasting Station _ 

SYNCH ROPHASE, 

I enjoyed your program on  
especially the to:lowing featur.:— Gaeta, Male) 

Listener 

Addre. 

City .State 
Thom me many radio rocolvoes, not only one Synch...nee., 

- 

"Applause cards" were popular in the mid- 1920s, frequently 
provided by manufacturers and radio stores. 

MU-1 console (later, Andalusia) $320. 
(polychrome finish, $340). Four other consoles available. 
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"Doug" Rigney, famous yachtsman and 
vice-president of the A. H. Grebe Com-
pany, Richmond Hill, New York, recently 
officiated at the launching of his new 
yacht, the MU-1, which is equipged with 

a comp,ete broadcasting outfit and will 
be used to broadcast boat races of all 
sorts. Its call letters are WRMIL Mr. 
Rigney is shown giving -mike" its 
first test. 

The new C H17 red the rails which make 
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CR17 July 1925 

Technical article on the earlier model in QST, 

Oct. 1925, pp. 33-36 

Ron Boucher 

CR18 May 1926 $100 
Technical articles in QST, June 1926, p. 24, and Radio 
Engineering, August 1926, pp. 312-314. 

CR18 Special Sept 1928 $110 

It is written: 
perfect vaaenever 

came from • bad 
potter'. wheel:. 
Yawn one realilet its 
mien. the •uperior 
recent.« of the C12- 
,Ieg.,c, ,st to be woo-
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The Grebe CR-19 short-wave receiver uses 
a screen grid tube as an r.f. amplifier, '01A 
tubes as detector and first stage audio, and 
'12 tube as second stage audio. Its regeneration 
control is continuously variable from zero to 

Grebe CR-19 Short Wave Receiver 

the point of oscillation. It is designed for the 
reception of short-wave broadcasting, CW 
and ICW telegraphy, and other special pur-
poses requiring either a wide or a narrow 
frequency band. Every important unit is 
heavily shielded. 

CR19 July 1928 8150 

" AL" GREBE 
sr:LL A 

"NANO 

et CR-tO. 

Frontrinuol CR.18 
with 200 maw cod 
incoluandarldition. 
al eon leo 10, 20.10 
end 00meterbands. 

A 

es.  
A "Blue-Blooded" Low-Wave Receiver 

THE new Grebe CR-18 comes of a long line of blue-
blooded ancestors. For years Grebe has been 

furthering the interests of the amateur in every way 
and building the best possible apparatus for their use. 
In the CR-18 is offered an supportingairdielectriccoils, 
improved low-wave ieceiver. instantly interchangeable, 
It uses a regenerative circuit that cover the wave length 
of the capacity coupled type, range from 10 to 200 meters. 
so arranged that the body The CR-18 -consists of a de-
capacity effects are nii. The tector and one stage of audio, 
regeneration is smooth and utilizing 201-A Tubes, with 
not critical with wave length Grebe S-L-F Condensers and 
changes. There are six self- Grebetangentwheelverniers. 

Write for full (inscription. 

A. H. Grebe Sr Co., Inc., 109 West 57th Street, New York 
Focutry: Richmond Hill, N. Y. 

Western Branch: 443 So. San Pedro Sc., Los Angeles, Cal. 
Th. Company mend anti 
operant stamina WANG 
ond W0001 loser...we 
rsbroadra inn,: ... pone, 

ViGNIU and ma. 
ten. WPM() tandoori.« 
22V and W E. 

MI Grebe apparato• 
covered by pat en t• 
***** ed and pending. 

QtiT ( May 1926). p. 

.1•4. 
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When the Gauls 
transmitted im-
portant news, it 
was snouted 
from tower to 
tower through a 
megaphone. 
Within fifteen 
hours the news 
of the Roman 
massacre at Or-
leans was thus 
sent to Auvergne 
120 miles away. 

N atural cCone 
Perfection in radio reception is 
naturalness of tone. It must reach 
you as it left the studio—clear 
and life-like. It must be rich, deep, 
resonant—admitting no trace of 
"radio accent". 
Nothing is so fatal to tone 

quality as an "unsympathetic" 
loud speaker. Reception suffers 
unless set and speaker work in 
perfect harmony. 
Grebe has built a Natural 

Speaker. With it your set will 
reproduce tone more clearly 
and faithfully, affording you 
purer tone quality. 
But in combination with the 

Grebe Synchrophase Seven, it 
attains its highest capabilities. 

The Grebe Natural 
Speaker is priced at $35; 
the GrebeSynchrophase 
Seven at $ 135. 

Send for Booklet D; then 
ask a Grebe dealer to 
demonstrate both of 
these Grebe master-
pieces in combination. 

CitEDgr 

RADIO 
reki\5i11) 

:zee= 
A. H. Grebe b Co., Inc. 
109 W. 57th St, N. Y. C. 
Factory: Richmond Hill, N. Y. 
Western Branch: 443 So. San 
Pedro St., Los Angeles, Cal. 

The oldest exclusive 
radio manufacturer 
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ItSynchrophase 7 June 1927 $ 35 

Technical article in Radio Broadcast, Jan. 1928, pp. 232-234. 

Before n,welparcr, 
'were common, news 
or immediate import. 

the ,treet, Ian town 
otEcialcAtedeCrier." 

orn with a heritage of 19 years at 
outstanding radio leadership, endowed with 
tonal beauty, selectivity and ease of operation, 
the Grebe Synchrophase A-C Six is presented 
—the newest member of a famous family. 
This receiveruses A-C (alternating current) 

tubes and entirely eliminates batteries and 
socket power units. Just plug into the 
light socket and Isten. 
Incomparable range and selectivity 

— single illuminated dial— freedom 
from A-C hum—maximum volume 
without distortion and other new 
Grebe improvements enable you 

Ci(e 
• 't\-•2̀. 

tter 
e•k, 

Ge‘ 

to at better local and distance reception 
The Grebe Synchrophase A-C Six is trul 

the battery-1, set for which you have bee 
waiting. Hear it today. Then you will hay 
a complete demonstration of what expe 
painstaking radio engineering can accomplis 
Grebe Natural Speaker (illustrated 

$35; Grebe No. 1750 Speaker 
$17.50. Where alternating current i 
not available, the Synchrophase Sever 
$135; or the Synchrephase Five, $9 
You will be interested in Booklet 
which fully explains the new Grab 
A-C Six. Sent upon request. 

emsag,. 
%Af-c six 
RADIO 

A. H. Grebe e, Co., Inc., 109 W. 57th St.. New York City 
Factory: Richmond Hill, N. Y. Western Branch: 443 So. San Pedro St., Los Angeles, Cal. 

Makers of quality radio since 1909 

AC6 March 1928 $227.50 
AC6 console Oct. 1928 $510 

Short technical articles in Radio Broadcast, July 1928, p. 159; 

Telegram, March 10, 1928, p. 8. 
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Three Grebe Sets 
Through the use of three 

screen-grid tubes plus the 
"equalized band pass filter" and 
six tuned circuits, unusual selec-
tivity at all points of the dial is 
obtained with the new SK-4 re-
ceiver, according to A. H. Grebe 
& Co., Inc., Richmond Hill, N. Y. 
But one stage of transformer 
coupled amplification is em-
ployed, affording improved re-
ception quality. An automatic 

Model 285 

voltage regulator, provision for 
a phonograph pick-up, and an 
illuminated translucent dial 
scale are some of the features 
of this set. 
Model 21950 is a lowboy of the 

Model 21950 

open front type. Price, $219.50. 
Model 285 combines walnut 

and mahogany in the cabinet 
with panelled sliding doors. 
Price, $285. 
Model 250 is a radio-phono-

graph combination, in a lowboy 
cabinet, with decorative side 
panels. Price, $450. — Radio 
Retailing, October, 1929. 

Model 450 
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SK 4 July 1929 $219.50 
Performance graphs in Citizens 
Callbook, vol. 12 no. 2, March 1931, p. 
63. Short technical article in Radio, 

April 1930, p. 49. 

AC7 July 1928 $ 195 

Synchrophase 7s could be converted to AC7s by the factory for $55. 

a thin errant of 'orqueacies, 
cure red cf.,, leaving the 
nithinneat 

..n the,: air it strug,(11., thro 
'angle 31. ,ahvr frequencira 
—lo0 . its pork,— 

it's filtered . . . 

NEWER than screen grid 
T HAT the new Grebe is a year ahead of the field 

has been known to the trade since June, when it 

made its bow at the National Radio Show. Now 

the public, too, knows that this set is newer than screen 

grid. And while the public reacts to the advertising that 
is running in important newspapers in every large trad-
ing area—while the trade is talking—Grebe franchise-

holders are reaping substantial profits. 

On the store floor where sales are made, in the home 

where sales are confirmed, this set is demonstrating ba 

thousands that the lifelike tone made possible by the 

exclusive equalized band pass filter is unvarying. 

Grebe dealers are making money. That's why it will 
pay you to take on the Grebe franchise for your district. 

Gre e 
radio 

5,011t-SYNCIOLOYHASi the, 

Allred H. Grebe —' Depend on this: the Super-

aynchrophars on demonstration proves to the 

entire tetisfaction of the consumer every  - 

ment made in our advertising. Sn perfecting this 
new set, we relied upon the public to diatinguiah 

between tone that is merely pleiment and the life. 

like Supereynchroph•se tone. In our advertia-
ing, we have relied upon the facts, told in • 

simple, straight - forward manner. Franchise - 

holders know that our leith hes in mach inatance 

been juatified.' 

A. H. GREBE & CO., Inc., Richmond HiN, N. Y. 
Wntent Brooch: 443 Se. Seri Pedro Street, Law Angeles, Califernie 
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Howard Radio Company 

‘ A ustin A. Howard was born 
on January 27, 1872. By 1905, he was building radio 
apparatus. He had an amateur radio station, or at least a 

receiving station, in Chicago before World War 1; it was 
used in January and February, 1918, by the Navy in 
transmission tests conducted by Ensign Alfred Crossley 
(reported by A. Hoyt Taylor in Proc. I.R.E. 1919, p. 

356). Up until 1922, Howard held special license 9XG. 
Radio Topics in September, 1921, describing the First 

National Radio Exposition in Chicago where Howard 
represented the Electric Specialty Company, makers of 
motor-generators, stated "[he] is the same Mr. Howard 
that we have heard so often talking to us with his radio-
telephone set." 

In November, 1922 Howard began advertising radio 
parts, and by March, 1924, was a Neutrodyne licensee, 

the last of the original 14 to sign on. Until 1927, his 
policy was summed up by Radio Retailer and Jobber: 

"Howard . . . is in a sound and healthy position. Mr. 

Howard deliberately makes a limited number qf sets, gets 
his most substantial price for them, fashions each one 

individually, as a laboratory job, and lets it go at that." 
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For 1924, he reported sales of about $230,000 to 

Hazeltine. In the 1926-27 season, he was said to have 
made 4000 sets. 

In mid- 1927, Howard obtained an RCA license, to the 
puzzlement of the radio industry, that wondered how he 

would make the $ 100,000 per year minimum royalty. He 
intended to do it by expanding his output. He advertised 
a larger number of new models than ever before; a few 

months later, brought out still more; and moved to a 
larger plant at 4949 N. Crawford in Chicago in June, 

1928. The following February, he tied in with the Everett 
Piano Company of South Haven, Michigan. In September 
Alfred Crossley became chief engineer, replacing Leland 
Hansen, designer of all the Howards up to this point. 

Howard also relied on the Hazeltine Corporation for 
engineering service; Hazeltine's assistant, John F. 
Dreyer, Jr., made at least two trips to Chicago to solve 

problems. Paraphrasing a 1983 interview with Dreyer: 

"Austin Howard was a wonderful man . . . drove a Leland 

. . . was a wild man behind the wheel . . scared me to 

death driving from the factory to the office . . for the trip 
home, would drive me to the station, wait tu l the last 'all 
aboard!: and stuff a hundred dollar bill in ny pocket as 
he pushed me on to the train.". 

The year 1929 was obviously not the year to expand 
into fancy console radios. Howard lost control of his 
company to the other stockholders in January, 1930, but 
he later returned. In December, 1932, HanSen regained 
his old position as chief engineer, and in April, 1934, 
Howard moved back to Chicago, to McMurdo Silver's 
plant at 1731 Belmont Avenue. Here he provided RCA 

license coverage to small companies such as 
Hallicrafters, which at first did not have its own license 

(Hallicrafters' First models were made by Howard; Bill 
Halligan then leased space in Howard's basement, 

eventually expanding to occupy two floors.- 1978 inter-
view of Halligan by H. L. Chadbourne). 

Silver left Belmont Avenue in June, 1934, but Howard 
remained there at least through 1948, making communi-
cations receivers ( reportedly including some of McMurdo 
Silver's later Masterpieces) and tuners. His company's 

name had disappeared from the Electronic Buyers Guide 
by June, 1949. 
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1,575,341. ELECTRICAL TRANSFORMER. AUSTIN A. 
HOWARD, Chicago, Ill. Filed Mar. 7, 1925. Serial No. 

13,773. 3 Claims. ( CL 177,-359.) 

/7 

1. A device of the character described comprising; a 
cylindrical support having a spiral groove in its outer 
surface, said support also being provided with cut away 
portions, said cut away portions interrupting said spiral 
groove; a wire laid in the bottom of said groove and 
spanning said cut away portions, the depth of said 
groove being greater than the diameter of the wire laid 
therein; a sheet of material wound on said support and 
lying over said groove; and another wire wound on the 
outer surface of said sheet material. 

Model C March 1925 $180 

John Wolkonowicz 

Neutrodyne (model A) Nov. 1924 $200 
Model D (4 tubes, not shown) Nov. 1924 $135 
Console Mar. 1925 $325 

Announcing— 
Model 200 

the new 1926 Howard Six Tube Neutrodyne Radio 
Receiver with the new special transformer coupled 
audio amplification. 

In performance, the Howard Neutrodyne proved 
itself dependable last season. It possessed all the 
requisites for good radio reception—selectivity, dis-
tance and tone quality. The new 1926 model No 
200 refined in design and workmanship gives stil, 
greater volume and reproduction of voice and music 
as yet unexcelled in radio reception. 

Call at your dealer's for a demonstration of the performance of 
this latest development in radio apparatus or write us for further 
information. 

HOWARD RADIO COMPANY 
451-469 East Ohio Street Chicago 
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The Howard 5-Tube Neutrodyne 
Coast to Coast Range 

Beautiful black Walnut cabinet with special designed Howard 
Neutroformers, Neutrodones, special sockets and rheostats. 

The Howard Nectrodyne brings the wonders of radio into 
your home and allows you to distinctly receive the famous 
broadcasting stati.ns of the world. 

Write Today for Descriptive Folder of Vas 
Remarkable Set 

Howard Mfg. Co. is one of the few manufacturers licensed 
under Hazeltine patents to sell Neutrodyne receivers. 

HOWARD MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
Ma NORTE WESTERN AVENUE 

CHICAGO 

LUTRoDyNU, 

200 Oct. 1925 $200 
Console, Nov. 1925 $325 
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Neutrodyne May 1924 $200 
Console Dec. 1924 $325 

Madzi No, 150 

Trade Name - -lb.warii" ; Type--Neutrodyne ; 
l'uhes BatterV storwee: - 1i" 00 volts 

.1ry : Controls Tu, rig, 11: Tube, 3: 
Dim. 1 r II", : Price .$ 150,00. 

Model Ne. 2110 

Some No Model No. 150, eseept as noted. 
Console type, equipped wit h built-in loud 

..peaker Dim. 42 n 4ff s 14 l'rirr 

K (150) Nov. 1925 $ 150 
250 console, $250 
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For the Years Ahead 

A receiver that solves the radio 

problem Today and meets the 

requirements of Tomorrow. 

Seven Tubes 

Shielding, complete, thorough and 
individual for each unit, protects 
against neighboring broadcasts and 

provides a sensitiveness that searches 
out and holds the desired programs. 

The tone is pure, faithful—a living 
reproduction—with an absence of 
static possible only with a receiver so 

constructed and entirely LOOP oper-
ated. 

WREIT FOR INFORMATION 

ON OTHER MODELS 

Howard Radio Company 
Chicago, U. S. A. 

( '' j Icensed by ..-

UTOODY 

Technical article in Radio Engineering. June 1926. pp. 237-238. 
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'ç WHATEVER THE RADIO 
Ny ou NOW FAVOR 

COMPARE IT WITH 

THE NEWi:t 
.9er--, • , 

(f. w)V < s. 21„ .. k, ,s • Jr, N/ . 

all complete, u ith nothing to add 
except the loud speaker 

"lb 

A Single Switch 
A Single Control—. 

Electric! 

#259, 
Model 135 AC 

With the perfection of the new Cunningham 
Alternating Current tubes, the dream of the 
ideal receiver is now a REALITY. 
It becomes at once the proud possession of all 
music lovers and the eye as well as the ear is 
charmed by its beauty and marvelousperformance. 

Other QUALITY Products in Our Line 
SLEEPER ELECTRIC SETS PHILCO SOCKET POWERS 
AMPLION SPEAKERS CUNNINGHAM 7UBES 
O'NEIL SPEAKERS COLUMBIA RED SEAL BATTERIES 
EMPIRE SPEAKERS WESTINGHOUSE MAZDA LAMPS 

We TOlifir 
ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO INC. 

0 I STO . 1111.1"On• Or 

eee  RADICPAND ELECTRICALS *.PLIES> 

207 BEDFORD AVENUE 
Tel. De, tur Tel. Decatur 

8000 73 nootu..vpi.N.Y. 8000 

135 ( battery) Sept. 1927 $ 135 
consoles, $ 165 & $325 
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THE 1929 HOWARD 
Gieen Diamond Eight Nov. 1928 $ 125 

1,575,342. ELECTRICAL TRANSFORMER. Ansurt A. 
HOWARD, Chicago, Ill. Filed July 9, 1023. Serial No. 
42,411. 4 Claims. (Cl. 175-359.) 

1. A device of the character described comprising a 
cylindrical support having a spiral groove in its outer 
surface, a wire laid in the bottom of said groove, the 
depth of said groove being greater than the diameter 
of the wire laid therein, a sheet of material on said 
support lying over said groove, and another wire wound 
on the outer surface of said sheet of material. 

Radio-Phonograph 
Combination 

The Howard Radio Co., 4949 N. Craw-
ford Ave., Chicago, is making a com-
bination phonograph and A.C. radio con-
sole receiver with a 10 power tube in 
the last audio stage. Both radio recep-
tion and phonograph music are con-
trolled by one switch. The intended re-
tail price is approximately $ 465. 
Another model is an eight tube A.C. 

set, which will retail below the $ 150 
figure.—Radio Retailing, July, 1928. 

Model Eight 

Howard Super Power Console Receiver with 

reproducer built in and controllable concealed 

loop. An efficient instrument of indescribable 

beauty. 

Eight Nov. 1926 
$655 ($675, Sept. 1927) 
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Radio Retailing, A McGraw-Hill Publication 

Now you, too 

the Howard 
We have now provided, in one of the finest 

factories in the world, greatly increased fa-

cilities for the manufacture of Howard 

Radio Receivers and Cabinets, both under 

one roof. ¶Cabinets embody construction 

and tone principles to the highest standard 

of grand piano workmanship. UWe are 

ready to talk with distributors and their 

dealers. Ask us now, please, what we can 

do for you. 

HOWARD RADIO COMPANY 

CHICAGO AND SOUTH HAVEN, MICHIGAN 

• i> 

New Howard Plant 
at South Haven, Mich. 

Licensed under Radio Corporation of America and 
aesociated companies; Hazeltine and Latour; 
Hogan; and 3fiesener. 

can sell 
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Radio Retailing, Marc:i, 1929 

New Green Diamond 

rd a Sensation 
Correct design and extreme care in con-

struction are the basis of amazing results 

which Howard owners everywhere report. 

Nine tubes arranged as follows—four 

Radio Frequency Amplifiers, Detector, 

first Audio, and two Push Pull Amplifiers 
with one Rectifier Tube. This combina-
tion as engineered by Howard produces 

both distance and marvelous tone quality. 

For the first time in our history we are in 
position to invite inquiries from distribu-

tors and dealers because of our greatly en-

larged manufacturing facilities. If your 

trade could appreciate a receiver of 
Howard quality in a fine walnut cabinet 

at about $200, use the coupon below and 

let us give you the details. 

HOWARD RADIO COMPANY 
CHICAGO and SOUTH HAVEN, MICHIGAN 

There's None Finer Than 
11-1,Dinve IRE IRMID1110 

The 1930 
Consolette 

175 
Less Tubes 

n7111'11 more than twen ty 'rears of actual eeperien et 
99 back of every HOWARD, it is only natural that th..., 

fine Receivers should be leaders in the world of Radio. 
The 1930 Hon Aim is no reception to the rule. Tone— 

tha t all-important quality in any radio—in the outstand-
ing feature of this year's receiver. Absolute fidelity to the 
original throughout the tonal scale is yours with the Howard. 
And those other qualities which have made HOWARD 

the desired of the diseriminating--selectivitv, sensitivity 
and volume—are accentuated in the 1930 Models. As to 
outward beauty—HOWARD cabinets are unsurpassed— 
sec them for yourself—ask us to give you a demonstra-
tion in your CIN.11 home. 

LICENSED Flf LC.A. AND ASSOCIATED COMPANIES 

Exclusive Distributors for New England 

BIGELOW & DOWSE CO. 
Boston and Springfield, Mass. 

Boston Addreee—I69 A St., South Boston. Tel. South Boston 3800 
HOWARD RADIO DEALERS 
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FEBRUARY, 1923 RADIO MEREHAMDISINO 

Ei-,__L,it:neool CO 

If You are in Radio to Stay — Here are Your Rest Products 

MELCO 
Write now for literature, Attractive Discrete and Distributors Prepeilion 

HE Melee Type 400 Tuner and Detector, with two-stage 
amplifier, 13 guaranteed in every particular and has 
earned certificates of excellence from both the Tribune 
and Evening Mail Institutes. 

Ito wide reception range, its selectivity, its loose coupling and Litz 
wound varicoupler, its simplicity of operation, and stability of 
adjustment, makes this Radio set, without doubt, the best instru-
ment of its type on the market. 

Price, each unit, $35.00 
For qu•lity merch•ndiee, price cannot be equ•Iled 

E== 

HE "Melco Sdpreme" Radio Frequelcy Amplifying Re-
ceiver can be used with indoor or outdoor aerial, loop or 
lighting plug. It is a new departure in radio, non-refex, 
non-regenerative, tuned radio-frequency: Amplification 
of this instrument is extremely high per stage, without 

loss of tone quality. It sloes not distort the ware our interfere 
with other members of the radio audience. 
This new system permits of single tunirg adjiustments that result 
in a high degree of selectivity and long distance reception. 

Price, $ 125.00 
For quality merchandise, price nnnnn e be equalled 

Mortimer Rad lo Corporation 
111 Mi.*, Street, 

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. 

uned Radio-Frequency "Satisfies Ever .y 
Radio Wish" 

Pre.Tuned 
Pre-Logged 

114-116 FULTON ST., NEW YORK, N. Y. 
MN Fourth Ave, tas Victory BIM.. 754 Granite Bldg. It So. Fourth St., 

HUNTINGTON, W . VA. PHILADELPHIA. PA. PITTSBURGH, PA. ST. LOU/S, MO. 

CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVES: 3COTT BROS., LTD.. IM St. Cathode* SE, W ., Ittoultool. Que., 

Say you woe it in P.Aoto Maet-gattort no. 

Tie Ben in Radio Equipment 

Just as bridges link neighboring cities--so does the Melco 
Supreme link the happenings of even the most distant towns 
with your own timide. 

cionoter Ieseriptia. ..... tme ro.weet 

A MS CO PRODUCTS Ise 
Broome â Lafàyette Strs. New York 

Please refer to PorLLAR RADIO when ansunring advertisements. 

Flatiron Bldg., 
ATLANTA. GA. 

MELCO SUPREME—the "Opto Sesame- that reveal', 

priceless treasures of the air! Melco reception is to the ear, like 
a great masterly-cut gem to the eye. Clear, Flawless, Supreme. 

Ready for 1),:stribution January 1st, 102i 

MELCO SUPREME RECEIVER 
TUNED RADIO FREQUENCY 

Wriw for iinerrstinx !aeration 

1[1
AMSCO PRODUCTS INC Boot« 6 LAFAYETTE SrREers.N.Y. 

,1SU   

MI apparatus odiertiro: s his magazine oar been wiled and appeared by Port An Recio 1.woltavotr 
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JUNIUS 
Lester L. Jones / Melco 

Jones was described in 1985 by Harold 
A. Wheeler, who met him in court in the 
mid- 1920's, as "A gentleman, quiet, 
unassuming, respectful, very well 
educated." He had studied, according to 
Dreher in 1926, under A. N. Goldsmith. 
Over his lifetime, Jones obtained at least 
94 US patents. 

LESTER JONES 
B.S. in E.E. and R.E., 
consulting radio engineer. 

Fellow of I.R.E. 

Radio Retailing 
(July 1928), p. 48 11—here were at least three ra-

dio men named Jones: Samuel Seaman Jones, Joseph W. 
Jones, and Lester L. Jones. Samuel, and his Jones Radio 
Company of Brooklyn, is covered under Kellogg. Joseph 
W.'s radio activities were relatively straight forward. 
Lester L, however, was involved in a number of ventures 
under different names. 

Lester L. Jones changed his name from Lester L. Israel 
around 1922. He worked for Emil Simon from about 
1914 to 1920; during the war, he was with Lt. Eaton's 
group at the Washington Navy Yard (with Priess and 
Honk, and Hazeltine as consultant), where he developed 
the 5E143 receiver. Forming Danziger-Jones in 19Z2, he 
designed the Telos Vario-Transformer (a tunable RF 
transformer) in January, 1923. 

Meanwhile, in July, 1922, the Mortimer Radio 
Company was incorporated and began advertising under 
the Melco name. By February, 1923, it introduced the 
Melco Supreme, using Telos Vario-Transformers. In 
May, 1923, Mortimer merged with Amsco (Advance 
Metal Stamping Company) owned by the Price brothers, 
attorneys who had acted for Mortimer in its incorporation. 
Westinghouse won a suit against Amsco, for infringement 
of the Armstrong regeneration patent, in early 1925. In 
one unconfirmed report, damages were recovered of triple 
Amsco's past profits on the Supreme ( unlikely). The 
Prices sold out to the De Jur brothers in 1928, soon 
withdrawing from the De Jur-Amsco Company. 

Jones, who had been working on neutralized TRF 
amplifiers at about the same time as Hazeltine, eventu-
ally lost most of his patent claims, but he did produce 
one successful circuit: the Technidyne. Alexanderson of 

GE had patented a TRF amplifier with tuned circuits 
between successive vacuum tube stages. While this was 
the most practical arrangement, Jones was able to avoid it 
by placing all his tuned circuits at the input, followed by 
a multi-stage untuned amplifier. For companies such as 
Sparks-Withington and AC Dayton, who refused to pay 
royalties to RCA, a Technidyne license was a valid alter-
native. Eventually, however, all the companies came to 
terms with RCA, and little more was heard from Lester 
Jones. 

Ralph Thorn 

This particular set was given by Jones to his young neighbor 
Ralph Thorn in early 1954. 

Ralph Thorn 
Melco Supreme Feb. 1923 $125 

Technical article in Radio Engineering, May 1924, pp. 
100-101. 

5-tube model, with a third jack on the upper left of the panel, 
described in Radio Engineering, Nov. 1924, pp. 340-343; 
NY Evening World, Oct. 18, 1924, p. 3, Oct. 25, 1924, p. 
17. 

A sloping-panel model was advertised in Jan. 1925, and 
described in Popular Radio, March 1925, pp. 261-269; NY 
Evening World, Feb. 7, 1925, p. 17. 

Amsco offered a complete kit in April 1924. 
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The Best in Radio Equipment 

I wow of a 
vpuul au you Can 
Kuhl with cho moo 
Tel.. KIT, 

Many 
' 

You can't buy it— 
but if you are the least bit handy with 
tools, you can build this amazing Telos 
set yourself in a single afternoon. 

The basic goodness of irlos design is 
the same as it has been for three years. 
But now, Telce excellence has been 
extended to include three stages of 
tuned R. F. and super-imposed (re-
flexed) resistance-coupled A. F. as well. 

The new Telas KIT opens up a world 
of facinating possibilities in radio. As 
in the photo above, you can build a 5. 
(ser 7 tube set, and run it all on dry 
cells! It will cost you less to run than 
any other set of like power! 

You can introduce a crystal detector 
if desired! You can use transformer 

Telos 
Radio 

A. F. if wu prefer. But no matter 
what combination you select, you will 
find clear, unmistakable instructions 
in the book that comes with every 
Telos KIT, and you will accomplish 
results you never thought possible 
before! 

Fill out the coupon now. Get your 
copy of che new, generously illustrated 
booklet, -The KIT of a Thousand 
Possibilities. - It s free. but the edition 
is limited to those who arc genuinely 
interested in superlative radio recepe 
tion! 

--------
Danakter-Jonee, Inc., 
Dept. A. 25 Waverly Place, 
New York, N. Y. 

Send me at once your booklet "The KIT of a 
Thousand Possibilities." 

Name 

Address   

 — J 

All apparatus advertised in this magasin has been tested and approml by POPULAR RADIO LABORATORY 

This kit was first advertised in Nov. 1924. Danziger-Jones 
was formed in 1922 to build and market Telos products; the 
two partners split in 1926. 

1,664,513. VARIOMETER. LESTER L. JONES, Oradell, 
N. J. Filed Jan. 23, 1923. Serial No. 614.404. 19 
Claims. (Cl. 171-110.) 

1. A variable inductance comprising a stator formed of 
a set of flat coils each coil comprising oppositely wound 
coil sections wound in a single plane, and a rotor also 
formed of a set of flat coils each coil comprising oppo-
sitely wound coil sections wound in a single plane, the 
coils of the stator set and the coils of the rotor set being 
arranged in alternating interleaving relation. 

The"Acmedyne" circuit using these Telos Vario-transformers 
was first presented in a construction article in Popular Radio, 
August 1923, pp. 132-141. 

Charles G. Hall of New York City used Telos Vario-Transformers in his Flex-O-Dyne, advertised for a 

year beginning in Dec. 1923. 
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JUNIUS 

Jos. W. Jones Radio Mfg. Co., Inc. 

JOSEPH W. JONES 
President, Jones Radio Manufacturing Co., Inc. 

oseph W. Jones was a differ-1/4.] 

ent story. Primarily a mechanical imentor who entered 
the radio field for only a few years, he remained active 
with his own successful company until he died around 

1960. The Jones Instrument Corporation still exists. 
Jones spent a summer vacation in the 1890's working 

for phonograph inventor Emile Berliner. Combining 
Berliner's disc record with Bell and Tainter's use of wax 
(Berliner was using etched zinc). Jones got a patent that 

he sold for $25,000 to Columbia Graphophone, Berliner 
and Victor's arch-rival. Now financially able to set 
himself up as an independent inventor, Jones produced a 
long series of inventions in the field of taximeters, speed-
ometers, and spring motors, forming the Jones Speedom-
eter Company and Jones Motrola to exploit them. He sold 
his taximeter patents to the New York Cab Company, and 

the speedometer patents to Stewart-Warner; but he 
re-entered the speedometer/tachometer field during 

World War 1 with the development of a light-weight 

aircraft tachometer, an instrument that was in production 
until 1962. The "Motrola," an electrically-powered 

spring wituler for phonographs, was later applied to NCR 
cash registers; Jones Motrola also made power tools, such 
as drills. 

Jones' entry into radio production came in October, 

1924, with the setting up of a new factory at 370 Gerard 

Avenue in the Bronx, and the hiring of a bombastic sales 
manager, "Colonel" S. H. Mapes. However, by January, 
1926, Jones had dumped his stock of sets to the Brooklyn 
department store of Frederick Loeser, going into receiv-

ership on March 24, 1926. No doubt the failure of Music 

Master, with which Jones had a large contract, contrib-
uted to his problems. Jones once again began making 

radios in October, 1926; according to a retired employee, 
they were still being assembled at Gerard Avenue in 
1929, if not 1930, from components produced at a 57th 
Street plant. After that, Jones returned to the mechanical 
devices he knew best. 

e9 dte›teet/3 
it thst is. U. your ruitui, case. 

the features of this simple-to-build, simple-to-operatr 
set. it is no.,-rrgenerative; highly selective; and a 
wondet e....h.trae. and distance—the 

JOS f ile vA D I 

Lit 
0  jNES 111 

'Iet 4.0E •MAPK, 

..¡-Tube 

KascUcienvn Ree.eiver 
Tire parts oie ger. 

aine Jos. W. I:she>. built-
t o-preci si parts 

Thcre'a ::o/ciering 
to do—and - he handsome 
bakelirepet cornes 
ccutpletrly dri deed. 

One fa:s ( neme on re 
quest) assembled this set 
in less thrsn an hour and a 
half— and then promptly 
tuned in C•11 wo English 
stations — t..Pand 
5-N.0 

stt is earning is 
reputation for volume and 
clear, natural hate as welt 
az for DX. 

Simple, easy to-ilnds, 
stand directions for 
sembling with ecola kit 

Consists of one rachu 
frequency, detector and 
two audio frequency 
tubes. Adaptable to any 
aerial. 

Price without tubes, 
headphones or aerial, $50 

Distributed by 

prAy Co., 1ZO W. 21,1 Nrw 

Crrntrnuro'r , St Elec. Corp., 1 S Wet, re.. St, " 
Wirer;R.r, ('o., Dey Sr., 

'1 rno. .^, pprr roe, Co., Inn., 145 W. 45r1r 

'.(orrk. ro, ( erp., 1814 lirea..lway 

Cricair,rnent Neweik, N 
'1^M 5h ... it, I. 1. 

roil 

J. 

JOS. W. .80MISS RADIO MFG. CO.. Uwe 

.4O-.4..e,44.46 W. Wilk at.. New ye-1/4 

8..1, h Of I ire* 
Chicago 

W »Litton Blvd so Eledfoert at 
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JOS N'ES 

A 

Radio Receiver 
for the 

Critical 

and 

Distant reception with 
the receiver is not a mat-

ter of luck—it's an every-
day occurrence and the 
received signal is a repro-

duction not an imitation. 

Write for literature de-
scriptive of Jos. W. Jones 

receiving sets and preci-
sion parts. 

Ralph Marlow 

J80 May 1925 $80 

JW-90 May 1925 $90 

(phono panel, 5 tubes) 

J-85 May 1925 $85 

Exhibited at the Executive Council Radio Show in 
Feb. along with other models (probably the J-65 and 
J-75). 

(not shown) 

June 1926 models: 

J621 $ 65 

J700 $ 125 
J675 $ 85 

J655 $ 75 

J195B $ 150 

TrA Phillips 

J-65 Sept. 1925 $65 

Sept. 1927 models: 
J625 $ 45 
1600 $ 60 

J-75 June 1925 $75 
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You may well be 
proud of your 

JOS.UMNES 
TRADC MARK 

Standardized, 
Precision- Made 

Receiving 
S t 

Rich, Sweet T 
Luxurious V 

Bona Fid 
A Bea 

—and distance We 
it is a local station 
announcer give its 

Best of all, it's star 
the famous Jones 
which means utter 
embarrassing mom 
lion" when guests 
tamed. 

The price will first 
delight you! 

Jos. W. Jones' Ra 
you to come and 

GET TH 
Hear a De 

ne! 
lumel 
Selectivity! 
tif u! Cabinet! 

I, you'll be certain 
till you hear the 
ame! 

dardized—built of 
Precision Parts— 
dependability; no 
nts of "indisposi-
are to be eater-

surprise and then 

io Dealers invite 

PROOF! 
onstration 

fj 

JOS. W. JONES 
RADIO MF . CO., Inc. 

40-46 West 
New Y 

th Street 
k City 
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Model J-75 S. P. 

Model si-zoo B 

Model J-175 

J OS W. JONES, inventor 
and manufacturer of world 

reputation, who has to his 
credit over 300 patents grant-
ed '..sy the U. S. Patent Office. 

"They told me it 
couldn't be done, 
so I DID it!" 

A Triumph of PRECISION—a Revelation in 
Performance an Achievement in VALUE! 

„ppHEN Jos. W. Jones produced his first standardized, precision-made Radio Receiver, 
experts proclaimed it to be the greatest achievement in the history of radio reception. 
And it was! But Jones wasn't satisfied. He said it could be improved. They said it 

couldn't. So he went to work and showed them. 

To Retail at 

$75 
Without accessories 
5-tube, tuned radio 
frequency receiver 

To Retail at 

100 

Without accessories 
5- tube, tuned radio 
frequency receiver 

To Retail at 

$175 
Without accessories 
6-tube, tuned radio 
frequency receiver 

The result of his untiring zeal and 
energy in the perfection of Radio Re-
ception is shown in the new 1925 line 
of Standardized, Precision-Made Re-
ceivers which bear his name. This line 
is complete—comprising seven new 
and beautiful models at $75, $ 100, 
$125, $ 150, $ 175, $250 and $475. 

Each is a masterpiece— each an un-
beatable value—each a triumph of 
PRECISION, producing that perfect 
harmony in every part which has here-
tofore been lacking in even the high-
est- priced radio receivers on the 
market today. 

Write or Wire for Franchise Terms 
VOU'LL find the Jos. W. Jones Fran-
-L chise the fairest, squarest agreement 
ever offered a merchant to sign. The Jones 
square-deal Policy protects you against 
the evils of price- cutting and loss of 
consumer confidence. It offers you a 
nationally-advertised line, backed by a 
strong organization that is able and 
willing to HELP YOU SELL. 

Other models, with handsome radio tables, with and without built-in loud speaker. Also De Luxe Model 
in richly finished upright cabinet to harmonize with the furnishings of the most sumptuous mansion. 

JOS. W. JONES RADIO MFG. CO., Inc., 40-46 West 25th St., New York 

JOS NES 
TRADE MARK 

STANDARDIZED PRECISION- MADE RADIO RECEIVERS 

Actually from 1895 to 1925 Jones received 39 US patents, not "over 300," largely on phonograph spring motors, auto 
speedometers, or the like. 
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ADAMS Ex ABERDEEN STS. 

ILE! LILOCC 
Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co. 

KELLOGG SWITCHBOARD AND SUPPLY CO. 
( 
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GENERAL  OFFICES AND FACTORY AT EPIICAGO 

CHICAGO 

1 he Kellogg Switchboard & 
Supply Company was founded by Milo G. Kellogg in 
1897 to manufacture telephone apparatus under his 
patents. From 1916 to 1923, total sales ran from $5 to $6 

million per year, the company employing up to 24(X) 
people. Its fabulously-well-equipped plant included a 

wire-enameling department and a Bakelite molding 
facility. 

By June, 1922, Kellogg was making tube sockets and 
radio headsets; by November it was advertising a 
complete line of radio parts. In October, vice-president 
Leroy D. Kellogg, one of the family that controlled the 

company, applied for a circuitry patent; possibly it was 
his personal interest that got Kellogg into radio. 
The Jones Radio Company of Brooklyn, run by one 

Samuel Seaman Jones, had advertised crystal detectors 
as far back as March, 1917. Jones' 1920 ads for a 

long-wave regenerative receiver came to the attention of 
Armstrong's patent attorneys, whereupon Jones signed up 

for a license; but he ceased advertising after August. 
Whether Jones approached Kellogg in 1922 or vice versa 

is not known, but in February, 1923, he filed for a patent 
on his "Symphony" circuit and teamed up with Kellogg to 
produce it, moving his company to Chicago. 

For a large, conservative company, Kellogg chose to 
promote some unorthodox designs; the inductively-tuned 
Wavemaster, and the Kellogg/McCullough AC tube. The 
Wavemaster circuit was presumably the product of Lewis 
M. Hull's Radio Frequency Laboratories, on which 
Kellogg depended for engineering. Kellogg's strong suit 
was mechanical design. The shielded Model 507, an 

President and G 

J. B. F. EDWARDS 

I Manager Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co. 

excellent performer, sold in especially large numbers. 
Kellogg had somewhat less success with thle tubes. Aller 
buying Frederick McCullough's patent rights and assets 

around May, 1925, and moving the operation to its own 
plant. Kellogg was said to be having considerable 
problems making the tubes commercially. Significantly, 
while Kellogg began advertising the itibels in January, 
1926, the company did not use them in its own receivers 
until J Line, 1927 — an example not lost on its potential 
customers. 

In 1927, Kellogg's profits disappeared. The company 
continued to pay stock dividends up to January, 1928, 

but ran a $600,000 deficit to do so. Only y suspending 
dividends did it make a modest $90,0(X) surplus in 1928; 
but in 1929, it lost $525,000 and continued to lose 
money for the next four years. Still the Kellogg family 
remained in control, and by the late 1930's4 the company 
was once again making money. The radii) market was 
abandoned in 1930. Kellogg's business and property 
were sold to ITT in 1952, which ran it as a division until 
about 1965. 
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OUR HUGE SUCCESS 
Has Been Due to 
Our Policy of 

Dealing in Quality—Not Discounts 
Just Arrived—A Large Shipment Of 

JONES SYMPHONY RECEIVERS 
Also u complete lice of Jones Parts. 'all made by 
Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Company, Chicago. 

TIIIE ATLAS LOUD SPEAKER is inaking a trtmenaus bit. A lllll slralion 
means it sure sale for the dealer. No other non-power tr,euker can equal 
the in tone or % Winne. 

The Modulator (April 1923), p. 219 

Jones/Kellogg display at the Executive Radio 
Council amateur-radio convention in New York, 
March 1-3, 1923. 

DEAD SI.71.34: 
.111,1•. lIciail Set. ( Navy 'Type)   ..at $9.00 each list 
At la • socalsing Units for above  at 13.50 eitela list 
Ali.... I. I Speaker, complete with Fibre Porn & 

lelte Huse  • •  at It:1.00 each list 

RECEIVING SETS: I List Snecial 
List Special Ratte-les WIIherben 6 V-80 $21.00 $ 13.95 

Cenes-al reztrle Crystal Coupler., ILO deg. Cardwell  5.00 1.45 
sit., Pi1G11 -5  $18.00 38 75 ' De Forest Condeasen Variran 

Fl ti, 230 A-3 Tube  125 GO 33.80 Types 5  50 to 6.50 3.65 
teco Jr. Crystal   5.00 3..5' HEADSETS: 
W C3t, a C. II & Elec. 4-tate 103.0Q 57.5) Fede -al   8.00 4.75 
H. ,,char e s   18.5) 13... Brandes   8.00 5.75 

Also snec:Iti prices on ttlieo-dats, Potentiometers. Variable (arid leaks, 
% arionia lees. > makers, etc. 

We hate a stock of "All America" transformers in all ratios, 

u, re installing a service for our Dealers, which still keep them in < lo-e 
1s•ncli the Studio filairket. A weekly letter service. >raid in your name 
.or list, It will save•you nioney. 

INTERNATIONAL 
E E111ICAL SUPPLY COMPANY 

Ground Floor, 29 Broadway. 

NY Globe (March 31. 1923) 

Detector and Two Stage 

THE JONES CABINET LONG WAVE RECEIVING TRANSFORMER 

For DAMPED or UNDAMPED Wee Reception 

THE JONES RADIO CO., 

A carefully wound Receiving Transformer with 
an approximate Wave Length of from 200 to 
8000 Metera Equipped with Variable and Fixed 
Condensers Rheostat and Grid Leak. Fitted to 
take the latest MARCONI Vacuum Tube. Bake-
lite Panel, Silver Plated Switches and Contacts, 
Mission Oak Cabinet Entire Apparatus built 
within Metal frame to permit easy removal. 
Model "D", as illustrated, SIXTY DOLLARS, 
Net. Model "E" fitted with Modern 'DEAD 
END" Switch and High Grade Hot Wire Am-
meter, Eighty-Five Dollar. net. 

New Bulletin sent on request. 

384 Monroe Street, BROOKLYN, N. Y. 

QST (April 1920), p. 76 

The Symphony 

(12 

512 early 1923 $ 150 

502 early 1923 $ 165 
(cabinet with removable top and back panel). 
Blueprint dated 12/15/22. 

Jones later turned to loudspeaker production, offering the "Seaman Acoustical Fibre Horn" from St. Charles, Illinois in 
Oct. 1923. The Seaman Jones Fibre Products Co. of Chicago advertised the same horn in 1926. Then, in the Sept. 1927 
Radio Retailing product directory, the $ 100 "Harmonic 29" radio is listed, by the Jones Radio Co. of Brooklyn, NY. 
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Gary Schneider 

Rol o it Schatindeffel 

Jones Symphony 503 March 1923 $ 165 

Jones patented the circuit ( 1,772,607 applied for on Feb. 26, 1923 while 
Kellogg's president and general manager Joseph B. Edwards patent d the knock-
down cabinet construction ( 1,528,473 applied for on Feb. 19, 192: ). Circuit 
blueprint is dated 11/22/22. 
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JONES RADIO COMPANY 
Lytton Building, Chicago 

The Symphony is manufactured under the U. S. Patent No. 1113149, Armstrong Regenerative Circuit 

All parts used in the ,Symphony are built and guaranteed by the Kellogg Switchboard ez Supply 
Company for twenty-five years manufacturers of complete telephone equipment 
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Wavemaster (504) August 1925 $125 Table model with speaker, Sept., $235 
Technical article in Radio Engineering, August 1925, pp. 394-395. 

RFL August 1925 ($400 as of July 1926) 
Technical article in QST, Oct. 1925, pp. 8-11. 

1,128,596. MULTIPLE CONTROL. 1IIRAm CruniER. 

Chicago, Ill., assignor to Kellogg Switchboard and Sup-
ply Company. Chicago, III., a Corporation of polaware. 

Filed Apr. 2, 1925, Serial No. 20,057. 12 Claims. 
(Cl. 171-119.) 

in the 1920s most of Kellogg's telephone engineers 
were busy patenting radio devices. Ernest Bohlmann 

had 11 patents, Hiram Currier 9, George 

Yanochowski 4, Harry Ide 3, and Henry Eisler took 
out 2. 
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THE RADIO DEALER September, 1925 

Experience Plus Quality Kellogg Assets 
Widely Known Chicago Manufacturer Enters Radio Fields With Rich Background 

In Making of Electrical Equipment from Which to Draw 

By DONAL COUPER 

Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Company, Chicago, offers a good 
example of how an old established company can add radio to its 
line and immediately conic to the front as one of the leaders in 
production in the new industry. A company already in business, and 
in a business having the same background as radio, was saved the 
necessity of going through much of the experimentation, readjjust-

Section of the assembly room in the Kellogg plant where 
skilled hands add the finishing touches to the radio products 

before they are combined in the set. 

ment and general building up that all of the companies which 
started exclusively in radio have been subjected. 

The Kellogg Company for many years has been one of the lead-
ing manufacturers of electrical equipment in the country and when 
radio came it was an easy matter, in view of the effectiveness with 
which the manufacture of radio equipment would work into the 
general scheme of the plant's other production, to branch out into 
various manufacturing phases of the new industry. 

In consequence the Kellogg Company assigns experts to make 
an exhaustive survey of the radio field and its possibilities with the 
view to determining what sort of equipment radio would need most 
and how best this might be made in connection with the type of 
manufacturing in which the factory was already engaged. 

Typical of the well established and successful business, the Kellogg 
executives proceeded slowly and conservatively after the reports 
from the survey had been received. They chose several radio 
articles of accepted value and essential need and began to make 
and distribute these. Back of the company's whole excursion into 
the new business was the decision to give the new goods quality— 
to give radio the benefit of the experience, the facilities and the 
workmanship that had already been gained from years in the 
manufacture of similar goods. 

It was found that this quality in the goods was appreciated by 
the radio fan who, at that time, was harassed from all sides by 
new radio material, much of which was made by new and uncertain 
companies who, first of all, knew little of the ramifications of manu-
facturing and who, in the second place, were not prepared sub-
stantially to back up their products. 
With this initial success. starting cautiously, the Kellogg Com-

pany began to branch out in radio and to add still other articles to 
the first line. The making of each new part was preceded by a 
survey that led to some indication of just how this part w ould 
be received by the market and what the extent of its sale would 
be. Today Kellogg puts out a well balanced assortment of radio 

goods that has an established market and that has met with gen-
eral approbation and acceptance by the consumer. 
The fitness, efficiency and general atmosphere of stability ap-

parent in the radio section of the Kellogg plant on West Adams 
Street, Chicago, is a treat to the vistor's eye. Everywhere there 
is a constant application to business and the picture given is one 
of orderliness and precision. The size of the plant and the amount 
of floor space given to radio is one of the first things that im-
presses. The first department visited is the drafting section. Here 
may be seen a staff of expert draftsmen to whom come, for further 
working out, every plan, scheme or new idea in radio that is thought 
worthy of further developing. In this department the ideas are 
made into understandable form for the engineers and are eliminated 
or pushed to the front wherever possible. 
From this department the visitor, as well as the work turned out 

by the drafting staff, goes to the laboratory, considered one of the - 
most if not actually the most important department of the develop-
ment work. From the draftmen's plans models are made and are 
thoroughly tested first from a workable standpoint, then from a 
sales and marketing angle. In other words the laboratory experts 
attempt to perform the double function of, after determining the 
working possibilities of the new idea, gauging its sales possibilities 
as a marketable product. 
The laboratory is so complete and well equipped that there is 

no test in radio that cannot be made there. All ideas found f eas-
ible in the laboratory are given an o. k. by the head of the depart-
ment and are then sent out to take their place in the industry the 
world over. 
The space devoted to the actual manufacture of the products is 

perhaps the largest department in the plant and some of the processes 
are of interest even to the layman. The tube sockets are moulded 
by enormous Bakelite presses and come out of the dies practically 
a finished product. The attaching of springs completes the im-
portant socket unit and this latter operation is done in the as-
sembling department. The springs are so mounted that they are 
well beneath the mounting surface of the socket, preventing any 
possibility of short circuiting. They are also of sufficient resiliency 
to make perfect contact with the tube socket terminals at all times. 
To make the Bakelite tube sockets a measure of fine poii der 

is poured into a die and in a few m'nutes time, after the oper-
ation of the big hydraulic press, the powder is transformed into a 
socket of exact dimensions. The Bakelite itself is a form of two 

The lath room shown above gives a vivid idea of the extent 
of this particular department which is devoted exclusively to 

the making of radio parts. 
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substances, carbolic acid and formaldehyde which, under the con-
ditions of manufacture, react chemically upon each other and 
solidify, giving in the final substance, a solid that has neither odor 
nor taste. Bakelite, wh'ch is one of the best insulating material 
known today, resists a temperature of 572 degrees Fahrenheit, and 
is not affected by strong chemicals, oil, hot water or steam. 
Where the variable condensers are made each plate is tested for 

size and straightness and special soldering equipment securely fas-
tens the rotor and stator units. Extreme care is used in the as-
sembly of these condensers and when completed, they must undergo 
a thorough inspection. The inclusion of special cone bearings, 
small size but sturdy frame, positive contact of rotor plates with 
frame and other exact features are specially stressed upon. The 
mounting frame of the condenser can also be used as a bracket 
for the sub panel m hich makes it very convenient for the set builder 
using this latter type of panel. 
The next progress of manufacture is the making of enamel mag-

net wire. This wire is about the thickness of a human hair and 
though it would seem that great care would he required in han-
dling it, nevertheless, the ease with which it is thoroughly enamelled 
in the huge enameling machines was astounding. Regular tests 
are made following this process on every batch of wire so that any 
imperfection in the process is immediately detected. Breaks in the 
enameled surface, however, are not frequent. 
From the enameling room the next step is into the coil winding 

room where the coils for Kellogg audio frequency transformers are 
wound. The speed of the operators in handling this fine wire im-
presses, as likewise does the accuracy with which the coils are 
wound. In the assembling department special laminations are 
mounted on the coils. These special laminations have minimum eddy 
currents and losses and provide an exceptionally true electro-mag-
netic core. 

In the transformer department after each unit has been completely 
assembled a rigid test is made for volume and tone quality. Where 
the rheostats are made it is interesting to note how the wire forms 
are arranged and how the wire is place on the forms and the frame 
assembled. The rheostat is one of the simplest on the market. It 
has only one moving part which is the rotor on which the resistance 
wire is placed. Two contact arms firmly grasp this resistance wire 
on each side, making positive contact and an unusually smooth 
turning rheostat. 

It was significant of all departments that only raw material of 
the highest grade were used and that bolts, washers, nuts and so 
forth were of such size and temper as to insure rigidity and long 
life. In the packing department where all goods are carefully 
prepared for shipping there is again to be seen that attention to 
detail that is the matchword of the Kellogg plant. Scarcely a com-

Condensers require the most careful precision work on the 
part of experienced machinists as can be seen in the above 

view taken in the commodious Kellogg plant. 

plaint is ever received from consignees of breakage through im-
proper packing or of damage to the goods of any description. 
The experience of the Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Company 

in the manufacture of radio equipment has been that the fan 
cannot be sold on a part that simply looks good. The business 

is far beyond that stage and the fan insists on the part' only that 
will deliver, regardless of its locks or shape. 

In connection with this Kellogg has divided radio apparatus into 
two classes: first the class of material made by so-called fly-by-
right outfits, who have gone into radia manufacturing without 
manufacturing experience of any kind and whose sole thought is 
quantity production and not quality. The other class is that type 

Powertul punch presses stamp out the various metallic parts 
used in the making of Kellogg radio parts and also the equip-

ment used in sets made by the concern. 

of article turned out by manufacturers who know the business and 
:lave earned a reputation for making goods of high quality. 
Kellogg aims to turn out radio material that is guaranteed, is 

correctly designed and mechanically perfect and that will continue 
always to give as good service as the day wheu it was installed. 
The Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Company was founded in 

1897 to make electrical appliances and the first factory was in a 
school building at Highland Park, Ill. The working staff origi-
nally consisted of twenty men. The founder was the late Milo G. 
Kellogg. 
From its small beginning twenty-eight years ago the company 

has expanded until now its factory premises cover more than four-
teen acres of modern plant buildings and large cabinet shops at 
Cassopolis, Michigan. The payroll in normal production numbers 
about 2,400 people. The present officers are: J. B. Edwards, presi-
dent and general manager; Ben Woodbury. vice-president and gen-
eral sales manager; J. K. Kellogg, vice-president; L. D. Kellogg, 
vice-president; Seymour Guthrie, treasurer; George E. Nelson, 
,ccretary; A. H. Meads, general counsel and C. B. Camp, patent 
attorney. 
The company now has completely organized manufacturing de-

partments for all essentials enteting into the manufacture of com-
plete telephone systems and radio receiving sets. The two prin-
cipal radio sets now in process of production are the semi-portable 
and console models. The production of a special loud speaker and 
other radio accessories is also underway. The Kellogg set is of the 
tuned radio frequency type. 
The company is well prepared to do a large export business in 

radio in view of its export background extending over a period of 
twenty-three years in the export of telephone equipment. 

This is the first of a series of articles 
describing the manufacturing plants of 
prominent radio concerns that will ap-
pear in THE RADIO DEALER. pre-
pared by prominent writers in the radio 
trade field. Mr. Couper has several 
other articles in course of preparation 
which will appear in subsequent issues. 
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Kellogg Builds 
Radio Sets That Way 
The purchase of a Kellogg receiver is a Per-
manent investment in Radio. The buyer of a 
Kellogg set gets the radio satisfaction that 
other people may not know for years, as Kel-
logg receivers have gone far ahead of others in 
the use of new and important improvements. 

When you purchase a Kellogg set, you are pro-
viding for the future as well as the present 

Inductive Tuning is one of the Kellogg inno-
vations. It brings, for the first time, even range 
and volume at all wave lengths—permits accu-
rate tuning of four circuits with one hand. 

When you buy a set made by a solid, sub-
stantial institution like Kellogg, you buy with 
confidence that promises made will be ¡a-
ged. Kellogg has been building telephones 
and switchboards for 29 years—and will be 
here for years to come, standing back of the 
radio sets now sold. 

Write for folder describing fully Models 507 and 508 

Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co. 
Dept. 24-L, 1066 West Adams Street, Chicago,I1L 

Kellogg receivers are licensed under application for letters 
pasent of Radio Frequency Laboratories, In,. R. F. L.) 

Dealers and Jobbers inquiries invited 

507 August 1926 $215 508 ( onsole. $345 
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(1/48) KELLOGG A. C. TUBE-TYPE 401 
DETECTOR AND AMPLIFIER 

RATING 
Healer Volta 
Heater Amperes 
Plate Volts ( Max.> 

GENERAL 

The Kellogg A. C. tube ta designed la operate front the A. C. house lighting 
c Inuit through the use of a small step.down transformer, thereby eliminating 
the necessity of the battery as a source of 

The cathode or electron emitting surface of the A. C. tube corresponds to 
the Moment of the ordinary type tube. This cathode has only one lead for con-
nection Mstead of the too filament terminals employed with the ordinary lytm 
lithe. The two filament terminals of the ordinary type tube are neressery 
'nier that a current may be passed through the Marnent for Ille purpose of 
healing it to the electron emitting temperature. 

In the vane of the A. C. tube the actual cathode beating unit Is entirely separate 
from the cathode or emitting surface. The cathode healing rime terminates ut 
the small hose on the top of the tube and two prongs are provided for llllll region 
to the heater supply. 

The large 1-prong base on the lower end of 
the lobe Ms In the standard tube socket. As 
si,,,, n in figure t tile plate and grid leads are 
token front the usual terminals and the celibate 

iv I den   what is ordinarily termed the 
'menthe "A" battery terminal. 

CATHODE HEATER SUPPLY 

.1 small Mcp.down transformer is used for the cathode heater stomily. This 
transforner nitould hase a secondary or low voltage output of 3 VOlTS it 
normal line tallnne (usually 110 to 115 volts). The A. C. tithe is designed to 
withstand nt-tilinte satiation or lo% Al... or mina normal heater soltage without 
greatly afferling the operation of the tube. Tills Likes care of line voltage 
sedation. which sometimes occur. 

It is much more desirable to run the cathode 1,1-alero at a reduced tuners 
ealher than excessive voltage as an increase in heater voltage above 3 VOLTS does 
riot increase tlir output of the tube hut only tends to shorten the life of the tithe 
.mnidrealily. 

1 'ass • healer supply transformer of known soilage and mlina t., osed it la 
acitisable to connect a suitable voltmeter across the healer supply terminals t.• 
indicate the voltage applied. 

Figure 2 shown the heater supply transformer; note the center tap from the 
seeondary width Is to be grounded. 

Figure 3 shown an alternative method of obtaining Oils center tap where the 
transformer Is not provided with a center tap lead. 

• 

Figure 4 shows tia'neili,al of making connections front the transformer to the 
cathode beater terminals. Tbe cathode ' eaters are all connected in parallel. This 
nmy he done b • running two flexible leads from the transformer sec lllll hey ohm 
the lops of the tulles with clips 'soldered on these. leads for making names-Hui to 
tlIr satiate 11  terminals. The cathode healer leads should be the equis Ono 
sire of et least a number II wire to insure Sonde carrying capacity. Also th.. 
leads are preferably twisted to reduce the possibility or .U.U. 

• ol " AM 

Los 

It 13 adtbable to insert a axed resistance of 1.3 to 7.5 ohms in series with the 
cathode h lllll supply lead of the detector tube. Operating the detector tube at 
reduced heater sotto, (approx.! 511151, will hereane the detecting efficient, and 
also eliminate undesirable line disturbancea which notatimes occur. Care /Mould 
be taken to use a resistance of sufficiently large carrying caineity to present It 
from merheating. 

PLATE VOLTAGE AND GRID BIAS 

Figure 5 shows several serails connected for me with the A. C. tubes. This 
scheme of connections should he followed regardless of [lie number of tubes used. 

..... 

sew 
n da 

rin 6 

As nul be seen from this diagram all the cathode leads are connected together. 

The posIthe battery and aim the negative .11t.' battery lead connects to the 
exam& lead. 

3  00 

1 00 
150 

The detector grid return Is connected direct to the cathode lead as the detector 
operates most efficiently with a zero grid bias. 

The audio frequency amplifiers require • negatite grid bias of 4.3 to 9 tolls. 
The radio frequency amender, require a negathe grid Man of 1.5 to 4.5 tolls. 
A plate voltage of 33.3 to 15 may he used on the detertor, 45 to 00 volts on the 

radio frequeney amplifiers and 90 to 135 volts on the audio frequency amplifiers. 

AFFLIC.1TION OF TIIE A. C. TUBES TO STANDARD CIRCUITS 

The A. C. tithes will operate in any type of circuit that the ordinary tubes 
mierale in. The elianer. necessary to adapt the A. C. fides to a Mandan] set will 
lie apparent from a study of figure 5 as described alms, and the diagrams whirl. 
ollow 

Figure ri shims a standard 3 tithe regenerathe net equipped nilli A. C. tubes. 
The resistance it shunted by the condenser C-3 I. used as an oscillation and volume 
control. 

.4 bee 

510055 onanua reSeeVatagee.;;:.;- sanos  an*, 

.14461444444 
sesse.ve. 

Figure 7 shows the A. C. tube. as used in a standard form of 5 tule set. Tire 
resistance It ix used as ear oscillation and teatime control. The rest of the circuit{ 
I. selfesplattalor,. 

P. 7 

In some types of einults it may be found acemary to shield the detector tube 
in eliminate a slight an ..... of A C. Induction ohlrh tnay occur. Tills ma> be d ..... • 
bY encloqha ti,c deteetor tole in a copper 'shield, this shield then being groomied 

In figures 6 mod uote that the cathode lead is grounded: this is important 

for proper operation. 

OSCILLATION .1N1.1 VOLUME CONTROL 

11 hen using the ordinary tYle of tube 11 to Ponsible le emit., the 0seilintion 
and tolume by means of the filament rheostats. 

When using the .5.C. tuben it is not practical to use a tarlable resistance III 
series with the beater milady. Tills Is due to the fact that the cathode temperature 
doe% not instantly respond to a change in heater current. It is therefore apparent 
that tome other method must be uned for controlling the A. C. tube. This ma, be 
done in a grander of ways, a lea- nil which alu be outlined here as follows, 

(1) A Imitable resistance of approximately 340,000 ohms shunted across the 
secondary of the radio frequency transfortner. 

(21 A salable resistance of approximately 300,000 ohms In series milli the piste 
lead of the radio frequency amplifiers. 

(3) A sanable resistance of approximately 100 to 2000 ohms (max. 
shunted across hile primary of Ile last radio frequenr, transformer. 

(11 Where a volume control Imly is herded as in the rose of a   osi 
set, a 500,000 ohm potentiometer may be shunted across the secondary of the audio 
frequency transformer. 

The 1. C. tides will operate satisfactorily with any form of good " B" hatter, 
eliminator, thereby making an all A. C. operated net. 

The .1. C. tubes nork equally well on 35 or 60 de current. 
lii eme the tube does not function properly tire connertions should be elàecked 

er t ery carefully. 

NOTE—About 45 seconds are required front the time the heater cabtune is 

turned on until the cathode reaches its normal operating temperature. Tills means 
that shout 45 seconds will he required until the signal sl ..... It reaches Its normal 
olume. 

MANUFACTURED BY 

KELLOGG SWITCHBOARD 84 SUPPLY COMPANY 
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 

75.204. RADIOCA BI NET OR 815111.AR A RTICLE. 

JOtta M. Rearm, Grand Rapids, Mich. Filed June 

29, 1927. Serial No. 22.608. Term of patent 3% 
yeam. 

r-qg 

The ornamentel tie4gn for a mdiocabinet or similar 

article na Clown. 

510 June 1927 $495 

Cs 
KELLOGG 
-A-C TUBE 
TYPE 403 

RATING 

RitArt 

CATE 

Steve Conklin 

other models $365, $495 
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The Talking Machine World, New York, August, 1928 

KELLOGG'S Supreme 
Quality Built into All Models throughout 

the Wide Price Range of 

q69 50 JO $77500 

Mace 518 - Walnut Consolelle. $91,5 
Wes/ of Itorkiet,P2Wl] 

Model fttI—t-mrtpiele (›nede. 
Ilted of Iforkiex, $2951 

IN spite of its wide price range, t he Kellogg 
line offers t,,,,' uniform, high standard of qual-
it y. All models are built with the same cir-
cuits, Ole same precision, and are given the 
same rigid inspection. The claims you make 
for Kellogg performance will apply to what-

ever Set may meet the price ideas 
of your cust  r. 

asYstalifflidlialh.naliartnahannainiliarnia 

Model 11 - Deluxe Go:uole. $;;.i 
[11"eul llo kies. $8051 

rModel fit', - rornplele Conzole.$49.' s 
[Wed of Murkier, Ve.•:, j 

Toldr Model fil5—$165.:".0 
[Weal of I forkie, $ 17#1..ita 

Mod. I ' Pi romplele Console, S:175 
11 ral of Ito,frics, $4600] 

As fine furnitUre. Kellogg cabinets leave noth-
ing to be desired. The designs shown here 
speak for themselves. In selection of woods; 
in workmanship; in finish, each cabinet, from 
the Model 518 to the $775 Model 517, the 
quality is that of the finest. furniture- a 

quality full worthy of the name— 
K E1.1.0(a;. 

[  

This announcement is made through the cooperation of the 
Distributors forming the Kellogg family. 

Any dealer desiring details of the Kellogg franchise should write 
or wire the Distributor serving the territory in which he is located. 

If you are interested—and do not have a Kellogg distributor 
already operating in your locality, we invite you to write direct 
to us. We will gladly serve you direct until such time as a 
distributor may be appointed. 

Distribution in Illinois and Indiana 
The northern parts of these two states are our own "front yard". 
To be able to use them as a "proving ground"— to develop 
new plans for the benefit of our distributors in general, we 
cover them direct from the factory. 
To retail dealers in this section, we urge inunediate action if you ar.. 
interested in a Kellogg Franchise. If your territory is open, we will welcona• 
a chimer to show you all that we have to offer; not only a splendid Iiia• 
but an advertising and merchandising plan that will insure the sale of 
real volume of Kellogg sets. 

KELLOGG SWITCHBOARD & SUPPLY CO., Chicago 

Models first advertised in June 1928 
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Steve Conklin 

MC1X L 
r.., 

- Cabinet of ‘ rne.o.iii \\ alma 
Irani. Price (-beil S2 -30 

Three\ 
e Models MODEL 521-1, cube. rn—cludini-incriferi and toa 

210 irpe poncr tubes poolopull...Ton,lialintial 
Dynamic Noutiful fa:met dro, of 
.nnroan wain. ivirti inlant marine., $295 

(Prof. Ing" weir ur 

of Distinctive BeautrN co o. 

Technical article in Citizens Gal/book vol. 11 no. 4, 

Nov. 1930, p. 73. 

MODI 
kiln 10 case., .. 
in puilomill • 
funichse grain in-

89 

topir 

Model 520 
$115 

West of Rorkles$124 

INCOME ACCOUNT 

Net profit 

before depreciation, 

interest, taxes 
Surplus 

1923 $ 727,202 $ 22,848 

1924 1,055,754 300,478 

1925 915,902 98,069 

1926 978,404 70,603 

1927 191,223 (600,075) 

1928 264,707 89,192 

1929 (300,728) (524,935) 

1930 189.099 32.937 

79,221. RADIOCABINET. BANS BERG, Grand Rapids, 
Mich., assignor to Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co., 

Chicago, Ill., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed June 17, 

1929. Serial No. 81,734. Term of patent 7 years. 

The ornamental design for a radlocabinet substantially 

as shown. 

Ser. No. 288.100. KuLLoull SWPrculioARD et SUPPLY CO., 

Chicago, III. Filed Aug. 5, 1929. 

l'or Subscribers' Telephone Sets, Operators' Telephone 
Sets, Telephone Switchboards, Power Boards, Telephone 

Field Sets, Telephone Bell Boxes, Circuit Breakers, Tele-
phone Receivers, Telephone Bases, Telephone Transmitters, 
Telephone Stands, Telephone Ringers, Telephone Coils, 
Telephone Switches, Telephone Hand Generators ; Switch-
board Parts, Consisting of Lamps, Plugs, Cords, Jacks, 
Relays, Repeating Coils, and Key Switches; Electrical 
Switches, Automatic Electro - Magnetically - Controlled 
Switcees, Electricians' Tape, Electric Ignition Coils, Elec-
tric Ignition Distributers, Electric-Lighting Switches, 

Thermion'', Tub., Radio Receiving Sets; Radio-Receiv-
hig-Set Parts, Consisting of Audio Frequency Transform-
ers, Radio Frequency Transformers. Radio Frequency Choke 
Coils: Variable Condensers, Fixed Condensers, Electrically 
Operated Loud-Speakers, Tube Sockets, Power Packs, and 
Electric Ignition Switches. 

Claims use since July 9, 1929. 



IrtNNIEIDY 
The Colin B. Kennedy Company 

olin Bruce Kennedy was born 

in Teeswater, Ontario, on February 6, 1885. He learned 

telegraphy while working as an errand boy for a small-
town drugstore that was also the telegraph office. Forsak-
ing school, he left home at about age fourteen to spend 
the next ten years as a telegraph operator in many cities 

throughout Canada. For the last two of these years he 
was in charge of two radio stations on the west coast of 
Vancouver Island in the Canadian government wireless 

service. 
Fie spent the next seven years with the Federal Tele-

graph Company. Quoting from a 1981 letter written by 

Federal's then- chief engineer, Dr. Leonard Fuller: 

"Colin (pronounced as in coal) B. Kennedy . . . was a Ma-
rine operator in the triillic department. We arranged for 
his tramli>r to the Palo Alto laboratory as an assistant to 
both transmitter and receiver development engineers. 
Kennedy had a splendid personality and a good business 
head as well a,s practical radio competence. He could han-
dle men well, was ambitiou,s, a perfect gentleman, and ap-

propriately aggressive. 
"In the summer if 1919 Kennedy told me he believed a 

large market for broadcast receivers in the honte was be-
ginning to develop. He proposed leaving Federal (which 

was about to be moved to New Jersey — author) and 
starting a manufacturing company for that purpose. 

Would I finance such a venture? In due course I said yes. 
We discussed possible names: Fuller & Kennedy, Kennedy 
& Fuller Mfg Co., etc. I preferred Colin B. Kennedy Co. 
for personal business reasons and we agreed to proceed on 
that basis." 

Kennedy's obituary in the IRE Proceedings states that 
his first equipment was made for experimenters, and 

while it might seem unlikely for him to propose making 
broadcast sets when no one was yet broadcasting, Dr. 
Fuller reiterated this in a second letter. And Herrold had 
broadcast from San Jose, California, as far back as 1909, 
as had de Forest later; in fact, one of Kennedy's first em-

ployees, production manager Emil Portal, had worked 
with Herrold. 
One might logically have expected Kennedy to be first 

on the West Coast with a broadcasting station; he was 
not, but he did have one going by October, 1921. Station 
6XAC, Los Altos, was run by Portal and located on the 

Colin B Kennedy, holding the lower magn 
Federal 2 kw arc transmitter, standing ne 
kw pole, about 1919. (photo from Leonard 

pole of a 
t to a 500 

Fuller) 

estate of his wife's parents. Rated at 60 atts, it was 

noted for its technical excellence, and the f llowing July 

it became KLP. 
The Kennedy line included receivers, (let .ctor panels, 

and amplifiers. As a result of advertising regenerative 
models after January, 1920, Kennedy got • n Armstrong 
license in mid-year. A good part of the comi ny's income 
was from retail sales of components from ( her makers; 
by 1922, Kennedy was a regional jobber h RCA and a 
dozen other manufacturers. 

One of Kenneds's officers was. quoted in adio Broad-

cast for June, 1922: 

"'When I lift the Army,' Mr. Rathbun said; had two or 
three business propositions made me, but I took the one 
that paid the least and, to my frietuls, seem l to have the 
poorest future -- a position with this compa y. It was or-
ganized by Mr. Kennedy in June, 19/9, an lu' had one 
eice boy and mechanic. I took the work up because I 

preur certain that within ten years, aid perhaps 
within five, there would be a general and widespread in-

terest in radio telephony. 
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'I was mistaken. When the blaze fired up, it took six 
months to reach greater proportions than I had ever 
dreamed it would reach under five years. Now the com-
pany employs sixty-five people and is putting on more 
every day. We are sven months behind our orders, which 
come from all over the world, but in a few -weeks we hope 
to have our facilities increased to the point where we can 
catch up to within three months, at least." 

Kennedy's offices, in the Rialto Building in San 
Francisco, were within a block of those of Wagner Elec-
tric, an old-line St. Louis manufacturer of electric mo-
tors. Like almost everyone else at the time, Wagner 
wanted to get into radio, and when it found that Kennedy 
had an Armstrong license, became very interested. By 
June, 1922, Wagner had acquired control, and while 

Kennedy's ads spoke of "opening another factory in St. 
Louis to handle the eastern demand," it seems that the 
whole operation was moved there — lock, stock, and 
Colin B. himself. Dr. Fuller was nominally on the pay-
roll, but in fact, he left for other ventures. Quoting 
George Greene, who had worked at Wagner before 
Kennedy arrived: 

A. E. Bessey's amateur station 6BR (see Radio Shop chapter) 
equipped with Kennedy SWR-6, LWR-20, and custom-built 
amplifiers already adapted to Moorhead tubes. After March 
1921, the LWR-20 was advertised as the 100; after April, the 
SWR-6 became the 200 ($70). 

Ralph & Elinor Williams 

110 July 1921 $250 

"Kennedy Co. personnel who joined us included a new 
chief engineer named Lauritsen, a Mr. McNamee (formerly 
chief engineer of Moorhead laboratories — author) and 
Mr. Rathbun. Officers of the Kennedy Co. were placed un-
der their counterparts at Wagner and the setup seemed to 
work well. For two years, we played a seller's market, and 
the money rolled in by the bale. 

"The Kennedy operation was housed in the old plant no. 
2, a drafty, obsolete barn of a building that froze the 
working force in winter and simmered them in summer. . . 
During the boom we turned out 350 Kennedy sets a day . . 
. There were more than 200 of us." (ARCA Gazette, July 

1973). 

E4Le>14 T 

ANNOUNCING 

THE N EW K ENNEDY U NIVERSAL R EGENERATIVE R ECEIVER 

EFFECTIVE RANGE . 175 TO 25.000 M ETERS 

DETECTS 

It EGENERATES 

AND 

OSCILLATES 

ON ALL 

WAVE 

LENGTHS 

IN 

COMMON 

USE 

LICENSED 

UNDER 

511MSTRONG 

U. S. 

PATENT 

No. 1.113, 110 

Surpassing even our own hopes when we undertook its develop-
nient, this latest addition to the Kennedy line is of interest to everyone 
who uses a radio receiving set. 

Our engineering staff spent many months in developing this unit 
and released it for sale to the public only when its design and per-
ormance surpassed every requirement we had set for it. By our 
long specialization in receiving equipment we have built up a reputa-
tion which is so precious that we can afford to put the Kennedy trade-
mark on only the highest quality product. 

We have spared no effort to make this the best receiver on the 
market. We honestly believe that it is. 

These are some of its features: 

Variable inductive coupling between primary and secondary. 
Extremely sharp tuning because of very efficient inductance unite 
Special Kennedy bank-wound moisture-proof Inductors. 
Generous overlap between inductance steps. 
Large balanced primary and secondary variable condensers. 
Micrometer adjustment of secondary condenser. 
Variable grid condenser with air dielectric, permitting most effective use of 

all types of available receiving tubes. 
Adjustable feed-back circuit. 
Fine adjustment of plate voltage by means of potentiometer connected be-

tween terminals of filament battery. 
Weston ammeter for measuring filament current. 
Bus-bar type insulated wiring. 

Further details are given in Bulletin 101 

which will be mailed on request 

Ask your dealer for a demonstration. Compare the performance of 
this receiver with any other you have ever seen. The users of 
Kennedy Equipment are our best advertisers. 

Malls Comm Do KENHEDY CompANy 
INCOR PORATED 

RIALTO BUILDING SAN FRANCISCO 

Wireless Age (July 1921), p. 38 
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Although the company's fancy slogans and gold-plated 
trimmings sold radios for a few years, its high prices, and 
other manufacturers' improvements, pushed it into bank-
ruptcy by May 1926. Lauritsen estimated in 1928 that 
50,000 sets had been made from 1923 to 1926. 

If Colin Kennedy had any plans for a comeback, they 
were shelved in June 1926 when he broke a hip bone in 
two places ( he was kneeling in front of his car, making an 
adjustment, when a neighbor backed into it). Not until 
June 1927 was he ready with a new model, having by 
that time purchased his old company's assets. However, 
nothing came of the effort. The following year he tried 
again, this time in Highland, Illinois, with similar re-
sults. 

Finally in February 1929 he talked some of the Stude-
baker family in South Bend, Indiana, into backing him. 
The Highland factory equipment was moved to a 65,000 

Kennedy Telephone Station at Los Altos. 

KENNEDY RADIO TELEPHONE 
TRANSMITTING STATION 

Among the radio telephone installa-
tions on the Pacific Coast, that of the 
Colin B. Kennedy Company of San 
Francisco has been exciting a great 
amount of interest and comment, due 
both to its excellent modulation and to 
the distances over which transmission 
has been successfully achieved. 
The Kennedy experimental station, 

whose call is 6XAC, is at Los Altos, 
about 40 miles south of San Francisco 
on the peninsula and on the inland side 
of the coast range. The installation is 
at the home of Emile A. Portal of that 
company, who is responsible for the 
operation of the station. 
The photograph which is reproduced 

herewith shows the interior of 6XAC 
with the exception of the phonograph 
used for transmitting music, which is at 
the right. The receiving equipment is 
shown at the left and consists of the fol-
lowing old-type Kennedy units, a Type 
100 long wave receiver, a Type 200 short 
wave receiver, a Type 300 audion control 
panel, and a Type 520 two-stage ampli-
fier. Mr. Portal states that he expects 
to replace all of this in the near future 

sq. ft. plant in South Bend with a capacity of 1000 sets 
per day. Charles Lauritsen was once again chief engineer 
(replaced by R.H. Caldwell by 1930), and B.F. Mc-
Namee production engineer. Studebaker made a great 
show, with four-page color ads in Radio Retailing ( to 
snare new dealers) and was said to be making 350 sets 
per day and employing 200 to 300 by July 1930, but was 
losing money the whole time. The Studebaker Mail Order 
Co. and its subsidiary South Bend Watch Co. were in no 
better shape, and combining the latter company with 
Kennedy did not help. Kennedy was last heard from in 
mid- 1932; in March 1933 all Studebaker real estate and 
buildings went to its creditors, and in June all materials 
and machinery were ordered sold. 

Colin Kennedy remained in radio merchandising until 
February 1942 when he joined the Signal Corps inspec-
tion depot in Chicago. He died on June 16, 1942. 

with two of the new receiving units re-
cently developed by his company—a 
Type .110 universal receiver and a Type 
525 two-stage amplifier. A Magnavox 
and two-stage Magnavox power ampli-
fier complete the receiving equipment 
with which Mr. Portal has at various 
times entertained his neighbors within a 
radius of from three to four miles, as 
previously recorded in these columns. 
The transmitting equipment, as is indi-

cated by the picture, is extremely simple. 
Two 50-watt Cunningham tubes are 
used, one as modulator, the other as oscil-
lator. The filaments are heated by cur-
rent drawn directly from the 10-volt sec-
ondary of a 60-cycle transformer having 
a neutral point. The plate current is 
supplied by the 1000-volt generator of the 
275-watt motor generator outfit shown 
on the table at the right. Double choke 
coils and fixed condensers are used in 
smoothing out the commutator ripple. A 
modulation transformer of special design 
is employed in connection with a high 
duty telephone transmitter for voice and 
a Magnavox tone arm transmitter for the 
music. The necessary meters are 
mounted conveniently on panels for the 
observation of the different variable quan-
tities of voltage and current. The normal 

radiation ot the station is three amperes. 
The circuits and constants used are de-

velopments of the Kennedy laboratory 
and will be made public at a later date. 
The antenna used for transmitting is of 

the cage type 55 feet long and about 100 
feet high. Two other single wire anten-
nas are available for reception when de-
sired. 
6XAC transmits music three times a 

week, on Monday and Thursday efvenings 
between 8 and 9 o'clock, and on Sunday 
afternoons from 3 to 4. The wave length 
is 430 meters. 
In the short time that this station has 

been operating some very interesting re-
ports of its reception have been rrceived. 
Excellent reception on a single t ihe has 
been reported from all parts of alifor-
nia, Oregon and Washington, ai d from 
various points in British C lumbia, 
Idaho and Nevada. The latest t( report 
is Great Falls, Montana, with single 
tube! Some almost unbelieveable reports 
have been received of reception w th very 
poor antennas. Judging from th î splen-
did work accomplished by this telephone 
at the time of year it has been °iterating, 
we look forward to exceptional results 
during the coming static-free season. 
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RADIO RECEIVING SETS 

The Colin B. Kennedy Company specializes in high grade radio receiNers, and is helping to supply the 
demands of South America and the Orient, which have important radio stations under way. Both the local 
and foreign demand are large. 

a I 1 

Polished Bakelite 
panel. Genuine 
mahos•ny cabi-
net, hand rubbed 
finis.. Rotary air 
sp•ced variable 
conderer. Two 
ball tiroe vari.' 
meter.. Specially 
designed lone e 
coupler unit with 
precision adjust-
ments. Connec-
tion posts ea-
ranged for sim-
plicity of wiring 
to Vacuum Tube 
control panel. Alf 
metal parts 'satin 
nickel plated_ Ef-
ficient range of 
from 125 ta 70ft 
meters. Shipping 
weight 24 pounds. 

Type SWR-6 Short Wave Regenerative Receiver WO.00 

The Short Waive Regenerative Receiver shown herewith is one of 
the  I units we are placing on the market for amateur and ex-
perimental use. 

In designing our apparatus we have endeavored to furnieh the field 
with instruments more nearly approwhing the type in Commercial 
use than, with a few except: on., are et premnt obtainable at a price 
within the limits of the amateur purse. 

While our deg.. io—BUILT TO A STANDARD—NOT TO A 
PRICE, we have not ignored price entirely, but have merely placed it 
secondary to quality, feelinq that the great majority of experimenterp 
are willing to pay • fair price for value received. 

Practically all of the parts entering into the construction of our 
apparatus are manufactured by us and by dealing directly with the 
amateur trade we are able to keep our prices within reasonable lived. 

Our apparent:. will be found to be honestly represented and up to 
specification in every detail, and is soli with the distinct understand-
ing that every article found to be not entirely satiefactory may be 
returned and meney refunded without quest-en. 

Call or send stamps for copy of Bulletin now on the Pres. 

140 Second Street Sar Francisco. Californ, 

When wilt.. lo Advert 'term ”len•e nx,h• him 

Pacific Radio News (Jan. 1920) 

220 Oct. 1921 $125 
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525 Oct. 1921 $85 
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Licensed under Armstrong U. S. Pat. No. 1,113,149 

KEN' E' 

Ed$E T 

Our new improved Type 281 

SHORT WAVE 
REGENERATIVE RECEIVER 

is designed for high efficiency on wave 
lengths of 185 to 620 meters. 

The ideal set for relay work. It embodies all the features of correct design and superior 
workmanship that have established the reputation of Kennedy Equipment. 

You will be interested in the details of this new short wave set. Ask your dealer 
about it. If he cannot supply you we will send you Bulletin 201 on request. 

The high quality of Kennedy apparatus is being appreciated by those who want the 
best results. 

We again find it necessary to greatly increase our 
factory capacity to meet the demand 

THE CCDUH D. 11:41eRe:›limpy COMPAMY M 
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The Kennedy Booth 

Richard Foster 
311 June 1923 $75 
311 & 522 Nov. 1923 $ 137.50 complete 

Paul Gagnon 

III May 1924 $101.50 
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The first booth on the right of the door was the 
one occupied by the Colin B. Kennedy Co., with 
Mr. M. R. Rosse in charge. The booth was very 
attractively arranged making a fitting back-
ground for these well known receiving sets. There 
were several different models on display from 
the big Universal set on down the scale. The 
booth was fitted up more as a drawing room than 
as a booth at a radio show. One of the big sets 
had the cabinet removed showing the wonderful 
workmanship and finish of the interior, the bank 
wound inductances causing much favorable com-
ment among the assembled amateurs. 

For City Homes 

MODEL III 

Carry it Like a Traveling Bag 

A;;;T:':.tcci°,77e.,c7M;;;°dlli,r. 
'net is coveted with a gratn.wal finVished 
Fabrikoed that nil, es it an attractive 
piece of home furniture as well as • 
practical outdoor set. 
Each station has us own dial setting— 
which never change,cnatdlessof where 
you are loi.ated or WiLlt kind of antenna 
is used. This is pan desirable to 
the summer vacationist, cottager,camp-
er or tourist — as the dial setting out-
doors, with a temporary antenna, is the 
same for any given station as it la in 
your own living room. 
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and Summer Cottages 
New! The famous Kennedy built as a home radio receiver, that 
is instantly convertible into a portable unit, no larger than a 
traveling bag. 
Model in is essentially the same as the latest Kennedy Receivers 

but is housed in a three-compartment case specially designed for 
portability. It has the same purity of tone--the same naturalness 
and vividness of reproduction—the same ease of tuning. By turn-
ing one single dial, the best broadcasting entertainment is liter-
ally at your finger-tips. 

The circu;r used is an exclusive development of Kennedy Engineers— 
fundamentally sound and correct. It does not radiate or throw out the 
squeals and whistles that are the cause of present active agitation against 
radiating receivers. 

Price, v ; thout accessories, $ 101.50. ($ 104.00 west of Rockies.) With 
Kennedy 3000-ohm phones and plug, $ 111.50. ($ 114.00 west of Rockies.) 

Ask any Kennedy dealer to demonstrate this new Model at— he will 
gladly instaIl it in your home so you can judge its remarkable performance. 

All Kennedy Re...en are lecreete,1 under Armstrong U.S. Patent No e,a iamb 

THE COLIN B. KENNEDY COMPANY 
SAINT LOUIS 

KENNEDY 
   eit>  

Joe Horvath 
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Rich Elskamp 

XV type 430 Sept. 1924 $ 142.50 

XVI console July 1925 $233.00 
Ted Phillips 

VI type 420 July 1924 $120 ($ 105 Oct.ri 

V Nov. 1923 $86.50 

New England Wireless & Steam Mmœtim 

X Sept. 1923 $285 complete 
Jacobean. $775 Spanish desk, $825 

THE KENNEDY MOD& X 

Tot Seautolulto 'Mod mah000nocoltiort 
enc.« • cooaplege. belt tonoorted rode 
roomer trot,. le noth canoe 1St to . 
motet, rf sotto &mot... 

LotJ Form,. 
pent, Pol.., trot, tomtnioat «old 
gm., nu Jot ',rot et—ttoor Jot Lao 

lotto 1,1 totrototo — comoloto NOLLO 

All Knmed, ,a.h. tecoonovo ate 

44( 

STRIKING BEAuTY 
in this' new Kennedy Set 

/TANIS NEW ADDITION to the Kenett dy line ha, a three-
", old appeal for you. First, its beauty—simple, 

relined lines. Second, the faithfulness and unusual 
tonal rarity .t" , ts reproduction. Third, it is a self. 
containec uni,, .1 batteries and loud speaker unit en. 
closed in the caoinet. Ample volt me is assured for 
dancing or entertainment. 

In this set extreme simplicity of operation has been 
obtained, at the , ame time retaining the selectivity of 
tuning and long distance reception that has distinguish-
ed ail Kennedy receiving sets. On!,e two dials are used 
—.one to bring in the desired static, I, the other to reg-
ulate volume. Truly a set of which the Kennedy lab. 
oratories can justly be proud. 

Y. ran arrange trial the nearest Keonedy dealer for a 
demonstration. or «rite NJ diredt for riceriptive 

THE ('OLIN B. KENNEDY COMPANY 
SAISIS LOUIS SAN FRANCISCO 

KENNEDY eah,„zoyalb, ,cr-Rattio 

* Tested and approved by RADIO BROADCAST * 

Radio Broadcast (Sept. 1923) 
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THE SATURDAY EVENING POST December 6,1924 

MODEL VI (Illustrated) " 
Splendid for loud speaker reception 
of distant stations. Selective, but 
simple to tune. Anyone can sise it. 
Each station is always found at its 
own setting on No.1 dial.The other 
dial regulates volume. Non-radia-
ting—no squeals to annoy others. 

Less Accessories . . $105.00 

West of the Rockies . 107.50 

MODEL XV, five tubes, Super-
selective long range radio frequency 
=del. It cuts right through local 
biciaidcwitin$ and brings in distant 
mograms. Simple taning with only 
two controls. Volume can be 
controlled. Non-radiating. 

Less Accessories $142.50 
cst of che Rockits  ,45•co 

AHINT quietly given to the Right 
Party is likely to bring you this 

royal gift. It's worth trying! 

When you're out together, lead the 
way so it takes you past the store 
where KENNEDY Receivers are on dis-
play. If you show interest in one, the 
dealer will demonstrate it. Once a 
KENNEDY is heard, there is sure to be 
a strong recommendation to Santa to 
bring that set on Christmas Eve. 

The KENNEDY tone quality is superb 

THE COLIN B. 

(As k 
Santa to bring 

you a 
KENNEDY 

9hrl'eyoly pradio 

and full rounded. It insures musically 
pure reproduction of any program 
within a good long range. No hol-
low tones or distortion. No fussing 
or fishing for stations. Simply turn 
one dial to a certain point, and there 
is the station you want. 

N. B. to Santa—Nothing will bring a family 
more hours of keen delight than a KENNEDY. 

It keeps young folks home and older folks 

happy. KENNEDY models are so troubleproof 
that even a mechanical enthusiast can find 
nothing to improve. 

KENNEDY COMPANY 

MODEL XI, Sheraton period ma-
hogany cabinet with satinwood 
and ebony inlays. Dials and metal 
fittings finished in gold. Built-in 
loud speaker. Combines the charm 
of fue furniture with the most ad-
vanced principles of radio construe-
tion. Brings in out-of-town sta-
tions with loud speaker volume. 
Logged tuning on one dial. Con-
trolled volume. Non-radiating. 

Less Accessories  $185 
West of the Rockies   590 

. Saint Louis 
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John Wolkonowicz 

20 type 440 July 1925 $90 ($80 in Nov.) 

•010 RETAILING, A MeGraw-Hilf Publication 

New—MODEL 20 One Dial 
Dealers, here is the latest addition to the Kennedy line -- the new Model 20. It is 
a one-dial, 5-tube radio-frequency unit, combining extreme simplicity with accurate 
tuning of all radio-frequency stages. 

The single dial is a sperial Kennedy development and is so arranged that all stations 
are uniformly distributed from one end of the scale to the other. It is 5-in. in diam-
eter, and has a positive vernier control. Widely spaced graduations assure easy 
reading of the dial scale. Two auxiliary control knobs are provided -- the slight 
movement of one compensates for antenna tuning, while the other regulates volume. 
Model 20 operates satisfactorily on an indoor aerial. 

The cabinet is of mahogany, furnished with a beautiful satin finish. Panel slopes 
at the convenient Kennedy angle — dial markings and engravings are in gpld - 
exposed metal parts in permanent dull black. 

Adding Greater Value to the 
Kennedy Protective Dealer Franchise 

The new Model 20 adds still greater 
value to the Kennedy Protective Dealer 
Franchise. It rounds out the Kennedy 
line, affords recognized Kennedy qual-

The Kennedy Line for 1925-26 
The additions of Model 20 and the new Kennedy Royal Sixteen (a 5-tube upright 
cabinet model with built-in reproducing unit and tone chamber) offer you real 
profit-making possibilities - plus the insurance of a permanent, growing business 
that the Kennedy Protective Dealer Franchise extends to you. 

ity at a moderate price, and gives every 
present and prospective Kennedy dealer 
a real incentive to get back of Kennedy 
receivers. 

Write today for full porticulars 

KENEDY 
ce.oyalb, ,cyr.Xadto 

Colin B. Kennedy Corporation. 
2018 Locust Street, St. Louis, Mo. 

Nome 

You may send parricides of the Kennedy Protective D al. r Franchise and 
full information cm the cormalete Kcnnedy 
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The " Spinet," a seven 
tu*e balanced receiver 
by, Colin B. Kennedy, 
Incorporated. There arm 
four r. f. stages but just 
one tuning control. The 
finish is of two-tone 
antique mahogany. and 
there is ample storage 
space for power noces-
cessories. Price, $195.00 

Royal Seven June 1927 

Radio Broadcast (Oct.] 1927), p. 360 

This cabinet is an excellent example of signifi-
cant artistic form, expressing use in terms of 
design. The technical appearance is not dis-
guised, but is made instead the basis of the 

decoration. 

XXX type 435 Dec. 1925 $145 

Technical article in Radio News, April 1926, p. 1417. 

Colin B. Kennedy 
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Eighty (console) $290 

($330 with dynamic speaker) 

Dr. Charles Lauritsen, chief engineer, Colin B. Kennedy Corp., tries to keep production models equal in every 
respect to laboratory models. Above is pictured the elaborate factory test bench. 

KENNEDY ROYAL 
SIXTY-6 tube A. C. 
—Burled walnut— 
antenna peaking de-
vice gives great 
power on high 
waves. 

Price $95.00 
Without Tubes 

Radio Doings 
(Sept. 1, 1928), p. 67 

210, June 1929. 220. August 1929. 8159 
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310, June 1929. 

110 June 1929 $115 
Short technical article in Radio, July 1929, p. 57. 

320, August 1929. $ 197 
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King Quality Products, Inc. 

Iing Quality Products, incor-
porated around October, 1924, by W. G. King and two 

others, was connected with the King Manufacturing Com-
pany, formerly King Sewing Machine Company. A maker 
of cream separators, it was owned by Sears, Roebuck and 

Company, and had existed since 1904. King Quality ac-
quired the Neutrodyne license of Broadcast Manufactur-
ers, Incorporated, which had held it since late 1923, but 

HMI had produced only one model, the Transcontinental 
ZR-1 for Gimbel Brothers in March, 1924. 

King's first radio was sold under the Sears "Silvertone", 
name ( registered November 9, 1926; use claimed since 

March, 1922). It was also advertised by Adler Manufac-
turing Company of Louisville, Kentucky (also a Sears 
subsidiary), originally a maker of reed organs and pianos. 
In 1924, sales, as reported to Hazeltine, were 

$491,334.70. Later, King marketed the King-Hinners 
Neutrodyne under its own name in January, 1925. Frank 
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Frank A. Hinners, who is chief con-
sulting engineer of the Adler Manufac-
turing Company, and developer of the 
Adler-Royal Neutredyne receivers, back 
m 1909 entered the radio industry as 
office boy with Dr. Lee De Forest. 
Needless to say, Mr. Hinners was not 
long in this position, and in a very short 
time was recognized throughout the 
trade as an authority on radio engineer-
ing. His development of the Adler-
Royal Neutrodyne which operates on 
dry cells only, is looked upon as a most 

creditable achievement. 

RADIO for 

Hinners had started with de Forest as an office boy in 

1909 while attending night classes at the Mechanics In-
stitute, then worked for the Wireless Improvement Com-

pany from 1912 to 1915, and then joined Emil Simon, 

where he engineered the 1/2 and 1 KW transmitters that 
were Simon's major product. He died in 1960 at the age 
of 66. 

For the 1925-26 season, King made 35,000 sets, plus 
15,0()0 for Sears, Roebuck and Company; components 

were made up to November 1; then a fixed number of sets 
were assembled. Hedging its bets when the Neutrodynes 
seemed to be faltering (and to reduce its royalties), King 

split into two companies in late 1926: King-Hinners Ra-
dio Company, Incorporated, to make Neuirodvnes; and 
King- Buffalo, Incorporated, for TRI" models. 13y Mara, 

1927, the two companies had recombined into the King 
Manufacturing Corporation. John W. Million was chief 
engineer from 1926 to 1928. 

King seems to have overproduced in 1929 and lost 
money, prompting Sears to unload the company and sim-
ply contract for Silvertone models to whatever company 
could supply them most cheaply. So Colonial bought the 

Buffalo plant in October, 1930, and moved there from 
Rochester and Long Island City, thus becoming Sears, 
Roebuck and Company's chief supplier of radios in the 

1930's. The King Manufacturing Corporal lull was last 
listed as a Sears subsidiary in 1933. 

APRIL, 1923 

.À.exp..feeielo .book 

Shows -why the 
KNG QALÇY line 

ALL THE NAME IMPLIES 

is in demand / 

QUALITY sells King Quality Radio Apparatus on sight: service keeps it 
selling. That's why the King Quality line is a desirable one to handle: 

why leading jobbers and dealers throughout the country are finding it the 
most profitable quality line on the market. 

It keeps moving in stock—it satisfies users and produces profits and turn-
over for the dealer. 

Our catalog will show you why there is no finer line of radio goods made 
anywhere in the world. Write for your copy. 

RADIO APPARATUS DIVISION 

King Sewing Machine Co., Buffalo, N. Y. 

Lower in 

Price 

Highest M 

Quality 

igNG QUALITI 
RADI6 APPARATUS 
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RADIO BROADCAST ADVERTISER 

ADLER-ROYAL 199 

Designed and built to operate on dry cells 

Price $165.00 

A 5 tube Dry Cell Neutrodyne— 
all batteries within the cabinet 

YOU may have your choice of two dif-
ferent styles of Adler-Royal Neutro-

dyne. Set 201 A operates with the usual 
storage battery. Set 199 operates on dry 
cells. This is an achievement that has 
baffled radio engineers since the intro-
duction of Neutrodyne. 

Adler-Royal Neutrodyne also has separ-
ated the control for radio frequency and 
audio frequency. In simple language this 
means that with Adler-Royal, when a 

Os: E Of tne three cabinet 
ighs of Adler-Royal Com-

bi,tatitro Radio and Phou.-
graph_CabriOle Model ze.? 

Price $300.00 

ADLER 

station is amplified, the desired tone 
quality and volume is controlled without 
detuning or distortion. 

Not only their beauty of cabinet design 
but the workmanship and simplicity of the 
sets themselves are outstanding features 
of Adler-Royal. 

Adler-Royal is on exhibit only at the 
higher class stores whose reputation is an 
additional guarantee of the quality of the 
Royal line. 

MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Inc. 

General Sales Office: 881 Broadway, New York City 

Factories: Louisville, Ky. 

The Adler-Royal Neutrodyne L en.,ed unu,*r 
the Hazeltine Neutrodyne palette and manu-
faetured for us by King-Hinners Radio Co. 

oval 
NE UTRODYNE 

Send for an attractive booklet describing the complete 
Royal line of phonographs, radio sets and combinations. 

ADL E Kato VAL Elizabeth-
an Floor Type Neutro-
dyne No. I in figured 

nut or mahogany 
storage battery or dry tell 

equipment 

Price $350.00 
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"VINO In Radio" Re. 
ceivers are built in 

the two circuits proven 
best by engineers and 
popular demand — 

King-HinnersNeutrodyne 

King Fite Broadcast 

Both circuits are offer-
ed in console, built-in 
reproducer and plain 
table type models in 
two-tone American wal-
nut or dark mahogany. 

Prices $75 to $250 

the 
the music which comes from 

the loud speaker of a "King In Radio" 
Receiver with any other. Still better, 
compare it with the original produc-

tion. All the softness,the natural tone is there. 
the harshness, the distortions are eliminated. 

Judge "King In Radio" beauty,not as a piece 
of merchandise — imagine it in your home, 
picture how perfectly it will blend with the 
other furnishings—a receiver you will be proud 
of from the first, and grow to like more and 
more as the years go by. 
Try its selectivity under the most congested vinced that they are truly"king In Radio." 

Write for booklet "The Radio Quest" 

KING QUALITY PRODUCTS, Inc.. BUFFALO. N. Y 
Branches: 

CHICAGO KANSAS CITY 

BRIDGEBURC, ONT. 

ereiver 

"VINO In Radio" Re-
ceivers represent 

20 years' experience in 
manufacturing precision 
parts of high quality, 
plus specialized work in 
"Radio." 
They are built in a 

modern, eight-acre 
plant, fully equipped. 

Every "King in Radio" 
Receiver is tested by ac-
tual broadcast reception. 
The record is shown 

by the card which ac-
companies the receiver. 

conditions. Bring in any high powered local 
station to the maximum, then turn pointers 
slightly and notice how soon you lose it. You 
can cut out one station and bring in another 
within a few points an the dial 
And remember this—though you may be an 

"expert" in tuning, there are others in your 
home who are not. Choose a receiver from 
which anyone can get best results. 

If you will consider King-made receivers 
from the standpoint of tone, beauty, selec-
tivity and easy operation you will be con-

'Re.. U. S. Pa. Off. 
Licenme under Houlline Pan. 

Nos. 1450080. 1489288 and Model 30 

'Hi I 1111H1/1101/11111001111111011111111 

Try This Test 
Ask your dealer to demon-

strate " King In Radio." Com-
pare it with any other receiver 
both from a standpoint of tone 
and beauty—it is the only way to 
fully appreciate its superiority. 

NR 

Models 30 ($75), 
25 ($ 125), 

35 ($75), 

30S ($ 125), 
25S (8185), 

35S (8125), 

30C (8180) 
25C ($250) 

35C ($ 180) 

Jobbers and Dealers 
The "King In Radio" sales 

franchise is a valuable asset. The 
line is complete—receivers in the 
two most popular circuits, knock 
down kits, a full line of parts. D I  0  Write for full particulars. 

Sept. 1925. 
Oct. 1925. 

Dec. 1925, same as 30 series but for dry-battery operation. 
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Assembling and testing condensers in the plant of the King Manufaci tiring Company, Buffalo, N. Y. The work is given care-
ful supervision by the shop manager who can be seen in the backg7ound keeping a watchful eve on the work in hand. 
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Silvertone Neutrodvne Sept. 1924 
Same model available as the Adler Royal 201A, 
Nov. 1924, $ 160. 

30 

103 

IOSK Jan. 1925 $ 160 

25 Ralph & Elinor Williams 
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A Trusty Scout 
at Everearket 

King Radio No. 62 

A six tube sutler-receiver 

with Single Dial Station 

Selector. Completely shicldad In handsome cabinet, 

two-tone finish. Wood pact' to match :he cabinet. 

Price without accessories, Six,. 
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KING RADIO 
"Most Radio Per Dollar" 

King Radio No. 61-H 

Same chassis as King 

Receiver No. 61. Three-

dial control. Six tubes 

Stabilized circuit. Two 

stages radio frequency, de-

tector, three stages audio. 

ln high-boy or console 

cabinet of handsome de-

sign with built-in speaker 

and space for batteries, 

eliminator, etc. Price with-

out accessories, $135. 

King Radio No. 63 

Same chassis as King Radio 

No. 61. A six tube super-set 

with genuine Peerless Repro-

ducer built in. Gives amazing 

results or the .. lost frequencies." 

Fully stabilized, completely 

shielded. Two stages radio fre-

quency, detector, three stages 

audio. Built into console cabi-

net of surpassing beauty of 

design and finish. Price with-

out accessories, $aw. 

King Neutrodyne No. 10* 

Five tubes, two stages radio 

frequency, detector, two stages 

audio. Black panel, three-dial 

control. Price without arces-

sones, $75. 

King Radio No. 61 

Three-dial control. Stabilized circuit. Six tubes. 

Two-tone cabinet. Price without accessories, $65. 

you can't afford to keep a man at every market to keep 
you in daily touch with prices. But you can afford a radio. 

And the radio will give you the prices every day—many of 
them twice a day—and from 2_4 to 48 hours sooner than you 
can get them any other way! 
When you want to know "Where shall I ship?" your radio 

will give the profitable answer. In 43 states, almost half the 
farmers reporting showed actual cash savings and profits from 
their radio. If you haven't a reliable radio you are losing 
money, and shutting your family away from the news and 
entertainment of half the world. 

In this complete King Line there is a set to suit your taste 
and your pocketbook. Hear them at your dealer's. Or write for 
booklet of information " Picking Profits from the Air" and 
name of nearest store. Can be bought on convenient budget plan. 

nuToone 

Reg. U. S. Pat. Office 
licensed by ndependcnt 
Radio Mfr,.. Inc. mulct 
Hazeltine Patents Nos. 
1.450.080; 1.489.228; 
1.533858 and 1.577.421. 

King-Buffalo, Inc., Buffalo, New York 
For Twenty Years ,Master .....1fakers of Precision Products 

"Ticking Profits from the cifir" 

KING-BUFFALO, INC., BUFFALO, NEW YORK. Said me your 

free King Radio booklet "Picking Profits from the Air" 
with name of nearest King Radio dealer. No cost or 
obligation. 

Name  

Street or R. F. D  

Post-Office State 

Prices Slightly Higher Denver and West; also in Canada 
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"MOST RADIO PER DOLLAK 

o 

F  

King-Henners Neta,cd,ne No. 71 

Sex tubes, fully sblelded, three stages radio 'reineor y 

amrlifxation. Price Stcy Loçlzortianal eirra) 

T dcvelopment of fine radio 
I receivers around the famous 
Neutrodyne Circuit, is the sole task 
of the KING-HINNERS organization. 
Our talents are focused upon that 
one objective. Our concentration, 
we believe, has enabled us to pro-
duce a line of superbly fine Neutrodyne Receivers. 
We invite you to call on the authorized KING 

Dealer nearest you and examine the genuine KING-
HINNERS creations. Then judge for yourself of their 
amazing power and volume and quality of tone. 

Three thousand stores selling good radio will gladly 
demonstrate them for you; if you will send your name 
and address, we will send you interesting radio book-
let " The Radio Quest," and free Demonstration Card 
giving the name of the nearest dealer. 

KING 

1[11TRODTM[ 
',INNERS 

Rea. Ir. S. Pat. Office 
Ittenip.d by ', dependent 
%din Mfrs.. Int. under 
H•aelrItee Patent. Nos. 
1 450.080, 1.484.,111: 1.533: 
8511 and 1.51/.431. 

Prices sleghtly k.igher Dom?, 

West and in Canada 

King Radio No. 61 

A Six tube surer receleer 

with Single Dial Station 

Selector. Comrletcly 

ed. In handsome cabinet, 

two-tone finish. Wood rand 

to rnatch tbe cabinet. Price 

without accessories, Step 

PTHE name " KING" on a radio re-
ceiver is all the guarantee you 

need. Regardless of what you know 
of the technical details of radio, 
the name KING means satisfaction 
in bringing to your own home 

the great things that arc on the air. 
For Twenty years, KING has been making pre-

cision products. Since the days when Roosevelt was 
President ,we have been responsible manufacturers. 
And every radio receiver upon which we place the 
coveted KING trade-mark must make good or we will. 

Call upon your nearest Authorized KING Dealer with 
confidence. Ask him to see the great KING Line. If you 
do not know his name, send us your name and address 
and we will mail you free Demonstration Card and 
interesting radio booklet, " Voice of the World." 

KING-HINNERS RADIO CO., INC. : BUFFALO, N.Y. : KING-BUFFALO, INCORPORATED 

KING RADIO 
71 

71H (w/o loop) 

72H console 

Sept. 1926 

Feb. 1927 

Oct. 1926 

$205 

$325 

8375 

18
, 

19
26
1,
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. 
2
3
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KING 
Model FF Aierieric 
Genuine Licensed 
All Electric 
Neutrodyne 

Here's a wonderful profit maker 
at almost unbelievable low price. A 
result of a fortunate cash purchase 
of the manufacturer's entire supply. 
making it possible for us to offer this 
quality receiver at a price far below 
the maker's cost. 

Every receiver parked in original 
factory sealed carton with a booklet 
of /till instructions. 

Just a few features of this receiver. 

—employs six new type AC tubes. 

—single drum control illuminated dial. 

—marked in meters and kilocyles. 

—beautiful brown bronze twmtone 
all metal cabinet. 

—distance—selectivity greater than 
ninny high-priced sets. 

—tone—deep, mellow and natural. 

—compact—cabinet measures Ill in. 
long, 8 in. deep and 7 ii,. high. 

List Price, $ 110.00 less tubes 

Special June Price $27.50 

The Baronet 

A six tube tuned radio frequency table 
model. Single dial station selector with 
separate vernier adjustment. Beautiful 
Gothic design cabinet. Rugged mechan-
ical construction. 

The Crusaaer 
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The Commanaer 

A six tube completely shielded 
table receiver. A unique feature 
is the loop that may be folded 
inside of the cabinet. With loop 
folded inside,this receiver is capa-
ble of perfectly receiving all local 
stations. With loop out, recep-
tion of distant stations is possible. 
Cabinet is made of beautiful Burl 
Walnut with two tone effects. 
Single dial station selector with 
one dial volume control. 

A six tube completely shielded table model 
with single dial station selector. (Same 
chassis as "Chevalier".) Handsome cabinet, 
two tone finish. Unusually attractive panel 
to match cabinet. 

Warren Falls 

Trade Mark Registered 

The Chevalier 

A completely shielded six tube receiver with 
single dial station selector. Beautiful Burl 
Walnut High Boy cabinet. Most beautiful 
design and value on the market at its price. 
Built-in speaker with space for batteries, etc. 

A six tube tuned radi 
model. Single dial stat. 
arate vernier adjustmen 
two stages radio fraque 
stages audio. Attractive 
built-in speaker and spa 

80 Baronet, $ 170. 80H Viking, $ 140. 81 Crusader, $ 115 81H Chevalier,S210 (all June 1927). 81? Chanc 

similar to Viking,Dec. 1927, $ 190. 

frequency console 
n selector with sep-
, stabilized circuit, 
icy, detector, three 
'ended cabinet with 
for batteries, etc. 

lot, lowboy 
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KING ELECTRIC SETS (7 TUBE) 

OUR PRICE ONLY $57.50 

A real 1929 electric set. 
built in one cabinet— g no 
additional power packs. 
no water or solution). 
Set uses, four 220, one 
210. one 199 and one 
281 tube. This is the 
best value you will ever 
be able to buy—a sample 
will convince you Ring 
is an R.C.A. license. 

List Price $225 

KING RADIO 
Announces 

DIRECT to DEALER 
SALES PLAN 

9ellu E 
Compare 

KING RADIO 
With the BEST you can 
buy elsewhere at ANY 
PRICE— 
PERFORMANCE, 
TONE, CABINET, 
SALABILITY 

KING ROYAL 

LisT $149.50 
Less 50 74.75 

7415 
I.ess 10'; 7.47 

67.28 

Less 10% 6.73 

60.55 

Less 2% 1.21 

NET $59.34 

TO DEALER 

11) 

DYNAMIC 
SPEAKER 
Two 245 

Power Tubes 
Push-Pull 

Walnut Cabinet 
RCA License 
CURRENT 
MODEL 
19294930 

GUARAN-
TEED 

(not shown) Models E, F, G, H, J 1928 
No data other than in Langley/McMahon, Rider, and 
Gernsback manuals. 
Model J technical article in Citizen's Callbook, 
vol.11 no. 1, Jan. 1930,p. 75. 

KING IMPERIAL 

SeTUBE 

DYNAMIC 
SPEAKER 

Two 171 Power Tubes 
Push-Pull 

Walnut Cabinet 

RCA License 

CURRENT MODEL 
1929.1930 

GUARANTEED 

$169.5° LIST 
54.75 Less 50% 

8475 

8.47 Less 10% 

7628 
7.63 Less 10% 

6825 

1.37 Less 2% 

$6728 NET 

TO DEALER 

King Monarch 
Screen grid set. Seven tubes, with 245 

Push pull amplification. Dynamic 

Speaker. In King Royal cabinet. 

List price, less tubes $159.50 
Net price to Dealers, less tubes $63.31 

King Manufacturing Corp'n 

ORDER BLANK 

KING MANUFACTURING CORP'N 
Buffalo, N. Y. 

Ship To 

Address 

Buffalo, N. Y. 

Maximum Discount offered to Dealers 
on this order 

Terms 50_10_10_2 % c. (-2; D. 
Cash 

Flow Many King Radio Sets 

King Imperial, 60 Cycle, Less Tubes $169 50 

King Royal, 60 Cycle, Less Tubes 

King Monarch, 60 Cycles. Less Tubes 

149 50 

159 50 

$67 28 

59 

63 

34 

31 

Total Amount 

Dealer Sign Here. 

Satisfaction 
or 

MONEY BACK 

If you are not satisfied 
for any reason, it is 
your privilege to return 
these sets, at once, and 
we will refund your 

money. 
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The Kodel Manufacturing Co. 

tlarence E. Ogden was born 

in Cincinnati, Ohio, on August 29, 1890, and educated 
in the public schools there through eighth grade, re-

turning to his family's small farm outside the city for the 

next four years. Taking a job as elevator boy in a shoe 
factory in 1908, Ogden used his $3 weekly salary to en-
roll in night classes at the Ohio Mechanics Institute. In 

1914 he began selling electric trucks. To eliminate need 
for an attendant to charge their batteries each night, he 
invented an automatic charger and began making them in 
his cellar, finally organizing the Automatic Electrical De-
vices Company in 1917. From a $25-a-month loft at 120 

Opera Place, to eight times the space there two years 
later, to a five-story building at 120 West Third Street, 

Ogden's commercial and military business in chargers 
and motor controllers kept expanding. But the post-war 
slump in 1920 forced him to develop a home model char-
ger using his vibrating-reed mechanical rectifier. 
The Homcharger became extremely popular for 

charging radio batteries, as well as automobile batteries, 
leading Ogden to enter the radio manufacturing business 
itself. In June, 1924, he designed a compact portable re-

ceiver that he called "the camera of radio." He named it 
the Kodel, organizing the Kodel Manufacturing Company 
to produce it. A whole line of inexpensive compact sets 
appeared in October, and in January, 1925, the two com-

panies merged into the Kodel Radio Corporation. By this 
time, more than 50,000 radio sets had been made and 

sold. 
Kodel's new building at 507 E. Pearl Street, replacing 

five former factory locations, was said to be nearly com-
plete in September, 1925; but just two months later, a 
five-story addition was contracted for construction. Also 
in 1925, Kodel's new radio station, WKRC, took to the 

air, along with another portable transmitter installed on 
Ogden's yacht that broadcast from small towns up and 

down the river. 
Kodel's mechanical rectifier worked well for charging 

batteries, but it would not run a radio directly and it also 

caused a great deal of interference, so Ogden kept exper-
imenting, looking for a better electrolytic rectifier. He 
came up with an electrode material of a cast silicon alloy 
he called "Silite," and in November, 1926, he claimed to 
be turning out I 1,0()0 chargers a day using it. While in 
August, 1926, Kodel had employed only 85 workers, 
during the same period in 1927, 1U/0 employees were at 

work in three shifts around the clock, and seven-story ad-
dition was planned to house 3,000 more. 

In February, 1927, Kodel abandoned radio production 
entirely in favor of battery eliminators. In Mey, 1928, he 

changed the company's name to Kodel Eleceric Zit Manu-
facturing Company. To further bolster his position, in 
August 1928 Ogden bought the rights to Koprox, which 
Kodel had already been manufacturing. Kuprox was a 

copper-oxide rectifier developed by S. J. M. Allen of the 
Liebel-Flarsheim Company, Cincinnati X-ray equipment 
makers. 

For another year, Kodel's business seemed to prosper, 
but inevitably the coming of AC radio tubes decimated 
the battery-eliminator market. Sales in 1929 were down 

and in 1930 Kodel lost money. The compam went into 
receivership on October 12, 1931, and disappeared in 
the late 1930's. Ogden's last patent, in 1933, was as-
signed to the Union Switch and Signal Company, a 
Westinghouse affiliate, whose employer Lars O. 
Grondahl had invented the copper-oxide rectifier well be-
fore Allen ( patent # 1,640,335). Presumably. Ogden sold 
out after losing an infringement suit in December, 1931, 
which had begun on January 12, 1928 (55F' 2d 387). 

THE REALLY PORTABLE SET. 

This attractive set employs a 

single valve awl is Coln plete with 

plate and filament batteries. 

It i5 ',Cry sl,ai.Ic to operate, 

o 

and tuning is carried oat 

on one knob, while the 

circuit provides for re-

generation. 

Courtesy Carpas 
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Ogden's "Carpax Co." in England offered so e of the same 
models there. 
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Inei•t art the Gold 
Seal HOMCIDIRCER 
118.60 ot new etealee, 

1in Canada S26.• 

You needn't have "battery trouble" 

"fWO things will make your enjoyment of radio free from battery trouble. First, any good storage 
battery. Second, that excellent, simple, automatic 
charger--the new silent Gold Seal Homcharger. 

Such a combination imams 

mum care and maximum results. 

with no trouble at all. Then you 

can use your set all you want. II 

the battery becomes weak right in 
the middle of a program, screw the 

Homcharger plug in any lamp-

socket, snap two spring clips over 

the battery terminals, and go right 

on listening at full power. Lea, 

the Homcharger connected over, 

night, and in the morning the bat 

tery is charged again. 

Everybody says this is the hand . 
tannest charger ever seen. The GOIO 

Seal Homcharger is finished in 

FREE? Aak your dealer or ,,end disert for our interesting 
free booklet, "The Secret of Dietance and Volume in 
Radio," containing valuable information on this subject 
and fully describing the GOLD SEAL HONICHARGER. 

Insist on the Gold Seal Homchanzer-ask your dealer. 

The AUTOMATIC ELECTRICAL DEVICES CO. 
Under the ewe. management au the Model Mfg. Co. 

128 W. Third Street, Cincinnati, Ohio 
Large« Mane...snore el Vanden, Reef:Amer dn the World 

mahogary-red and gold. It hasrub-
ber feet and so cannot mar polished 

floors, tables or cabinets. Safe-

approved by the Fire Insurance 

Ussilerwnters. Can't injure any. 

When buying a set, get storage 
battery tubes. They give most 

volatile, and in many cases better 
reytalts indistance too Make sure 
the battery you buy is charged, 

then you can listen in for a week 

to a mor.th before you buy your 
GolctSeal Homcharger. Priceonly 
$18.50 complete; $2F, in Canada. 

Absolutely guaranteed. 

14 

Gold Seal 
HOMCH A RG ER 

Features 
-"mg*: need. no care. 

,—Elbrient; out, about Sc to 
curse the average battery. 
much km than bulb or liquid 
types of charger. 

S—Quick; brings, battery up to 
full charge overnight. 

4—Tapera charge; cannot in-
jure the battery. 

h—Clean: no hulhe to break, 
ne hauida to spill or produce 
fume. 

a—CWpendable, adjusted and 
needed at factory. 

7.—Lasts forever, only one mov-
ing pan. O,, Tunmiten con. 
nwt. which can he replaced 
at SI after many thousands 
of hours of une. 

Ei—Fwol proof: charges auto-
ntilica.ly. no matter which 
chp S attached to which 
battery terminal. 

Fe—Safe, anproverl by Fur In-
nuance Underwriters. No 
danger of shock or Me. 

IG—Brant.'ul; sturdy metalcase 
finished in mahogany- red 
arel gold. 

it —Usevend: made in types 
fer all voltages of alternat-
ing and direct current. 
Charges all radio A nd 

batteries, eissd 
he batterim. 

da faint hum cannot 
helloed in nest r000. 

t3—Ummalifeelly guaranteed. 

14—Popular priee—soid every-
where for S18.50: in Canada 
SZ6. Complete. mfe extras 
loamy. 
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RADIO" 
anywhere- everywhere! 
No longer is Radio confined to home use. Whether 
touring, on the farm, at camp, mountains or sea-
shore, you can now "listen in" on your favorite 
station at any time and any place. 

Just throw a few feet of wire on the floor or ground and stations from 25 
to 50 miles away come in with surprising clearness and volume. Con-
nect a single wire to water pipe or other ground and stations several 
hundred miles away may be heard with ease. With an outdoor aerial, 
stations thousands of miles away come in as clear as a bell. 

KODEL 
ghe tinnemeleadi0 

—is the first really portable, long distance radio receiver on the market. 
And the ideal set for home use too, since it may be used in any roam of 
the house, on the porch or lawn, and when not in use, folded up and 
put out of the way. 

KODEL is complete—nothing else to carry. Batteries, tube, ground 
wires and phones—EVERYTHING is fitted inside of a neat Fabrikoid 
covered case, no larger than a camera and weigh-
ing less than 5 lbs. complete. 

PRICE, $18.50 without accuasories. 

Standaid head phones, batteries and tube are obtainable 
from any dealer at slight additional cost 

Dealers—Jobbers 
No other radio set poestates mach a universal creel ea 
the KODEL. Our national advertising will maidicend the 
moot popular radio receiver in the world. 

Act quickly—Write, wire or telephone TODAY for full detail. 
of our liberal sales propositiart. 

bluster eiew *sewn. 
ewrael end ground 

in. Sims Sts• • th.• S.. 

ie KODEL MANUFACTURING Co. 
CLARENCE E. OGDEN, Prescient 

118 THIRD STREET, WEST CINCINNATI, 01410 

NEW YORK OFFICE. Ill NASSAU ST. BEEKMAN 7392 

Rode? on the porch Kodel yen te rem. 

MARKET REPORTS 
without a ticker 

MDEL 
qlle amen: 'remit° 

—brings rearleel reports Jo you in 
fpour uf to,. Keep KODa on your 
desk &nog bwines• hour.— take 
it with you cm your vacation and 
wile. you Perri. 

DEALERS 
.00E1. offer,. amosiing pone10111. 
.1.1eo .e AultIon«, ro. sile• We 

atteorOneV"rrool. "Ce tree 

Spartan Electric Co. 
99 Clambers St. 

IT'S IDEAL FOR 
THE VACATIONIST 

KO 
Camenz greadjo 

- only pew Ical sel to lake 

with you of,  you go tho 
It bring in many sta-

tions vedhour an aerial. thua elam. 
nabs, all emu. 

Times Appliance Co. 
33 Wert SOI. 

Weft odd. Wadal 

RADIO ON YOUR 
LAWN OR PORCH 

P DEL( Intent ekedio 

r.%z. 
aortal. Me It a( borne—take it 
wins you on ynur 

/mu men. rinde companion. 

DEALERS 
17.006L le • Ilte say, for en.. 
mee radio rus. You need Min no 

,f >oh behind KOMEL 
•na pooh IL Telephone your or-
eer to-dag 

North American Radio 
Cesperiliee 

1845 Broadway 
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RADIO FOR EVERY PURPOSE AND ANY PURSE-$5. TO $32.50 

Model S-1 KODEL crystal set. Sensi-
tive, selective low priced. Price, $ 5.00 

Model P-11 Portable—the 
Camera of Radio. l'rice, $ 15.00 with-
out accessories. Tube, batteries, head 
phones, antenna, and ground wire all 
self-contained. Weight 4% lbs. com-
plete. 

Model 2 Two Tube Portable. 
(Model P-11 with additional tube 
added, which increases distance and 
volume many times) $22.50. 

KODEL Model C-14 Four Tube 
Receiver, with battery compart-
ment and loud speaker. Price, 
$32.50. ( Without battery cab-
inet, ffiud speaker, or accessories.) 
Battery cabinet can he furnished 
with any KOBEL set at slightly 
additional cost. 

KODEL An astonishing 
new receiver that will 
make radio history 
KODEL is the name of a circuit discov-

ered by an independent experimenter. So 
wonderful is the KODEL circuit that it 
picks up stations i,000 miles away, using only 
one tube, and no antenna, when conditions 
are right. Add tubes and you increase dis-
tance and volume until you succeed in cov-
ering 3,000 miles on the loud speaker. All 
this with only a single dial to turn! 

If you travel—KODEL Portable. If 
you cannot erect an antenna—KODEL. I f 
you want distance and quality—KODEL. 
If you want simplicity—KODEL. If your 
pocketbook is limited—KODEL. Even if 
you want results regardless of cost—KO-
DEL. 

See the KODEL line at your dealer's. 
If he cannot supply you, send us his name 
and address with check or money order and 
we will ship direct to you. Money re-
turned if any KODEL set does not more 
than satisfy you. 

ALL KODEL sets use the unique KO-
DEL circuit and may be operated from 
either storage or dry batteries at will, and 
without an outdoor antenna if desired. 

FREE. Write for instructive KODEL 
Catalogue, entitled "Radio for Every Pur-
pose and any Purse." FREE! 

DEALERS: the KODEI, is a sensation 
wherever introduced. Write for terms. 

Kodel Manufacturing Company 
Under same Management that made 

the Homcharger famous. 

128 West Third Street Cincinnati, Ohio 

Model C-11 One Tula. Receiver—The big-
gest value in a one tube radio set to- day. 
Price, $ 10.00. 

Model C- I 2 Two Tube Receiver—$ 18.00. 
A great distance getter; puts local sta-
tions on the horn; single diai tutting. 

Model C-13 Three Tube 11,,iver — 
828.00. utves five tube volume with only 
three tubes due to ret!ex amp) ilesi jog. 

RADIO FOR EVERY PURPOSE AND ANY PURSE-$5. TO $32.50 
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CLARENCE E. OGDEN 

C. E. OGDEN ADDRESSES HIS OWN MICROPHO 

OWNER OF NEW STATION WKRC TAKES THE STAGE 
Clare, oe E. tied.. or the 

Kodel Radio l'oriegration, g.f chg. 

clonati, Ohio. In above depleted de-

livering his first addrees to radio fans. 

when his new station, %YEW'. located 

In the Hotel Alms, * Ili .peliPt1 April 

0th. Mr. Ogden purchaggegl title clam 

It 1000-watt statist, fries the Ains-

worth-Gates Radler Company. 

Lee Ainsworth, Pr...Men( giy the 

Aineworth.Gaten Roule Company, on 

the left, Is ligtr.ducluit "Chief" Ogden 

I,, the fans. 
Tilts station ggpenit, . 11. u 

lengths of 32.1.9 and 422.1 Iggegg•g,: 

alternaling with station* WLM aga 

WSAI of Cincinnati. Additional We.I-

ers Electric equipment his vert 

ordered and will be installed 'Idling 

the summer  the su thin Whet/ I Ite 

WWI., III officially opemegl. 

with the completion of the new e2.. 

P00,000 Hotel Alms. this frill, j, will 
le tint' of the finest In tin. maul,. 

• - 
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John Terrey 

Ralph & Elinor Williams 

Factory of the Kodel Mfg. Corp., in Cincinnati, O. 

Earle Drake 

KODEL UNITROL " STANDARD 
FIVE" RECEIVER. Manufactured by the 
Kodel Radio Corp., 507 East Pearl street, 
Cincinnati, Ohio. Five tube tuned radio 
frequency receiving set having three con-
densers in synchronism with one major 
tuning control and two verniers. Dark ma-
hogany cabinet, sloping panel engraved in 
gold with inside panel similarly engraved 
hiding inside wiring. List price $85.00. 

KODEL UNITROL "BIG SIX" RE-
CEIVER. Manufactured by the Kodel 
Radio Corp.. Cincinnati, Ohio. Six tube 
tuned radio frequency receiving set using 
special control designed to synchronize 
three condensers with one control and 
two verniers. Sloping front panel en-
graved in gold with inside engraved 
panel hiding all wiring. Dark brown 
mahogany cabinet. List pike $115.00. 

C12 

C13 

John Drew 
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RADIO R ETAILING, A McGraw-Hill Publication 

KO 

LOGODYNE "Big Five:-
Five tubes, self-balanced tuned 
radio frequency; sloping panel, 
gold engraved; beautiful massive 
Adam brown mahogany cabinet: 
stations already logged. $90 

LOGODYNE "Standard Five." 
Fivetubes, tuned radio frequency; 
lithographed panel and sub-
panel; brown mahogany cabinet; 
stations logged. $70 

LOGODYNE -Standard Five". 
Console Model. 

Five tubes tuned radio frequency: 
beautiful brown mahogany furni-
ture design; built-in loud speaker 
and compartment for batteries 
and charger. $165 

c1he 6mbkm of 

A New Standard 
KODEL RADIO has set a new standard in 
radio manufacture. 

To own a KODEL RADIO this year is to 
have the best that radio offers—or will offer 
in years to come. KODEL RADIO this year 
represents the highest development in radio 
engineering—the most beautiful in cabinet art 
—the most simplified of circuits consistent 
with utmost efficiency — KODEL RADIO 
offers the widest selection and choice of re-
ceivers and accessories ever designed by any 
single manufacturer. 

In buying KODEL RADIO one buys with 
utmost confidence. For each model, regard-

9 e  Write for new edition of 

ree crn:diOst.tti,c'etecftrnieitTohr; 
Secret of Distance and 
Volume in Radio" 

LOGODYNE "Big Five" Consoie 
Model. 

Five tubes, self-balanced tuned radio 
frequency; a masterpiece in furniture 
design; Adam brown mahogany; 
built-in loud speaker end battery and 
charger compartment; desk-like front 
panel can be closed when not in use 

$275 

models first advertised in August 
112 



RADIO RETAILING, September, 1925 353 

_   - - 

Worth in Radio 

MOP" 

Of Radio Value 
less of price is unqualifiedly guaranteed to rep-
resent the utmost in quality, in performance, in 
artistry, and workmanship — conscientiously 
made and expertly tested. 

The choice of a radio receiver or accessory, so 
long as it bears the name KODEL RADIO, is 
largely a matter of personal opinion and price— 
all measure up to the same high standards set 
for KODEL RADIO this year—the best that 
radio offers. 

THE KODEL RADIO CORPORATION 
503 East Pearl Street Cincinnati, Ohio 

wica_ 
Owners of Kodel Broadcasting Station WKRC 

on the Alms Hotel. Send for program. 

LOGODYNE 
UN1TROLA. 

Five tubes: tuned radio 
frequency; fits any stand-
ard upright or console 
Phonograph; all opera-
ting parts enclosed; easy 
to install. $87.50 

LOGODYNE Panel-
Assembled Kits. 

Front and sub-panels, 
beautifully engraved, al-
ready assembled; fur-
nished with mounting 
brackets, wiring, solder, 
etc., BIG FIVE Model 

$65 
STANDARD FIVE 

$50 

KUL I• ( Mid Star." 
One tubc. strtgle dial tun-
ing; mahogany cabinet. 

$*2 

\\711 

KODEL "Gold Star." 
Three tubes: Kodel new cir-
cuit; low-loss plate conden-
sers: brown mahogany cab-
inet; radio's greatest set value. 

KODEL "Gold Star." 
Two tubes; single dial 
t uning: plate condensers; 
mahogany cabinet. $20 

KODEL "Crys-
talSet." 

Sensitive, selec-
tive, black leath-
erette cabinet. $6 

KODEL Microphone Loud 
Speaker the sensation of the 
season; exact replica of 
broadcasting microphones; 
has unique snail-shell horn 
construction — amazingly 
clear and loud. $20 

KODEL •• DeLuxe . 
Amplifier. 

Combines volume and 
tone of horn type speak-
ers with dignity of cab-
inet type; artistic grill 
over golden cloth screen 
beautifid. practical. $25, 

KODEL Cabinet Type 
Amplifier. 

Soled mahogany cabinet 
beautiful old gothic lattice 
work over golden screen; 
built-in tone chamber. 

$27.50 
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Brandes Factory at Newark, N. J. 

69,120. RADIOCABINET. Sumer C. EDIVA1D111, New 
York, N. Y., assignor to Federal Telegraph Company, 

San Francisco, Calif., a Corporation of California. 

Flied Aug. 24, 1925. Serial No. 14,574. Term of 
patent 3% year.. 

The ornamental design for a radlocablnet substantially 
al anoten. 

69,121. RADIOCABINET, ROBENT C. EDWARD& New 
York, N. Y., assignor to Federal Telegraph Company, 
San Francisco, Calif., a Corporation of California. 

Filed Aug. 24, 1925. Serial No. 14,575. Term of 
potent 3% years. 

The ornamental design for a radlorablaet .mbstantially 

as Shown. 

Edwards had previously 
designed the cabinets for RCA's 
Radio la Super-VIII and X. 
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10 , 000 
KOLSTER RADIO SETS 

Offered you at a discount of 
70 per cent off list price 

The supreme offer in radio 
made subject to prior sale. 

KOLSTER RADIO needs no introduction. 

Millions of dollars have been spent in advertising 

Accepted everywhere an the standard in Radio by which others 
are judged. 

Now, for the first time this quality line is offered to you at reduced 
prices. 

And again EMERSON has been selected as the medium through 
whom you may purchase the KOLS1EIR at prices which will 
enable even those of modest means to own the most marvelous 
receiver of the age. 

Remember also that KOISTER is now at the zenith of its success 
and that even greater publicity than ever before will be given the 
line thia year. 

KOLSTER RADIO 
Model OC 

• brown •arin finish n.ah leant art 
A targe la, aerial is enclosed in 

** « nd ttttt le. or coma 

'‘..rra:4::. " 1TonCiet."trenirer .g7t 

lit, to. 

Lin Price $375 

KOLSTER RADIO 
Medal SA 

tuur 

.. 

L.., Price $ 140 

Emerson 
307-309 Sixth Avenue 

The seta are all in the original factory pack-
ing and carry KOLSTER guarantee. 
Terms: Net cash—deposit with order and /shipment 

will be made C. O. D. for balance. 
F. a. b. New York. 

Our offer is made subject to prior sale. 

Order Now! 

CONE SPEAKER 

mahogany callus.. llus cabin. 
act• as does ti• irousding board 

rust: redn% .11".", it 111nl fl. 

List Price 925 

Your Price $5.00 Now! 

KOLSTER RADIO 
Medal Oa 
model. the IS. in • two• 

tost“":11 btden 'c':nraper:2;>'.nA't 
or cabinet t ere l• 
which golds la, win aide ol oboe. 
when nor In rue e retort inebor or 
outdoor antenna nee be used. If 
Prsterred 

Lie Price $235 

It OLS T ER RADIO 
Made, VII 

speaker A table model enclosed% '• 
dooAone satin finrehed Adam brown 
mahneany cabi et. Ferher indoor or i 

=rnn' tunits to seen 

Height 1,1 J , ,t,l'ir PI in 

Liar Price $150 

Radio and Phonograph Corporation 
Telephone: Wctkin. 2264 New York, N. Y. 
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INDILST EIL 
Federal Telegraph Company 

Iulster was another might-
have-been an attempt by a large communications 

company to make broadcast receivers. The Federal Tele-
graph Company of California had been doing about 
$500,000 a year gross business when Rudolph Spreckels 
became chairman of the board in 1924. Spreckels, who 

had made millions in sugar refining and banking, along 
with his family decided to finance Federal's entry into the 
broadcast market. Since 1921 Federal had had a first-
class engineer on its staff: Frederick A. Kolster, former 

chief of the Bureau of Standards Radio Section, inventor 
of the Kolster Decrementer twavemetert and radio com-
passes. Born in Geneva, Switzerland on January 13, 

1883, and brought to the U.S. when his father was en-
gaged as a violinist by the Boston Symphony Orchestra, 
Kolster worked with John Stone Stone from 1902 to 1908, 
Lee de Forest 1909 to 1911, and Fritz Lowenstein 1911 
to 1912. 

Since there was already a company called Federal mak-
ing radios ( Federal T&T of Buffalo; no relation) and 
Kolster's name was well-known in commercial circles, 
Federal adopted Kolster as its brand name. 

Kolster started with a bang: double-page tinted ads in 
the Saturday Evening Post, and two elaborate models 
built by Brandes Products in Newark, New Jersey — 

20,()00 of them, with 100,000 planned. Federal and 
Brandes began birkering almost immediately; Brandes 

wasn't making any money on the contract and was there-
lore doing slipshod work, resulting in 60% returns by the 

distributors. The problems were resolved the following 

July with the formation of Federal-Brandes, Incorporated, 
and the absorption of Brandes in November, 1926. Still, 

Federal was stated to have lost $200,000 that first sea-
son, a figure later increased to "over $500,000" and fi-
nally $800,000 in the trade journals. However, Spreckels 
was certain that he would more than make up the loss in 
the future. 

Because the seven- and eight-tube models had flopped, 
Kolster designed a modest, more competitive six-tube 
model for the 1926-27 season. By January, 1927, pro-
duction was reportedly about 3,000 sets per day; in June, 
300; and in July, 600 per day. By this time Spreckels 

had to infuse the company with $750,000 more of his 
family's money. To cut expenses, Kolster moved its sales 
staff from plush offices in the Woolworth Building in New 
York ( where RCA was also located) to Newark, New Jer-
sey. Even so, the Radio Retailer & Jobber couldn't resist 
carping at the "large litter of grand and petty executives, 
who draw large salaries and who seem to be stepping over 
each other's shoes." 

Kolster's RCA license, granted in September, 1927, 
opened the way for an AC model in October. By the end 
of the year the company was making from 700 to 1200 
sets per day, but apparently was not selling them. In 
February, 1100 employees were let go. In May, a job lot 
of 10,000 obsolete models was sold to Emerson Radio 
and Phonograph Corporation ( in the 1920's, not yet a 
manufacturer, but a dealer in surplus), and that was 

nothing compared to what remained on the factory floors. 
In August, one estimate was 30,000 sets overproduced; 
another more detailed one in October was 18,000 of a 
$176 model, 50,000 7-tube, 30,000 8- tube, and 30,000 
AC sets, for a total of 128,000 surplus radios. In April, 
1929, a job lot with $3 million retail value was disposed 
of, leaving half that amount still there. Obviously, 
Kolster was in trouble. 

Spreckels and other stock-holding executives were al-
ready bailing out. After some skillful newspaper public-
ity, Federal-Brandes changed its name to Kolster Radio 

Corporation on April 9, 1928, and announced a new 
stock issue. By rigging the market, Spreckels and his as-

sociates unloaded a large amount of stock at 2 points un-
der the peak (for which they were sued in 1931 by a 
group of disgruntled stockholders). 

In late 1929, Kolster tried to merge with Earl, but the 
deal was called off. Receivers were appointed on Novem-
ber 22, 1929, and although several proposals were made 
to reorganize the company in 1930 and it made 49,000 
sets with 15,000 more contracted for, the New Jersey 
Chancery Court ordered an auction of assets in April, 

1931. A new company was formed shortly afterward, 
Kolster International, controlled by Mackay. It did get 
into production, but it was last heard from in October, 
1932. Federal-Brandes in England, also controlled by 
Mackay, remained, eventually becoming a part of ITT. 
Frederick Kolster died in 1950. 
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F. A. KOLSTER 

For eight years he was 
head of the Radio Sec, 
tion of the United State, 
Bureau of Standards. 

He invented the 
Kolster Radio Compass 
for Navy and Passenger 
ships. 

The staff which he 
heads built most of the 
United States Navy 
Radio Stations. 

This internationally 
famous organization con-
centrates all its expe-
rience in Kolster Radio. 

C7e;zie Ranks First 
How a great staff of radio experts — the organization 
which built most of the United States Navy Stations — 
solved America's great problem: perfected reproduction 

With international fame in radio devel-
opment, the brilliant staff of the Federal 
Telegraph Company (of California) now 
adds another triumph to its long list 
of achievements. 

F. T. C. engineers, experts in commer-
cial radio transmission, offer now the 
ultimate in radio reception. 

F. T. C. engineers built the world's 
greatest station, the Lafayette in France, 
one of the many they built for the United 
States Government. 

Kolster and his associates have installed 
the Kolster radio compass on naval ves-
sels and passenger ships, including the 
Leviathan. 

Kolster Eight. Single 
control. Internal loop. 
Provisions for exter-
nal loop or antenna. 
Built-in reproducer. 

The Company maintains the foremost 
land radio service in the Western Hemi-
sphere. 

These are but a few of its world-wide 
operations. 

Pioneers in radio, they did not rush 
into the promotive days of public radio. 

They preferred to perfect a final-type 
set, one so wonderful that it would mark 
a distinct new epoch. 

This they have done. Kolster radio, 
named for their chief research engineer, 
brings a great and wanted advancement. 

Yesterday's problem was reception. 
Today's is reproduction. 

Distance alone no longer has its charm. 
The real demand is for perfected repro-
duction, reality of tone. 

Now you can have it. Now you need 
not be content with yesterday's limita-
tions. 

Now radio offers a 'new thrill. 

8C technical article in Popular 
Radio, Dec. 1926, pp.794-796. 

Kolster Six. Dual 
control for antenna. 
Built-in reproducer. 

Models 813 ($265), 68 ($225) 
6A ($ 175), 8C($375). 
First advertised August 1925 
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in Radio Enjoyment 
F. A. Kolster and his able associates offer 1925's sen-
sation: rare tonal advancement, the new-day ideal in 
radio. Reproduction such as you've never heard before 

Up to now reception has been the thrill 
in radio. 

That thrill has had its day. 

Now people want reality in tone. 

If Zimbalist plays, it must be Zimbalist 
—as if you were in the studio. There 
must be no interference, no muffling, no 
exaggerations or repressions. 

If the President makes a speech, if 
McCormack sings, if Lopez jazzes, if 
Godowsky plays the piano-

-whoever or whatever is broadcast 
must be reproduced faithfully. 

A Kolster neither adds to nor sub-
tracts from broadcasting. 

With magical clarity you get perfect 
reproduction—true and realistic. 

A Kolster brings out the hitherto 
"Lost Chords." 

A Kolster gives you the subtle overtones, 
the pleasing nuances, the delicate shadings. 

RADIO 

Kolster Six. Dual 
control for antenna. 
External reproducer. 

Financial data on page 260 

A Kolster gives you music or speech 
just as the artist or speaker gives it in 
the studio. 

To hear a Kolster is to revise your 
entire idea of radio. 

No howls. No interference. No 
mechanical background. Just pure, rich 
tone, undefiled. 

Hear a Kolster. Get a new thrill. But 
do so at once for the supply is limited. 

At his shop or in your home, a 
Kolster dealer will be delighted to give 
you a demonstration. 

FEDERAL TELEGRAPH COMPANY 
(of California) 

Woolworth Building, New York City 

Kolster Eight. Single 
control. Enclosed, 
rotating loop. Also 
provision for antenna. 
Built-in reproducer. 

SINGLE CONTROL 

One station after another 
parades by as you turn the 
Roister regulator. No mean. 
inglesa combination of num.. 
bers, but the actual names of 
the stations. 
Whatever is on the air 

comes in easily, perfectly. 
Ta play a Roister is easier 

than paying a phosiograph. 
Radio programs assume 

new magic— but it is not that 
their transmission is bettered. 
The secret is in Kol,ter per-
fected reception and repro-
duction. 

(not shown) 6C Dec. 1925 $250 
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A table model 8- tube set— 
Roister S-A. Single contro2 
— adjustable for volume, 
selectivity and sensitivity— 
with station selector dial. 
illuminated and marked in 
meters wave length. $ 1$5, 
less tube:, and batteries. 

This is the Kolater 8-C. 
Single control — adjust-
able for volume, selee-
tivity and sensitivity— 
full console with built-in 
loud speaker and loop 
antenna. $375. less tubes 
and batteries. 

Kolster 
The Roister 6-E set is 
full console with 
speaker built-in. Sin-
gle control—fully ad-
justable — finished in 
Adam brown satin 
mahogany. $135. less 
tubes. 

e.) 

The Kolster retail prices range from 
$85 to $375, each item an outstanding 
value. Read the individual descriptions. 
These sets include all the latest Kolster 
refinements. No dials—just one simple 
station selector, calibrated in wave lengths. 
Maximum selectivity and sensitivity 
through Kolster adjustable coupling con-
trol. No howling. Improved tonal 
qualities. Built-in special Brandes Cone 
Speakers. Beautiful cabinet work in duo-
tone Adam brown satin finish. 

Six tubes. completely adjustable. single control. Kolster 6 
.et. $85. less tuües and batteries. 

This semi - console 
is the Kolster 8-13 
set with loon an-
tenna attached. Sin-
gle control — built-
in 1 I sneaker— 
adjustable for melee--
tivity. sensitivity 
:Ind volume. eeen. 
less tubes and bat-
teries. 

6D August 1926 $85 ( later $98.50) $80 in May 1927 
Technical article in Radio News, Jan. 1927, P. 792. 
6E August 1926 $135 (later $ 150) 
Design patent 71,811 filed 10/25/26 
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Macy's Underselling 
Policy Gives You 

The New Kolster 6D 
With Farrand cone speaker, Exide 
100 amp. battery, Burgess B and C 
batteries, Cunningham tubes—FOR 

121.00 
Sharply selective, ideal for local con-
ditions. Sensitive to the point of giving 
loud-speaker volume on distant stations. 
Easy to operate—only one dial. Equipped 
with best quality of accessories to insure 
full, realistic tone. For small additional 
cost the set can be equipped to operate 
from your light socket. 

At Macy's—Sets for 6% Less 

Fifth Floor, Last Building 

MACY'S 
34th St. and Broadway New York City 

6D new style, advertised Sept. 
1927 

Robert Enemark 

N
Y
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6G March 1927 $185 
($165 in July) 
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"UCH a beautiful cabinet—simple, aristocratic—fi - 
a tingly encases such a fine set as the Kolster 6 G. In-
built cone. Antenna operation. Ample space for ba - 
teries   List, $ 185 

73,879. RADIOCABINET. DAVID S. SPECTOR, New York, 
N. Y.. assignor to Federal Telegraph Company, San 
Francisco, Calif., a Corporation of Califoinia. Filed 
June 22, 1927. Serial No. 22,529. Term of patent 14 
years. 

The ornamental design for a radlocablnet as shown. 

6H June 1927 $265 
6M Feb. 1928 $365 
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73,878. RADIOCABINET. DAVID S. SPECTOR, New York, 
N. Y., assignor to Federal Telegraph Company, San 

Francisco, Calif., a Corporation of California. Filed 

June 22, 1927. Serial No. 22,528. Term of patent 

14 years. 

• 

The ornamental design for a radlocabinet as shown. 

76,512. IRADIOCÀBINET. Ensnare W ORTHINGTON, Chi-
cago, Ill., aulgeor to Brande• Laboratories, Inc., New. 
ark, N. J., a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed June 2, 
1928. Serial No. 26,973. Terns of potent 14 yearn. 

K-20 Robert Russell 
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All-weather 
reception ! 

KOISTER 
FOR EXAMPLE 

'250 

uo...tubm 

Ildtd.ele—ve cycles,. ledde or vtalde weds 

ltdowbovn•rvvdssu‘hts.es 

'160 

Console 
Model 

( 

..... , 
of Federal -Brandes, Inc., NewctL. N I 

cAll-Elearic* 

RADIO 
.hatic seed, to be nevng lev thee ds,s, • is 0. 

tyrsnl comment d the e,. '<dyer um, 

It nod» tutu., that the malts, ot dent.ee dslturdne 

upon dud, Ide my depend , vm h d the f•rdut Koltuer 

nacho( olniusd should cat, then itamlinh 
and preostail emu mho .et produttids. 

Value sush as thrs It the him ol nv mod 

means muds thde lold to tufty snd art Ishat 

they go after in Got %cello 

ahlc 
Modcl 

6F Oct. 1927 $160 
6J Apr. 1928 $160 

6K Oct. 1927 $250 
Short technical article in Radio Broadcast, July 1928,p. 160. 
(not shown) 6R Apr. 1928 $250 

70.514. 11ADIOCABINET. Emigre W ORTHINGTON, Chi. 76.515. RADIOCABINET. EveltErT W ORTHINGTON, Clii. 
cago, Ill., assignor to Brand. Laboratories, Inc., New. repo, ill., assignor to Brandon Laboratories, Inc., New-
ark, N. J., a Corporation of New Jereey. Filed June 13, ark, N. J., a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed June 10, 
1928. Serial No. 27.113. Term of potent 14 years. 1928. Serial No. 27,170 Fenn of patent 14 years. 

July 1928 models: AC, magnetic speaker: K-20, $ 135. K-22, $200. 

AC, dynamic speaker: K-21, $ 160. K-23, $285. K-24, $350. 
Technical article in Citizens Call Book„ vol. 11 no. 2, March 1930, p. 82. 

DC, K-30, $ 135. K-32, $200. 
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A LL you want in a radio 
plus one thing more! 
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Name what you will that is newest and 

best in radio. Kolster has it! Remote 

control—which enables you to operate 

your Kolster from any remote corner 

in the home. Electrical tuning—merely 

pressing a button selects your favorite 

station electrically. Selector tuner—the 

K .43 —Iland,oint. cabinet with doors 
of figured butt walnut and two 

tone panels. 'Seven tubes and rectifier. 
Selector tuner. Dynamic reproducer. 
Screen grid tubes. Push-pull amplification 
with 2 type 345 tubes. 

()() 
Price, less tubes . . . . *PG., 

Prin. olighdy highe, ave. of the Ro-ti.. 

new, convenient Kolster method of tun-

ing. Screen grid tubes — for greater 

distance and quieter reception. Four 

tuned circuits to choose unfailingly the 

one station you wish to hear, excluding 

all else. New dynamic reproducers 

affording a new realism of tone. Cabi-

Model K-4.5 usen remote control, • holster developmem. 

With this device. you eau suet the radio—take your ehoiee 

of 8 different et...Mons—and make the volume louder or 

softer m you will from • remote point :o your home: 

K.4 z—Riclily grained walnut cabinet 
•--P —unique and exquisite in ap-

pearance. Remote control. Electrical tun. 
mg. Nine tubes and two rectifiers. Screen 
grid E. F. tubes. Extra large dynamic re-
producer. Three stages of audio ... second 
and third stages push-pull, using type 

327 tubes and type 350. $500m  Price, less tubes . . . . 

nets of extraordinary appeal. And in 

addition to all these advantages there is 

the background of fine quality and last-

ing satisfaction inherent in every Kolster 

Radio. 

Enjoy the Kolster Program every Wednesday 
Evening at 10 P. M., Eastern Daylight Saving 
Time, over the nation-wide Columbia Chain. 

K _ oribole receiver using 7 tubes 
and 2 rectifier tubes. Walnut 

cabinet of tasteful design. .Selector tuner 
of embossed bronze. Screen grid tubes. 

Dynamic reproducer. Push-pull amplifi-
cation, 2 type 345 tubes. 
Price, less tubes . . . . $325()e) 

KOLSTEll 
RADIO 

Presumably desighed by Lewis Clement and Sylvan Harris. Clement arrived from Fada in Nov. 1928 

and left for Westinghouse in March, 1930. Harris came from Stewart-Warner in 1928 and by early 

1930 had joined Fada. 
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Armstrong 
Super-Heterodyne Receiver 

"The Rolls-Royce Method of Reception"—"Armstrong" 

This Method of Reception 

USED BY 
Paul F. Godley at .Ardrossan, Scotland, in last December's Amateur 

Trans-Atlantic Tests. 

The Commercial Radio Companies for long distance ship- to-shore 
communications. 

Progressive amateurs for exceptionally :ong distance reception of 
radiophone, spark or CW signals. 

WAVE LENGTH RANGE 
150-850 meters with Heterodyne. 850-25,000 meters without Heterodyne. 

Ccrriplete constructional details of this receiver are covered in our blue prints Nos. 30035-38A 

showing assembly views, individual details, wiring diagram, technical data and bill of material, 

price $4.00. 

Armstrong Super- Regenerative Receiver 

Full constructional details shown correctly in five blue prints each 22 x 17 inches, price $4.00 

Catalog 92 covers our entire line, gratis 

EXPERIMENTERS INFORMATION SERVICE 
Designing Radio Engineers 

220 West 42nd St. ( 23rd Floor) New York City 
When writing to advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS AGE 
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Golden-Leutz, Inc. / Norden-Hauck, Inc. 
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Charles Roland Leutz was 
born in Jamaica Plain, Massachusetts, on December 18, 
1898. Becoming interested in radio while in grammar 
school, Leutz got his amateur license in August, 1913, 
and shortly went into business: 

"While in high school (Mechanic Arts, Boston) 1912-16 
organized the Eastern Scientific Apparatus Company with 
a couple of other chaps. We intended to sell 'safety at sea' 
to yacht owners and ran an advertising campaign in the 
yachting magazines. The response was tremendous. It also 
resulted in receiving a letter from the Marconi Wireless 
Telegraph Co. of America. First, they said that we could 
not sell for yachts larger than 500 tons. The next letter 
(David Sarnoff) said we could not sell to yachts at all." 
[from an autobiographical sketch, ca. 1960] 

Following high school, Leutz worked six months at 
Clapp- Eastham and another six at the Fore River ship-
yard. Then in the fall of 1917, he left Boston for Ameri-
can Marconi in Aldene, New Jersey. After three weeks in 
the test department, he was promoted to assistant engi-
neer and, for the war's duration, worked there under Paul 
Godley, gaining invaluable experience in receiver 
design. 

In 1921, Leutz and Claude Golden formed the Experi-
menters Information Service to sell blueprints for 
superheterodynes that Leutz designed. About April, 
1923, when he designed the Model C, Golden-Leutz, In-

corporated, was formed to sell parts and kits. RCA toler-
ated this infringement on its patent rights (though it 
would not fill Leutz's orders for UV1716 long-wave trans-
formers used in the IF amplifiers) until its own Radiola 
Superheterodyne was ready in February, 1924, at which 
time it sued Leutz, Golden, Golden-Leutz, and E.I.S. 
under the Fessenden heterodyne and Armstrong patents. 
Testimony was taken in June, and on July 21, 1924, 

Leutz's companies were enjoined from selling "knock-
down" ( kit) superhets; all they could sell were plans and 
parts. 

Norden-Hauck in Philadelphia took over where Leutz 
left off. Alexander Norden, Jr., had sold and installed 
E.I.S. sets in 1923. Norden-Hauck began advertising in 
April, 1924, as a mail- order purchasing agent that 
would sell anything at 10% off list; but in July it began 
advertising Leutz superhets, continuing until March, 
1926, when it, too, switched to TRF models. Why 
Norden-Hauck seemed immune from suit is not known, 
although the Radio Retailer & Jobber mentioned more 
than once that Philadelphia judges were known to be 
poorly disposed toward RCA, and Norden-Hauck had no 
New York distributors who could be sued in RCA's juris-
diction, as the larger companies, like Atwater Kent, did. 
Norden-Hauck was far from a large operation. Quoting 
from two 1980 letters of Jesse Haydock to H. L. 
Chadbourne: 

"I once climbed about four flights of stairs in an old brick 
building to find that the Norden-Hauck shop consisted of a 
couple of wood-top work tables, practically no machine 
tools, in short a very primitive facility. . . . There was only 
one employee present and he was not a member of the 
management, simply a guy in overalls. I don't recall that 
there was any 'work in process' on the work tables." 

Norden-Hauck was in the Marine Building at Delaware 
and South Streets from June, 1926, to 1932. Norden had 
moved to New York City by 1934 and remained in radio 
manufacturing to about 1948. 

While Norden-Hauck was handling the superhets, 
Golden-Leutz was limited to TRF models. In December, 
1923, Leutz, in conjunction with Clair Farrand, had de-
signed the Super-Pliodyne 9, which Golden-Leutz began 
advertising in March, 1924. This was shortly joined by a 
six-tube model, then by a progression of larger and larger 
high-performance models, claimed to be far better than 
the forbidden superhets. In February, 1927, Golden-
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Leutz changed its name to C. R. Leutz, Incorporated; 

around October, 1929, the company moved to Altoona, 
Pennsylvania, presumably to be closer to Robert B. Ga-

ble, probably Leutz's financial backer. The company was 
last heard from in late 1930. Charles Leutz reappeared 
briefly in 1933, making yacht radio installations under 

the name of Eastern Research Laboratories. 
A great deal of technical data on Leutz models can be 

found in Leutz's four books: Super-Heterodyne Receivers 
(1923, paper), Modern Radio Reception (1924 and 1928 
editions), and Short Waves (1930, with Gable). Lentz 

went into radar and missile work for the U.S. Navy, 
retiring from the Johns Hopkins Applied Physics Lab 

about 1963. He died on April 28, 1964. 

L Nov. 1922 ( E.I.S. plans only) 
Technical articles in QST, Dec. 1922, PI 11-14 
and Radio Topics, Dec. 1922, pp. 19-21. 

C July 1923 (E.I.S. plans) Norden-Hauck kit, July 19'24, $ 108.15 

John Wolk owiez C-7 Sept. 1924 (E.I.S. plans) Norden-Hauck kit, $ 109.09 
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SUPER-PLIODYNE 9 
lr,r, 

PLIODY9-> 

THE PERFECT BROADCAST RECEIVER 

SIZE 40- x8 WEIGHT 65 LBS. 
MANUFACTURED UNDER FARRAND LICENSE 

A New Broadcast Receiver having 5 stages of Tuned Neutralized Radio Frequency 
Amplification, Detector and 3 stages of Audio Frequency Amplification 

Built for People Who Want the Best 

Complete Illustrated Catalogue and Instruction Book Mailed Upon Receipt of 25e 

1- It F. amplifier & "K" antenna adapter (1924) 

John Wolkonowicz 

Pliodyne 6 Sept. 1924 $95 (later $60) 

The Highest Class Receiver in the World 

Navy Model C-10 Super-Heterodyne 

For any Circuit 

E. I. S.. Inc. 
Ceswral Radio 
Willard 
Deniernin E  
Allen Cadre: 
Dulidier Formke 
mourn Megnarox 
Jewell Amer Tran 

IV:alli724.er"'Zte 
Week Pewter Acme 
Caller Hammer Freer 
Federal Kellogg 

Wavelength range 50.600 meters with removable Coil... Dimensions 28 
M. x 8 M. o 8 in. Only two major tuning adjustuents. Total amplifi• 
cation almost 2,000,000 times. 

A high powered 10-tube Broadcast Receiver • arable of receiving over 
3,000 miles under favorable conditions, and haseng a degree of selectivity 
far in advance of others. 

We believe the Navy Model C•10 represents final superiority over any 
receiver now being manufactured or even contemplated for broadcast 
reception. 

Illustrated descriptive natter godly mailed upon request. Write de et_t to 

NORDE24-11ACCK, INC. 
Engineers 

1617 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 

C-10 May 1925 Norden-Hauck C-10, August 1925 

4) 

Super-Pliodyne 9 

March 1924 

$295 (as of Nov. 1925) 

7'he 

NAVY MODEL 
C-10 SUPER-HETERODYNE 

Only 2 Main Tuning Adjustments for 10 Tubes 
Panel Size Only 28 3/16 x 8' 

A POWERFUL 10 TUBE BROADCAST RECEIVER 
Total Amplification 1,500,000 Times 
Wave Length Range 50 to 600 Meters 

We believe this new design by Charles R. Leutz has a range and 
degree of selectivity far in advance of any receiver, and represents 
final superiority oser any receiver now being manufactured, or even 
contemplated, for broadcast reception. 

Descriptive Literature Mailed on Request 

Experimenters Information Service, Inc. 
476 Broadway 

New York City, N. Y. I xperimenters 
▪ we-- Inform., nun Semler. Inc. 

Designers of the Highest 476 Broadnay, New Vorl, N. Y. 

Class Radio .4pparalus n the Neu 
•••••• • N1,1t1 Lb, uc. 

in the World 
ea' 
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NOTICE 
You are authoritatively advised that the manufacture of Super Heterodyne parts will be 

discontinued very shortly. 

The remainder of material of this nature we now have on hand for the Model C-7, etc., is 
hereby offered for immediate sale at thirty per cent. ( 30t ) discount. All parts are guaranteed 
to be genuine, new, and in original condition. Immediate shipments will be made. 

We feel this is an extraordinary opportunity to obtain genuine E. I. S. parts for building 
the famous Model C-7 designed by the Experimenters Information Service. 

A few parts for the Navy Model C-I 0, as well as some miscellaneous items, are offered at the 
following special prices: 

Special C- I0 Output Transformers  
Triple Condenser for C- I O. without gears or pointer  
Heterodyne Shielded C-I 0 Condenser-no gears or pointer  
Vernier Shielded C- I0 Condenser  
Premier No. 131 Closed Jacks  
Special 750 Ohm C-I 0 Resisters, each  
Gen. Radio 285 Audio Transformers  
Premier No. 133 Open Jacks  
5-wire Connecting Cable, colored, 5-ft 
C- I0 Panel Drilled and Engraved Black Formica, size 28 3/16 

x8x1/4   
Special Weston Voltmeter 0 7.5 V. 0/150 V. 2-scale, with 

special 5-point switch C- I0 type  
Weston 0 to 50 Millimeter No. 301   
Model K Cabinet, Mahogany 8x8x73/4-open end   
Model C Oscillator Couplers  
Model C Panels 40x8x1/4, drilled and engraved   
Model L Panels both halves, 2 panels drilled-engr.   
Gen. Radio 214A Potentiometer 400 Ohm   
Complete Set 38 Items Model C with meters   
Complete Model J Parts, all items  
Complete Model K Parts, all items  
Cl Output Transformers  
C7 Oscillator Couplers  
C7 R. F. Transformers  
Western Electric 2IK Condensers  
Gen. Radio 3/4 Ohm 2I4A Rheostats for C-10   
Complete Sangamo Presaly Kit  
X Laboratory Condensers, dial, vernier .0005 MF  
Blandin Triple A Mahogany Cabinet 18:7:71/2 polished   
Prest-O-Lite Storage Battery 6V 80 Amp.Hr. WHR 611  
Manhattan Jr. Loud Speaker  

Smt:d 
Price 
Liu 

$6.00 
20.00 
6.00 
5.00 
.95 

1.50 
7.00 
.65 
1.00 

$5.00 
14.00 
5.00 
4.50 
.50 

1.00 
5.00 
.45 
.75 

19.50 17.00 

14.00 
8.00 
5.80 
6.00 

20.00 
36.40 
3.00 

157.60 
71.90 
24.70 
6.00 
6.00 
8.50 
2.00 
2.25 

22.50 
8.00 
12.00 
16.00 
10.00 

12.00 
6.75 
2.50 
1.50 

10.00 
20.00 
2.00 

100.00 
50.00 
18.00 
4.20 
4.20 
5.95 
1.65 
1.95 

18.00 
5.95 
9.00 
12.00 
6.50 

As all orders must be accompanied by cash at these prices, you may further deduct 2 per 
cent. If you contemplate building a set for yourself or friends we earnestly solicit you to pur-
chase at once, because, positively, no Super Heterodyne parts will be manufactured from now on. 

Norden-Hauck, Inc. 
1617 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia 

UNIVERSAL PLIO-6 
The Only Set That Tam, . 111 Ware Lengths. 

35 To 3600 METERS 
PAR Melbourne 4110-WGY 109-2FL Sydney 770-WICAO San Juan 360-2BL Sydney 340-
PCFP Amsterdam 2000 Karachi-Bombay-k0P-WGY 1660-6KW Ttontieu 340-Banleole-
NSF Hilversum 1030-WLW-KDKA 64-KYW-SNO Ness Castle 400 

, • `, -1 

WOC-CYL Mexico City SIO-2FC Sydney 1100-KFI-PAS Amsterdam 1050-Vienna-- 
Colombo-WWJ-WCX Lakehurst 110-10E Rome 470-SPY Plymouth 330-Voshaus 430-, 
CNRC Calgary 440-Madras- Stuttgart 437-BAV Brumes 1100-6FL Sheffield 303-WGY 35 
-PCGG Hague 1000-01chislei-KGW-CFAC 430-CHXC Oteawa-EBX Cartagena-NAA 
2300-PCMM Yrnuiden Brume% 262-K143-LOX Palermo 370- OIE Lyngby 2400 
-K0A-2SB Sydney-OKP Kbely 1130-2BE Belfast 435-500-YN Lyons 470-1 Nice 365 
-FL Eiffel Tower 2600-PTT Paris 450-SIX Chelmsford 1600-L2 Monte Grande 425-2LS 
Leeds 346- SUA Adelaide 550-21.0 London 361-PWX Havana 400- RAS Vladivostok-
WMBF-CPCSI Mont .1oli-LOR Buenos Aire. 400-LP Beehn 2370-VTR Rangoon-31.0 
Melbourne 1720-6BM Bournemouth 35S-SWA Cardiff 350- PRO Prague 1800-22Y Ranches-
., nb- HR 9 Loo..,,. 5.1-.1tC Funabashi-JSB Chemulpo-3FL Melbourne 400-6VL Liver-
pool 3I4-11 PI Gene ,: I K ro,e, 04-P07 berde peno- 21 11 rd,nburch 325-51T Bunning-

THE NEW UNIVERSAL PLI0.6 

Sae tubs. 2 St. g« NoneRegenerative Tuned Radio Frequency Amplification. Detector and 3 
Sta.. Diatortionleas Radio Amplification. Receiving range from 1.000 to 12.000 miles depending 
upon location. motion transmitting, wave.length received and other variable factors. 

FULL DETAILS NOW AVAILABLE FROM MANUFACTURERS 

OOLDIEN-LEUTZ 
476 BROADWAY NEW YORK CITY' 

lemsffitffirel same lesaas P.5,0 1.514.1111-05wir   .RXPERIIIF0.• KM YORK 
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Item 

2 

3 

4 
5 
6 

C-7 PARTS ON HAND FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT 
Quanta v Price 
z Cabinet, Genuine African Mahogany, Dark Piano Finish, Remov-

able Base, Hinged Top size 40 x 8 x 7 3/4 inches outside, made of 
1/2 inch stock  S ift.00 

z Panel, Genuine Grade td Black Formica 40 x 8 x 1/4 inches, cut 
square and smooth  9-90 

r Drilling Panel to specifications  r.so 
I Engraving Panel to specifications  6.00 
8 General Radio Type 238Y Binding Posts g   1.20 

1 General Radio Type 247V Special Condenser  415 
7 I General Radio Type 247K Special Condenser  4.00 
8 . 000045MF Variable Vernier Condensers  1.50 
9 1 Type C-7 Coupler as per specifications  6.00 
so I Type C-7 Output Transformer SS per specifications  6.00 
11 2 EIS Model C-7 Rad. Fre. Transformers  17.00 
I 2 2 General Radio 231A Audio Fre. Transformers  moo 
13 3 Evedeady No, 746 Bias Batteries  1.20 

ni .005 MF Dubilier Type 021 Condensers  .75 
15 .00r MF Dubilier Type Dot Condensers 
16 Open Circuit Jack  .65 
¡ 7 2 Megohm Grid Leak  .50 
18 .00025 MF Dubilier Type 601 Condenser Ç .35 
10 Grid Leak Holder n, !So 
20 3 Western Electric arK 1111F Condensers  6.00 
21 7 General Radio Type 156 Sockets  7.00 
22 6o' No, 12 Soft Drawn Tinned Copper Wire Round  1.20 

23 6o' General Electric Insulating Tubing Black  3.60 
24 1 C-H Filament Switch  .6o 
25 2 EIS 4 inch Dials with General Radio Knobs  3.00 
26 1 Set Misc. Nuts and Screws N.. .25 
27 1 Antenna Inductance as per Specifications  6.00 
28 r G. R. Rheostat 7 Ohm Type 214A  2.25 

29 t G. R. Rheostat 20 Ohm Type a z4A  2.25 
30 2 Verniers   3.00 
31 1 .ca MF Dubilier Condenser  l.00 

.90 

$126.85 
EXTRA IF DESIRED 

32 t Set of Jewell Meters, consisting of a two scale Voltmeter with five point 
switch, reads A Battery Voltage, Detector Filament Voltage, Amplifier 
filament voltage and B Battery Voltage and a single scale ammeter. Panel 
drilled for meters at no extra charge. Price per pair $21.5o. 

Inc., carry large quantities of the above items in their dealer stock and can give very prompt shipments. 
We extend the privilege of cancelling orders if they are not shipped within 10 days after receipt of your order 

C 0.D. orders should be accompanied by • deposit of 25 of total amount. Individual items may be ordered 
If desired. 

USE THIS SHEET FOR ORDER BLANK 
Cheek off items wanted. 

Slur to 

Vis Eeprcoa 
C-7 Item Marked Above Remittance 

Tot." 

E. 1. S., Inc., 476 Broadway, New York City 

Plio-6 May 1925 $60 

Universal Plio-6 August 1925 $125 (June 1926) 
10 models to $520 
"Admiralty" or "Imperial" Plio-6, July 1926. 

i(obert Russell 
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11'e Mystery Receiver 
CHARLES LEUTZ'S LATEST EPIC 

Ke.-4 
uNivTAsA,T 

.„, 

THE UNIVERSAL SUPER ›. 
LJCINSED UND1311 HOGAN PAT, 1213002 

Tunes all Wavelengths from 
35 Meters to 3600 Meters 

The Universal Super 8, 'The Mystery Receiver," is an inion.ic.1 the 
Universal Elio 6, but sloes not by any »leans supersede the Univei Pli., 6, 
which is still continued and which is the leading bre,mleast receiver in its sphere. 
The Universal Super it, however, is an :id, :mermen, in tFat while it retains all 

the salient features of the Universal Plie, 6, adds some slew desirable features. 
making it the highest arak set possible to prisdnee. 

(I/ Meters Pro provided to red) the hatter> voltage'. 

(2) A special antenna e.o.m,, cirri,» It ennIded to reduce Interfeienee and Mail» 

(3) ()eared verniers ere gm...tided wi the tuning remind,. 

(4) Metallic shielding. Itimitlei at 'mints deemel 

(2) Ateren tubes are used in Orr s Ili g ... ... r trionte and line tone tousled reproduetion. 

(3) Alt the, important rutnniment parts arr House( In a nets' widths', and saetee sealed 
to prevent any damage and lo prevent competitor hum renting Cie nets features. 

(0 N'e believe It Is Intimssible ta traer the theult and dedun by taking this reolver 
apart outside or our factory. 

The exact function of the seven tubes o the Uniiersal Suaer 8 is not revealed 
at this time as the manufacturers desire 6, keep all details a secret until full patent 
protection is afforded. Full operating instructions are supiliml with each Luiver. 
sal Super It, however. Patents are applied for covering some of the features of 

the Universal Super 8. 

Either the old or the new type tubes are used in the Universal Super 8. and 
special provision is made for bias batteries, specified by same tube manufacturers. 

Obviously this receiver will not he made on a large production scale, due to the 

time needed in building each one Orders are now being taken on a 
custom.maile basis as each set is laboratory tested in Long Island by au expert 
radio engineer to insure its perlectio». 

It is believel that the new design embodied in the Universal Simer 8 gives the 
finest musical reproduction. tune, selectivity. audibility and maximum range that 
can be obtained by any receiver using seviin tubes. Judging from the interest in 
our other multiple tube receivers, we believe the demand for this new design is 
going to tax our capacity the year around. and, as almve stated, orders are tow 
being tube t itteotattun. Prices quoted on application. 

This receiver is itot regenerative and is not a super.heterodlne. 

WRITE OR WIRE 

GOLDEN-LEUTZ INC. 
VAMOS BUILDING 

óth & Washington Sts., Long Island City, N. Y. 
Cable "Experrato" 

Universal Super-8 March 1926 $460 (June 1926) 
4 models $350 to $610 
"Admiralty" or "Imperial" Super-8, July 1926. 
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A New and Advanced 
Model. 

Norden•Hauck 
Super. lo 

Highest Class Receiver in the 
World 

Basel aim 111NNer•BINI" 1WeIBIN. Ib..T HE NORDEN-HAUCK SUPER-10 is an entirely new and 

advanced design of Receiver, representing what we believe 
to be the finest expression of Modern Radio Research 

Engineering. It is the product of years of experience devoted 
exclusively to the attainment of an ideal Broadcast Receiver— 
regardless of cost. 
Results obtained in every respect will upset all your previous 
ideas of good radio reception. 
Here are only a few of the host of features that place the 
NORDEN-HAUCK SUPER-I0 far in advance of competition: 

—10 tub« outplayed to give perfect reproduction with unlimited 
range and volume power. 

—Super 'selectivity on all wave length. 
- to Navy Standards. 
— Wide wave length   without slang. of coils, etc. 

(Adaptable 3$ roes» to 3600 meters if desired.) 

— Use Loop or Antenna. 
—Simple to operate. lawns,' only two major tuning control.. 
—No Harmonies. Signals ere r«eived only at one point. 
—Special Power Audio Amplifier, operating any loudspeaker and 

eliminate* necessity of external amplifier. 
— Can be operated directly from howse current if used with 

NORDEN-HAUCK POWER UNIT A11.2. 

The NORDEN-HAUCK SUPER-I0 is available completely con-
structed and laboratory tested. or we shall be glad to supply the 
complete engrneering data, construction blue prints. etc., for those 
desiring to build their own receiver. 

Upon Request " tttt--i Pk'e . . --• --- ' ttt 'vol Woes 
  will be gladly mailed wi tt NORDEN-HAUCK, tn.. 

•Karam. Philadelphia. U. S. A. 
or full iiise constructionaue  
Mg all electrical and m l bl pri echanical ass, hew- GInstfem4ic — 
Ise promptly mailed poatpaii upon receipt El Please send me without cost or oblige-
es' $2.00 I sirn on mg pert. ttttt Hive illua ttttt d 

Write Telegram or Cable Darer to ttttt ure dewribing the new Herder. 
Hauck Super... 

NORDEN-HAUCK —en° 
me. imams», complete full sue construe-

Inoorpo nonal drawings and • II data for building 
ENGINEERS the suret-10. 

NAILING BUILDING Nune 

Philadelphia, U. S. A. Addrees 
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Super- 10—Plan View, note Gearing on large condenser. 

Super- 10 (Norden-Hauck) June 1926. Technical articles in Popular Radio, Feb. 1927. p. 135; Radio Engineering, Oct. 

1926, pp. 406-407; Radio Listeners Guide and Call Book and Radio Review, vol. 1, no. 11, Dec. 1926, pp. 105-107, 
161. 

Special Super- 10 June 1927 
Improved Super- 10 Oct. 1927 $350 (later $ 195). Technical data in Modern Radio Reception (1928), pp. 232-236. 
(not shown) Super Plio-9 June 1926 $295 
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21 MODELS 
100 Cabinet Styles 

For 1926-1927 Golden-Leutz Present the Most Complete and Up-to-
Date Radio Receiver Line Ever Manufactured 

Outstanding Features: 
Wavelength Range-35 to 3600 meters. 
Designed for new UX200A Super- Sensitive detector tube. 
Adaptable to UXI12, UXI71 or UX2I0 power tubes in last audio stage. 
Power audio, amplifier incorporated in every set. 
All important parts manufactured in our own factory. 
Special filter provided to eliminate "B" current from the loud speaker. 
Voltmeter and switch to read "A", "B•' and "C voltages, 8 readings. 
Milliammeter supplied to adjust bias voltages. 
10 wire cable, separate "B" taps for radio, detector, audio and power audio. 
Special antenna coupling circuit for extremely high selectivity. 
Chassis type internal construction for rigidity and permanence. 
Master workmanship and the finest parts used throughout. 
Guaranteed for one year against defective material or workmanship. 

88-PAGE CATALOG SENT ON REQUEST. 

GOLDEN-LEUTZ, Inc. 
Sixth and Washington Aves. Long Island Ci-y, N. Y. 

Cables "Experinfo" New York 
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UNIVERSAL TRANSOCEANIC 
A NEW COMPANION TO THE " SILVER GHOST" 
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 TRANSOCEANIC "PHANTOM" 

NINE TUBES--100% SHIELDING--TUNES 35 METERS to 3600 METERS 

250 
We are now ready to demonstrate that the 

Phantom Model has a far greater range, 
greater degree of selectivity, easiest means of 
operation, finest electrical design and con-
struction and the best quality of musical re-
production as compared with any radio 
broadcast receiver in the world. 

(ACCESSORIES) 
NO 

MOST POWERFUL 
IN THE 
WORLD 

e e e 
Q. 

- - - 

COMPARE THESE FEATURES WITH ANY RADIO 
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Phantom models 
are now in use on 
the U. S. S. Vaga 
and U. S. S. Utah 

• 

Universal Transoceanic "Phantom" 
Item Quan. DESCRIPTION 
I 1 Universal Transoceanic -Phantom" 

Broadcast Receiver, 9 tube., 4 tuned 
radio, detector, three audio and 
power audio simplifier. Including "A" 
Transformers for 200 to 560 meters 
toning range. (No accessories in-
cluded.)  $250.00 

EXTRAS 
2 1 Set selected tubes including detector 

and 210 power amplifier   25.50 
3 1 Set •13" Transformers for tuning 80 

to 210 meters   25.00 
4 I Set "C" Transformer. for tuning 35 

to 96 meters   25.00 
5 1 Set "AA" Transformers for tuning 

500 to 1500 meter.   25.00 
6 1 Set "BB" Tran•formers for tuning 

1200 to 3600 meters   25.00 
I 6 volt 120 A.H. Storage Battery   24.00 
I New Type Farrand Senior Loud 

Speaker. Cone Type   32.50 
9 1 Colden-Leutz Special Current Supply 

for 110 volts 50/60 cycle AC. 135.00 
10 I Antennae Equipment   4.00 

I 1 I 
Total all accessories  $571.00 

Complete Knocked down Kit of all 
Transoceanic "Phantom" Parts, 
ready for assembly including con-
structional drawings (no acces-
sories). "A" Transformers for 200 
to 560   included  $220.00 

12 I Complete set of Constructional 
Drawings and Operating Data for 
Transoceanic "Phantom" only  2.00 

Special Quotation for Dry on" B»Re Battery Operation 
Will Be Made  

GOLDEN-LEUTZ, Inc. 
" If an ufui t te , of du. IiIghesi Class Radio .4 ppa, at at in the If o,!,!'' 

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS: 

SIXTH and WASHINGTON AVENUES, LONG ISLAND CITY, NEW YORK, U. S. A. 
Cobb,.: " Experinfo" New York-All Codes 

DEALERS OR JOBBERS WIRE ORDER FOR SAMPLE TODAY, CUSTOMERS MAY ORDER DIRECT IF DESIRED, 

Universal Transoceanic Phantom Jan. 1927 $250 ($ 150, July 1927. $200, August 1928) 
Technical articles in Radio Listener's Guide and Call Book and Radio Review, vol. 1 no. 12, March 1927, pp. 128-129, 
156; vol. 2 no. 1, June 1927, pp. 79-84, 138; Radio News, July 1927, p. 19. 
Also made as a 7-tube model with 2 RF stages, $220 ($ 150, Sept. 1927). 
Universal Transoceanic (222 tubes) July 1928 $250. 
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FIVE TYPE UX222 SCREEN GRID TUBES ARE USED IN THIS ULTRA-POWERFUL BROADCAST RE-
CEIVER, INCREASING the RADIO FREQUENCY AMPLIFICATION and SENSITIVITY OVER 500 TIMES 

'ache, Nevfit 

The New SHIELDED 
Norden-Hauck 
Th.. New NORDEN-IIAUCh Ill ,r PER- 10 ie 

fundoneentally different. being s, , tor crowded 
broaelmet onalitUens. It o . r, rt Berri, er 
which marks radio's fioul unit al ut pt.! a the conned, 
near of pe donnance. 

For aW ty stations ant received Idoe torah, using only a 
maill loop or abort piece of wire for the antenna. Diedance 
possibilities scene unlined.' nilh this new model. Usual 
background noise, are natspicuoudy absent, and an extra-
ordinary %mitt y of reproduction is obtained with the improved 
audio amplifier in the Shielthl Super- 10. 

Smashiew power with complete fidelity makes previous 
standard, ed reception tail., Into in,ignitirance. 'There is 
aimply nothing hi,,' h. This greet 10-tube Modell., mu far in 

ads an., 
of other+ 
that 
absolute 
•taper-
iority i. 
instantly 
appan.n 
tre an>. 
one. 

ie'domed 

SUPER-10 
Some Exclusive Features 

I. 'Ten tube,. t. combinati ,,,, eef Screen Grid 
Power, 'Tubes arraurred for maximum 

eflicienet. 
2. Totally àiielded In arronlance r, hit lateot re-

neared; data. Various cir,eite are completed, 
Peofated. 

3. Sclectie remarkable-1'one, rompleteh 
through baud broadeastewe. 

I. Either A. C. electrie op. rati tttt or leatterie, 
may be maned at desired. 

3. Simple to operate--otely two main le ttt i tt 
eontrols. 

6. An entirely new audio amplifier. with tote 
power, tubes leumilino the output. 

7. Prov Won made for electric phonograph 
pickup. 

R. A precision laineratory imarument. Material 
and workmanahip conform to U. S. Piney 
Standards, 

9. Nlerderately priced. Deferred term, of pay-
ment can be arrangoul if deedred. 

10. Beautiful new. and ext....tube connote 
cabinet. ore 

NORDEN-HAUCK, Inc., Engineers Builder» of the %heat Clean 
Radio Apparent. in the World 

Marine Bldg., Delaware Ave. and South Street, Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A. Gel«, •wonnALar• 

I ligheot Class 
Receiver 

in the World 

ti• 4,.,11 pule. Shielded Super- I0 is a 
crowning achies meant WI,!,-!, las been made possibie Ity the 

-,reeo grid" Wire,. It will be several yeant 
before any AC tube is de, eirmed that will even appmach the 
'dietetic y of the "screen grir tube us a radio kequency 
amplifier. Thie new tube rnis., the amplification factor 

to forty time:, over that serund will the conrentional 
2111•\ tube. 

Ever,one ran have this wonderful needling Set, ber it is 
sold a complete manufactured laboratory tesbul lteceit er 
and ¡else. in a ktt of parts for home ronstruction, Of fill the pro-
fesdonal set builder and dealer. 

'The full size genuine blue pints and instruction, are or 
compete in every detail, that elvevelingly emy fur anyone 
to build the Shielded Super- W. Aleno.t e,erything is done 

mità to'timidity this work. 
Learn more about this remarkable Receiver. Send for 

attradh.ely litentture on the new NtS111,1:Ne 
II A UCK 
SIIIELDED Fe." •^. 
S PER - 10 

w in be 
gb,die to I Marine PI lg.. MM.. 11. 

you without l 
,eet Dwane.' mot ne eitlinuten en we ne:.2,11inalr 

torn on Ton,  
part. to. 

I r WM eimi me 
I eimmi›.e 

one eke tin*  sttz.r"«  
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Shielded Super- 10 

April 1928 
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10 Radio Tuhes—Super Powers—Extremely select ive—sSimplis 
lied operation-5 Screen Grid Tubes in R. F. Amplifier— 

Audio output 250 Tubes in Push Pull—Entirely self rontained 
electric operationeUidereal wavelreath range for use in 
any part of the world—A, precision scientific instrument— 

Material and workmanship conform strictly to U. S. Nan". 
Standards—Exquisite cabinet work—Thorough air test by 

Receiving Engineers—..Sold direct frown factory and through 
selectsd dealers in the principal cities of the United States 

and foreign coon trie erranted iegainsi may clef...eta. 

Electrophonic (Norden-Hauck) 
Sept 1928 $ 125 

(not shown) P-6 August 1928 $80 

THE NEW 

Seven Seas Console 
FIRST WITH A/C SHIELD GRID TUBES 

Features: 

A/C Operation 

Single Dial 

Dynamic Speaker 

Push-Pull Audio 

2/210 Power Tubes 

100% Shielding 

Adjustable Selectivity 

Shield Grid Tubes 

Heater Type Tubes 

Unit Construction 

9 Tubes 

Maximum Range 

Tremendous Volume 

Perfect Reproduction 

Walnut Console 

I Once again Leurz leads, introducing the first A/C Console I 
ta use the superior A /C Shield Grid Tubes. The result, a 
raperior Console which will meet all competition. 

Franchise applications are invited from established dealers. i 

Literature an Request 

C. R. LEUTZ , INC. 
Long Island City New York, U. S. A. 

Cables: "Experialo" • - New York 

Seven Seas April 1929 

Short technical article in Radio, July 1929, p. 59 

New Admiralty Super-10 
A Brand New Receiver for the Radio Connoisseur 

THIS new Admiralty Super-10 is the very apex of Modern Radio 
Research Engineering. We believe it represents final superiority over any 

EXCEPTIONAL FEATURES 
Receiver now being manufac-
tured or even contemplated 
for broadcast reception. 
Strictly Custom - Built, this 
great new Model meets fully 
the requirements of those who 
want the best. It is in fact 
The Highest Class Receiver in 
the World. 

Attractive illustrated descriptive literature on 
request. Write, telegraph or cable today 

NORDEN-HAUCK, Ixc., Engineers 
MARINE BUILDING 

DELAWARE AVENUE AND SOUTH STREET 
Philadelphia, Pa.. U. S. A. Cable: NORIIAUCK 
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January, 1920 ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER 943 

PRICE $150.00 

Agaff 
Telemegafone 

FOR RADIO 
RECEIVING 

PRICE $75.00 
Connect AA to Radio Receiver and BB to 6-volt storage battery 

FOR MUSIC AND VOICE 

With attachment for Phonograph as shown 
Operates from 6-volt storage battery 

The Most Efficient 
Telephone Receiver 
and Loud Speaker 

The most rugged, simple and 
reliable instrument yet 

produced for the 
reproduction of sound 

For Radio, it is not only a most 
sensitive receiver when used with the 
head-set, but is also the most power-
ful loud speaker manufactured. 

The powerful Magnavox Telemega-
fone fills a long felt need of public 
speakers and places of amusement 

The Magnavox Telemegafone enabled 
President Wilson to speak to 50,000 
people at San Diego. The President's 
Victory Loan message was trans-
mitted by radio telephone from an 
airplane and reproduced by the Mag-
navox Telemegaf one to 20,000 people 
assembled in front of the Treasury 
Building at Washington, D. C. 

Immediate Deliveries — Send for Bulletin 

PA,R1111 U.S • moo FOR[oree CO,A,LS 

2701-2759 East Fourteenth Street 

Oakland, California 

You benefit by mentioning the " Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers. 
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MAGNAVOX 
The Magnavox Company 

1 he Magnavox story began in 
1910 when Peter L. Jensen was brought over from 
Denmark by Cyril Elwell to operate his imported Poulsen 
arcs for what became the Federal Telegraph Company. In 
the fall of 1910, Jensen and engineer Edwin S. Pridham 
resigned their positions and, with the financial backing of 
Richard O'Connor, formed the Commercial Wireless & 
Development Company at Napa, California, to perfect a 
more sensitive telephone receiver. Before amplifiers were 
available, this was the only way to increase communica-
tion range, other than raising the transmitted power. 
Pridham and Jensen succeeded by using powerful elec-
tromagnets, but of course this made the unit so heavy 
that it had to rest on a table with rubber tubes leading to 
the ears. Wireless companies were not enthusiastic about 
such a cumbersome device. 

By chance, in May, 1915, Pridham and Jensen discov-
ered that if a phonograph horn were attached to their re-
ceiver, it made a rather good loudspeaker. Jensen later 
recalled (Radio & TV News, February 1959) that its first 
use was to amplify the voice of "Fog-Horn" Murphy at the 
local baseball park. Naming it the Magna Vox (Latin for 
‘`great voice"), they gave it a number of public demon-
strations over the next few years. They developed a pho-
nograph pickup, and since Sonora was the only such 
company interested in using it, its western distributorship 
merged with the Commercial Wireless & Development 
Company in August, 1917, to form the Magnavox Com-
pany. Frank M. Steers of Sonora became president. 

As the Napa lab was close to the Mare Island Naval 
Shipyard, this work attracted the attention of Lt. Com-
mander George C. Sweet, in charge of radio there. He 
persuaded Pridham and Jensen to apply their loud-
speaker to aircraft intercoms, an attempt which led to the 
development of the SE4005 noise-cancelling microphone. 
Sweet is said by one account to have introduced Pridham 
and Jensen to Steers and, thus, to have been directly re-
sponsible for the formation of Magnavox.* 

Business was good during the war; Pridham and 
Jensen's noise-cancelling microphone and moving-coil 
receiver were used in telephone systems on 250 Navy 
and 1000 merchant-marine vessels. In 1919, Magnavox 
moved from 526 Mission Street in San Francisco to 14th 
Street in Oakland and began making vacuum-tube power 
amplifiers. Herbert E. Metcalf, formerly a lieutenant in 
the Air Service, joined the company in 1920 as publicity 

director, and later became western sales manager. In 
February, 1920, the company introduced a radio 
speaker, forerunner of the 1921 Model R-3. Its produc-
tion was 20 per day with 50 employees in early 1922, 
750 per day with 700 employees in June, then back down 
to 100 per day with 120 employees by the end of the 
year. In spite of this cyclical demand, Magnovox made a 
great deal of money in 1922 and 1923; even after spend-
ing $400,000 for advertising in 1923, and paying out 
about $255,000 in stock dividends (20 0 per share regu-
lar; 15 0 extra), it had accumulated a $933,801 surplus 
by December. 

The Magnavox people must have felt that the world was 
their oyster. If loudspeakers, why not also radio sets and 
tubes? Engineer Metcalf went to work on a tube, develop-
ing one with a planar "grid" by August, 1924. Anyone 
could make diode tubes because the Fleming patent had 
expired, but when Magnavox tried to market this "A" 
tube as a two-element design, RCA "chased it back to 
California" to await the expiration of de Forest's grid pat-
ent on February 15, 1925. Metcalf published a design ar-
ticle in QST in March, but now there was no need for the 
peculiar form, especially as it was prone to shorts and 
misalignment of elements. Later, Magnavox changed to a 
conventional design which remained in production for 
several years. By mid- 1926, over 200,000 were said to 
have been made. 

Pridham and Jensen tackled the receiver problem, 
coming up with a TRF design using flat variometers for 
tuning, linked to one dial. This was perhaps the first 
single-dial radio made, but it's all a matter of definitions. 
Thermiodyne had similarly linked its tuning capacitors to 
one dial some months earlier. Thermiodyne had a formi-
dable array of trimmer controls spread across the panel 
while Magnavox hid theirs inside the cabinet, but since 
they had to be constantly adjusted (so we are told in a 
Radio Guide test in April, 1925), it hardly mattered 
where they were. Mohawk, on the other hand, had no 
user-adjustable trimmers at all, so it was a true single-
dial set. 

At any rate, the Magnavox set was a good one. How-
ever, according to Pridham's 1947 recollections, 

"It was a wonderful set but had one serious defect — it 
used Magnavox tubes. . . .After losing about one million 
dollars on a business we knew little about, we dropped out 
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The Literary Digest for June 24, 1922 49 

"Listening in'' with the 
Magnavox Radio, the 
reproducer supreme— 
without which no wireless 
receiving set is complete. 

lONCERT and dance music, speeches, songs, 
•--A vaudeville, and market reports—Magnavox 
Radio reproduces them all in tones of marvelous 
clarity and power, making wireless programs the 
universal home entertainment of the age. 

R-2 Magnavox Radio with 
18-inch horn: this instru-
ment is intended for those 
who wish the utmost in 
amplifying power; for 
large audiences, dance 
halls, etc. $85.00 

R-3 Magnavox Radio with 
14-inch horn: the ideal 
instrument for use in 
homes, offices, amateur 
stations, etc. $45.00 

Model C Magnavox Power 
Amplifier: insures getting 
the largest possible power 
input for your Magnavox 
Radio. 

AC-2-C, 2-Stage, $80.00 
AC-3-C, 3-Stage, $ 110.00 

Magnavox products can be had 
from good dealers everywhere. 

THE MAGNAVOX COMPANY 
Oakland, California 

New York: 37o Seventh Avenue 

AGNAVOX 
cadio 

z7he eproducer Supreme 

Financial data tilt page 260 

Richard O'Connor ( 1855-1925) was the prin• 
cipal backer of the Commercial Wireles and 
Development Cotrnpany incorporated Match 1. 
1911. Mr. O'Connor was a leader in Chi,' and 
Political affairs in the Sall Francisco Bay area. 
Ills vocation was that of au investor his faith 
in Pridham and Jensen continued with his 
sponsorship through experiments and inova• 
tions. which were unique. but provided no lll - 
mercial rewards. Du 3 the first week o May 
1915 in Napa. California. their dynamic prig, 
ciple produced sound amplification. The 
loudspeaker was horn. Mr. O'Connor was presi-
dent from 1911 until 1917. He remained on the 
hoard of directors until 1925. His son. Rio hard 
A. O'Connor, became president in 1929. 

I dwtiii s Pridham ( 1881 1963) sas bor 
Doh tiers Grove. Illinois and had mast 
Morse code at nine years of age fie 
t..stigated electrical apparatus throng 
Ins youth and graduated front Stan 
I oiversity in 1909 with a degree in phy 
.%4 Stanford professor and Pridham had 
',unmerited successfully with a s 
Poulsen Arc Transmitter The Amen 
Potilsen Company. newly formed in I 
hired Pridlmnt to assist in the installa 
of tuo California stations. It was ther 
MCI 4111d N.nked with Jensen. 
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. . .1 was asked by the Board of Directors to make a per-
sonal check on the Magnavox tube. I did this and reported 
that of all the hundreds of tubes tested, not one lasted over 
five hours, continuous burning. The Board of Directors or-
dered an immediate shutdown of the tube division." 

Magnavox gave up its New York office and warehouse 
in June, 1925, finding it too costly to ship sets there for 
eastern distribution but still the company lost money in 
1925 and 1926 — so much that it did not even report 
the figures in 1926. To replace its 1924-25 model, which 
proved expensive to make, Magnavox kept the same cir 
cuit, but changed the tuning elements to variable capaci-
tors on one shaft aligned fore-and-aft, just as Mohawk 
had done. But apparently there were troubles getting the 
set into production, as it was not advertised at all in 
1925, nor exhibited at the Chicago Radio Show in No-
vember, though it was said to be selling well there in 
February 1926. Essentially the same model was adver-

tised nationally in late 1926 before Magnavox threw in 
the towel, abandoning radio sets in mid- 1927 in favor of 
dynamic speakers. This on-again, off-again sales policy, 
and the financial troubles, were a reflection of internal 
management problems. 

New Magnavox 
Combination Set 

A2 R inturet convenient and pet. Ica Radio reproduction. Con s e ... of Magnavox Reproducer and letage er Amplifier, 
at illustrate.' 

The Liternry Digest for Sepientber 8.1923 1.3 

THE new Magnavox models here shown extend 
and supplement the already famous Magnavox 

line of Reproducers and Power Amplifiers. There 
is a Magnavox for every receiving set. 

Magnavox Reproducers 
R2 with 18.inch curves h  in new acoustic finish . 560.00 
RI with 14-inch curves /run 11 new motor.: finith . . 
MI mu Mager. Reanxban 

nacre, . bribe 

ni  ob binding posts and • flee 
bai cord. • With 
93 ry inch cues hn or in new acoustic finish . . 35.00 

Marta«. Combination Seto 
MR ...urns of M . electratitnam c Reproduo cr wad+ Month horn and 

I.e. 54nn,ao !""". 
AIM eon...ring n Mntoavt ele.triedynwric Reptoduc• er with 19inch horn •nd Mateo.: Power 

Special. with 14.inch curves 

Magnavox Pourer Amplifiers 
3,ce, AI ewers the demand for • I.staim Power Amplifier. Special finish mend caw. . 27.50 

A.- I C M  2 ram Power Amplifier with . Rake' panel in Richly 
Seabed case . . 

AC3..,%,M Azsiil,vo 3.am I0 it 
5900 
75.00 

Ark your dealer far a demartorranon 
Ineociting limit., usll be rent on ropiest 

59.00 The Magnavox Company 
OAKLAND. CALIFORNIn 

370 Seventh Avenue. New 1. 
95.00 

MAGNAVOX PRODUCTS 
Magnavox Reproducers and Amplifiers 

Radio takes another step for-
ward with these wonderful new 

Magnavox devices 

Eventually Pridham and Jensen's patents on dynamic 
speakers won a sizable share of the loudspeaker market 
for Magnavox, but to fully capitalize on it, a location 
closer then Oakland was necessary: in 1928, $ 180,000 
was wasted in freight charges. Magnavox opened a final-
assembly plant in Chiago, but it wasn't enough. In Feb-
ruary, 1930, the company was entirely reorganized. 
O'Connor's son Richard A. O'Connor became president 
(Jensen had left to found his own speaker-manufacturing 
company about March, 1928, working under Magnavox 
license). The Magnavox Company Limited moved to the 
old Steinite plant in Ft. Wayne, Indiana, about June, 
1930, closing the Oakland and Chicago plants. Also 
moved to Bueter Road was the Mershon electrolytic-capa-
citor division of Amrad, bought from Crosley. Magnavox 
became a part of North American Philips in 1981. 

* Haraden Pratt, quoted in Lillian C. White, Pioneer and Pa-
triot, George Cook Sweet (Southern Publishing Company, 1963) pp. 
73-74. Pratt's papers are in the Bancroft Library, University of 
California. Berkeley. 

Edwin S. Pridham ( left) and 
Peter L. Jensen in Napa, California, 
with their invention—(May 1915)—the loudspeaker. 

F. M. STEERS 
ria..,,.. M ..... Company R A. O'Connor 
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1,003,494. RADIO RECEIVING APPARATUS. EDWIN 
S. PRIPIIAM and Pueir L. JENSEN, Oakland, Calif., as-
signors t.) The Magnavox Company, San Francisco, 
Calif., a Corporation of Arizona. Filed Nov. 8, 1924. 

Serial No. 748.567. 2 Claims. (Cl. 250-40.) 

1. In a radio receiving apparatus employing tuned radio 
frequency, a variometer for the antenna circuit and a 
variometer for each of the two radio freqnency amplify-
ing eireu!ts, a panel on which said variometers are ar-
ranged, a pinion on the shaft of each rotor of said variom-

eters, a pair of toothed racks meshing with the pinion 
on the rotor of the intermediate variometer, said racks 
extending in opposite directions and meshing with the 
pinions of the varlometers at either side, in such manner 
as to cause opposite movernnt of the rotors at the side 
wilh respect to the rotor of the intermediate variometer. 

Peter I. Jensen ( 1886-1961i was born 
the Islaind of Fester in the Baltic Se 
Di».,pite the unavailability of technic 
education. his schoolastic training a 
natural abilities led to an apprenticesh 
with the Danish inventor. Valdim 
Punken. in 1902. By the year 1909. Jens 
Was an engineer and assistant to PonIse 
who subsequently sent him to the U.S. 
help itist,ill transmitting stations 
'sat r a llll 'WO «Intl Stockton California. 
was : luring these projects that he met at 
tui lite t lost. friends %kith I du in Pritlha 
ill 1910 

d 

0 
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Including M4 Reproducer $125 
W ITH this new Magnavox Receiving Set eed younever worry about what goes on 

behind the panel—all you do is to turn the Unit 
Tuner until you get the desired program and then 
relax comfortably while listening to the pure, clear 
musical tone.  

In addition to its simplicity and fine appearance, the 

Magnavox also has a wonderful "double range": using all 

five tubes on distant stations and only three tubes for those 

nearby. This set is good for years to corne, the ripe 
perfection of all past radio effort. 

As Registered etlagnavox Dealer, eve are headquarters for 
Magnavox Receiving Sets, Vacuum Tubes and Reproducers. 

Demonstrations and literature on request. 

Dealer's name and address 
to go here 

e, 

Bring Customers 

To Your Store With 

MAGNAVOX 
Newspaper Advertising 

Y
OU will never know how much 
Magnavox Radio equipment you 
can place in your community-- - 

or how large your net profit per sale can 
be - - until you have made a thorough 
use of the local newspaper advertising 
columns. 

We have prepared a complete series 
of newspaper advertisements in various 
sizes, mats or electros of which are sup-
plied Registered Dealers free on request. 

The size we particularly recommend 
is loo lines on two columns (total of 200 
lines), a sample of which is illustrated at 
the left. 

Write for sheet of Magnavox adver-
tisements and let us know what mats or 
electros to send. 

Sales Promotion Department 

The Magnavox Company 
New York: 350 West 31st Street 

1112 EGISTEREDMA6WAVO/DMLER 
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THE SATURDAY EVENING POST 

eff FeZ7 
celiac& 

(-1he (Utmost 
in % ably ancicralue 

EARS AGO, when Radio meant 
little more than listening 
through a set of headphones 

to a phonograph record played a 
few miles away, Magnavox develop-
ed the now famous electro-dynamic 
Reproducer. 

This instantly opened the door to 
that astonishingly vast fund of free 
musical entertainment, lectures, and 
feature programs which Radio offers 
the world today. 

The name Magnavox now stands 
for a great organization pledged to 
the highest manufacturing stand-
ards, initiative in research, and poli-
cies insuring unequalled value to 
the purchaser of any Magnavox in-
strument. 

Especially important to the new 
radio user (and also those who de-

d 

TliF 5 Sept. 1924 $ 125 
Tiff 50 Sept. 1925 $ 150 
Technical article in NY Evening World, Oct. 4, 1924, p. 3. 

-sire to replace their old equipment 
with the latest and best apparatus 
obtainable) are the remarkable cabi-
net receivers and storage battery 
tubes now exhibited by Magnavox 
dealers everywhere. 

Magnavox Radio Products 
Broadcast Receivers —A 5-tube tuned radio frequency 

circuit with Unit Tuner land Volume Control, in hand-
somely carved cabinets with and without built-in Mag-
navox Reproducer .. . $125.00, $ 150.00 

Vacuum Tubes—Amplifier and Detector Tubes designed 
on new principles making them far superior to ordinary 
storage battery tubes for all standard sets . $5.00 

Reproducers — Instruments of the electro-dynamic type 
with Volume Control, and of the semi-dynamic type 
requiring no external battery, for all vacuum tube re-
ceiving sets . . . $25.00 to $50.00 

Phonograph Attachment—The semi-dynamic Magnavox 
Reproducer mechanism in a unit readily attached to 
any standard phonograph . . . $ 15.00 

Reliable dealers in every community are pre-
pared to demonstrate Magnavox Radio 

equipment. Catalog on request. 

The MAGNAVOX COMPANY 
OAKLAND CALIFORNIA 

New York: 350 West 31st Street 
San Francisco: 274 Brannan Street 

Canadian Distributors: 
Perkins Electric Limited,Toronto, Montreal, Winnipeg 
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RADIO RETAILING, A McGraw-Hill Peeblita ' inn R ADIO R EV ILI t( 0, September. 1925 

The New 
Simple, Sensitive, Selective 
The Magnavox Single Dial 

MAGNAVOX 71 
Foe nab. tunnel rein 

"hqs:::3 

MAGNAVOX e 

$145 

— STANDARD 
COU R RATION 

WAVE 
LENGTH 

Last year Magnavox introduced the single dial control to 
the Radio world. 

This year the Magnavox single dial is perfected. 

Simple, of course,—a flick of the fingers makes you inaiter 
of the aie— 

Sensitive—Factory tuned with the Magnavox tuning MclCr. 
1000 time, more sensitive than the human ear. No mul-
tiple dial control can equal it for fine tuning—no human 
fingen can adjust a series of dials to the exact unison of the 
Magnavox circuits which are forever in perfect resonance.. 
Selective—If you know the wave length of • station, turn 
your Magnavox dial to that length—and there it is. The 
New Magnavox tunes through the big, powerful stations 
when right under them—the New Magnavox circuit and 
the Torodial R. F. transformers do the trick. 

Souti Selling Cost—And for de IllOnstrati011• — the Magna. 
eingle dial toning will enable your prospects to do 

their own demonstrating and each one of your salesmen 
to make three and four time. as rnany hint« dernonera-
dons as ever he did before— and so treble and quadruple 

hi. 'wk.. 

The New Magnavox is • net vos can adi with utmort con-
fidence, knowins that •ny amateur, • child, • woman. 
can operate it with complete satisfaction. 

MAGNAVOX 
luncon 

$85 

MAGNAVOX 10 

$110 
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ifp•ayArox 
The most advanced feature in Radio 

The Magnavox Receiver Units 

MAGNAVOX PALO 
Le* Lae Sno/to 
E.g.... ea* fur 

Melt lanr= 

*...,J..^.-41C 
vie.. nod and plug,. 

$25 

NEW MAGNAVOX 

d.t 

$2 50 

Here is the greatest advance in Radio development wt 
achieved—All Magnavox Receiver Units on all Magnavox 
models except the junior are interchangeable. Figure out 
what that means to you in making service easy. Senior! 
Why, eerv,ce with Magnavox is instant, complete, envy-
thing it should be. A new Unit slipped into place—the old 
Unit fixed up at leisure. 
Then think of shit— 
No Magnavox set can ever become obsolete— If, through 
constant research we can better the Magnavox circuit next 
year, a change in Units only is all your customers will need 
to bring their Magnavox right up to date. 

This *dew-daemon lia• listed but two of the many out. 
etandMe feature, of the New Magnavox — the set which 
will wake radio history this year. 

Backcd by powerful, consistent. large space advertiaing 
and • unique dealer poli,. thou fortunate eunigh to 
mecum • Magnavox frenebb< will undoubtedly make du 
coming aeason the most profitable in their history. 

WON, or better 55111. wire at once for particular, 

THE MAGNAVOX COMPANY 
1314 no. eel... Ave.. CAleno Oeland. EMIL 110 WmI end En. Ner York 

MAGNAVOX 1.1 
Loud Speed, 

tr43"'T "1 11 ›." 

F. LEIF 1r 
en- $25 

10, 25, 75 first advertised August 1923 

Junior 
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WHY warm one's hands over the hot roe on a 
Summer afternoon? No reason for it, so thia pair 
avoids such foolishness and instead sensibly drops 
stew, good (not no good) radio tubes. Kerplunk! 
The tubes—'a new type—are unbreakable. Herbert 
H. Metcalfe and Elsie Glasser demonstrating. 
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No other radio gives more posi-
tive assurance of enduring style 
and value than ,Magnavox. 

First, the single dial feature. The 
swing to this type ofradio is grow-
ing apace but ,Magnavox remains 
the perfected and proved set. 
Next, appearance. You know 

that many of today's sets, with 
numerous exposed dials, switches 
and panels, are out of place in a 
well appointed room. They were 
endurable when radio was a nov-

Eton Model: five tubes, 
singledial. Artistic cabinet 
in two toned mahogany. 
Without accessories $ 115. 

For this Grams e and those that 
follow...,the enduring type of radio 

elty, but few women will want 
to harbor them long. Notice the 
dignified beauty of ,Magnavox 
sets—the absence of "switch-
board" characteristics, made pos-
sible by ,Magnavox single dial. 
,}dagnavox assures the safety of 

your investment and the pleasure 
of your entertainment. («Jvlagna-
vox is a revelation of power, clar-
ity, selectivity—all obtained at 
the turn of a single dial, with 
tedious tuning eliminated. 

Christmas 
spirit is in the air! 

FIFTEENTH LANNIVERSARY OF JVIAGNAVOX 

Technical article in Radio News, Jan. 1927, P. 793 
Not shown: Piedmont with speaker, $ 175; Berkeley console, $260. 
Eton shown as model T in April, 1927. 

,Magnavox—creators of the 
original loud speaker and with a 
background of fifteen years in ra-
dio development—offers choice 
of models ranging from $260 to 
$75, including one that converts 
your phonograph into a radio-
phonograph. Sold on easy terms. 
Let the ,Magnavox dealer dem-
onstrate. If you don't know him, 
write us for full information. 
THE MAGNAVOX COMPANY • Oakland, Calif 
R. S. Williams at Sons, Ltd., Toronto, Distributors for 
Canada ( not including British Columbia) 5405926 

•ci 

atagnavox Cone Speaker, 
Cornell model, covers 
entire tonal scale. Artistic 
finish, 7" cone. $22.50. 

'PROGRESS IN RADIO 
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I 171 RATTEItli suies•riTurk:. Wit trot C. 
'lobos,. Ill. oposIgnoi to Hrigsby i,risnow (Nun 

r.,,,,. cloi. ago, Ill , oo Corpoiation of Illinois. Flied Oct. 

18_1; S. i ro N 139,789. 3 Clain's. (. 1. 750-21 

7 

I. In it ea rent supply devire oof Coe character describe'. 
a suitable base. ro plorslity of csisel no, mid coil elements 

suitably thoolos.11 as individual Ind", 11.11i a frame work 
for bolding said units upon sold bose mod including means 

for independently reerovalely set tiring the Mills thereby. 

said frame ',winding two v. disposed odde walls 

between which said units are clamp ol. ,,,,, of said side 

walls 111.11114 readily Poinova hie I o permit rosily removal 

of any of said units. 

1,800,709. HORN FOR LOUD SPEAKERS. Attses7 .1. 

W IZOANII, Chicago, Ill,, assignor to Hrtgslry.Grunow 

Company, Chicago, Iii, a Corporation of Illinois. Filosl 

Atig. I, 1925. Serial No. 47.449. 13 Claims oCi. 181-

1. A horn for loud speakers and ths like having a neck 

and continuing bell portion comprising two like hilt oppo-

sitely formed halves of suitable moldable plastic short ma-

terial provided with shutting edges on the median plane 

for fastening the two halves together to form a sing'.9 uni-

tary structure, the flanges between the neck and bell being 

extended to provide a web of double thicknews. 

says 
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R. J. GRIGSBY 
Pren,nr. Imago 

,• 

alanufactured by 

There is no better loud speaker at any price 

Model WG-10 

Majestic Reproducer 
Ebony Finish 
Retail Price 12 

Eliminates All Battery Troubles 

Majestic 
A B 

Current Supply 
Retail Price 

14
thoo lobeo 7, 

GRIGSBY GRUNOV HINDS CO 
4540 A rrnitade A venue, CHICAGO 
In Canada: Benjamin Electric Mfg. Co. of Canada. Ltd. TORONTO 

Radio Dealer (Oct. 19251. I). 189 
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W. C. Grunow 

MAJESTIC 
Grigsby-Grunow Company 

1 ie\ eteoric" is the word to de-
scribe Majestic: a sudden appearance from nowhere, a 
blaze of glory, then . . . . 

Bertram J. Grigsby, born in 1884, left the University of 
Chicago before graduation to become the English repre-
sentative of the Benjamin Electric company. Returning to 
Chicago at the end of World War 1, he advanced to Vice 

President and General Manager of Anderson Electric 
Specialty Company. William G. Grunow, raised on Chi-
cago's West Side and an Army captain in 1918-1919, 

joined the company as an accountant. They joined forces 
and incorporated the Grigsby-Grunow-Hinds Company on 

November 16, 1921. Hinds was presumably a financial 
backer. Grigsby was the silent partner who seldom vis-
ited the factory and had little to say to employees. 

Grunow. with his bull-horn voice that could be heard all 
over the plant, was active everywhere, and would fire 
workers or engineers on the spot for the slightest offense. 
GGH's first radio products were loudspeaker horns, de-

veloped about August 1924 and advertised in October 

under the GGH tradename, with Pyralin (celluloid) bells 
in a variety of colors. Pyralin had pre%iously been used 

for the company's first product — automobile sun visors. 
Other speaker models were added in the following year. 
In September, 1925, an A and B eliminator was mar-
keted under the name "Majestic." But it was the Super-B 

Model eliminator, introduced in March, 1926, that really 
propelled the company upward. In 1927, Majestic's gross 
sales of eliminators were nearly $5 million, more than 
most receiver manufacturers were making. 

Grigsby and Grunow knew, however, that the advent of 
AC sets would kill their eliminator business; the best 

they could hope for was to built power packs for other 

manufacturers. Instead, they chose to expand into radio 
production themselves. They brought Planstiehl Radio 
Company's RCA license. Orille Q. Hinds and Grigsby's 

younger brother sold out their interests. On March 15, 
1928. the official name became the Grigsby-Grunow 

Company. Then in April, Majestic went public and sold 

20,000 shares of common stock at $40, using the money 
to add to the 4540 Armitage Avenue plant, to lease the 
Yellow Truck & Coach plant at 5801 Dickens Avenue, 

and to purchase 100,000 sets of parts for a new radio re-
ceiver with engineering apparently done by Radio Fre-
quency Laboratories. In mid-May, production began, 
soon reaching 1500 sets per day; in what was normally 

the slack season, radios were being gobbled up as fast a 
Majestic could produce them. Why? Their competitors 
still used puny magnetic speakers, but for the same 
price, Majestic's dynamic speaker could blow them off 
the salesroom floor! 

In 1929, the Grigsby-Grunow Company went into tube 
production: 5000 per day in April, 30,000 in newly-
completed buildings in August. Grigsby-Grunow bought 

the La Salle Radio Corporation, an RCA-licensed tube 
maker, in October. Overall Majestic sales for the year 
June, 1928, through May, 1929, were $49 million; for 
the following year, $61 million, making the company no. 
1 in the industry. 

Majestic's business, based as it was on expensive con-
sole models, simply couldn't continue indefinitely in the 
Depression. Majestic was saddled with large factories 
(having purchased the Dick-ens Avenue plant outright in 

October, 1929) and high fixed costs. Adding refrigeration 
to the line and purchasing the Columbia Phonograph 
Company in 1932 may have slowed the slide into bank-
ruptcy, but these changes could not stop it. 

Grunow was "relieved of the presidency" in January, 
1931 and formed his own company, merging in July, 

1933 with the U.S. Radio and Television Corporation in 
Marion, Indiana. He changed its name to General 
Houshold Utilities Company; it ceased manufacturing in 
1937. Grunow subsequently ran a successful poultry 
business. He died in 1951 at age 58. 

Majestic went into receivership on November 24, 1933; 

in December, 1934, all assets were advertised for sale. 
While the name was revived in 1937 by a group of former 
Zenith executives (of which there were a great many over 

the years), it had no connection with the original Majes-
tic, and was bought by Wilcox-Gay in August, 1950. 

Wilcox-Gay discontinued Majestic production in 1955, 
switching to marketing Grundig products under the name 
Grundig-Majestic. Grigsby died in 1954. 
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AMAZING 
MAJESTIC 

FEATURES 

CABINETS 

The finest woods and the 
finest workmanship that 
brains and unlimited re-
sources can create. All 
cabinets made in Majestic's 
own great, modern cabinet 
plants. 

CHASSIS 

Rigid and sturdy through-
out. Trim and beautiful in 
design, and at the same time 
built to give lasting satisfac-
tion. All parts readily ac-
cessible. 

POWER 

Majestic supremacy in the 
manufacture of electric radio 
power is acknowledged. All 
power units for the new re-
ceivers designed for per-
formance of the highest 
quality, under the most 
exacting conditions. 

DYNAMIC SPEAKER 

Designed and manufactured 
in the Majestic plants. The 
most rigid tests have demon-
strated conclusively its de-
pendable construction, its 
ability to withstand the most 
severe shocks, its consistent 
high performance in the face 
of all climatic changes. 

Cabinets, Dynamic Speakers, Chassis, 
Power—Everything made from begin-
ning to end in six greatMajesticPlants. 

To see and hear 
these new wonder 
radio receivers is 
an experience that 
will thrill you, no 
matter how long 
you've been "in 
the game." 

Majestic Was First 
to build high-qual-

MODEL 62, $99.50 LIST 

$9950 

Seven tubes, com-
pletely shielded, using 
R.F.L. balanced circuit, 
consisting of three 
tuned radio frequency 
stages and a tuned an-
tennae input and audio 
power amplifier. Two 
171 power tubes con-
nected in push-pull in 
the power output stage. 
Single dial control, sup-
plemented by a secondary control for obtaining 
additional selectivity when occasion demands. 
Volume control instantaneous in action. In 
beautiful walnut cabinet with front panel uf 
matched burl walnut, complete with Majestic 
electric power unit. 

MODEL 72 

$167.50 LIST 

Seven tubes, completely shielded, 
using R.F.L. balanced circuit, con-
sisting of three tuned radio fre-
quency stages and a tuned antennae 
input and audio power amplifier. 
Two 171 power tubes connected in 
push-pull in the power output stage. 
Single dial control, supplemented 
by a secondary control for obtain-
ing additional selectivity when occa-
sion demands. Volume control 
instantaneous in action. In beauti-
ful walnut cabinet with front panels 
and doors of matched burl walnut, 
complete with Majestic electric 
power unit and Majestic dynamic 
power speaker. A value that is ab-
solutely outstanding both as regards 
furniture appeal and radio quality. 

Models 61 and 62 were discontinued on July 31, 1928. 

Prices Slightly Higher West of Rocky Mts. 

The Majestic name and products 
are already known to millions. Our 
new high-pressure advertising, 
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RADIO 
That explains the astounding prices— 
but the quality,performance, and tonal 
magnificence must be seen and heard. 
ity low-priced elec-
tric radio power to 
suit everyone's de-
sire and purse. 

Majestic is First to 
offer the world's 
finest radio, at the 
world's lowest 
prices. 

Prices Slightly Higher West of Rocky Mts. 

now about to start on Majestic 
receivers will penetrate every 
city, town and hamlet in America. 

MODEL 71 

$137.50 LIST 

Seven tubes, completely shielded, using 
R.F.L. balanced circuit, consisting of 
three tuned radio frequency stages and 
a tuned antennae input and audio 
power amplifier. Two 171 power 
tubes connected in push-pull in the 
power output stage. Single dial control, 
supplemented by a secondary control 
for obtaining additional selectivity 
when occasion demands. Volume con-
trol instantaneous in action. In beauti-
ful walnut cabinet with front panels of 
matched burl walnut, complete with 
Majestic electric power unit and Majes-
tic dynamic power speaker. A value 
that is absolutely outstanding, both as 
regards furniture appeal and radio 
quality. 

MAJESTIC 

FEATURES 

SIMPLICITY 

Majestic receivers are true 
one-dial sets and are so con-
structed that a child may 
secure remarkable results 
over the entire range of 
stations. 

SENSITIVITY 

An outstanding feature that 
has amazed even veteran 
radio engineers. Under ac-
tual tests, in comparison 
with every leading make of 
set, no matter what the 
price or number of tubes, 
Majestic has "out-picked" 
and "out-distanced" any-
thing on the market. 

TONE 

Majestic receivers reveal a 
fidelity, breadth, and mag-
nificence of tone without 
distortion, that will thrill 
you. Both high and low 
notes of all broadcast audi-
tions faithfully reproduced. 

PRICES 

Majestic prices speak for 
themselves. Stated briefly, 
comparison will show them 
the highest quality receivers 
in the world for the least 
money. 

MODEL 61, $85.00 LIST 

Seven tubes, com-
pletely shielded, using 
R.F.L. balanced circuit, 
consisting of three 
tuned radio frequency 
stages and a tuned an-
tennae input and audio power amplifier. Two 
171 power tubes connected in push-pull in 
the power output stage. Single dial control, 
supplemented by a secondary control for 
obtaining additional selectivity when occasion 
demands. Volume control instantaneous in 
action. In beautiful walnut cabinet with 
front panel of matched burl walnut, com-
plete with Majestic electric power unit. 

$8500 
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This is perhaps the best informal photograph ever taken of the 
3 Majestic Marajahs, the regal potentates who direct the 
activities of Majestic Radio. From left to right, should there 
be anybody left in the country who doesn't know them, are: 
The Right Honorable Wm. C. (Bill) Grunow, Sir Herbert E. 
(Cy)Young, and Minister of the Exchequer, B. J. (Bert) 

Grigsby. 

Talking Machine Journal 
(March 1929) p. 64 

4. 
e; 

Jan. 1929 $137.50 71 May 1928 $ 137.50 

Cabinet design patent 77,882 by Frank 

Burton, filed March 8, 1928. 
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Each timid is equippel 

w eh aspeeiady processed 

'wool corrugated 

cone which guarani -es 

true leoroduction . 

all conditions. 

1927 
year ending 5/31/28 
8 mos. ending 1/31/29 

year ending 5/31/29 

(2nd source) 
year ending 5/31/30 
year ending 5/31/31 

7 mos. ending 12/31/31 
6 mos. ending 6/30/32 

24 wks. ending 6/17/33 

year ending 12/31/32 

Gross 

sales 

$ 4,988,727 

5,861,225 
32,185,568 

49,318,669 
49,275,990 
61,330,217 
28,350,881 

8,417,590 
6,481,414 

3,817,171 
9,349,741 

Net before 

taxes, etc. 

$ 652,202 
895,667 

4,329,110 

6,531,809 

Before 

dividends 

$ 553,358 
616,206 

3,396,843 

5,117,614 

3,022,513 1,745,648 
(352,785) (2,169,761) 

(1,330,052) (2,901,305) 
(1,056,026) 

(1,455,190) 
(2,236,276) 

•-",,,mem`v•v•weee`YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED TO ATTEND! 

e 

eiii• 
35'a 

'CST SIDE 

Ire.= It: /\ •152 V. 42•4 

A 

1929 ELECTRIC 

DED 

q 7 STORES ' 
OPEN EVENINGS • J 

After 
dividends 

$ 381,383 
444,231 

2,907,903 

4,191,634 

(564,421) 

DOWNTOWN 

15 ( ortlandt St. 
0111GOWN 

831 Broadway 
WASHINGTON HEIGHTS 

*653 W. 181st St. 
BRONX 

*120 E. Fordham Road 
I)OWNTOWN 

302 Broadway 
11 MO 1 01 

925 W. I25th St. 
BRONX 

•1011 So. Boulevard 
NEWARK 

.60 Park Place 

MAJESTIC 
Electric 

With Dynamic Speaker 
The sensation of 1929! Per. 
Feet quality is seldom priced 
so conservatively as 

$137.50 
COMPLETE 
except (et robes 

You will make no mistake if 

you choose NI•iestie. Owner-

ship of this powerfully toned 

electric is • source of pride Brim 
the eminent of purchase - See 

it! Hear itl 

The New Electric 

CROS LEY 
Knickerbocker Console 

$1 1 4.95 
comm.FrE 

Nothi»g else in buy 
0.1 nIl eleetrk set in a cabinet 

I price you'sc been within! 
The Cr.,: ' cy Gembim it 

a completely shielded 

.11 electric NeutrodYne 

radio- th, -abinet is of 

beautiful walnut finish 
-with bud front-the 

spedier is the latest 

type Magnetic repro. 

Amer on the market. 

Fine value. Hear it 

for yourself. 

UTAH 
D>namic Power Speaker 

THE 01"NHLA 

Speaker à built •  

▪ ... cm cabinet er lc 

el 5-ply walnut with 

genuine burl walnut 

Mont 11//ished in am 

gigue brown l'or 
diese oho reefer ao, 

ouàide arcaker. 

$ 70 

Ch lone-to be built 

into radio cabinet 

550 

10 
REASONS 
WHY--

I. The •ery cod fiord 

urg-
es, chain of radio •nd 1.1 

3. Pa.. offers • ...lien, 
P.,,•1,1 Fla. ' hot lo lrolr 

rithee orrIrly or ineaMtr. 
as ma ch.ne. 

5. I.... Ceint 
•alo. for Or oh.t 

S. Dech•offers•dooble.mor-

:ez oL::.17:» :11.'"._ea 
lure, Foorantre a. lr•• 

7. Ilavera aello alandard ner. 
chord. and mandard 

Ihat oie mu«. ........... 
I..... otter lhe 

N. I... off.. a I...I al• 
your old radio 

MI ' rode for • new .1., 
recrI 

Me•re. onoo-lime 
!ay, et we mod., in 

to. timr• 1,0 raw. «Icncod. 

iss .... 

40 
WEEKS 

70 PAY 
Alan 

.1TWATER KENT 

' MC CARUON 

PIOLA 

lilt t7i:/sW11. 

VICTROLA 

IlEADQUARTERS 

VAII THIS COUPON 

ge nil 11r.iway. IL T. C. 

Plc. read owe loather 11.11. 
I owl e r elver m.o  

ray   

ke ol I "oh.,   

AM RAD 
Electrical Radio 

AC Console eomplete with 

Dynamic Power Speak.. 

$295.00 
I.',. tulles 

The ..Nocturne,“ hke ode. 

models of the Symohosee 

Series, has • built-in Dy-

namic Power Speaker. WI,., 

thia meant in the fullness and 

richness of tone you can only 

tell in one way- hr h•lArl•• • 

demonstratien -and Mat Da. 

veg. will do- in your own 

home. 

8 Tube 

FREED-EISEMANN 
"THE radio of America's Finest 

Shames" in • beautiful Knick-

erbocker Console 

COMPLETE 

$ 1 99.75 
Nothing Else to Buy 

Or*, FROM AC 0, IX CU 22100 
Alter .clius ;cc tin: .1 the tusiit• 
mt successes in the history of 

the radio indmirs ith the won. 

derful model lilt ell die makers 

of the "radii, of America's finest 

homes" announce • new- and 

finer- model-the NR RO, at • 

greatly reduced Oriee/ 

TIlE new Electric 

FRFSHMAN 
Full Console Moi'vl 
with BUILT•IN 

DYNAMIC SPEAKER 

-- 195 „.„ rubes 
Eine radio - fine cabinet - fine 

speaker- phrases that mean 

superlatisc performance in de 

radio world. Thin latest 

achievement of the Freshman 
Company is • lull console with 

single control, illuminsited 
with panel switch. Seven tubs 

mt. Built-in Peerless Ill / 

mimic speaker enable. the 

outfit to attain the ultimate in 

reproduction. 

DEPENDABILITY INSURES RADIO SATISFACTION... 

Date Production/day Employees 

6-7/28 
11/28 

12/28 

2/29 
5/29 
7/29 

8/29 
7/30 
2/31 
3/31 

4/31 

N
Y
 T
el

eg
ra

m 
(S
ep

t.
 
15

, 
19
28
) 

1500 

3250 
3300 

4000 

4400 

5000 

3700 
3000 

3500 
3500 

6,000 

6,8(X) 

6,0(X) 

11,0(X) 

15,000 (for 60 days only) 
5,000 ("soon") 
5,795 
5,795 

DESIGNS 
NOVEMBER 26, 1929 

79,951. RADIOCABINET. FRANK C. BURTON, Chicago, 
ill.. assignor to Origsby-Grunow Company, Chicago, ill.. 
a Corporation of Illinois. Filed Feb. 14. 1929. Serial 
lin. 30.051. Term of patent 7 year. 

77,929. RADIOCABINET. FRANK C. BURTON, Chicago, 
Ill., assignor to Grigsby-Orunow Co., Chicago. Ill., a 
Corporation of Illinois. Filed Oct. 27, 1928. Serial No. 
28.074. Term of patent 14 years. 

The ornamental deelgo for n radio yobbo,/ nm8bnorn. 

72 May 1928 $167.50 

Majestic's success in a nutshell: with the 
nearest comparable (dynamic speaker) 
model selling for nearly $60 more, which 
would you buy? 
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WHAT IS BEHIND 

GKIGSBY-GRUNOW CO.! 

The two Armitage Avenue Chassis plants contain 125,000 
square feet of floor space and employ 2500 people. Part 
of the plants shown have just been completed and will 

require 3000 more employes. 

The four plants at Dickens Avenue are 375,000 square 
feet in area, and in them 4500 employes make the cabi-

nets, speakers and power packs. 

Plan! No oedrine completion, add. 50,000 square ieel 
ol space and N. ill employ 1000 more men and women. 

In this modern tube plant, 1000 employes are making 
Majestic Tubes of the same high quality as Majestic 

Radio Receivers. 

Every Sunday evening, from 9 to 10 o'clock Eastern 
Standard Tim,', Majestic presents headliners of the Stage and 
Screen over a toast- to- coast hook-up of the Columbia Broad-
casting System and the American Broadcasting Company. 

"-

Time payments in the purchase of Majestic Receivers 
are financed through the Majestic Plan at lowest 

available rates. 

'FHE world knows and acclaims Majestic radio as the most outstanding receiving set ever built—outselling all other makes by so great a margin 
that wherever Radio is talked of, Majestic is talked of. 

So meteoric has been the career of Majestic, so tremendous has been its 
sale, so universal its popularity, that only a very few have come to know 
the real story behind Majestic success—a story that reads like a chapter 
from Arabian Nights, yet one that is packed with hard business sense and 
sound merchandising principles. 

It is due the public to know something about 
the organization behind Majestic, which made 
possible the slogan that has swept America, the 
slogan that is true, and the slogan that the public 
believes— You can't buoy a better radio set than 
Majestic at any price." 

Unlike Topsy, Majestic didn't " just grow" 
— Majestic is the realization of • dream, as all 
great business successes are realizations of the 
indomitable spirit of wishing to do something 
better for the world than has ever been done 
before. Back of Majestic radio is an organization 
of men who have put their souls and hearts into 
building a product better and finer, at • price so 
low that the whole world may enjoy all the thrills 
and all the pleasures of modern radio. 

Starting with this ideal—the will to accomplish 
— Grigsby - Grunow Company within a short 
space of seven years has grown from a small plant 
employing a few people, to its present size, 
where eight great plants, making every part of 
the Majestic radio receiver, give employment to 
more than 8000 people. Each working day more 
than 4000 complete Majestic sets are produced 
in these eight great factories. 

More than thirty carloads of steel, fine cabinet 
woods,w i re and other raw materials are received 
each day, and more than forty carloads of com-

181, March 1929, $265 
Technical article in Radio, August 1929, p. 48 
Design patent 79,952 by Frank Burton, filed Feb. 14, 1929. 

pide Majestic radio sets are shipped out to more 
than 12,000 Majestic dealers the same day. To 
insure its receiving the very finest of raw mate-
rials, Grigsby-Grunow's own men are stationed 
at the sources of supply to select the best, and 
speed its shipment to Chicago. The company 
operates its own veneer plant, and bus even gone 
so far as to purchase stumpage, to insure a con-
stant supply of the best panel woods for cabinet 
construction. 

Besides more than 8000 employes in Chicago, 
a small army of Grigsby-Grunow field represent-
atives travel the entire country, assisting dealers 
to help you get a greater appreciation of what 
Majestic is doing and more enjoyment from 
your Majestic set. 

The Grigsby-Grunow policy is not to rest 
on present achievements, but to look into the 
future. Scores of the finest engineers in the 
entire field of radio are constantly experiment-
ing, testing, and planning to make Majestic a 
still greater value, and a still greater source 
of enjoyment. 

The Majestic story cannot be told in an adver-
tisement. But something of the spirit behind the 
product can be conveyed, that you may under-
stand Majestic leadership is not transitory, but 
reaches into the future. 

GRIGSBY-GRUNOW 
COMPANY 

General Offices: 5801 Dickens Ave. 
Chicago, Ill. 

Licensed under patents and applications of R. C. A. 

and R. F. L., also by Lektiphone, ! omen & 

Dunmore and Hogan License Associates 

Majestic Radio- Phonograph Combination 
gives you—at moderate cost— the greate.t 

instrument for musical entertainment the 

world has ever seen. Everything in Radio — 

an electric pick-up, electric motor phonograph 
—in a cabinet of beautifully matched butt 

burl walnut. 
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MIGHTY 
MONARCH 
OF THE 
AIR 

MODEL 92 

no. hoth high and low wave benetlin. 
Improved MajedicSuper-DynantieSpealear. 
le:alret henry. ahead, Majestic Power-lhirk. 
Jacobean twriod vela. of American nut. Doors of matched butt walnut with 
overlays 011 door,. and interior fennel of 
genuine imported Alen, laeceweod. 
Escutcheon plate. knob. and door pull., 

fin ished ni ge .... ine *elver. 

MODEL 91 
four toned alages of notice frecteicury euezelden 
Majedie to produce the nowt howl-dui and 
selreebe radio wet ever built. Absolutely no 
horn noel note-dill»  at any wavelength 
I renamed Majeweirtheper.DynarnicStecolter. 
Early Engli.h deaden enhinet of Amexienee 
Walnut. Inserioneent panel overlaid wieh 
ceemina imp ed aled Auredn ia lwrawood. 
Escutcheon plate end knob., finished in 

erennine silver. 

AN 
MODELS 

Lirene,1 unrl, pÀ, 

p.one, Lowell d 
1.e.rnorrand 
Liume 

featurin,0., Power Detection 

and Elimination of 

All A-C Hum 

DOWER Detection, developed to its highest form by Majestic engi-
neers, enables Majestic to give you the most powerful and selective 

radio set built—without the slightest trace of A-C hum, and free from 
squeals and whistles at all wave lengths. "Background" noises are prac-
tically eliminated, so that power detection and the new type —45 power 
tubes can give you 

Magnificent Reproduction 
—Speech and Music Only! 

Another triumph of research is the exclusively Majestic feature, Auto-
matic Sensitivity Control, assuring equal sensitivity and range at all points 
on the dial, while adjusting only the tuning knob. Now, for the first 
time, you can enjoy low wave stations with no "fuzzy," garbled recep-
tion— and you secure full range and volume on the higher waves. In 
the Majestic Anniversary Models, reception is clear and strong, free 
from hum or distortion, anywhere on the dial! 
The new Majestic is so amazing that mere words won't tell you the 

story. Just see it, and try it for yourself. Try it at any wave length— 
give it rough treatment—it will go tlrough every test as the hest radio 
set you have yet seen, at any price. Look for a finished job, one that you 
can hank on to give you lasting enjoyment and lasting service. That's 
the new Majestic. It has no experimental tubes nor tricky, untried cir-
cuits. It is dependable, solid all the way through. And Majestic's new 
cabinets are in keeping with the mechanical perfection of the set itself. 
Any one of more than 12,000 Majestic Dealers will gladly give you a 

home demonstration, without cost and without obligation. 

GRIGSBY-GRUNOW COMPANY 
5801 Dickens Avenue, CHICAGO, ILL. [Tune in . . . Majestic Theatre the .4ir mer Columbia and 

ern Daylight Saving Time. Headliners of the Stage and Screen. 
American Broadcasting Systems eeery Sunday night, 9 to 10 East. 

ELECTRI CAL-R A-111-0-

YOU CANNOT BUY A BET'FERRADIO SET AT ANY PRICE 

91 July 1929 $137.50 Cabinet design patent 80,931 by Frank Burton, filed August 12, 1929. Technical article in 
Radio, Oct. 1929, pp. 47-48. 
92 July 1929 $167.50 Cabinet design patent 79,787. 
101 Dec. 1929 $24.5.00 Radio-phonograph 
90B chassis technical articles in Radio, May 1930, pp. 45-46; Citizen's Call Book, vol. 11 no. 3, Sept. 1930, p. 80. 

(performance specs in vol. 11 no. 2, p. 84.) 
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Assembling Component Parts of Majesti,c Set Into Chassis 

1NAGEMENT'S Sightseeing Trips in Industry—No. 5 

.\/-atching Majestic Radio Combine 
Class with Mass Production 

A Trip made by James B. Glazebrook through the Factories of 

GRIGSBY-GRUNOW 

VHEN does an industry 
reach its saturation 
point? Does anybody 

:ow of any industry which has 
ached it? Is it possible for 
-; industry to reach it, provided 
at that industry is backed by 
-tile brains capable of making 
zkets where apparently no 
:rIzet exists? 
--)1. When the Grigsby-Gru-
Company of Chicago intro-

COMPANY, CHICAGO 

duced the Majestic Electric Radio 
in June, 1928, the "experts" were 
already beginning to point out 
that radio sales possibilities were 
showing signs of slackening. The 
outlook was none too encourag-
ing. 
Summer, so the experts said, is 

not the time to sell radio sets. 
There were already too many 
makes, too many dealers. 
Lurking around the corner was 

always the possibility that some 
new development would make 
present sets obsolete. 

Business was none too good, 
anyway. Radio was supposedly 
a luxury, and when factories 
were laying off workers, it was 
no time to try to induce them to 
make the first payment on some 
new, untried receiver. 

—>2. All these wet blankets 
did little to disturb the stout 
hearts in the management of 
Grigsby - Grunow. Competition 
did not worry them much. The 
danger of an already saturated 
market was ignored. 
They had an idea. Good radio 

sets up to this time had been sell-
ing for around $400. Why not 
design the best set possible to 
sell for less than half this price, 
make it in big quantities, and put 

Sr( lion of Cabinet ssembly Room 

it over the same way Ford did 
the fliv-ver ? 

So the Majestic Electric Radio 
was designed, and manufacturing 
methods on a large scale were 

carefully worked out. They ex-
plain how the idea was put into 
effect: 
-->3. "We invited 55 leading 

radio distributors or jobbers to 
Chicago, showed them the Majes-
tic Radio, and told them that we 
planned to make 500,000 sets in 
six months. 
"We showed them plans of our 

factories, our facilities for the 
purchase of raw materials. We 
told them that mass production 
requires mass sales, and that if 
they would follow our plans they 
would make money. We told 
them that mass sales cannot be 
expected in radio sets selling 
from $300 up. 
—>4. "We told them that it 

was up to them to line up good 
dealers, and to help keep sets 
moving. Of these 55 distributors, 

50 signed up before 
the Majestic Radio 
went into production. 
->5. " In five months, 

three of them sum-
mer months, when 
radio sales are sup-
posed to be slow, each 
of these distributors 
has sold an average 
of 10,000 receivers. 
"Today we ha ve 

orders on our books 
which will keep us 
booked solid until the 

first of the year, even though we 
are producing at the rate of 
3,500 Majesties a day." 

—>6. Until a few years ago, 
automobile owners drove their 



ears only in pleasant weather. 
By various methods, motor car 
makers educated the public on 
the idea of driving twelve months 
a year. 
Grigsby-Grunow reasoned that 

people could also be sold the idea 
of operating radio sets the year 
round, and so they went after the 
business intensively. At the very 
beginning they created a market 
which was not known to exist. 

—>7. The company has no 
salesmen. Under the direction of 
Herbert E. Young, general sales 
manager, 50 men in the field co-
operate with the distributors, and 
maintain contact with Majestic 
dealers. These men are not order 
takers, but men with intensive 
sales training who give dealers 
practical aid in keeping Majestic 
Radios moving. 

Getting Mass Production 

—>8. The first Majestic Radio 
‘as made in June, 1928. In five 
months pr o duct ion had been 
-,rought up to 3,500 receivers a 
lay. Plant facilities are now be-
ng extended to produce 4,000 
•ets a day early in 1929. 
—>9. The plant of one of the 

f; en er a 1 Motors subsidiaries was 
taken over. This consisted of 
'our buildings. 
As soon as the first building 
as vacated, the manufacture of 
abinets was started, and general 
-roduction was well under way 
-efore the motor company had 
.ntirely moved out. Improve-
tents were put in while produc-

Increasing the value of its 
stock 2200% in a little over 
a year; building up a pro-
duction volume of 3,500 
radio receiver sets a day in 
less than six months; dis-
tributing this output 
through only 50 jobbers— 
these are some of the things 
the Grigsby-Grunow Com-
pany has accomplished 
through mass production 

tion was going on, and this is 
still in process. 

It is not uncommon to move an 
entire department during a night, 
for production must never be in-
terrupted. If the moving takes 
more than one night, temporary 
facilities must be installed mean-
while. 

—>10. One of the first things 
done when moving into the old 
buildings was to cover the con-
crete with block flooring with a 
wood floor which has been waxed 
to a ballroom finish. 

This may appear to be an un-
necessary expense, but in the 
cabinet department it is very 
easy to slide cabinets from one 
place to another in trains, in the 
way that a small boy slides a 
row of chairs across the floor. 

-->11. This has saved a con-

siderable investment in trucks, 
and an infinite amount of han-
dling which would otherwise be 
required in loading and unload-
ing. 

Besides, it would take a very 
good trucker to handle as many 
cabinets as we saw a rather 
skillful boy maneuvering through 
a busy department. 

Constant Material Movement 

—412. Operators never leave 
their work. Material is brought 
to them and taken from them in 
a steady flow. Each department 
moves its finished material on to 
the next. 

Almost every known means of 
material handling is used some-
where within the plant, and im-
provements are still being made. 

—>13. An inclined conveyor 
carries loud speakers from the 
testing booths to the point where 
they are assembled into cabinets, 
saving twelve workers who for-
merly had to carry them down a 
flight of stairs. 

—>14. Another conveyor is be-
ing installed to carry boxed re-
ceivers from the shipping room 
to the loading platform. This 
conveyor will be in the nature of 
a subway, going under two rail-
road tracks. 
Assembled sets, ready to place 

in cabinets, are packed into four-
deck push trucks which are 
loaded bodily on motor trucks 
and carried a mile to the cabinet 
plant. 

-->15. Metal boxes containing 

the power packs are enameled 
and baked by the truckload on a 
continuous overhead conveyor. 
The enameling and baking proc-
esses are accomplished almost 
automatically. 

-->16. There is still much im-
provement to be made in mate-
rial handling, and Grigsby-Gru-
now will be a paradise to sonic 
good equipment manufacturer 
who can make and sell the highly 
specialized conveying and truck-
ing equipment they need. But it 
will have to be good and thor-
oughly practical. 

Only Two Models Made 

—>17. Mass production is not 
an easy thing to maintain when 
there are several models to make. 
At first the Majestic Radio was 
made in four models. 

To lower costs and increase 
output this was cut to two 
models. In each the radio itself 
is the same. The only difference 
is in the cabinet. 

—>18. The few dollars differ-
ence in price is sufficient to sat-
isfy the buyer who feels that he 
cannot afford the higher price; 
and by using the same mechani-
cal construction in both models 
there is no danger of loss ùf 

prestige to the Majestic name 
through the possible poorer pci-
formance of a cheaper model. 

Checking Up on Production 

—>19. As we went through 
the plants, we several times rb • 
ticed that a foreman consulted a 



card which he carried in his 
pocket. When we inquired why, 
one of them explained that each 
foreman keeps a record of each 
hour's output in his department. 
He gets this from a counting 

machine stationed at the point of 
he last operation; and he 
watches this count as a railroad 
engineer watches his steam 
eauge. 
—>20. He knows that his de-

partment must put through, ex-
lusive of rejects, 3,500 pieces a 
!ay, or some multiple of that 
lumber. He knows, too, that the 
^ext department is never more 
.han two hours ahead of him. 
In other words, throughout the 

'Lilt, there are never more than 
mrts for 388 receivers waiting 
'o be worked upon. 
—>21. Still, when we realize 

!he amount of capital tied up 
even in this number, 
re can un-

iromatic Finishing of Cabinets 
Waxed Floor with a Ballroom 

h'eh Permits eliding Pieces Along 
ithout Conveying Equipment 

derstand why the management is 
not interested in storage space 
for raw material, parts in process 
of manufacture, or finished re-
ceivers. 

Each department has its set 
quota, figured on an hourly basis, 
and just as much precaution is 
taken against overproduction as 
against underproduction. 

Cost of a Photograph 

—>22. They don't take much 
time to stand around and talk at 
the Majestic factory. 

Recently the advertising de-
partment had eight photographs 
made in the plant. Three of them 
illustrate this article. 

It required about two minutes 
to take each photograph and dur-
ing that time the operators had 

to remain motionless at their 
posts. 

—>23. That afternoon the gen-
eral superintendent told the ad-
vertising manager in no uncer-
tain terms that his such-and-
such photographs had cost the 
company 112 receivers in lost 
production. 
So take another good look at 

the photographs and appreciate 
them. It cost 42 very good radio 
sets to make them. 
When a product selling for 

$167.50 is being turned out at the 
rate of seven a minute, we get 
an idea of how valuable a min-
ute is. 

Plan for Mass Production 

—>24. The sale of a half-mil-
lion receivers in five months was 
no accident. This production and 
sale was actually planned—in 
fact, it was planned to make and 
sell this number in six months, 
so the quota has been exceeded 
by some 20%. 

—>25. The best machinery and 
methods were studied, the best 
mechanical experts consulted, the 
best radio manufacturing plants 
visited. It was found necessary 
to make special machinery, so a 
good machine, tool, and die shop 
was created. 

—>26. For instance, a coil 
winding machine was made to 
wind just so many turns of 
wire, then stop automatically. 
This worked well until some 
bright mind in the engineering 
department designed an improve-

nient which winds several coils at 
once. 

—>27. In making this and 
other special machines, the ever-
present possibility that changes 
in the design of the Majestic 
would be made were not over-
looked. The coil winders are 
equipped with counters which 
indicate the number of turns; 
and should it ever be desirable to 
change this number, a few ad-
justments will adapt the machine. 

—>28. Wood turning lathes 
were designed with set tools to 
turn out a cabinet leg every ten 
seconds. 

—>29. Special dies for punch 
presses were made to cut out 
transformer laminations from 
blank strips with less than 5% 
scrap. The best dies formerly 
used left more than 25% scrap. 

Employees All Experts 

—>30. Every one of the 6,300 
productive employees knows how 
to do one job and do it well. 
Every operation from winding 
the first coil to tacking the label 
on the last crate has been stand-
ardized. 

—>31. We might think that 
with only 1.8 workers for every 
receiver produced daily, em-
ployees would have to work at 
top speed to keep up production. 

Quite the contrary. Perhaps 
the most vivid impression we got 
was the feeling of serenity and 
smoothness. There is no excite-



ment, no bustle—just a steady 
movement. 
We see no rows of workers 

bending over their tasks, no 
beetle-browed, slave driving fore-
men, no "rules and regulations" 
signs. 

—>32. The place seems human. 
Employees chat with one an-
other, a foreman occasionally 
stops and talks to a worker or 
an inspector, a trucker comes up 
to set down a load and take away 
another. Nobody seems to hurry 
and nobody seems to loaf. 
—>33. Of the 6,300 employees 

about 60% are women. Experi-
ence has proved that women are 
more tractable than men, more 
easily trained to follow pre-
•cribed methods, less prone to 
argue and in many cases more 
• eady with suggestions. 
—>34. Practically all Grigsby-

Grunow engineers and depart-
ment heads grew up in the orig-
mal organization. Before the 
radio plant was opened these 
men were sent to study methods 
in other plants, and also sent to 
•he factories in which the mate-
. ial they use is made. 
In this way each department 

.ead has gained direct from the 
maker a basic knowledge of the 
umber, wire, or metal that he 

using. 
—>35. The management, 
• ecognizing ability and loyalty, 

has encouraged these men to be-
come financially interested in the 
business and has co-operated 
with them to this end. 

Stock Value Up 2,200% 

Employees who in 1927 in-
vested $100 in Grigsby-Grunow 
stock now own shares valued at 
$2,240—an increase of 2,200% on 
their investment. 

Model Cabinet Plant 

-›36. A furniture rnanufac-
turer might learn a lot by visit-
ing the Majestic cabinet plant. 
The two styles of cabinets were 
designed and fully decided upon 
before equipment was installed 
for making them. This was done 
instead of setting up woodwork-
ing machinery, then casting 
about for a suitable cabinet de-
sign. 

—>37. The result is, that 
where the average furniture fac-
tory has 25% to 50% of its ma-
chinery idle because it is used 
only on certain jobs, every ma-
chine in the Grigsby-Grunow cab-
inet plant is busy from mornine 
to night. 

—>38. Lumber is purchased 
cut to exact dimensions. The only 
operations required are the fin-
ishing ones. All rough operations 
are eliminated—a great advan-
tage in the elimination of waste. 
Using rough lumber, there is 

the constant temptation to use 
pieces which are not quite up to 
standard. Such a piece might go 
through several operations before 
being condemned by an inspector. 
The cost of these operations 
would be lost. 

---*39. Woodworking opera-
tions have been so carefully 
studied out and simplified that 
waste of stock is negligible. 
The only place where an oper-

ator can spoil material is on jig-
saw work; and even this danger 
bas been lessened by a special 
machine which cuts out speaker 
grills from a pattern, and is 
semi-automatic in operation. 

In such operations as cutting 
moldings, turning and sanding, it 
is virtually impossible to spoil 
material. 

—)-10. Another advantage of 
working by template and pattern 
is that every piece is uniform. 
-4 4 1 . Cabinet legs are turned 

from material about 1% inches 
square. 

At one place in the leg it was 
desired to make it slightly wider 
in order to give it a better ap-
pearance. This is done by gluing 
blocks about one-half inch thick 
to the four sides at this point. 

-->42. The cost of the gluing 
operation is more than offset by 
the saving of 57% in material. 
as compared with the idea of 
turning legs from V4-inch stock. 
Turning this extra material 
would also require more time and 
cause more wear on tools. 

-4 43. Ever y woodworking 

machine is connected to a blower 
system which sucks away the 
shavings and dust. This keeps 
fire hazard at a minimum, re-
duces the cost of keeping the 
plant clean, and safely conveys 
wood refuse to a point where it 
is easily disposed of. 
Fumes from spray booths are 

also whisked away by powerful 
fans. 
Each machine has an indi-

vidual motor drive. 

Shipping by Carloads 

—>44. Shipping at the Majes-
tic factory sounds very easy. The 
railroad has a standing order for 
30 box cars a day, which are 
brought in ten at a time, cleaned. 
loaded, inspected, sealed, and 
pulled out. 

Very seldom is a less-than-car-
load shipment made, and practi-
cally all shipments are made to 
the 50 distributors who handle 
the entire factory output. There 
are only 30 bills of lading to 
write, only 30 routings to make. 

-->45. Here we see the wisdom 
of selling through a limited num-
ber of jobbers. Suppose Grigs-
by-Grunow sold direct to their 
10,000 dealers. Think how that 
would complicate their loading, 
billing, accounting, and routing 
operations! 

—>46. But don't apply for the 
traffic manager's job. It isn't as 
soft as it looks. 
Grigsby-Grunow have no ware-

house, nor any intention of build-
ing one. Those 30 cars a day 



have to move, fair weather or 
foul. 

If the railroad is a little slow 
in shoving in the empties, or tak-
ing out the loads, shipments be-
gin to pile up. A delay of an 
hour is very serious; a half-day 
is paralyzing. 
The traffic man's job is like 

everyone's else—carefully studied 
out, simple, but it's got to be 
done. 

Tests Control Packaging 

--447. Packaging was no small 
problem. A console radio has a 
natural tendency to be topheavy. 
and while it must be packed care-
fully, cost schedules permit no 
great expenditure for packaging 
or labor. 

The characteris-
tic Grigsby-Grunow method was 
followed in adopt ing package 
standards. Packages were tested 
by throwing a boxed receiver 
down a stairway and improve-
ments in packing were made 
until the present veneer crate, 
with simple interior bracing, was 
developed. 
A workman suggested a sim-

pler interior bracing which saves 
five cents on each box. Multi-
plied by 3,500, this amounts to 
$175 a day. 

-->49. Power packs, which are 
shipped separately from receiv-
ers, are packed in a corrugated 
fiber container which proved suc-
cessful after tests consisting of 
throwing packed boxes out of a 
second-story window. 

—,50. It is a matter of record 
that the damage to Majestic sets 
in transit is insignificant. 

Inspection Is Thorough 

—>51. Inspection is so vital in 
radio manufacture that there is 
one inspector to every nine work-
ers. Every operation is inspected, 
and from the time it is started 
until the bracing in the freight 
car is approved, a Majestic Radio 
receives 92 inspections. 

All inspectors are under the 
engineering department, which 
sets standards and tolerances. 

Inspection, like produc-
tion, is progressive, so that there 
is no complicated final inspection 
which might r e quire tearing 
down the entire set to correct de-
fects. 

The result of this care-
ful inspection is that less than 
one in every 1,000 sets shipped 
from the plant have been found 
defective, and these defects have 
been of such a minor nature that 
dealers or distributors have re-
paired them without difficulty. 
No receiver has ever been re-
turned to the factory. 

—>54. Material rejected by in-
spectors is not sent back to pro-
duction workers for repair or 
correction. Instead it goes to a 
special department, where it is 
repaired, the causes of rejection 
carefully analyzed, and the pro-
duction department advised. 

This sounds complicated and 
rather smacks of red tape, but 

here is an actual instance of how 
it works. 
—>55. An inspector in the loud 

speaker department, who tests 
each speaker in a sound-proof 
room, rejected several speakers 
because of a slight metallic rat-
tle. The inspection department 
found this to be caused by 
slightly loose rivets in the metal 
shell, which had escaped first in-
spection. 
The department doing the 

riveting was immediately noti-
fied, a defect was found in the 
riveting machine and the trouble 
was corrected in less than twenty 
minutes. 

Parts Inspectors Specialists 

Parts inspectors, like 
production workers, are trained 
ro inspect one thing, but all as-
semblies are inspected by electri-
al engineers who have both 
practical and theoretical knowl-
edge. 

Speakers and finished sets are 
all tested in sound-proof booths 
and compared with standard 
equipment of known good qual-
ity. 

—›57. Parts inspectors fre-
quently perform simple produc-
tion operations while handling 
parts, or carry parts from one 
operation to the next; but in the 
main, production and inspection 
are kept divorced. 

Production's natural aim is to 
make as many units as possible. 
Inspection's natural aim is to 
keep up quality. 

No foreman or depart-
ment head is authorized to over-
ride an inspector's rejection with-
out taking the matter up with 
the chief inspector, or the engi-
neering department. Adherence 
to engineering standards is con-
sidered more important than ad-
herence to production schedules. 

-->59. Inspection does not 
cease in the manufacturing de-
partment. After a receiver has 
been packed in a box the cover 
is not nailed down until an in-
spector has okayed the packing. 
The shipping clerk who seals 

outgoing cars inspects the brac-
ing in the car and the count of 
the contents, and is held respon-
sible for the correctness of both. 

Purchasing in Quantity 

—>60. The purchasing agent 
for Grigsby-Grunow has a man-
size job. Of one item—enameled 
wire for loud speaker coils-
25,000 miles a day are used, or 
enough to stretch around the 
earth at the equator. 

-->61. It must also be under-
stood that there is no warehouse 
for raw materials. 
Many items of raw material 

are shipped out in finished prod-
uct within two hours after they 
are received. Practically no item 
is kept in an unfinished state 
more than two days. 

Simple Advertising Effective 

-->62. The advertising pro-
gram is characteristically simple. 
Of course, we have all heard the 

(her executives in your employ might enjoy .1fAVAGEME.VT. Won't you Pass it on 



Here you have pictured in practical form just what 7,500 sets a day means. Majestic Radio is now produced at 
the rate of one every 3/.. seconds and • steady stream pours out of Grigsby•Grunow's eight great plants as here shown. 

'oaf Cabinet Ataembly Department in Plant Na. 5 of Grigsby•Grunow Co , makers ol Majestic Radio. 
The cabinet plant is now the worlds largest furniture factory. 

-Majestic Theatre of the Air," 
ea tur i ng the "Two Black 

crows," Moran and Mack. But 
o effort is made to produce in-

(adries from radio advertising. 
—>63. "We put on the Majes-
He Hour to show our customers 
taat we appreciate their patron-
:ge," says Mr. Duane Wana-
,,, aker, advertising manager. 
"We put on the best possible 

•ilent for pure entertainment; 
,t Id we try consistently to do this 
,1 such a way as to make Ma-
,,stic dealers say with pride, 
'This is my program.' 
-464. "We never miss a 

Chance for favorable publicity. 
\ Majestic went back to Europe 

the Graf Zeppelin, and got us 
:nousands of dollars worth of 
valuable propaganda." 

-465. A battery of tabulating 
r achines keeps an accurate anal-
',is of sales by territory, state, 
and county. Territorial quotas 
are set, based on population, pre-
''ous radio sales, and sales of the 
Majestic "B" Eliminator, which 
u as Grigsby-Grunow's first radio 
1)roduct. 
Distributors clearly understand 

that, in order to keep their con-
tract, they must accept their 
quota of receivers whether they 
,.! der them or not. 
—)66. An official was asked 
1,)\v long he thought the present 
^.zh rate of production would 
,ntinue, and when the slack-up 
)uld come. He showed us that, 
radios were produced at the 

-e of 3,500 a day every day for 

the next twenty-five years, there 
would be only one for every fam-
ily in the country—not individ-
uals, but families. 

-->67. Slogans in a plant are 
too often meaningless, or plain 
bunk. But two signs hanging in 
the Majestic plants are worth 
our notice: 

OUR SLOGAN 

Make them fast, make them 
well— 

It makes a price that makes 
them sell. 

MAJESTIC'S POLICY 
Best construction, fast produc-

tion means low cost and satisfied 
customers. 

In these Grigsby-Grunow give 
their secret formula for success-
ful mass production. And the 
best of it is, they make the for-
mula work. 

AN increasing number of large 
industrial plants are intro-

ducing bus lines for the exclusive 
benefit of their employees. This 
is true in the northern and east-
ern New Jersey region, where 
per ha ps industrial operatives 
travel farther than in any other 
part of the country. 
The employee pays a small 

fare, which in many cases is said 
to sustain the service. In other 
instances, the employer takes a 
small loss on operation. 

This service is said to have 
greatly reduced absenteeism and 
tardiness, because workers must 
meet the bus schedules. A five-
cent fare is the rule. 



A Wonderful Seller 
Because It Is 

Such a Wonderful Buy 

The LITTLE GIANT 
Trade Mark 

Radio Receiving Outfit 

The Ideal Gift! 
SELLS at a popular price, attractively 

put up in Holiday box. A gift for 
anyone because there isn't a person who 
can't use the Little Giant, it's so simple. 
It's complete ready to put together and 
use, nothing extra needed to enjoy the pro-
gram. Easily demonstrated and fool proof. 
Its beautiful cabinet, neat workmanship 
and compactness help its sale immensely. 
Make the Little Giant your leader for holi-
day trade. Little Giant complete receiving 
outfit also put up in plain black box. 

Write Today for Proposition 

COMPLETE 
With Metro 
Headphones, 
Aerial, insulator, 
ground clamp 
and all 
accessories. 

In Holiday 
Box $ e 
List . . 

METROPOLITAN RADIO 
CORPORATION 

71-75 Goble St., Newark, N. J. 

I 56 

A Wonderful Xmas Gift 

Little Gem 
Crystal Receiving Set 

Cut 1/4  size 

Simple, Clear, Efficient 
and Beautiful 

The LITTLE GEM presents a 
unique design combining compact-
ness with efficiency. Voice and 
musical tones come in with won-
derful clearness and volume. 

The dealer will at once appreciate 
the potential sales possibilities of 
this wonderfully efficient and beau-
tiful little crystal receiving set. 
Has a large receiving radius. Test 
It yourself. You can then recom-
mend it with the same confidence 
that we do. 

All metal parts are brass, nickel 
plated and polished. The instru-
ment is beautiful in appearance, 
well made and practically inde-
structible. Nothing to get out of 
order or give trouble. 

Price, $6.50 List 

Manufactured by 

United Specialties Co.,Inc. 
57-59 Spring Street, Newark, N. J. 

Cein 

Design patent 67.04.3 filed Out. H. 

1923 1) Eduard \loon% issued April 

11. 1925. assigned to Metro Electri-

cal Lo. Inc.. Neu.ark. NJ. 

Metro Electrical Co. 
67 Goble St., Newark. N. J. 

Model A2 

Trade Name—"Metro Junior"; Type—Crystal: 
Price—$2.50. 

Model AS 

Trade Name — "Metro 
Little Gem"; Type — 
Crystal; Pries—$650. 
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Martian Manufacturing Co., Inc. 

Ior all that is known about 
this company, it might as well have come from Mars. But 
in fact, Charles Louis Marti was a Swiss citizen. He lived 
in the vicinity of Newark, New Jersey, and his first pat-
ent was issued in 1918. 

By March, 1924, Marti had formed the Martian Manu-
facturing Company, Incorporated, and as of September, 
1926, the Martian Electric Laboratories also existed. 
Both companies became the Marti Electric Radio Com-
pany Incorporated in October, 1926. By September, 
1929, this had been reorganized after receivership pro-
ceedings. 

There is no known connection between the Martian Big 
Four and the Metro Little Gem, although the two do have 
a striking similarity. 

April 29 , 1924. 

A-714 . 

C. L. MARTI 

TOXIN° COIL 

Filed Dec. 1. 1922 

1,492,080 

_rune/lion 

SWIVEL JOINT 

DETECTOR 
ADJUSTABLE 
ANY POSITION 

419 

MARTIAN 

BIG 

The wonderful 
high grade 
Crystal 

Radio 
Receiving 

Set 
If you want the Best Tone, the Greatest Volume. the Clearest Enuncia-

tion, then you want the BIG 4. 
YOU CAN'T GO WRONG when you buy the BIG 4. 
No Batteries, Cost Nothing to Keep Up. The Outfit Everybody Wants. 

Nothing to Get Out of Order. Simplicity, Efficiency, Quality. 

Popular Price—Four Points of Superiority 
1. The Martian Slider for chain tuning which produces clearness and 

volume. 
2. The Martian Unique Sensitive Detector, which is responsive to the 

faintest signal. 
3. Can be used with 1, 2, 3 or 4 head sets. 

The Whole Family Listens In 
4. All Brass Nickle Plated. Non-shrinkable Coil. 

Anyone can install and operate the Big 4 
thus giving the adult or child a simple set to operate 

Nothing to do but connect Aerial and Ground Wire. 

DIOLITE INSULATOR CORP. 
1050 St. Johns Place Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Distributors for New York and New England 
Dealers Write for Prices 

Wally Worth Martian Big Four first advertised Feb. 1923, $6.50. 
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QUELQUES ATTRACTIONS SENSATIONNELLES A L'EXPOSITION 

RADIOELECTRIQUE DE NEW-YORK 

Cc.:11,11, 11.1.1.1. 111. 1.'l,,1 1. 1,1 I,N11 1,1 , 1. nil., VW'« 1,.%Vl/lle 1,1E11 .1 NIAV-11/lik 

vust -ri I 1,, 1,1 , 1_\›vrcu• rit, ii..\ w.‘rrn<ER LE III(i\RI 1.111 
1. , P. ,NTI MP]. vri", 1,1. 1.1,1 INDruvr \ NI, 1 T IlL L'IN:lINMEENr PETIT. E le haut parleur.nedne 1nm rosprunt.• 

It. d'a t. ol .1 wité d'us, n1:ample perseet de le ,ll(LI, II long tie.onement It . Il Tier 

.1111,1' . 1 11 n .•IL d;t1 ,MI. 1[1111 11,..d.J.uleur -- 3. A recoute du pa,11.q, d'un autrr 1,1,11 

gag e..%Itee, . 1, pl.,,pee opelatriee iluprovi:iesur redlet, d'un rétepteur don, les dim...1e, . 11., 

11. ret run.. .1 .., 1, 1,....r.il dale tle_nent II. Ill.,,..lain. petits u-, lulls bijoux de 

Martian Special 
The top plate is engine-turned, as in Marti's later models. 
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Martian Beauty Dec. 192.1 

MARTI ELECTRIC POWER SET. 
Manufactured by the Martian Manufac-
turing Co., Inc., West Orange, N. J. 
Operated directly from 110 AC circuit. 
Solid black walnut cabinet 7 inches wide, 
21 inches long. Price $175 with six 
tubes. 

"The infinitely large and the infinitely 

small." Presumably this is Charles Marti 

holding his newest creation at the Third 
Annual Radio Exposition in l‘fiev. 1924. 
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MARTI B-POWER RA-
DIO. Manufactured by the 
Marti Electric Radio Co., Inc. 
Receiving set designed to use 
electric light socket for "B" 
current supply while storage 
"A" battery supplies filament 
current. 6 standard UX base 
pile 1 rectifier tubes are used. 
Shielded; resistance - 
audio circuit. Walnut cabinet 
measures 24" long, 11" deep, 
10" high. List price $125.00. 

Viler the Most Important Thing 
that Goer Into a RADIO SET? 

Without it no Receiver Can Give the Service You 

Expect —The Marti Electric Power Radio Has It. 

you may be one of those thousands of laymen who 
know litt e or nothing about : he "insides" or 
-parts" of a radio receiver. All the wires and 

things you see irside a radio 
set mean nothing to .you. 

It follows then that of all 
the things that go to make a 
complete radio set the most 
important of them all is 
honesty, manufacturing hon-
esty—the will and determina-
tion of the manufacturer to 
eliminate all skimping both in 
the selection of the parts and 
in the construction of the 
recei ver. 

The Marti's Success 

ELECTRIC POWER RADIO 

4ty 
Operates Directly From Your 

House Current Socket 

B Batteries 
A Batteries 

NOIn its scientific design and Chargers 

hottest construction lies the 
suctsss of the Marti Electric Power Radio. The Marti 
engineers have established the most thorough and severe 

series of parts tests. 
Not a single part 

goes into the Marti-
Electric Power 
Radio until it passes 
thee tests and meas-

Important Not., to the Trade 

Brit:mime the entire production of 

Marti Electric rower Radios has been 
taken by the Eastorn market. We 
are now in a position to make an in-
teresting proposition to high-class 
dcaters and distribuairs in other parts 
iif the coontry. Write or wire for 
complete particulars. See our exhibit 
at Radio Trade Show, Chicago, 
June I-

rie Nfarti Receister is light and 
'wpm*. Entirely self-contained 
s crything witfiin genuine 

tvaltnit tais-net. The two 
irimsparently illtuninated dials-
- --e for tacit hand—permit hair 
se toning. And ',C) highly selec-
t is s this Radio that voltean 

,•ist in on any program that 
riise fancy and be sure of 

i•riect reception without inter-

Models up to $390.00 
induiling «II tubes 

"memam..- 

Described in Popular Radio, April 1928, 1)1). 316, 344. 

Liquid. 

NO[Eliminator. Acids 

tire : up to the Marti standard for that part's piirticular 
'unction. These service- tested, super-quality parts are 
then assembled on the Marti chassis to function most 

efficiently, one with the other. 
The result is an outstanding 
piece of workmanship, and a 
quality of broadcast reception 
as superior to other radio re-
ceivers as the tone of a Stein-
way is to an ordinary piano. 

It Mirrors Tone 

Judged by the five stan-
dards by which any radio set 
should be judged—tone quali-
ty, volume, selectivity, de-
pendability and simplicity of 
operation—the Marti Electric 
Power Radio will win your de-
cision. The Marti reproduces 
the broadcast program natur-

ally and without distortion. It mirrors tone. Illuminated 
dials permit of hair line tuning and the construction td the 
Marti assures dependable performance and long service-. 
Electric power front your house current eliminates all ".\" 
and -13" liatteries, chargers and other bothersome acces-

sories. Just tom on the switch—that's simplicity of 
.pecation. 

Hear the Marti at Your Dealer's. 

Ask your dealer to let t.ott hrar the Marti Electric 
Power Radio. If hr hasn't one in stock, write us for 
circular and address of nearest Marti dealer. 

MARTI ELECTRIC RADIO CO., Inc. 
WEST ORANGE, NEW JERSEY 
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Model T-2—wIth six AC Tubes—$ 523 

Hear the 
new 

MARTI 
Electric Power 

RADIO 
Current Direct 

from Light Socket 
to Receiver 
Equipped with Six 
McCullough Tubes 

Current direct from your electric-
light socket to your Marti re-
ceiver! No A or B batteries, no 
trickle charging, no eliminators; 
just plug into your house current 
and the Marti receiver is ready 
to play. 

The Marti is equipped with six 
long-life McCullough tubes. 

Hear the Marti at your earliest 
opportunity. Ask your dealer for 
a demonstration. 

Model T-3 
with /as .1.(7 p..,_. 

Marti Electric 
Radio Co., Inc. 

After August 1927, model TA-2. 

8235; TA- 10 with 1 UX210 tube 

inSept. 1927. Also desk models 

DC-2, $275; DC- 10, $290; 

consoles CS-2, $325; CS- 10, 

$350. 

Cs 

see 
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Table Model. 7 tul/es, three stages of tuned radio fre-
quency amplification, three stages of resistance coupled 
mho with 210 power tube. ( 281 rectifier.) Phonograph 
'pickup" lack. Built in socket for Dynamic Speaker. Cabi-
net, two tone Walnut. 

The Marti Automatic 

Meter Selector registers the station 

The station wave length in the daily paper fo', tomorrow, a year 
from now is always your Marti log. Just set the indicator by means 
of the selector button on the right to that wave length. In comes the 
desired station clear and true. It works just like the mileage indicator 
on your motor car. No more blind groping on confusing dials with 
hair-line adjustments. 

It is as fool-proof as it is accurate. It's lots of fun to tune in because 
it is entirely automatic. What is more, you are not limited to a few 
stations. The entire range from 200 to 550 meters is at your beck and 
call, local or long distance. When wave lengths change on November 
11th, just consult the daily paper and set the indicator to the new 
figures. No other adjustments to be made. 

In selling Marti sets, just let your prospect tune in on a few stations. 
That one experience in registering wave lengths instead of hunting 
for them will go a long way toward making the sale. 

Everything in the set is of the best, PEERLESS Dynamic Speaker, fine 
workmanship throughout, and beautiful walnut cabinet. In appearance, 
tone quality, volume, selectivity and distance, Marti is among the finest. 

Send for information regarding franchises in territories still open. 

MARTI ELECTRIC RADIO CO., Inc. 

East Orange, 
New Jersey, U. S. A. 

Opposite Ampere Station 
Lackawanna, R. R. 
New York Show Rooms 

225 West 34th St., New York City. 

¡CA rrr 
ELECTRIC POWER. RADIO 

List Price, $ 195, Less Tubes 

First advertised June 1928, $225 and $395. 
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The Marti Console 
Console Model. Two-tone Walnut. Phono-
graph "pickup" Jack. 7 tubes, three stages 
of tuned radio frequency amplification, three 
stages of resistance coupled audio with 210 
power tube. 

List price including PEERLESS 
Dynamic Speaker $350, Less Tubes 
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2R10 Ralph 8,t Elinor Williams 

Steve Conklin 

Steve Conklin 

a 

• 40011r) 

Model and precise dale unknown, but nameplate reading 
"Marti Radio Corporation" indicates manufacture after the 
1929 reorganization. The dial is visible through the magnify-
ing lens; controls are thumb wheels hidden under the 
overhanging shelf. 

E 
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Sieve Conklin 

78,959. PANEL FOR RADIO RECEIVING SS. 
CHARLES L. Mean, West Orange, N. J. Filed June 25, 
1928. Serial No. 27,283. Term of patent 8% years. 

The ornamental design for panel for radio receiving sets 
as shown. 
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Metro Electric Co. 

1 he Metro Electric Company 
of Chicago is hard to pin down because it sold radios only 
by mail and through individual agents. In its 1926 appli-
cation for the trademark "Metrodyne," it claimed to have 
used the name since April, 1924. Leo Gibbs, W8BHT, 
supplied the following information in a letter of April, 
1984: 

Metro Electric was located on (2165) N. California Ave-
nue, near Armitage. It was a rather small outfit employing 
about 100 workers. Men and women in equal numbers. 
The upper two floors of the factory building were occupied 
by Metro. I started working there about May or June, 
1929, as a tester. Two models were in production, both be-
ing similar 8-tube TRF AC models. One used 227's fir the 
RF, detector and audio stages, plus push-pull 45's and an 
80 rectifier. The other used 224's for the RF stages, plus 
27's, 45's, and 80. A dynamic 10" speaker entirely made 
by Metro was used in both models. The power transformer, 
chokes, and audios were by Thordarson; and all compo-
nents were of top quality. Furthermore, all mounting 
screws and nuts were soldered to prevent loosening under 
vibration. I believe Metro had a large interest in a vacuum 
tube factory and had ready access to tubes, which at that 
time, other radio companies were finding in short supply. 
Brand name stamped on the tubes and the sets was "Com-
mander," possibly named after the chief engineer, Lt. 
Commander R.H.G. Mathews [founder of Zenith — au-
thor]. "Malty" 9ZN was the designer and consultant of the 
sets. Jim Baker and Paul Pelletier were the junior engi-
neers. I worked under Jim Baker. Metro went out of busi-
ness on a cold snowy day just before Thanksgiving in 
1929. Almost all of the production of 50 per day was ex-
ported to countries south of the border. 

Ser. No. 224,102. (CLASS 21, ELECTRICAL APPARA-
TUS. MACHINES, AND SUPPLIES.) METRO ELEC-

TRIC Li. bhue. tlh Filed Dec. 2, 1925. 

Partifular drocription of goods.—Complete Radio Re-

ceiving Sets, Radio Receiving Sets Adapted for Com-

bination with Talking Machines or Mechanical Amplifiers, 

Amplifier Units Containing Electron Tubes. Loud Speak-

ers, and Amplifying Horns. 

Claims use since April, 1924, 

Ser. No. 287.829. Myra° Evscvsic Comeast, Chicago, III. 

Filed July 29, 1929. 

COMMANDER 
For Radio Receiving Sets and Parts, Particulsrly Radio 

Inductance Units; Radio Frequency Subpanels and Kits 
Including Unaletembled Elements Forming a Radio Receiv-
ing Set, Radio Loud-Speakers, Transformer.. Condensers, 
Rheostats, Sockets, sad Assembled Audio-Amplifying Unit.. 

Claims use since about Dee. 29. 1928. 

Ser. No. 297.830. Meta° Ulcerate COMPANY, Cb .cago, Ill. 
Filtd July 29, 1929. 

COVERLAND 
I .. r. Rh. lb-relying Sets and Parts, Particularly Radio 

Inductance Units; Radio Frequency Subpanels and Kits 
Including Unassembled Elements Forming a Radio Receiv-
ing Set, Radio Loud Speakers, Transformers, Condensers. 
Rheostats, Sockets. and Assembled Audio-Amplifying Unit«. 

Claims Use since about Dec. 29, 1928. 

10 DAYS 
FREE TRIAL 
DIRECT FROM FACTORY TO YOU AT LESS THAN DEALER'S COST 

Metrodyne Super-Five 
Coast to Coast Receiving Range 

Marvelous 5-L,be cello so. latest abil P.,It 1 I-NIA) RAI ill) I. ki..QUENCY circuit. 
Approved by America's Leading Radio Engineer,. Easy to operate. Dials can be logged. Tune 
in your favorite stations instontiy' on the same dial numbers every time. No guessing. Mr. 
Howard of Chicago raid. -While 5 Chicago Broadcasting Stations were on the air. I tuned in 17 
out-of-town stations from 40 to 1.000 miles away on my loud speaker, very loud and clear as 
though they were all in Chicago. 

Deee.epes‘,...ed 5-tulae neg. Cornea ossombiod in beautiful mahogany 

Spanisleanisa. geenclog.. "rd et'a,e:'eCudiel7mq' oe za• TeerltIttrIreuerg: 
eat quality. approved atandarerlow-lose part. Genuinensakelite Panel. Bakelite Ji.).. 
M. Gramm. ?Maywood. Ill.. eaten. -My bletrudyne work, better than my enghbor's $150 set7 

Roy Pack. Sua brumnao. mum. -Ilase had our Ablonyne lour weeks and arc delighted enth 07 
.I.Pamck, Ireton, note.: -I get net Ions IMIU nulere away on loud speaker da dumb, ea dl 

SHIPPED ON TEN DAYS' FREE TRIAL 
Don't miss this wow!, rful opportunity to obtain thc n.,t,‘ , METRODYNE SUPER-FIVE 
direct from the fat REGULAR VALUE $100. Our facto, y pin, ONLY $38.59. ,e,ottitted 
in a beautiful oc;L cabinet that will add to the appearance of the room. Our litoral 
Fagg num. Orson tipportuntty , r) try the rct in your hone be ten du, before &rem/ to kmo U. 

MAIL COUPON FOR FULL I— METRO ELECTRIC CO. 
INFORMATION 400 N. frficlugan Am.. Deot. TI, CHICAGO 

Don't wad , ol Intl.., . 1. tad. ul your iniaradynt,ni,..r,rive sain 
teem honga Hear Me a- and Free Ton ' Orr. 

St NO ,c OUPON AT ONCE. 
Nino, 

METRO ELECTRIC C0.I 
400 N. Michigan Ave., Dept. 77, CHICAGO I " d" 

Super-Five Feb. 1925 $38.50 
Metrodyne July 1926 $88.00 
(1-dial, 5 tubes, not shown) 
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7Tube Set 
Single Dial Radio 

0. 

Wonderful offer direct from the factory! The world's greatest radio. 
A perfect working, single dial control, 7 tube receiver. And just to prove our claims, we will 
ship it to your home for so days, free trial. Test it under all conditions. Test it for distance, vol-
ume and tonal quality— and if ylm are not convinced that it is the best single dial set you ever 
heard, return it to the factory. We don't want your money unless you are completely satisfied. 

mu, u iwilanummulimmuilummund 
• BIG PROFITS 
I TO AGENTS AND DEALERS 
es Our Agents and Dealers make big money • 
• selling Metrodyne Sets. You can work all 

or part time. Demonstrate the superiority 
st of Metrodynes right in your home. Metro-
▪ dyne Radios have no competition. Lowest i 

wholesale prices. Demonstrating set on 30 
st days' free trial. Greatest money-making ñ 
I opportunity. Send coupon below—or a let- à 
a ter— for our agent's proposition. 
rall111211111111111111111111311111311111.111111111111111111111•111111111111M111111111i111111. 

30 
Days' FREE Trial 

Retail Price 

$75 
Completely Assembled 

Rig Discounts 
to Agents and Dealers 

Metrodyne Super-Seven Radio 
A single dial control, 7 tube, tuned 
radio frequency set. Approved by 
America's leading radio engineers. Designed 
and built by radio experts. Only the highest 
quality low loss parts are used. Magnificent, 
two-tone walnut cabinet. Artistically gilded 
genuine Bakelite panel, nickeled piano 
hinge and cover support. All exposed metal 
parts are beautZully finished in 24-k gold. 

Metrodyne SupernSix 
Another triumph in radio. Here's the new 1927 model Metro-
dyne 6 tube long distance tuned radio frequency receiving set. Ap-
proved by leading radio engineers of America. Highest grade low 
loss parts, completely assembled in a beautiful walnut cabinet. 
Easy to operate. Dials easily logged. Tune in your favorite station 
instantly on same dial readings every time. No guessing. 

Mr. Howard, of Chicago, said: "While five Chicago broadcasting stations 
'"re en the air I toned in bey...Cecil out-of-town stations. inclndirg New 
York and San Franc'sro, on my loud speaker horn, very loud and clear, as 
though they were all in Chicago." 

We are one of the pioneers of radio. The success of Metro-
dyne sets is due to our liberal 30 days' free trial offer, 
which gives you the opportunity of tryng before buying. 

MAIL THIS 
COUPON @air 

or send a postal or letter-Get our 
proposition before buying a radio. 
Deal direct with manufacture.— 

Salve Money. 

METRO ELECTRIC COMPANY 
2161-71 N. California Ave. • Dept. 107 • Chicago, Illinois 

Easiest set to operate. Only one small 
knob tunes in all stations. The dial à electric-
ally lighted so that you can log stations in the 
dark. The volume control regulates the recep-
tion from a faint whisper to thunderous volume, 
1,000 to 3,000 miles on loud speaker! The Met. 
rodyne Super-Seven is a beautiful and efficient 
receiver, and we are so sure that you will be 
deli.zhted with it, that we make this liberal 
30 days' free trial offer. You to be the judge. 

Mail COUPON Below! 
Let us send you proof of 

Metrodyne quality 
P. L. Warnock, Greentown, Ind., writes: "I received the Met-
rodyne in g,,cti slang and am more than pleased with it. Got 
stations 2)100 miles away." 
C. J. Wainer. Mariposa. Calif. writes: "Received my Metro-
dyne Single Dial set O. K. I believe that these one-chal sets 
are going to be excellent sellers. I had no trouble in tuning 
in stations enongla to satisfy gnyone, so you was please send 
me another set." 
Roy Bloch, Sae Francisco, Calif.. writes: "Very often we 
travel from New York to the Hawaiian Islands quickly — 
from statirn to station— by means ef the little tuning-knob 
which operates the electricalty-lighted dial. The Metrodyne 
Single Dial Set is much easier to operate than any radio set 
I've ever seen." 
We will send you hundreds of similar letters from own-
ers who acclaim the Metrodyne as the greatest radio 
set in the world. A postal, letter or the coupon brings 
complete information, testimonials, wholesale prices, 
and our liberal 30 days' free trial offer. 

METRO ELECTRIC COMPANY 
2161-71 N. California Ave., Dept. io7 
Chicago, Illinois 

(!entlemem 
Send me- full particulars about Metrodyne 6 tube 

and 7 tube sets and your 30 days, free erlalottair 

Vamc 

Address 

If you are interested in AGENT'S prop-
osition, place an "X" in the square sil> 

Super-six Oct. 1926 $48.50 

Super-eleven Oct. 1926 $75.00 
I 63 



September, 1927 POPULAR SCIENCE MONTHLY 
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(30 
Days 
Free 
Trial 

Ili11,13M111111111111111111111111111131111115111111111AIRIZIIII2 
Agents! Dealers—Big Profitslip 

lel, or parttlme. Metrodyne Ail Elncj 
ank.:b money tablet Order, for M,'ro-

rifà il 

;>1.7::."1;::!..f::tr::::7,.'he,;;:foarZeZilea,,'°. 
dors. Lowest wholesale prices. Your dem-

• onstrantlizyloswettoopdaeejsays' tree trial. Malin 
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Gorgeous Consol. 
Electric Radio 

Hare is the Metrodyne All Electrie Coasole 
Radio — a gorgeous, genuine walnut cabinet, 
in a beautiful loo-tone linish. Has a built-in 
genuine Metro-Cone large size speaker. ¡tin to 
In programs with great rolume, reproducing tie 
entire range from the lowest to the blydœst boles 
with remarkable clearness and distinction. All 
metal parts are finished in old gold. Wonderfal 
electrir radio, in a cabinet that will beauti'> 
the /11,Pe111,11Ce uf any 'time. 

—er 
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A Real Electric 
Radio Set 

Three Year Guarantee 
Shipped direct from our factory at 
rock bottom prices—cost less than 

most battery sets 

No Batteries, Chargers or Eliminators 
No Acids; No Liquids—Plug In—Press Eutton—"Tune In' 

etrod ne 
ALL ELECTRIC RADIO 

Tubes—Single Dial Set 
100% Electric Radio BEAUTY— EFFICIENCY 

At last! The radio you 've dreamed 

about! If you have electricity in your home 
you can now really enjoy coast to coast 
radio reception without the care, bother and 
muss of batteries, chargers, eliminators, etc. 
The Metrodyne All Electric is a real, gen-
uine batteryless radio set. Simply insert the 
plug in the socket, press the switch button 
and "tune in." You could not possibly buy a 
better radio set than the Metrodyne All 
Electric, no matter what price you paid. 

DEPENDABILITY 
The Metrodyne All Electric Radio is 

a 7 tube, single dial set. Only the highest 
quality low loss parts are used throughout 
Solid walnut cabinet, beautiful two-tone ef-
fect, with handsome gilt. metal trimmings 
Size of cabinet, 28 inches long, 13 inches 
deep, 10 inches high. Has electrically lighted 
dial so that you can log stations in the dark. 
Only one dial to tune in all stations. Excel-
lent tone qualities— wonderful volume — 
very selective. 

Costs Less Than Most Battery Sets 
Do not confuse the Metrodyne electric radio with o^dirrary light 
socket arts, because the Metrodyne is truly an all electric 
radio— consumes lees than 2c worth of power a day. 
Comes to you direct frora the factory. Its low cort 
brings it down ti, the price of an ordinary battery 
set. We are so confident that you will be de-
lighted with this, wonderful, easy-to-oper-
ate batteryless radio that we offer to 
ship it to your honte for thirty days' 
free trial -- ou the j Mite. 

Mail This Coupon 
We nre one tif the pioneer:, or radio. The 
success of Metrodyne !eta is due to our lib-
eral 30 days' free trial offer, which girm 
you the •,, nosity of tniint before lim-
ing. Ti...  Metrialyne. hare been 
bought 1.1eral f roo teal basis — 
WRITE 7000Y! 

METRO ELECTRIC COMPANY 
2165 N. California Ave. Dept. 621 Chicago, Illinois 
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WONDERFUL! 

Super-Eight-100% Electric 
8 TUBES—SINGLE DIAL 

Coast-to-Coast 

30 Days free Trial 
[Battery or Electric] 

Now comes Metro's latest achievement—the 
world's greatest electric radio set—a powerful long 
distance eight tube receiver—clearness of tone that is astound-
ing—ultra-selective--a set that expert radio engineers have 
pronounced as the ultimate for all around perfection. And to 
prove our claims, we will send this marvelous set to you direct 
from our factory on 30 days' free trial. Test it to your heart's 
content. Compare its quality, beauty and price with any other 
radio on the market, and decide to keep it only after you are 
satisfied that the new 1929 Metrodyne super-eight is the peer 
of them all. 

Save One-Half—Low Price a Big Feature! 
You will be amazed at the low price of these wonder-
ful sets, in the console or table cabinet. Our low cost of distribution 
direct from our factory enables us to save you about half their reg-
ular value. Never before in radio history have you been offered 
such sets at such low prices. And we are so sure of their quality, 
beauty and performance pleasing you that we do not hesitate to let 
you try one for 30 days before deciding to keep or return it. 

SUPER QUALITY THROUGHOUT! 
Eight powerful tubes. Highest quality low loss parts. Illuminated 
single dial. Positive switch control—simply turn a knob and it's on. 
Select your stations with accuracy at any desired volume. Beauty of 
tone that cannot be surpassed. Console and table cabinets are hand-
somely grained genuine walnut, hand rubbed, in two-tone effect— 
artistically carved trimmings. All metal parts finished in two-tone 
gold. Seeing is believing. You will be the judge. 

Georgeous console with newest type, built-in soma-ono loud speaker 
that reproduces the entire range of vocal and instrumental music. 
Amazingly clear and distinct. Low, direct-from-factory price on 

30 DAYS' FREE TRIAL! 

AGENTS and DEALERS 
The 1929 Super-Eight line offers great money making opportunities. Nothing 
like them for high quality— nothing near them in price. Let us pro-1.e this by 
shipping you a 

Demonstration set on 30 days' free trial 
'rest it—compare it—demonstrate it to prospective radio buyers. Get our lib-
eral discounts—exclusive territogy—newspaper and billboard advertising 
offer that will help you sell Metrodyne radios quickly. 

METRODYNE 1 
' RADIO SETS 
Are -Equippel Fee 

1 BATTERY or 
ELECTRIC 
OPERATION 

Send Coupon Today for Our 
30 Days' Free Trial Offer 

METRO ELECTRIC COMPANY 
2161-71 N. California Ave. • Dept. 10 • Chicago, Illinois 

We are one of the pioneers of rialto. The 
success of Metrodyne sets is due to our lib-
eral 30 days' free trial otter, which [tires 
you the opportunity of trying before buyieg. 
Thousands of Metrodynes have been bought 
on our liberal free trial basis. We will send 
you hundreds of letters from owners who 
acclaim the Metrodyne as the greatest radio 
set in the world. A postal, letter or the cou-
pon briaga complete infornmtiim, te-gimon-
ials wholesale prices and our liberal 30 
days' free trial offer—WRITE TODAY! 

METRO ELETRIC COMPANY 
lit:-71 N. California Ave., Dope. to 
Chicago, Illinois 

Gentlemen: 

Send me full particulars abeut Metrodyne 
Super-Eight sets and your 30 days free triad offer 

Neme 

.. 

If you are interested in AGENT'S prop- r--1 
o'sition, place an "X" in the squore le* Lj 
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KLITZEN OIL TRANSMITTING 
CONDENSER No. 112 

This condenser is made adjustable to suit the 
varying conditions of various transformers. Its 
capacity is variable in steps of about . 00238 
M.F.D. from . 00238 M.F.D. minimum to . 00953 
M.F.D. maximum. The engraved cover makes 
it easy for the amateur to use any hook 
up desired. The dilectric which we use will 
withstand a puncture test of 40,000 volts. Tests 
in our laboratory show that transformers offered 
to the radio field at the present time are unable 
to break down this condenser under the severst 
tests. The four sections are contained in an 
aluminum casting filled with Atlas AA special 
insulating oil. 

PRICE  $22.00 

Klitzen Rotary Spark Gap No. 125 

KLITZEN VARIOMETER No. 220 

We were the first to manufacture a rotary gap on 
the spark thru principle and which is now recog-
nized as the most efficient on short wave lengths. 
The current travel in this rotary is only 3", 
saving from 10 to 15 meters over other types. 
Rigid construction and accur ate machining 
make this gap a very quiet ru n ning one. 
Disc of XX grade Bakelite-Dilecto and absolutely true. 
We balance every disc before assembly. Absolutely no 
vibration or noise. We apply the pencil test to every gap 
by placing a pencil upright on the sub-base until the 
wind alone will upset it. Motor of universal make 25-60 
cycles 110-120 volts A.C. or D.C. Best motor made 

PRICE  $22.00 

This variometer is capable of very sharp tuning, and is a wonderful 
aid when used as a load coil, in regenerative sets, audion circuits, 
feed back coil in regenerative circuits—in fact, anywhere that a 
variable inductance is desired. Cabinet of ebony black finish, panel 
of Formica, engraved dial, and nickeled metal parts. 

INTRODUCTORY PRICE $9.00 

IF YOU HAVE NOT RECEIVED OUR CATALOGUE "C" 

WRITE FOR IT. 

KLITZEN RADIO MFG. CO. 
1510 FLEET AVE.. RACINE. WIS.. U. S. A. 

You benefit by mentioning the "Radio Amateur News" when writing to advertisers. 

r' 

KLITZEN REGENERATIVE RECEIV-
ING SET No. 225 

A very efficient unit capable of extremely sharp 
tuning and wonderful sensitivity. Genuine 
mahogany cabinet, Formica panel, engraved 
dials, Bakelite coupler forms. We have tested 
this set on a one-wire aerial 40 ft. high and 50 
ft. long, and have heard amateur stations on 
either the Atlantic or Gulf coast and as far West 
as the Rockies without the aid of an amplifier. 
Every user is a booster. Range of wave length 

150 to 800 meters. PRICE  $35.00 
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Irmzus /micirituts 
Klitzen Radio Mfg. Co. / Michigan Radio Corporation 

1 S/\ 1\ ilhart F. Klicpera 9CM of 
Racine, Wisconsin, began advertising rotary-spark-gap 
motors in QST as early as September, 1916. Since the 
Clapp-Eastham "Blitzen" gap was widely known, 
Klicpera chose "Klitzen" as his trade name. For a short 

time in early 1917 until the war put a stop to amateur ac-
tivity, the Klitzen Wireless Apparatus Company was of-
fering loose-couplers and also load coils. 

In October, 1919, Klicpera incorporated as the Klitzen 
Radio Manufacturing Company. After advertising a re-
generative tuner in April, 1920 ( also in Catalog C in Feb-
ruary), Klitzen joined the rapidly-growing roster of 

Armstrong licensees. In November, 1921, Montgomery 
Ward and Barawik both featured the Klitzen regenerative 
tuner and detector-amplifier in their ads while Ward also 
offered them in its 1922 catalog. By December 1922, 
Klitzen's own ads showed a similar (perhaps the same) 
tuner, detector-amplifier, and accessories. 

At about the time Klitzen faded from public view, in 

November, 1922, the Michigan Radio Corporation began 
advertising and it is known that Michigan operated under 
a sublicense from Klitzen. For this transgression, 
Westinghouse sued Klitzen in August, 1923 (although it 
eventually sued every one of its 18 Armstrong licensees, 
so Klitzen was not alone), charging breach-of-license-
agreement, and asking the court to enjoin Klitzen from 
selling through channels other than those specifically 
named in the original license. Running scared, Klitzen 
immediately cancelled Michigan's sublicense. Then 
Michigan was operating illegally; this, in turn, prompted 
the resignations on November 2 of chief engineer Floyd 
McCall and general manager W. C. Farnsworth, who 
went off to promote a new McCall circuit. That left Presi-

dent Lyons holding the bag, a particularly uncomfortable 
position when Westinghouse applied the screws by suing 
a Michigan dealer in New York City in about January 
1924. 
Somehow, by March, 1924, the difficulties were 

patched up; Michigan became a sort of sales agency for 
Klitzen in return for a $26,000 royalty payment to 
Westinghouse. It last advertised in January, 1925. 
Klitzen returned in April with a Grand Rapids address, 
listing two cheap models: the Kent and the Wolverine. 
But in 1926, it went into receivership and was dissolved 
on January 1, 1927. 

SAVE MONEY ON YOUR RADIO SUPPLIES 
STANDARD GOODS AT LOW PRICES 

THIS GUARANTEE PROTECTS TOP. Examine the goods we ship you. They must suit you In every , st.r<t• If ,.tt 
are not satialled return the amnia at once and we will refund the price you paid. 

- _ 

• i1114. Pee • t. 

Regenerative Tuner, Price $32.50 
The, is a atandard make Armstrong license' set which is 

sold regularly for eut ro. Guaranteed first clam. Range from 
I. to WU meters. Will tune Marpfy and bring ir signals strong 
even under difficult conditions. Fine alahoganc finished large 
size cabinet. Satin finished formica panel. 1'm hi h grrlf4 

wit-htelz"'''enufril:gr for Izz.bs, son es, posts 

Variometer, Each $3.95 
Perfect in design end mnetruetion. Accurate 

wood forms. Correct induction ratio.. Solid 
baked windings. PinitIve rire o. t contact.. 
Hi heal efficiency. Will °pore. perfectly in-
den .tele. Bake your own regenerative mt 
and save monnY. 

Loose Coupler, Each $3.95 
With this loom couplet and two wain-

meters together ietth the noceoeary 
other Part. 

etain sbieignar. 'ey'rnZrei'l 
onitirvi:l..Fivi;:tost,fi.f nee ternow <rd,:. 

an on frenica 'tubes. luduetivelY 
croupier, for Ise to 100 meten. 

Arlington Receiving 
Trans-

former 
Each 
$6.85 

Tome in afi government time etztione. W .4k4 up to 4.000 
motors. Silk covered windings on formica tub", High Fred. 

':vriht.cra"  ñrindi:hr;.1 rani rttisSellidve'rr gcttnta7, 12 On. 
Phones, Per Set $4.10 
A high grade double reeeiver sot. Cont. 

'lets with adjustable howl bend and nee foot 
tonneeting cord. Very mrwitive. 2,000 ohm 
resistance. 

IÁH.P. Motor 
Price $ 15.50 
60}ere'1.0.7 Thveit, 
gr•de standard 
motor eomplete with 
pulley, ten foot cord 

rodr  attachinyg CAZ 

Variable Condenser 
Caparity .001 M. F. Each 114 05 
Capacity .0005 M. F. Each 03.80 

standard ¿land 21 plate condensers_ Aluminum plats ae-
curately . tamed. Permanents high efficiency. Complete with 
knob and dial Alm supplied for panel mounting. State 
which Ls desired. 

Detector-Two Step Amplifier, Pnce $31.00 
A very sensitive instrument Signals that e nnot he heard 

with 
d'w"" "'"  ha hr""e"tel=lnét11.1e'st eet2' 17errsoend-

tda.o ""frgetZ"eet.lit,Stwovnplifyinw tansionnera 
jack. and • plug. Satin finehed Formica Panel Fine Malloy. 
any finished large use cabinet. Hinged top. Interior mad? 
accessible. Binding poste for all norm., connections. 

SPECIAL OFFER 
Regenerative Tuner end Detector end Two 

Step Amplifier. The two for $60.00 
Our regenerative Tuner In connection with our Detector. 

Two Step Amplifier make • combination unequaled for 
long;leancemort wayte receiving. Signals revile brought 

si°;',1-:70.0ezzzy.r,eze.:::;:trrn.i;le-ited.oat.r. by the rower of the transmitting set. With an in-
door loop antenna some wonderful remit., are obtained. 
malfing this outfit especially dmirable where au outdoor 
aerial cannot be cut uP. 

Vacuum Tubes 
Standard Brands. 

Detertor. Luck 04.45 
Amplifier ••   0.95 
5.Watt Trananalitter  7.25 
SO-Watt Rectifier  01.95 

Porcelain Sockets for Vacuum Tuba+. 
Each 60e. Three for 01.85 

Amplifying Transformers 
Moue t etl.euch $ 3.95. Una.° get .41142 115 
A properly deeigned highly efficient tram. 

former. Will inereue Incoming signals up to 
ten timm the original audibility. 

1-20 H. P. Universal 
Motor, Each $7.50 

Runs on either D. C. or A. C. 103-125 volts. 
Speed 6,000 R. P. M. under load. For spark 
gaps. aewing machines, ram, etc. 

"A" Storage Bat-
tery, Each $13.95 

Sit rolled/ ampere boon. A very high 

ro 'flerelerliing"pandb«:iteing8Îrer'y,d 
Can be supplied with binding peels 0e tord 
tenuinida. State which is wanted. 

"B" Batteries 
n Elignal Corgi' type Mate ti¡ x 2 z 14-16 cells 

ICSi mks. Each 145r. 
use ah 4443- It cell. 224 Roth volts. 

lariable • 10avy.' type. 9 tape giving range 
from 104 to e4 volt. la 14 volt stepa Each 12.10. 
Double 'Sam" type. Slue 64 a 4 e 6-90 relis -45 Volta 

Suitable for amplifier circuits and power tube use. Twe or 
more of these units In aerie, may be teed in C. W. and radio 
phon«ireuits. Curb $2.95. 

Vacuum Tube Sockets 
Each $ 1.35 

Heckled of Bakelite. Suitable for panel or 
tablemounting. Four binding peetconnecti ns. 

THE BARAWIK co., 26 N. De•plaine• Street, CHICAGO, ILL 

o 

John Wolkonowiez 
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Buy Reliable Radio Apparatus 
Wireless Transformers OIZI)ER DIRECT FROM THESE 

Thordarson Type R 
For use on 108 to LIS' 
roil alternating current. 
00 cycits. Generally ac-
coed as the standard 

transformer for amateur 
transmitting. Provided 
with adjustable magnetic 
leakage gap which con-
trols pr.mary input 
giving a wide range of 
amperage and permit-
1 easy adjustment to 
Joint of resonance. No 
impedance or choke coil 
uovessary in primary 
molt. Ship. wt., 35 and 

55 lbs. 
Ault, roc. Volt Price 

1 . to 6 10.000 $21.00 
21,-¢ to 14 25,000 38.00 

Thordarson Type R. S. Transformer 
This type differs fn m the well known model shown 
above only in that it does no, have the adjust able 
magnetic shunt. All other features of sturdy, cam. 
part cone, notion .ord t erreet electrical character-
tones are the same. For use on 185 to 120 volt 
60 -yet° alternating current. 
Art. No. K. V. A. See. Volts Ship. wt. Price 
630633 % 4.000 15 tbs. $IO 00 
630634 i,‘. 10,000 25 lbs. 19 00 
63.1635 1 - 15.000 25 lbs. 28.50 

Kick Back Preventer 
6385358—Prevents high 
frequency surges from 
discharging back Into 
poster line. A necessity 
when power transformer 
Is supplied trip, rite 

ma ins Two 1000..ohm resistance rods. Mahogany 
finished hase. CœmeetIons of strip coOPer$4 .80 
Ship. wt., 4 Itin. Prire  

Variable Transmitting Condenser— 
Oil Immersed 

630620—an all Immersed variable 
condenser for use with all makes of 
transformers up to 1 K. W., 25,000 
volts. Phenol fibre dielectric, corru-
gated aluminum separators allow 
circulation of nil to keep down 
heating. Flat aluminum sheet elec-
trodes with rounded corners. Varia-
ble in ten ah-lei of . 0009 M. F. each 
front . 0018 M. F. to . 009 M. F. 
Especially designed to prevent cor-
ona lessee and brush discharge. 
OH IncludedPri. ce Ship. wt..$25.00 
35 lba.  

n_:[/`>` 

Wireless Spark Coils 
For use on dry cells or storage 
batteries. Properly adjusted the 
half- inch coil has a sending ran, 
of from 2 to 5 miles, the one- loth 
roll 5 to 10 miles. Ship. wt., 6 
and 8 lb. 
6385128 — Half inch$3 .65 

63145127-1 inch coil... 5.95 

Spark Coil Transmitting Condenser 
6305348—Designed fo r 
use with spark roll seta. 
dielectric of 5—size, fix7 
photo plates. blahozany 
Ilnished case. l'ermits 
working on 200 meter 
wave. Fine. wt.. 3 lbs.  $1.48 

Murdock Improved Antenna Switch 

8365113 — A large. 
sturdy, well built 
"change over" switch 
suitable for use on 
sets up to 1 K. W. 
Mahogany finish base. 
Improved support, cop-
Per blades. Fitted with 
third blade to disc.,-
sect receiver when 
[tending Ship. wt. 
2%  ce  pounds $4 .30 
Mi 

Zinc Spark Gap 
6363330—For use with 
spark coil transmitters. 
liane is moulded ennead-
non. Metal parts are 
plated and polished. Can 
be Used with coils up to 
4 Inches. Ship. wt. 2 
pounds. Price $1.10 

Radiator 
Spark Gap 

6385351—Micrometer ad-
justment. Electrodes of 
zinc. Cooling vanes alumi-
num. Metal parts nickel 
plated. Base glazed 
porcelain. Will handle 
over 1 K W. Weight. 
2 It,,  $2.30 

PAGES 

C:,mbined Detector and Two Stage Amplifier 
This instrument with the proper accessory instru-
ments has the broadest possible range. So sensitive 
is it that even with an indoor aerial such as our 
loop antenna 63R650 messages may be received from 
stations hundreds of miles distant. Combined with 
our Regenerative set and two variable condensers and 
the proper couplers and loaders with a good «Odour 
aerial, its range is increased to equal the best corn• 
mercial stations. Has one detector and two ampli-
tier circuits. Standard tube sockets, grid condenser 
in detector circuit, two amplification transformers, 
three jacks and one plug so that any desired circuit 
may be used. Bakelite par.el 714 in. high, 8.4 in. 
seine. Iligh grade weathered oak finish cabinet with 
hinged top making interior easily accessible. Bind-
ing post connections for batteries and couplers. 
Binding posts black oxidized finish. No tubes, hat-
retries or phones included. Shipping weight, 18 lbs. 
8315.615—Price  $13.E0 

Commercial Type Oscillation 
$16.50 -- Transformer 

----;rè.-N 

ofte-b. 
1 

63 0648—Designett to give 
wave ranges both above and 
below 200 meters Solid 
copper windings on " For-
mica" supports 10% in. 
diem. primary of sin turns 
No. 3 wire tir in. diem 
sevondary of twelve turns 
Ni,. 5 wire. Mahogany fin-
ished woodwork. Too helix 
,•lips included. Ship. wt., 
26 paint's. Price. .516.50 

Murdock Oscillation Transformer 
6305155—Permits sharp 
tuning on 200 meter wave. 
Can be used on sets up to 
1 K. W. Printery anti 
Secondary windings of edge-
wise wound ..opper ribboo. 
Coupling cerril by hinge. 
6hIPPirg weight, 8 It,. 
Price  $4.75 

Universal Spark Gap Motor 
63115624—A rugged high grade mo-
tor for spark gaps. running sewing 
machines. fans, small lathes, buf-
fers, emery wheels, etc. Running 
idle will make 8.000 ILI ..31. Will 
make about 4,500 R.P.31. With 
electrode shown below. Will op-
erate on 100- 125- volt A. C. or D. C. 
current. Dim* enamel finish. 

Height, over all. 51/s in. 34 in. ',haft, extends 74 In. 
W Il deve.op about 1/20 II. P. Supplied withltgli.50 
I- in, grooved pulley. Snip. WI., Ms Price...I.,  

Spark Gap Electrodes 
6305625—Saw tooth rotor, 5% in. 
diem_ of m..eldned east alumi-
num with bakelite center and 
brass bushing to fit %-inch shaft 
Two adjimat.le stationary elec-
trodes. Th s set together with 
universal motor listed eh.... 
mounted on a substant I al hase 
will make a high grade rotary 
stork gap Ship. s""  $4.50 
i% tbs. Prce set 

Improved 
Model 
Rotary 

Spark Gap 
hint pure cop-

per electrodes 
avoid pitting. 
Width of break 
adjustable. 
Strong breeze 
generated by ro-
tary electrode 

quickly quenches spark, thereby allowing transmis-
sion or *v..... at low decrement. All conducting met-
al mounted on Formica. Easily handles 40.000 
volts without endatutering motor windings. Con-
stant steady speed. Ship. WI., 10 lbs. Shipped from 
stork at Chicago. 
263115142—% K. W. size. 1/20 H.P. Universal mo-
tor. For :a.4 to 115- volt current. Speed 4.000 
It. P. M. Pri, $14.80 
26305143-1 K. W. BIM. 1/12 H.P. Universal mo-
tor For le to 115- volt current. :peed 5 000 
It P.55. Price $18.95 

Ground Switch 
63145359--t,00 volt, 100 
ampere double throw 
innate- pile switch on 
insulating h.... For 
grounding a..nal  when not In use. Ground wire 
should be 4 gauge. Ship. wt.., 5 ibe.$3.78 
Price  

Ground Rod 
- vt. Imeamensubuessteemed   

6361581—Iron Ground Rod; length, 6 ft. Hearth, 
galvanized. A ground rod is necessary with every 
Radio plant to into•-e a perfect ground con- Al, 
tact. Shim, ne welcht. 4 lbs. Price each... -.••••••• 

PilleeraidSt 

(Aatiefa gon Guarant or Year 74oney Back' 

CHICAGO, ILL 

Double Action Wireless Key 
63115356—Double action h 
makes for speed. Will 1, 
prove your sending end 1,•,,L. 
Individuality. Large (tri 
arils, formica knelt. 
s lice contacts suitable f r 

. user up to 2 K. W. Moulded 
cta dura.oe end bean' formica base. Metal t4 65 
parts nickel plated. Ship. wt. 11/4  lita. Prlee• • 'r •  

Standard Wireless Key 
6365352—A high grade key 
made of heavy lacquered 
brass. Large hardened con-
tact points. Ship 22 A2 
wt., 1 lb. Price. w•-•••=•-• 

Steel Lever Keys 
13_8 t Shipping wt., 14 oz. 

63141739—Leg Key with lees to 
go ihrou.1, table ore' QK 
desk. Price. each....Y 
5361741- Leaks, Ker to sere,' 
to top of table or desk. Price 
each  $1.97 

Wireless 
Practice 

Set 
Beginners! 
Learn the 
Code! 

Anyone learning wireless must know te code. 
Without it it Is Impossible to understand the sig-
nals. Send for a wireless practice set and see how 
easy it is to learn the code. Set consists of a key 
and buzzer mounted on a polished wood boar. Buzzer 
reproduces a eettrately the high pitched minutia of 
wireless stations. nitineet a dry battery to the bind-
ing posts on the set by means of a short piece of 
wire, press the handle of the key and buzzing sound 
w.II be produced. In a very short time your ear 
will become accustomed to the various combinat Ire-a 
tut dots and dashes representing different letters and 
numerals. Peen-tire unt.I you can understand the 
signals at the speed sent by average nations, and you 
have completed the most difficult part of wireless 
telegraphy. A very good way to learn the cale quick-
ly is to place two of these sets in separate room.i 
with an operator at each net and practice sending sig-
nals back and forth. Chart included with each set. 
Base size. 7x44) inches. Shipping weight, 3 panel, 
6361750—Wireless practice set. $2.10 

that a number of 
at the same time. 
Inching plug. 
C3111697-1'apaelty. 100 watts. Ship. wt..$4 .35 

Pounds Price  
63 61699—Capeeity. 150 watts. Ship. wt $5 .05 
13 pounds Price  

Standard Type 
Transformer 

(Mereea only when om-
nected onto alternating cur-
rent lise of 100 to 125 volts. 
60 to 133 cycles. 100 watt 
Transformer producer, 11¢ to 
24 volta. 150 watt lt¢ to : 0 
volts in stePa or l volts 
each, and in ati,Plion can 
produce constant rolling 

different voltages can be drawn 
Fitted with 7 ft. cord and al' 

American Ignitor 
Dry Cell 

We guarantee that these batteries sell 
reach you fresh and will give you all the 
service you have a right to exited of the 
best 2% by 6- inch dry twit made. De-
signed rape,. ttlly for heavy ditty work. 
For ignition work on gas engines, out.-
mobiles. motor boats. etc. Average weight. 
2 pounds. Size 2% by 6 inches. Average 
initial amperage, 25 to 30 amper,. 

63112501—  Price. each  37c 
r362502—PrIve, per . S4 30 

ST. PAUL, MINN. KANSAS CITY, MO. 

Send Your Order to House Nearest You 
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1,  
Prices are Right at 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY 

ei.e.analleactiez 
Sat isfaction Guara nice or Yonr MOne3, Betati 

BACK Bend cash with yOur order to never the 

Short Wave Long Distanc:.. Regenerator Receiver 
This Instrument Makes possible the reception 
ut messages to which other types of apparatus 
will not respond. The ranee is from 180 to 
GOO meters and by the addition of external 
loaders, sm.!. as the inductance coils listed on 
the opposite page. this range may be raised 
as desired. Properly handled. slanals may be 
read from stations at extreme distances or 
through heavy static and interference. The 
antenna and closed circuits are inductively 
coupled and the coupling is variable. Re-
generation is obtained by tuning both the 
grid and plate circuits to resonance with the 
Incoming signal. Highest efficiency and am-
plifications are obtained by reducing came ty 
and resistance in circuits to absolute mini-
mum and best regenerative trims are se.nred 
by use of properly designed varlometent 

The inductive coupler consista of a primary. 
the inductance of which in varied by two 
seven point switches, and a rotating secondary by means of which arrangement very doe ten.ng is 
possible. Coupler and both grid and plate circuit variometers are fitted with high grade snobs and in-
dicating dials. A very compact and easily portable .nstrument. Graduated bakelite panel size 7% _x 
13% in. Fine cabinet weathered oak finish, 5 inches deep. Metal parts brass. black =Billed finish. 
0100. wt.. 26 tbs. 
630610- Regenerative Re'-elver. Prier  

931.50 

S31.50 

Loop Antenna 
638651-Will receive 
messages from sta-
tions 300 miles dis-
tant, and much far-
ther under favorable 
conditions. Wave 
length. 175 to 300 
meters. Comes 
knocked down com-
plete with brass platen and 
screws for holding arms in 
position. brass disc and socket 
toe mounting oto table. grad-
uated dial for direction finding 
and complete instructions for 
assembling and using. Ht. 44 
in. 100 ft. of No. 14 or smaller 
bare copper wire is required. 
Ship. wt. 5 lbs. Price$3 .8 
without wire   

Indicating Dials and Knobs 

111111 allow 
Mae- New Reg. Ideal 
coni Cos. 

Made ot moulded black complaition. Ellges of diala 
are beveled, radial lines anti figures are engraved in 
and filled with contrasting brilliant white enamel 
3/16 in. thick. 39c 
63135655-3-Ineh Dial only. Price  
63135657-3- inch dial with bakelite knob. Price 89e 
6385659-33e- in, dial only. Prit-e wie 
6385661-3%-in, dial with 1% In. government bake. 
lite knob. Price $1.31 

Black Composition Knobs 
Ship. wt.. 4 oz. earl.. l'er doz. 1% lbs. 

6385665-Marconi style. Itt in. diem. Hole for 
::/16 in. rod. Each.12e. Per dozen $1.10 
63115667-Marconi style 2% In. diam. Hole for 
%/16 in. rod. Each, 21e. l'er doze....  $2.40 

New government style. Has brass bushing for 10/32 
thread and two holes for stay pins. 
(385669-Disco. 1 intl.. Each Ito. Dozen $1 25 
0385671-Diam. 1-5/16 inch. Each 141 
Dozen  $1.55 

63115675-Regulation 1%-inch knob with 8/32 hush-
mg. Each  11 e Doren II.08 
63115675-Ideal 1%-inch knob metal hushing for 3/18 
rod with set ',crew. Each 20e 
Doaen  $2.25 

Binding Posts and Swit, h Points 

1J 16, fil:: ' 11 

A ifC DE F 
Made of brass, nickel- plated. Binding posts have 
1/4  In. long 6/32 screws with washers. Switch points 
have % In. screws or shanks threaded 6/32. Ship. 
wt., per doz., 12 oz. 
6385636-Binding Post "A." Length, % in. 
Each   90 Dozen  95e 
6385640-Binding Ped "B," Length 1-3/16 in. 
Each  120 Dozen  $1.28 
6365644-Binding Poet "C." With bakelite knob. 
Kerb 12e Dozen $1.38 
6385648-Switch Point "D," 1,91% head with solder-
tog lug. Per dozen 311e 
6385648-Switch Point "E." Head % in. diem. 
1/4  in. high with 2 nuts. Dozen 45e 
63115650-Switch l'oint le." Head 14 a % with 
two nuts. Dozen  48. 

Grade M 
lilut sheets. Both 
,irong. lasting. Shirt. 
in inches. 
63135688- 7: 90% 
63 115690-145113: 1/4  
6385692- 7: 9:3/16, 
6305694-1W/3T 
6305696- 7x Ox 
53135698-14018z 

Formica Panels 
side,. polished. Waterproof. 

wt., 2 to 8 lbs. Size given hi 

$0.69 
Price  3.15 
Price  1.20 
Price  4.65 
Price  1.58 
Price  5.95 

CHICAGO, ILL. ST. PAUL, MINN. 

High Frequency Ammeter 
Jewel Pattern No, 25 
An exceptionally accurate In-

strument High frequency current 
heats a thermo-couple and the 
resultant energy lo measured by 
a sensitive D'Arsorrval galvanom-

eter. Well damped, insuring a steady ocgnter. Tem-
perature variation, have practically no effect on the 
readings. Side terminals avoid making inductive 
loop la connection. Base diameter, 4% In. Flap 
wt.. 6 lb.. 
63835360-0 to 3 ampere Range. Price. $14.25 
(3635361-0 to 10 ampere Range. Price 14.25 

Hot Wire Ammeter 
0385365-Will measure accurete-
ly the radiation in the aerial 
and ground circuit A necessity for 
tuning the transmitter to 200 meter 
wave. Range, 5 amperes. Will 
stand 100 per cent overload. Base 
la of hard rubber composition. 
Nickel-plated rim, size 3% inch*/ 
diameter. Ship. at., 1 lb. 
Price $4.25 

Variometer 
ssaseto-rhis is the soon high grade 
variometer that le used In our Re-
generative set. With two varlometens, 
a loose coupler and the proper bind-
ing poets, dials, knobs. etc.. • re-
generative set may be ,onstructed at 
• very low cost. Can also be used 

separately for grid and plate tuning. Designed for 
veil low dielectric ! ogees and maximum range of in-
h.ctance. Relating element contacts made through 
% in. shaft so that bal: may be coatnuously ro-
tated without breaking connection. 1,91p. WI.. 2% 
tourds. Pelee 94.45 

Loose Coupler 
6385642-The same high grade 
hose coupler used in our Re-
generative set. With • loose 
coupler two tarlometers and the 
proper binding posts, dials. knobs. 
etc , a regenerative set may be 
constructed a: a very low cost. 
Can alga be used separately. 
Primary has seven tap, which can be connected up 
to vary inductance. Secondary rotates. Connections 
am made through shaft. Ship. wL, :;% pounds 
Pelee  $4.20 

Electrose Insulators 

0 MUM= 
Electroite insulators are the standard in the wIrelese 
field. They stand up under all eonclitions met with. 
63es are wroeght iron galvanized. Ship. at, 1/4 to 

lbs. 
Lath. 

Article Dia. Ov. all Ftegth Elee. Value Price 
No. In. In. Lbs. Dry Volt Rain 

6385630 2% 3% 250 40.000 25.000 28e 
63115631 1% 4 1,000 49,000 R5.000 42e 
6305632 14 10 1/4  1.000 99.000 50,000 686 

Electrose Wall Insulators 
6385634-Spedal Wall Hamden+. for 
lead in wires, lias hole through body 
for wire. Body diam., 2 in. Length 
over all, 5-9/16 in. Ship at., 1 lb. Price 03e 

Switch Levers 

Smooth In operation, always perfect 
rompant without binding Black com-
position knobs. diem. Ita in. Metal 
parts of brass trirkel-plated. Ship. 
ut. 4 oz. 

6385651-Complete knob, 
laminated lever and screw 
permitting mounting on 
panels not over 4 213„ 
inch thick. Each.. s-

6385653-Coinplete knob, 
spring lever, shaft, two 
loch nuts and bushing 

fnocrh panelsthick. up to % ACIc  
I Each.. -a`e 

KANSAS CITY, MO. 

Send Your Order to House Nearest You 

price of the merchandise you select and 
transportation charges. Send currency by 
registered letter only. You take no risk in 

dealing with Montgomery Ward & Co., as 
we are one of the largest and most reliable 
institutions in the world. 

Magnet Wire 
For repairing motors, other 

electrical apparatus. experimental 
work, ele'. One piece only on a 
spool. Wire is standard B and 8 
gauge. Insulation and wire both 
perfect and uniform. Supplied 
only in weight spade given.  

Double Cotton Covered Belden E, te 
Magnet Wire Magnet ii.. 

Art. No. Art. No. 
6381550 6381400  

Price Prito 
g on. 1 lb. Gauge 
Spool goad 
0.65 9 95 14 

.69 1.03 16 

.74 1.12 18 .48 

.84 I 34 20 .82 

.92 1.54 22 .65 
1.02 III 24 .70 
1.18 206 26 .76 
1.48 2.62 20 .85 
1.64 2.96 30 ato 
1.95 358 32 .92 
2.84 5.34 36 1.20 

New Code, Rubber Covered Wire, Single Braid 

Price 
g 
Spool 
$ .45 

.46 

Price 
I lb. 

Spool 
.85 
.87 
92 
.94 
.98 

1.10 
1.20 
1.38 
1.42 
1.52 
1.98 

Solid conductor "gaper wne, inslItated with rubber 
compound over which is one cotton saturated braid 
Ship. at.. 3 and 13 lbs. per 100 ft. Sold only ill 

lengths listed. 
63113015-Sloe 14. Price for 25 ft- $0.32 
Price for 100 ft.. . 81.17 Price for 500 ft... $4 95 
63133032-Size 6. l'riee for 10 ft.  54 
Per 25 ft.  $1.23 Per 100 ft  04 50 

New Cede Twisted Pair Cotton Lamp Cord 

Two conductor, twisted New Code Lamp Cord. Con-
ductor consist of One copper attire attends twisted to-
gether. Covering is of tine Quality interwoven yellow 
•nri green cotton. Fitip. wt., 6 lbs. per 100 ft 
gold only in lengths listed. 
8363175--Size 18. Price for 10 ft.  
Per 25 ft 65e Per 100 ft. 

Porcelain Tubes 
Unglazed Porcelain Tubes, 
5/16 in. Inside; 9/16 in. 
outside. Length given is, 
from underhead to end. ' 
Ship, at., per dozen, Is to 
2 lbs. 
63133902-Length 3 in. Per dozen $0.22 
f3143906-Length 6 is. per dozen  .43 
83133908-Length 13 in. Per dozen  .70 

Unglazed Porcelain Cleats 
  Take No. 10 or smaller wire«. 

llano 2% in. wire centers. Ship. 
- ir per dozen pair, 3 lbs. 

6303923-2 wire cleats. Price 
or dozen  42e 

Solid Porcelain Knobs 
New Code Ne. 5% solid porcelain knob. 
Height, 1-9/16 in. Diem., 1% in. Hole. 
It in. Groove. 5/16 in. Ship. wt., per 
doz., 11/4 iba. 
8383927-Per doz.  32e 
No. 4 solid porcelain Knob. Height. 
1-11/16 in. Diam.. 1% In. Hole. % in. 
Groove. % in. Ship, at,, per doz., 2 lbs. 
6383929-Per doz.  45.  

Porcelain Entrance Switch 
National Electric Code 
Standard Porcelain Base 
Intrance Switch or main 
line cut-out switch. Takes 
plug fuses. Capacity, 125 
volt. 30- amperes. 
6384305-Two-pole switch. 
Ship. at., 1% lbs. Base 

Price. each size. 3%n534 in. 
76e 

Antenna and Copper Wire 
Supplied only in sloe coils listed. 
6385150-Aerial cable. Composed of seven strands 
No. 22 B. & S. gauge hard drawn tinned copper wire. 
Shin. Wi., 6 lb.. per 100 feet. 
50 feet. 49e 100 feet, 85e 500 feet, $3.95 
63135151-Bare copper wire No. 14 gauge. 
50 feet. 22e 100 feet, 42e 500 feet, $ 1.70 
631/5152-Bare copper wire No. 12 gauge. 
50 feet, 33e 100 feet, 62e 500 feet. $2.65 

A high grade Hardened 
Steel Plier. Coed a great 
deal on all electrical work. 
Handy around any work 
shop. Ship. weight, 6 oz. 

eael.  
63115802-6- inch Sharp Nose Plier. PrIreS1 .23 

Hest Hardened Tool Steel 
Diagonal Jaw Side-cutting 
Nipper. Length, 5 in. Shin 
wt. 4 oz. 
53115806-Dlegonal. 
Jaw Pliers. Price, el.28 

211e 
$2.07 

amerced» 
LSatIsfac on narantee or layur Money Back) 
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Long-Distance Receiving Sets 

No. 225—Tuner Unit, $60 

GET your order into your Radio 
dealer at once, as the demand 

threatens to overtax even our large 
manufacturing facilities. 
The Klitzen Set is for long-distance as 

well as local service   
Here, in Racine, we easily 
pick up Schenectady, 
Newark, Atlanta, Pitts-
burgh, Detroit, Minne-
apolis, Kansas City, St. 
Louis, Denver and sta-
tions in between. 

Chicago, Milwaukee 
and Madison come in so 
strong that we have to 
"tune them down" for 
comfort. 

ecIllrfflt • aavor,1 

No. 125 — Detector and Amplifier, $60 

By buying a Klitzen set you are not 
only sure of clear, satisfactory long-
distance receiving, but you are pro-
tected against "buying a lawsuit." 
This caution also applies to dealers. 

CHOICE OF SETS 
No. 225 and 125 illustrated above, hooked 
up together, constitute a highly efficient 
long-distance Receiving Set, complete, 
except for tubes, batteries and head 
phones or loud speaker 
--two units  $120.00 

No. 300, not illustrated— similar to unit 
No. 225 but with detector added, will re-
ceive from several hundred miles, but 
cannot be used with loud $75.00 
speaker. Price  

No. ISO. Three step amplifier, when add-
ed to No. 300 makes a set that reaches 
from coast to coast and can be used with 
loud speaker. 
Price  $75.00 

Built Under Armstrong License 
• • The only kind of Radio Receiving Set 

that can be depended upon is an Arm-
strong Regenerative Set. Regenerative 
Sets can be built only by firms licensed 
under Armstrong U. S. patent 1,113,149. 

Your dealer will sup-
ply the necessary 
tubes, batteries, head 
phones and wiring 
equipment at equally 
reasonable prices, and 
will install your outfit 
—a very simple task— 
at the per hour cost 
of labor. 

No Christmas Present you can give 
to your family, your friends, relatives 
or to yourself, will be a source of such 
endless pleasure and profit—the year 
'round; and year after year. 

Tell your dealer you must have a “Klitzen"-- no substitute will do. Send for descriptive circular 

LITZE 
Racine, Wisconsin, U. S. A. 

.„InTarud oggembir, ,” 
— !pow I 11111111,1Juidt• 
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A Michigan "Senior" Receiver 

Assures You 

MANY HAPPY BROADCASTS 
OF THE DAY Equipment of the Michigan 

"Senior" Receiver 
Tuner, detector and two stages of ampli-
fication. Wave length 150-650 meters. 
Cabinet richly finished in brown mahogany, 
representing the highest standard of Grand 
Rapids cabinet work. Size 18g" wide, 
11h" high and 7" deep. Weight, approxi-
mately 20 pounds. 
Vernier dial adjuster. 
Filament control jacks. 
Molded variometer wound with special green 
silk magnet wire. 
Binding posts located on rear sub-panel, 
not inside. 
Michigan Vernier rheostat for detector tube 
control. 
Michigan filament rheostats for amplifier 
tube controls. 
Radion hard rubber panel (shield over entire 
panel) on which are mounted all instru-
ments, including rear sub-panel. This ar-
rangement permits immediate accessibility 
to all instruments and wiring, by removing 
four front panel screws. 

Dealers: 

The ease of operation and the wonderful per-
formance of the Michigan " Senior" Receiver 
makes any amateur sure of obtaining satisfactory 
broadcasting. 
An outstanding feature of the Michigan 
"Senior" Receiver is the Vernier Dial Adjuster. 
This means that a very fine adjustment may be 
made on each dial, which is necessary in tuning 
in on stations, located at great distances. 
Another superior feature is the Vernier Rheo-
stat, which enables the operator to obtain ex-
tremely delicate adjustment of filament current 
on the detector tube. 
Quality is the hallmark of all "Michigan" 
products. 

"Senior" 
Receiver $12500 

A complete line of radio parts and accessories 
are manufactured in our own plant. Michigan 
"Junior" and "Senior" Receivers are not merely 
assembled sets, but are made complete by us. 
We are, therefore, enabled to guarantee, abso-
lutely, everything we sell. 

A connection with this Company will prove pleasant and Profitable for you. Send for our 
catalogue of high grade, first quality merchandise. 

MICHIGAS 
1.•fflime.fflud 

MRC7 Senior Dec. 1922 $ 125.00 

GRAND RP'ORATIONT RAPIDS, 
  MICHIGAN 

MRC3 Junior Dec. 1922 15 57.50. 
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Junior 

John Terrey 

M i 0 Midget July 1923 

(MitC10 after May 1924) 

MI I Jan 1924 
(later MRCII) 

$27 

$30 

No. 10 Detector 

$27 

No. 11 Amplifier 

$30 

MICHIGAN 
MIDGET 
The Sensation of Radio 

NEVER before have such 
quality sets been offered at 

anything like the price of the 

Radio Midget (both Detector Unit 

and Amplifier Unit). 

Distance 

Clearness 

Selectivity 

These three features stand out in 

the Michigan Midget and have truly 

made it "The Sensation of Radio." 

The quality of the materials and 

workmanship is the best and the 

engineering skill of design has 

made the Michigan Midget the long 

distance wonder. 

Here is a set that tunes out local 

stations and brings in distant sta-

tions—clear and loud. 

Go where you may—look over all 

the sets offered and then you will 

be more convinced than ever that 

there is nothing on the market to 

equal the Michigan Midget. 

Send for catalog of elhcr Michigan 

Quality Rodio Products 

NECITIC  RADIO @RPORATION 
GRAND RAPIDS.MICUMAN 

\ MICHIGAN 
\ Just the set to take on 
) rek vacation-camping or tour-

- ) . 
, mg trip. Space in back 

er-

J.,' thing self contained. 
-; v- for batteries, every-

/) Slip one in 
\ )6,y, the car and 

..\ take it withi‘..Ç,, you this sum-

- ( I . 1 
ae/,/(1/ ‘ \‘,. mer. 

Licensed under 
C. S. Pat. 
1.113.. .to-letter 
tocriding 8a7,38:1. 

Wrae for 
Illustrated folder 

DISTANCE- VOLUME - SELECTIVITY 

MICHIGAN RADIO CORPORATION 35 Ottawa St., GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN fefunno, 
Watch for our special announcement in July issue 

Michigan Detect-
or and Two-Stage 
Amplifier. Brings 
in far-off stations 
on any loud speak-
er. Not excelled 
by sets at twice 
the price. Model 
M 12, 

'57 

M12 Jan. 1924 $57 MRC12 after May 
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You'll be Proud of 
This Michigan 

Four 
"America's Most Beautiful Set" 

Michigan " de Luxe" 4 tube re-
ceiver 1 stage R.F.amplification. 
Built-in adjustable loud speaker. 
Solid mahogany case."America's 
most beautiful set" M R C 4, $150 

3 tube receiver in handsome case 
with inlaid panel door, and com-
partments for batteries, head 
phones, etc. M R C 3, $87.50 

1 Tube Regenerative Detector 
and 2 stages of amplification. 
The set we never could catch 
up on orders for last year. 

M R C 12, $57.00 

Michigan two stage 
amplifier. Will oper-
ate any loud speaker. 
Gives any degree of 
volume desired with-
out distoration. Can 
be used with any re-
ceiving set. 

MRC11, $30.00 

THE art of Chippendale, the grace of 
Louis XIV, the sturdiness of the 

Jacobian period have been combined in 
this wonderful Michigan four cabinet. 
And in the radio receiving set itself, all 
the latest development in good construc-
tion and design have been incorporated. 
One stage of radio frequency, a detector, 
and two stages of amplification, give 
you distance—selectivity and unusual 
volume. 

A built-in loud speaker, with adjustable 
feature of exceptional mellow tone qual-
ity is part of the set. 

Also compartment with ample room for 
batteries. The set operates equally as 
well on Standard Six Volt or Dry cell 
tubes. 
The beautiful mahogany cabinet with inlaid 
drop panel gives you a set that cannot be 

surpassed for beauty and service. 

Write for Illuerated Folder 
Ask Your Dealer for DemonSiration 

Other models and types to meet all 
requirements from $32.50 up. 

2 tube regenerative 
long distance won-
der. M R C 2, $32.50 

Licensed under U. S Patent 1,113,149-letter 
pending 807,388 

32 Pearl Street Grand Rapids, Michigan 

mœ*memmmtm-->mœ Jul\ 192,1 S150.00 

Sept. 1921- ri 87.50 

No% . 192,1 S 32.50 
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THE MIDWEST RADIO CORPORATION, CINCINNATI, OHIO 
- 

y 

e 8volution of the Present-Daip 
1920 MIRAc0 leiploS 192s 
1920—Miraco V-T Control 

Many old-timers in dio will remember 
seeing this Miraco ertised in "QST" 
and other magazines • k in 1920. 

1921—Mirac ingle Tube 

Few people, even in 1921. realized what 
a slumbering giant the radio industry 
was to prove to be—but Miraco en-
gineers were preparing for the great day. 

As described in this catalog, the finest radio 
- - v-set „the 

made possible y through the eight years of 
successful ra ccomplishments which pre-
ceded it. 

1927—Miraco Si le Dial Set 

One of the first s essful single dial sets to 
actually posse: s t selectivity, volume and 
pov.er of three dial ts plus remarkably fine 
tone quality. This aco scored a tremend-
ous success. Many t sands in use. 

1926—Miraco Five Tube Se 
An improvement over the 1925 mo 
controls, sharper tuning and finer tone 
Miraco of this season proved far ahead o 
poraries. 

th fewer 
, the 

If this 1920 model wits ever "advertised in Q.ST" it was in invisible ink. 
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M
TRACO engineers, veterans of the industry, have for 
eight successful years pioneered new developments and 
betterments in the performance of radio. The latest 

Miracos are thus the culmination of eight continuous successful 
years of achievement in radio. Few other big- radio manufac-
turers of today--even though they may style themselves "pio-
neers"—can point back to an unbroken chain of accomplishments 
dating from 1920. Crude as some of these early Miraco radios 
now appear, in their "day" they were outstanding successes— 
just as the beautiful new Miracos of today represent the latest in 
thoroughly modern radio achievement. 

You take no risk in ordering a Miraco—it is the result 
of 8 years of continuously successful radio experience. 

1922—Miraco Broadcast Receiver 

Do you recall the thrill you ex perienc 
you heard your first radio? For 1922, 
Miraco was art amazing performer. 

en 

1923—Miraco R-3 Three be Set 

It seemed as if radio had made tremendous pro-
gress when users all over the country hooked up 
this little 3-tube Miraco and heard programs 
hundreds and thousands of miles away. 

1924—Miraco MW Four Tube Se 

Before radio stations started to ja the 
air, the Miraco MW amazed ev body 
with its coast to coast receptio on a 
loud speaker. 

1925—Miraco Five Tu'oe S 

Anotner sensation 
this selective 
trola but 
those 

ated with the appearance of 
e Miraco. It had seven con-

worried about simplified toning in 
dui was still a great novelty. 
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Midwest Radio Co. 

‘ Ai3 Hoffman began building ra-

dios in his basement in 1920 and soon was doing a good 
mail-order business, advertising primarily to the rural 

market. In the 1930's he was well-known for fancy con-
sole models that superficially resembled Scotts, but sold 
for a fraction of the price. After the war, Hoffman moved 
into television. In 1953, Cincinnati businessman Spencer 
W. Cunningham became president of Midwest, making 
TV's for a year or two before calling it quits. 

"MIRACO REGENERATIVE $39.50 
RECEIVER PREPAID 

The new HIRACO Short Wave Regenerative Receiving Set le complete with 
Detector and all nece•sary controls In the same cabinet. Heap or], to spark 

and C.W and I. Ideal for wireless phone reception. 

ARE YOU ON OUR 

MAILING LIST OM? 

SEND TO-DAY FOR 

FOR OUR FREE 

CATALOGUE. 

MIDWEST RADIO CO 3423 Dury Ave., Dept. A, CINCINNATI, OHIO. 
EVERYTHING FOR THE RADIOWAN'' 

it mIRACO” VACUUM TUBE RADIO 
RECEIVER 150-600 Meters 

Think of buying a complete Vacuum Tube Re-
ceiving Set including 13 Battery, Radiotron 
Vacuum Tube, Murdock 2000 Ohm Headset, 
15o ft. Aerial Wire, Insulators and ground 
wire complete ready for use for only $29.50 
Prepaid. Only additional equipment necessary 
is a 6 volt storage battery or 4 dry cells and 
you are ready to experience the thrill of catch-
ing signals, voice and Radiophone Concerts out 
of the air. 

Miraco Radio Receiver, without these acces-
sories, $t8.00 Prepaid. Order direct from this 
ad or write for literature describing this ap-
paratus. Prompt mail order service on any 
standard equipment. Give us a trial. 

MIDWEST RADIO COMPANY Dept. A, 3423 DRURY AVE. 
CINCINNATI, OHIO 

"EVERYTHING FOR THE RADIO MAN" 

Miraco March 1922 $18 
2-step amplifier, Sept. 1922, $25 

1927 catalog 

This set was advertised for just one month—Midwest had no 
Armstrong license! 
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MIRACO Radio Frequency 
Broadcast Receiver 

REPRESENTING THE LATEST DEVELOPMENT 
IN LONG DISTANCE RADIO RECEIVING SETS 

Provides sharper tuning, with less controls, eliminates 
interference. 

AMPLIFIES BEFORE IT DETECTS which makes it capable of banging in 
concerts and signals from extremely long distances. 

e 00 PREPAID—Less tubes, 

C C= phones, and batteries. 

DEALERS WRITE NOW 

Send for literature descriptive al this and other "MIRACCP. Products. 

MIDWEST RADIO CO. 
804 MAIN STREET, CINCINNATI, OHIO 

John Terrey 
MA-2 or K March 1923 $29.50 

John Terni 
MA4 or MW March 1923 $54.50 

one-tube set, Nov. 1923, $ 18.50. 
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R3 Richard Foster 

REldioes finest 
kW-priced receiVers 

E. D. Elliott of weed, New 
York—our of the hundreds of 
MIRACO fans—writes ux that 
with the MIRACO xet pictured 
below—priced at only $29.5C — 
he /ward. among many other,. 
the elation, bated bd.'so. Th,roe 
result. would do credit to a set 
costing many time. a, much. 

List of Str ( Ions 
LONDON. ENG. 
WLAY Fairbanks. Alaska 
NNW La Palma. Panama 
PWY Havana. Cuba 
CFAC Calgary. Can. 
CJCY Calgary. Can. 
KSL San Francis... Cal. 
KHQ Seattle. With. 
KFBU Lorine, Wye. 
WIlgAT Duluth. Minn. 
CFCA Toronto. Catada 
CJCI St. John, Can. 
WRP Dallas. Tex. 
NOE Miami. Fla. 
WIAZ Miami. Fla. 
WHAB Galveston. Tex. 
WOK Pine Bluff, Ark. 
WJAZ Chicago. III 
WJAB Lincoln. Neb. 
WMAM Beaumont. Tex. 
WCAG New Orleans 
WLW Cincinnati. Ohio. 
WOO Kansas City. Mo. 
WOY Schenectady, N. Y. 
WEAB Dodge, La. 
KMC Tacoma. Wash. 
EON New Mexico 
EMS Butte. Mont. 
KMAV Auburn. Ala. 
CFZC Montreal. Que. 

THAT thrill of getting long 
to be had with only the 
is part of MIRACO'S year 

They're easy to tune in—Cinci. 
Denver hears Schenectady. New 
Many new tenements accourd li 

Improved rheostats with multiple 
enable you ta use any type of tu 
shield prevents annoying body ci 
shock absorbing pads prevent tu 

All sets are fuly guaranteed ,sgnsau 

ial and workmanship. Price fo 
shown in top illustration is only $ 

Other details of MIRACO r vers are explained 
more fully in our new bulletin. Write toduy for a 
copy. 

THE MIDWEST RADI COMPANY 

808 Main Street I Cincinuati, Ohio 

ist an.es g enerally. 
st expensive sets 
und entertainment. 

ti hears 'Frisco. 
ark bean Havana! 
r such long range 

resistance windings 
—a new aluminum 
parity effects—and 
noises, 

r defects of meter. 
the 4-tube outfit 

4.50. 

G))e Improved 

AuRA.c0 
1 76 
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Built to give loud speaker enter-
tainment from stations thousands 
of miles away—even while nearby 
stations are broadcasting. 

NOTE: Remember that 
Miraco Tuned Radio Fre-
quency Seta are built and 
fully guaranteed by a reliable, 
long established concern, one 
of the first to build quality 
seta. Thousands of users ea-
dotes their eatiefactory per-
formance. Send for further 
testimony of coast to coa,t 
reception and proof that 
1%1 Waco Sets are radio's finest 
low-priced receiver. 

COLORADO HEARS 
N.Y. AND CALI-

FORNIA 
I beard New York and Cali-
fornia the fient night on a y 
Miraco.—Frrd linappenburg, 
Jr.. Boras, Colo. 

NEW YORK HEARS 
ALASKA 

Received I Ii ttatiune with env 
Tlira,o Medina W LA Y 
Fair bun Ire. A Inelia. N N W 
Panama, 1CSL San Franciser, 
tvcv Houston, Tense, and 
CFAC, Calgary, Canada.— 
R. D. Elhott, Milford, N. 

OHIO HEARS 12 
CITIES THE FIRST 

NIGHT 
The first nigl,t we tried out 
our Miraco we Lot Atlanta, 

Washier tol., 
New, York, Detroit, Paver,-
port, Oinnlia. Destines, Nebr., 
Chicago, Schenectady, Pitt" 
burgh And lonas. We 
that was real good for ben in-
rere.—W. L. Musselman, New 
Carlin:e, 0 Li, 

NORTH DAKOTA 
HEARS 43 STATIONS 

FIRST 3 DAYS 
Bought • Mirsteo, operated it 
three day, and received: 
WGR, V,L%V, WDAP, }CFI, 
CHOM, WJAZ, WM Al. 
CFAC, WTAM RYW, 
R FAX, }cu. WW1, WOO, 
WPA A, (WI, RDA IC. Wit A P 
RUCK PWX, W08, W1111. 
DAF. WHAS, EFL RUCS: 

WLA0, WHA, 
KCAL. WE al.'. WOAW. 
liCAE, ROW, WCTI, WGY 
ICSD. WPA M. CKY, WORD: 
WTAY. Who hen • better 
recordl—W. L. JoLuscns, 
Ashley, N. D. 

DEALERS, AGENTS 
Write for our new proposition. 
11,0 nation-wide uee arid 
popularity of hi iraco Seta. 
t:Ieir amazingly low priers and 
Co extensive advertising we 
are doiag, makee them wanted 
everywhere. Send coupon to-
d-Y— gtod territory open. 

G)hee ci.211e1OUS 

05 

thego the 

costs only S 5r 

IRAEO 
ltra 

[FIVE TIME OUTFIT IN BEAUTIFUL soup MAHOGANY CASE] 
Unsurpassed selectivitX sensitivity, 
range, volume and tone combineder 

A beautiful sweet toned, five tube, " coast to 
coast" loud speaker set—factory-built, factory-
tested and factory-guaranteed by one of America's 
oldest and most reliable manufacturers of quality 
sets. Composed of the finest parts obtainable. 
Equipped with the latest improvements, refine-
ments and features found on costliest sets. En-
cased in a handsome hand-rubbed solid mahog-
any cabinet. Looks and performs like $200 set. 
Thoroughly tested and approved by radio's 

highest authorities. For only $75—a price 
which has rocked the industry! Unquestion-
ably the rnost astounding valut offered radio lovers. 

Simple to connect and operate. No experience 
necessary. 

Even a beginner can quickly learn to cut 
through the locals, get far-off programs loud and 
clear on the speaker, log all stations and bring 
them back at will. Full directions with each set. 
The Miraco "Ultra 5" is non-radiating, non-

howling, non-distorting. Has cut-out switch—and 
a first stage phone jack, for tuning—on front of 
Bakelite panel. Bakelite sub-base under which 
all wiring is hidden, and other newest features. 
Operates on storage battery or dry cells. 

OtheeliracoLongDistanceSets1435 up 

The Improved Mira*, 1925 
Model MW—with filament switch, 
phone jack, etc.—is a four tube 
outfit that users in every state 
report outperforms and out-
distances sets twice as expensive. 
Operates loud speaker on distant 
stations. One stage tuned ri. 
amplification, detector, two stages 
at, amplification. Solid mahog-
any cabinet. Value beyond dupli-
cation at S54.50. 

Send CeeOn 
Ar is.,11efins! 
-fi'ee 11" Erirhei7ifT0n] 

.-9 
All Mime., gets are factory- built, COMPLETELY ASSEMBLED, fertory-le,t-
ad to,,i fautory•guatenteed. They may be uEed o ith any tubes or bat wing, 

Ultra 5 Nov. 1924 $75 

This wonderful new Miraco 
Model R-3 is the three-tube, long 
distance, loud speaker set that 
has created such a sensation. 
Easy to tune and log. Covers 
wave lengths 150 to 625 meters. 
Detector acts also as a tuned r.f. 
amplifier. 2 stages al. amplifi-
cation. Has no equal for sim-
plicity, volume, range or clearness 
at anywhere near its price of 
$29.50. 

Miraco Model R Justly deserves 
it title, " Radio's finest low priced 
quality receiver." One tube acts 
as a tuned radio frequency ampli-
fier and detector combined. A 
great distance getter. Easy to 
operate and log. Covers all wave 
lengths 150 to 625 meters. Like 
all Miraeo sets. It uses storage 
battery or dry cells. Never such 
value before at only $14.35. 

••••••   

MIDWEST RADIO CORPORATION, Pioneer Builders of Sets 
406-D East Eight Street, Cincinnati, Ohio. 
Send free literature and full partieulara about your complete line of 

Miraco products. 
( Dealer ( ) Jobber ( Agent ( ) User 

NAME  

ADDRESS  

R Dee. 1924 814.35 
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"DeletfidllY clear tone 
se ode "lazing volume", e williA)-
ose "TremeluiouY 

Pewee/ 

STATION SELECTOR 

COUNTER MUSICS 

STATION SE. [( TOR 
2 

Built like— looks like— performs lika a $200 set! 

'WRAC° 
RADIO 

GETS'EM 
COAST 2t) 
COAST 

Notice! 
Enormous .lernand 
for the celebrated 
Miraco Ultra 5 ( re-
sulting from its 
many enthusiastic 
users so highly 
recommending it 
to their friends) 
has enabled us to 

add hosts of costly new features, latest re-
finement, and up-to-the-minute improve-
ments stieh as you might expect to find 
only on the newest sets selling at much 
higher prices. So the Improved Ultra 5 for 
1926 is even a better set—a more beautiftll 
set—a more selective and more powerful 
set—incredible as this may sound!—for less 
money than ever before. 
Reports from Ultra-6 users everywhere 

leave little for us to add. These are typical 
of the many in our files and which we re-
ceive daily: 

Wins In Distance and Tone 
The Mirtr-o five.tube has ell the other five-tube 
radios beat by • mile. All inc friend. have rs 
elk, but they can't at distance or clear tone ao 
I can with mine. I hue about 60 Motions now 
and I get thens ae fer as Oakland. Los As 
.%•01:roa.ryalod .Wi.lirt.hiiraireobee,:nwayus2 

Utah Hears Coast to Coast 
My Mimeo Ultra bias marvel. Directly I got it 
hooked spi got Zion. Ill., loud and clear on loud-
speaker. amt have had a great number of sta-
tions coast to coast all coming in on mid-
speaker very clear. I ronelder it one of the best 
We I have heard and am great], tilemied with it. 
John R. . . . . • St. George. Utah. 

  voila Hears California 
Very Loud 

I received the Ultra • iR•• Set. wit It up as direc-
tions called for, end received Dnll.o. Tex... Arm 
station. Will list a few of the stations received 
in two hours: KDKA. WHAS, WOR. WOAW, 
WOO. WTAM WCAR. WOO, teje. * JS. Kn. 
KSI. W W.I. WON WHX. NSCX. It Is VP, easy 
for me to receive Los Angel', California. Mud 
enough to be heard u any room in the house. 
W. h.. . . . Uniontown, Penneylvanni. 

California Gets New York 
on Loud-S  

1 have got stations from coast to suet without 
any trouble at all on Ultra- t. WTAM. Cleveland. 
Ohin• come. in on loud speaker nearly ea nod as 
the nearby stations du. I hue brought In on 
loud 'meatier with ample volume to hear all over 
the room Motion. WRAF. N. Y. ROSA Pitts. 
burg. Pa.. WCY. New York. ClICX. &taws. 
WSAL Cincinnati. WCCO. St. Paul, MInnewu. 
WLS. ( hieatro. S. S. . . . . Dorris. Calif. 

.Greenhorn' Haar. Stations 
Everywhe 

To data hays had about fifty stationu on the 
Ultra-5 including Lo. Angels.. Havana, Winne. 
peg. Roston. etc. Which is going some for a 
rk..eenh7Ut.hrLnk,ihity.nn C. • • • • • • • • 

New Jersey Hears California on 
Loud-Speaker 

MIRACO Ultra - 5" working fins. Rave received 
Weetern rust. Had two stations in Calif.,. nut 
on 'tame night. Nave had sissy other station. 
Receive all «stigma with loud- speaker. NiVison 
Van . . . . Freehold, New J . 

Radio Export Speaks from Experience 
As I eell &taut all kinds of arts. I have operated 
all of them and will .tats that the Mimeo Ultra, 
is as good if not better than any other set in the 
market today. Felix J. . . Pawtucket, R. I. 

Prefers it to Siso sets 
I received your Miraco Ultra 5 Radio Set. and It 
surely is a Desch. I hue tried and heard radios 
up  st. t° ev thalue . . of $ 150.00 but I like yours the 
be William I . . • Syracuse. New York. 

Illinois Nears Alaska 

Tb. nioht Ue7.17,:dez,ne, 
Los Angeles, jail f.. and KFJ Juno& A luka. Can 
get anything in the United State...I will put st 
siAgen,animeghave ever heard. H. El. . . • 

Cot California Setter Than $269 Set 
Received the Mira., Ultra-5 the other day 
and it iau big surprise. Compared it with my 
friends' 1269.00 . . . and could bring 

he did. Kyle . . 
New Albany. Mi... 

r. 

.‘e-• 
Ire* 200 to 600 meter 
ea /ions coail to cam'?" 

z̀Agreat 
vecluz,(fitifet 

STATION SELECTOR 
3 

IRAC 

elt145p. Special Offer! 
Send for 

1FIVE TUBE SET IN BEAUTIFUL MAHOGANY CABINET I 

sr 

e;› ,e ‘D., a  

eek„re4:,›  
o e 
csc", 

Let the testimony of its 
many users everywhere— 
as voluntarily reported to 
us in writing—convince 
you that a Miraco Ultra-
5 actually is unsurpassed 
for selectivity, long dis-
tance range, clear tone. 
loud speaker volume and 
beauty—combined with 
economy and simplicity of 
operation— at several r 

times the price. Send cou- •ft 
pan for plenty of this 
proof a,nd reports of users 
which leave no doubt that the Miraco 
Ultra-5 gets programs coast to coast as 
well as from foreign countries. 

Completely built, carefully tested and 

ke Morticed loon Mimeo Latro-S le a beauty/ Hand-

:Ifieg,ettreeh 

factory guarantee by 
one of America's oldest 
and most succes ful 
makers of quality ets, 
the Miraco Ultra-5 1.is-
trated above (latest im-
proved model for 1926) 
in the opinion of radio et pert, 
lean astonishing bargain. Se 

longdistance reception, 
and volume have been am 
Increased—"B" battery con 
tion is minimized - oscillati 
easily controlled on all 
lengths, through use of 
radio inventions. Among 
are: Duoformers" (ultra lote-loso 

env-

ianreitiyy 

Uanp-

sure 
Vase-
latent 
these 

inductance coils); the "Co nter-
Balancer" ( patented ) ; flexible wiring which p en ts 
broken or noisy connections; an adjustment for di ffer-
ent length aerials; use of only two rheostats; cut-
out switch; concealed wiring under genuine F ica 

sub- panel and other features of costliest sets. tera-

tyre describes them f ully. Send for it—and Special Offer! 

OtherfrliracoLongDistanceSets• S137511P 
retail 

Wonderfully improved new models in one-tube and 
three-tube Miraco Long Distance Sets also ready at 
lower prices! Powerful new Miraco R-3 at only $27.35 (re-
tail) operates loud speaker an distant sta-
tions. New one-tube Model R is also a rec-
ord - breaker for 
distance at $13.76. 

All Miraca seta work on storage or dry batteries. 
are easily connected and operated. Unmatched 
values! Let testimon yot users convince you. Write 
for literature and Special Offer — use coupon. 

All theMoof you want is waiting forYou! 
Reports tram their hosto of users in every state prov” Miraeo sets—at their roek-bottom factory 
prices—out perform sets costing up to three times as much. Send for latest literature. SPE-
CIAL OFFER and plenty of additional testimony from:users leaving no 
doubt that "Miraco Radio Gets 'em Coast to Coast." 

Send cede° 

fir bulletins 

AND 
SPECIAL 
OFFER 

MIDWEST 'RADIO CORPORATION 
Pieneee 'Builders of Sets cincionan.ohio 

Send free literature, SPECIAL OFFER and all particulars regardMg Miraco Sets. 404-11 East Eighth Street 

( se,ct ( User ( Dealer. ......... ---
................. 

................................. 

ADDRESS .................................................................... - ......... ...... ... 
NAME 

• 

AGENTS! 
DEALERS! 
Write for the new 
Mime proposi 
tion. Nation-wide 
useand popularity 
of Miraco sets 
coupled with their 
amazingly low 
prices, make the 

sell due to thei 

wanted everl 
where. Easy t 

wonderful tone 
volume and dis-
tance-getting. 
Send 

today! 
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Ultra 5 Oct. 1925 $59.50 
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Herb Pars( us 

FREE 

seat gee -to loot Ilta-ood 
perienn Mee $200 sets 

Real Single Dial Control! 
MarroIfieent Big Powerful Minims "UnItuee-S'T 
Retail List price only $87.30-get spec ial offer 
The celes-at.d Mira. Ultra-5 - U.S. Navy type circuit, has 
also been adapted to Single Dial Tuning—V.431min muff lee 

selloethity, volume. clearnetie. pWer. tons, or deer 
Dowse settllog qualltleal In the magni-oent big Mirwo Uni-
tune-i., above !Mown. you turn one vernier knob ice stations 
everywhere. Beautiful hand-rubbed, pilule hinged. solid wal-
nut cabh,t, n, in. long, 16 in. deep, 10 tn. high. Sloping Bakelde 
Mosel o mains t numbed to match. Also IOW« on 30 days trebled! 

Coast Coa s t fórei 
ÍixuRAcò  Reception Certi ied 

RADIO C-24 ree9_115.9/§. 
GETS'EM " ottcel aï.9.:ergl 

fro front dellehted nuts en hiehlyenetnrsell COAST 2te them to friends/ wain enable., re add hoots 
of costly new feeture, bout mtnerneos 
and up.orthe-rnirite Wprovemehts such , COAST se you Illicit< ertut to find mile ori 
rime!. higher preed eats. Surer, fl'Is 
year me truer-rime bieutiOl- - 

P7000   

USER -AGENTS WANTED. . WRITE! 
Reports non rum emmehere leave little for us to add. TIT...emir 
• few of U e many in our Hie an I vritieh we ore,. Send mo-
tion fir pointy olditionel proof end teetentoy of  be oeenll. 

CUTS OUT LOCaL, 931111 PAO. TONE, VOLUME, DISTANCE. 
filtANM evEDYWNERa. Deride, Mina. Beni. W• Ilk. cor Dire. 

boveli,n Although I d. notMo.  try 
—„r‘rie-b.er" barri.t.:1 nioto 'r 

F:17...» ti AAT o TC COAST l'illtnuCALS mr 
(moho. NobtOoks teris;;),,, re.t,r-: 

p.g.:él.'n!,l,ere.v4-%:-:, br cut• .0 end C. Ple.sico 
•Mtlon• hem Memo, Hue hoed oude f 7w. 

'bra end brine. ut met ems 'Meer it is mar 
nd et. roes Melt Ets.one cretin& u 

..hent frortormst to tWr. Clarence Such. 
'rut. No trouble NO HOWLS—SUPEROOR TO 

WEITSlil'snaleliOnSELECTIT. TA« MOC' Tir'i" 
PTO. Have been up ormolu. equaim emirate:. I ever 

,r,'"Agirar.e:;,^ce. rzilr...1,!,:e.veCz.etn"7re! 
then, emiedna. In selectivity. vol. II etabonomme M 

'fieedaalineekh 
iporreifol ineel emtion, In aroin . TS. Dureanuille, Pe. I don, ell,...rrhe • b., oceiOnl 
CA00 LOCALS. Chicago. Ill. With tio sereire3- ei_"ore 
leridetetanureaskastmegleuthau eperleter--in"lude.lir Lo:Ance-

u..‘."er4-:.ezz2z,,,,„tr.  9no -e. 
yer when ether, croldn, get 1(erin. 

rm.-001;70eluorl: 
trdd."=Vir{i7, 

etsi. tbe.N.D — 
tr.:.nee7'11,==z;:, 
twee deêemlat.twn 
!morns loricn. FO. Toned in 16 iita. 

fLuge?..ereo, 
geeee.eviieeez.vvii 
Dafibili Wm. lel-One... ‘Do n".1:::1111=eirkelearrata/Ine 

gVe3 ;Z:l!'t‘r:arte ". n'i'enb' &grit Ria'AWli 
Columbie. et net, 

MiCein3k.irletilf Vi • • "d' z'zti .0, 111,13 PION0.1 with e ben:: L'alf r 
out hem. I have gesetas Mar 

Oithaelovre. Semen...me .2. ,Ou °TO LONDON PROM 

.0 picked up on the g.0-1, ,7,•trée le& t..„.̂. 
Diroo 6 Sundu ,sn.Muternm adZ co the Dor. with 
sad is P‘51. Dee lon. K Y 0 lion- le (ho Was t 
i:tirlHoi:eltioe I 'Ireland: Juan.c...113 V h. Jr ." °Pe" 

Wannljtrel"-I.et; Na'sopw &efemaelieliowinouL 
• fl'.';‘,1,°:nel"-c.eir.n1:-., 

lnore::1711:forrelespowerful fcrlernsonor 

don. à I oh on Dods, nob< buttbem 
ems lunch interference 41 was oat 
ury plon. I Om have barged 163 
@moms in I) S. oadCanada 0.0000- 

tieerr,:ige«nieg Tel-legs 
ON SPEAKER. Speneer. Nebr. U.-

Ii=ezetzle:V,17.°.`me. 
usszdenoralrguntr, 

Mc CO... All Us,. above station., on 
• speaker. Slue aloe hoard Unto. 

eileti"erilH. Y.'. -retie.: 
rm. rrtu. In lass tun • week 

after ed Me blitacro6 
Burodi•ontheloodretr,er 

Mexico City, several sto 
Omit in Floodeond mu, 
°thee0. IL h. Mts. 

Station an. cr. rb'b.me 

7th 
Anniversary Special! 

Only $19.95 net—an unheard-of price for a high-Erode , 
L14. roamed 0-tube eatreliP ereoe. 
mahogany. Can't be equaled anywhere near the price 
In quality of COnetrtlet10n. oelecthity, distance-get-
ting power, tone, ea» and economy of operation— 
let 30 days trial prove thlal Complete with high-
grade accessories—nothing else to buy—only $49.S5 
net. Alt quIck—oupply hunted. Get Special Offert 

Compact Feb. 1927 $ 19.95 

INYOURTIOME 

-- -- - - _ --- _ - _ 

_ 

Send Coupon for 
Amazing Special 

Teited and approved by all 
of Radio) Meet Authoritie.r 

'two,  mewl Offer! 
MOM onm. eo mess BEAUTIFUL'- BIG -POWERFUL 
famous Mg Radio Corpora. s„lect3ve to prospective buyer, bY tr.a. MIRACOUltrâ 
bon. one of Annuities old. 4 

ceased year. Man,/ uthr lk ail$ 

est reliable  emanufacturers 
of fine sets-seven oust t • 

lied usera in every state. 
Postal or coupon bongs MS. Li sT 
timony of nearby users and 

soto costing up to 4 tune, A 
proof Mimeo 's outperform price 

as much. Very e•Sy to Mr 
stall and Operate. 

AMAZING 
SPECIAL OFFER 
to U•er-Agents who will o 
allow friends to lisMn te 
their Mirece, 

(aert. GBiedverfill Neio 
Solid Walnut Cabinet Solid W•Inut Cabinet 

5 ultra etrittln e 5 
28 in.long TRADE MARK bitfiGiST REO   27 in. long 
ULTRA-SELECTIVE LONG DISTANCE 5 TUBE SETS EASY ON BATTERIES 

Gel SPECIAL OffER 

car 
GUARANTEE 

CAVE or make tx lot of money on seta and meet,-
‘.7 series bv writing immediately for our Amazing 
Special Of f eel It will astonish you. finless 30 days' 
trial proves a Miran, the most selective, clearest 
toned and niost powerful distance-getteramong beau-
tiful big 6-sube sets, don't buy it. 

Rend for Testimony of Users everywhere 
First, reports of delighted users will assure you that 
the beautiful. big Miraco's artually are unsurpassed 
(even at much higher prices) for raser-edge select-
ivity combined with extreme long distance reception. 
clearnatural tone and powerful loudspeaker volume. 
plus economy in use of battery current. 
Second, it is our honest conviction—based on seven 
years' successful experience in building fine seto— 
that these latest Mimeo's are the most marvelous 
values offered in high-grade receivera. 
Third. convince yourse:f by using a Mira«, thirty 
days in your home before you decide to keep It. 

Our Factory Prices Save You Up to 1/2i Facts About Makers of Mirace's: 
To our many thousand» of satisfied tigers throughout the world, we require no introduction. But those who 
have never enjoyed the pleasure and satisfaction of operating a Miraco Set. will undoubtedly wish to be as-

sured thar the makers of the Mimeo are thoroughly reliable. We therefore pre-
sent these facts about the Midwest Radio Corporation of Cincinnati. Ohio: 

I. On-o of America'soldest, largest and motet erperienced 
builders of fine 34AS—seventh successful year. 

2. Builds all sets complete in its own big tottery 
arid thoroughly testa them under actual broad-
casting conditions before shipping. 

li 3. & Ile all seta on a Guarantee of Unconditional 
Satisfaction, allowing liberal trial privilege. 
4. Deals direct by mad with Ito Inters, agents and 

/2 MIRA°, ego. ! dealer., thereby ell'ecting great savings which are 1 reilected in amazingly low prices. 

5. Keeps all promises to the letter. Ingteot rot-
• erenceo from users, bank officials and all concerns 

with whom we have dealiogo. We have been con-
, tOrners of a big Isoon.uo rinrinnati bank for 
Fninny years. In our literature read no hat they any 
'about our reeponsibility and reputation for oquare 
dealings. 

You'll Be Proud of Your Mimeo! 
Each Miraco tiornes completely assembled. rigidly 
tested, splendidly packed and factory guaranteed for 
one year. Easy to install and operate—full instruc-
tions supplied. A big, handsome. expensive-looking 
radio—one you'll be proud to have friends see and 
hear. Stylish. sloping front cabinet of solid walnut. 
handsomely gold illustrared genuine Bakelite front 
pane and genuine Bakelite knobs—fininhed in wal-
nut. In construction.toodikehigh-pricedeets. Finest 
parto oluninable—ard many exclusive feature.. Lit-
erature describes them fully— send for it. teetimorkir 
of neseby users and Special Offer! 

Deal Direst midi a Big. Reliable Firm! 
Thousands of satisfied customers can testify to the 
money they've made and saved by deeingdireet with 
the great Midwest Radio Corporation. You are abso-
lutely ruaranteed and assured the same satisfaction. 
Clip coupon now and be convinced! 

7th 
SileCCLÁI; 
(year/ 

tienonch 
eitAu big 
4 story 
[arto   
du oleo' lo 

i.tsirle c:g 

Sots 

.411 theProot you urmt ir waitineforlfne 
Coupon orpostal brings repo frorn hostel of user,' in your vicinity an e wwhere proving that 
Mira. tee.•t reel-bet/LOT money-saving factory essees•ooieorfoonsets cost-

ing up to tour urn,. ao Y-- -- ---- bur •Poof.M. 
taboos. battorloo. ate. at big oaring. from usl 

5.iet our propootion Ix fort 6 
triune), ... tier 

much 

AOLPITSI 
DEALEISSI 
Write for our 
latent Mimeo 
propoeiticen. 
Nation -•nde 
popularity, 
opueppeeno, per-
formance of 
Mirsco5-tube 
nets. at ern-
azingly lower 
prices, make 
them eaoy to 
sell,Sendcoo-
pon today for 

proo f 

Without oblegor. ;le •'• 

404-M Mimeo 13oildPioireer BUi Clu 
tag" °f 

14 7 ,, luvreturoof  u0- SPE0CMI OFFet 

D.r1.0 Sets: clneatl. 
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ADDRESS 
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All apparatus advertised in this magazine has been tested and approved by POPULAR RADIO LABORATORY 

3 Year 
Guarantee , 

TRADE MARK REGISTERED 

MAGNIFICENT TONE SUPER SELECTIVE-POWERFUL DISTANCE GETTER 
*,-.44ieeteidethite 

MI RAC Co 
`Users Say: 
Reports from users •••rywher• 
have Intle tie nil tu add.. Them:sere 

:e te: ‘ein.:e'err'teilr.re0 
eoupon fur plentyof :deditional proof 
end le/Almon, of neyby our.. 
CLEARER THAN A $450.00 SET 
Before I bought your set I tried out 
end beard 41.11. • number of differ-
ent makee eete and I believe I can 
truthfully eay that I never yet here 
beard • eat wi.h such woridalut 
tone and elearneee eie the Mirw-n. I 
never thought that & set could be a. 
dogwood reproduce tones and vo.ees 
tut the Miriam,. Saturday I listened to 
• 8450.00 eet and it ain't even COMO 
sear your set for elearnese and vol. 
nine. I have logged some very distant 
atationeon the Unitune andallbouith 

taro nights in mice...non outaRSU-it. te.., 
SHARPLY STATIONS 
The Unitune brings In ',tattoo, sere 
clearly and with a eelertivity tIrd I. 
entering when you take in consider-
ation the mua of et at ions on the air 
at the same time. t have beard three 
and fouratatIonstbetwereonalrai 
mime wavelengths et the mile t 
and wee able to tone out one af• r 
the other without the least interf.•r• 
enre. — W. I.. BIM BACK. San 
Prenehteo.Cadif. 

EXPERIENCED FAN PRAISES SET 
/Abaco is the moat wonderful ralio 
I bare ever aeon. I have had experi-
ence with many popular make, of 
radota, also have built • number id 
them myself but in tone quality it le Ear superior to all. For seneitlyeneee 
ran say it is foore like • auger-
etrodyne.—R. V. WHITE. Proctor. 
W. Va. 

HAS POWER TO SPARE 
'•Well Fleeced' . with Miruo would 
be putting it mildly. Haven't heard 
anything_ to equal it reganllee. of serial lotted 

WJZ the pet•tation 
uf fbi. tuai. 
It . Smtion• 

wonderful 
ton• and 
tremendau• 
due, bao, 

e,7 , °:urz;id 

prove his set 
superior but 
to hie 'surprise end astonishment my 
family and neighbors and the agent 
himself admitted hie Slot eat bal to 

fe&.^ima,11:.° 

America's big, old, reliable Ra-
dio Corporation' (8th successful 
year) e tees in its big, 
powerful. latest 6, 7 and 8 tube 
Miraco seta -the finest, most 
enjoyable performance obtain-
able in high radios." 
Unless 30 days' use in your 
home fully satisfies you a Miraco 
is unbeatable at any price for 
beautiful, clear cathedral tone, 
razor-edge selectivity, power-
ful distance reception, easy 
operation, etc.—don'tbuy it! 
Your verdict final. Save or 
make lots of money on seta and 
equipment write fortestimony 
of nearby users and Amazing 
Special Factory Offer. 

Retail List 
Completely 
Assembled 

or Battery Set! ifigliniSCors to 
to Coast, Canada to Mexico, 
loud and clear—with the mag-
nificent cathedral tone quality 
of costliest sets. Don't con-
fuse Miraco's with cheap. 
"squawky" radios. Miractis 
have finest parts, latest ap-
proved shielding, metal chassis. 
etc.—as used in many $200 sets. 

Deal Direct 
with Big Factory 
Your Miraco reaches you com-
pletely assembled, rigidly test-
ed, fully guaranteed. Easy to 
connect and operate. 30 days' 
trial free. 3 year guarantee if 
you buy. You take no risk, you 

Miraco's work equally fine insure satisfaction, you enjoy 
on "AC" electric house rock- bottom money- say-
current or with batteries. ing prices by dealing direct 
Take your choice. Many thou- with one of radio's oldest, most 
sands of Miraco users—who successful builders of fine sets. 
bought after thorough corn- 8th successful year in the radio 
pnrisons—enjoy programs Coast manufacturing business. 

. USER-AGENTS! Mabel big arenis eunina Nunn° 

>o'er! lent° .,,tetenr.%`.'"i0Selee;1'10'renCrolZiZ'O. 
BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED CATALOG 

AND AMAZING 

SPECIAL OFFER 
SEND NO MONEY-30 

• DAYS' TRIAL. Special 
Wholesale Price Offer to User-Agents, Sank 
Iteferences,testimony of nearby Miracousers 
—all the proof goo want—sent with catalog. / 

mail coupon right now. 

Another Big Bargain! Famous pow-
rf ul big Miraco Super 6. 1928 model— 
u ltea selective! Thousands find it out-
performs sets of much higher price. 

30 Days' Trial Free. Fully 
Guaranteed. 

(0" # 479 E Mimosa Building, CiliCiCULAti. Obi°. 

gents User-

WRAC° "Powerplue" sets 
—bothinfiand7tubemodels— 
havemagnificentlybeautif ul. 
elearcathedraitonequality. Turn 
one dial for stations everywhere. 
Ultra-selective. Miraco atulti-
etagedistancea.epliitcatiorgirea 
-power-plm"on far-offstations. 
Latest all-metal shielded chassis. 
Illuminated dial. Fully gouras. 
teed. Try one free for So days/ 
Choice of beautiful cabinets, 

ube 
one dial / 
METAL SHIELDED 

CHASSIS 

75 

RETAIL LIST 

Electrify Any Radio -,„th 
MIDWEST NO-BATTERY 

C'Iight Socket 
fr, Power Units 

"A","B7 and 'C” 

LTr7ieriek7i,tefvee. 
out batteries I WriteforMidweetprieee 
Sod daieounte. Midwest it,,. are hwhoet 
arade—lmtinaly depended., ,inot oper-
atom, fully guaranteed. 

BIG 
DISCOUNT 

TO 

• .1 mom 
"'MIDWEST RADIO CORPORATION 

Pioneer Budder, of Sets 

let 

THIS COU ON 
IS NOT 

AN ORDER 
Without obligation, send free catalog, AMAZING SPECIAL OFFER, testimony of 
nearby Miraco users. D User O Agent D Dealer 

11 NAME 

ADDRESS 

October 1927 models: 6-tube $36.75 7-tube $49.75 8-tube $69.75 
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Enjoy Any Miraco 30 Days 
—then decide. Return EVERYTHING, our expense, unless thoroughly delighted. 

'Wonderful Selection of 
Beautiful New Cabinets 

For AC-9, AC-8 and Battery 
7's and 6's 

30 DAYS' TRIAL—TAKE YOUR PICK 

Richly designed. gen-
uine walnut coreoP 
of finest type. Eh • 
ten - dynamic 
magnetic cone or I.. , 
air column speaki,. 
Wonderful salue I 

Itcautifully graceful 
Spinet model. hand-
somely designed. Genu-
ine walnut electro-ily-
plink or =allelic roue. 
(This model for "AC-9" 
and "AC-8" only.) 

The same charming 
Spinet model, for bat-
tery or AC sets. Kier-
tro-dynamic or mite-
netie cone or air col-
umn speaker. 

A most popular walnut 
Hi- Boy Console. with 
drop-leaf desk. For all 
Mira.) Sets. Cleit• 
if speakers. Astonish-
ingly priced. 

t. Lo-1 toy Console that's a 
gent and very low-priced. 
Walnut finish. For all 
M tram sets. Choice ni 
speakers. 

A new type arm.cliair con-
sole ( for AC sets only) 
that Is very much admired. 
Genuine walnut. Electro-
dynamic or magnetic conc. 
A splendid value. 

A popular. inexpensive com-
bination. Table nuclei M irate 
set on handsome table speak-
er. Table speaker also is 
sold separately. 

011 
Meer., table model 
sets olas be hail 
in metal or wood 

cabinets. Wood cab-
inets ir walnut or 
new shaded silver-
dirime finishes. 
Cathedral electro-
dynamic or mag-
netic speakers to 
match. 

Latest All-Electric 

"AC-9" 
Super-Shielded AC Chassis 

$83.75 

Speaker, tubes and cabinet extra 

Newest Type 

6-Tube 
Battery-Operated 

Super-Shielded 

Chassis 

Equipment extra 

Latest All-Electric 

"AC-8" 
Super-Shielded AC Chassis 

Speaker, tubes and cabinet extra 

Newest Type 

7-Tube 
Battery-Operated 

Super-Shielded 

Chassis 

$49.88 

Equipment extra 

Cathedral Tone—Super-Selective -Powerful Distance Getters 
Celebrating its ninth successful year, America's big, 
old reliable Radio Corporation springs a genuine 
sensation in high-grade sets. With its latest, super-
powered, 1-dial Miraco's—the wholly self-contained, 
hum-free, AC-8 and 
AC- 9, using AC 
tubes, or the new 
6- and 7-tube models 
for batteries or elimi-
nators—you are guar-
anteed values and sav-
ings unsurpassed in 
the fine set field. 
Compare a Miraco 
with highest - priced 
radios. for 30 days in 
your home. Surprise 
and entertain your 
friends — get their 
opinions. Unless 100% 
delighted, return ev-
erything—the complete 
outfit—at our expense. 
Your decision is final 
—absolutely! 
Only exceptionally fine 
radios, of the very latest approved type, at rock-
bottom prices, could possibly back up so lil»erally 
unconditional a guarantee. Send coupon now for 
Amazing Special Factory Offer! 

Don't Confuse with Cheap Radios 
With its rich, clear cathedral tone, hum-free opera-
tion, tremendous "kick" on distant stations and 
razor-edge selectivity—with its costly, sturdy con-
struction, latest features, beauty, ease cif tuning 
anti economy—a Miraco will make you the envy of 
many whose radios cost 2 to 3 times as much. 

NI., ny thousands cf Miraco's — bought after 30-
day borne comparisons—arc cutting through locals 
and getting distance with the tone and power of 
costly sets—their delighted users report. 31iraco's 

are laboratory - built 
with finest parts, and 
embody nine years' 
actual experience in 
constructing fine sets. 
Approved by radio'r 
highest authorities. 

Deal Direct with 
Big Factory 

Everything reaches you 
splendidly packed and 
rigidly tested to in-
sure your instant en-
thusiasm. Enjoy the 
outfit 30 days—then 
decide. Liberal 3-year 
guarantee on each set. 
Play safe, save lots of 
money, and insure sat-
isfaction by dealing 

direct with radio's oil re i able builders of fine sets 
—ninth successful year. 

Jgescoants to Ilser-Agents 
A M i race will so delight yeti anti those who hear it 
that people will ask you to get M ietco's tor them. In 
this way our sales grow by leaps and hounds each yen. 
No selling necessary—no radio experience needed. You 
can easily pay for your set and make as much extra 
money as you wish, spare or lull time, by getting our 
Amazing Special Offer. 

IMPORTANT NOTICE! 
"30-Day Free Trial" offers usually are money-back 
guarantees, frequently only on the "set." Please 
understand that unless you are thoroughly pleased 
•eue pay return charges and refund the FULL pur-
chase price or both the ''set" and ALL equipment 
—tubes, cabinet, speaker, antenna (also on bat-
teries or eliminators with 6- and 7-tube sett). 
Could any offer be fairer? 

MIDWEST RADIO CORP'N, 404-A0 Miraco Bidg., Cincinnati, Ohio 
power s zeit„ f BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED CATALOG, AMAZING SPECIAL FACTORY 

OFFER, TESTIMONY OF NEARBY USERS—All the proof you want—of our hon-
esty, fairness, size, financial integrity, radio experience and the performance of our 

sets—including Amazing Factory Offer—sent with catalog. 

October 1928 models: \ 
7-tube battery $49.88 
8-tube battery $49.88 

• 

MIDWEST RADIO CORPORATION. 

Pionee Builders of Sets—Ninth Successful Year, 

111 404-A0 Mimeo Building, Cincinnati, Ohio. 

THIS COUPON 
IS NOT 

AN ORDER 

▪ wiTtIOUT OBLIGATION'. seml free catalog. Amazing Special F Cory Offer. testimony 
of nearby userel, et, 

ale'. Agent 

I Name  Address  

AC-8 $71.50 See 1929 model (not shown): 

AC-9 $83.75 9-tube screen-grid $49.88 
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THE MIDWEST RADIO CORPORATION, CINCINNATI, OHIO 

S. Keeps all promises to the 
letter. Highest references from 
users, bank officials and all con-
cerns with whom we have deal-
ings. 

6. A firm you can absolutely 
rely upon to ship you the finest 
sets and accessories your money 
will buy. 

We have been customers of 
this big $3.000,000 Cincinnati 
Bank for many years. Read 
what they say about our in-
tegrity and responsibility. 

The Provident 

Savings Bank 

and Trust Co.'s 

Building.% 

/ that your Radio is Actually built by a big, old 
nai) successful manufacturer thoroughly experienced 

• in the business, with a world-wide reputation for 
Fair, Square Dealings and Willing and Financially 
Able to Carry Out all Promises to the Letter. 

,4 

I WARN 

The Big 4-Story Miraco Factory on 
Eighth St.—one of Downtown Cincin-

nati's Prominent Thoroughfares. 

VISITORS WELCOME! 

We occupy every inch of this factory, the largest 
in the world, we understand, selling high glade 
radio sets by mail. Satisfied users built our 
business to i's present huge proportions. We 
welcome vis,tors and are glad to show them 
the care and precaution taken to make Miraco's 
"America's F nest Moderately Pr:ced Radio 
Sets." 

Facts About the 
I. One of America's oldest. 

largest and m ist experienced 
builders of fine eets—eighth suc-
cessful year. 

2. Builds all sets complete in 
its own big fastat_ and tho-
roughly tests them under actual 
broadcasting conditions before 
shipping. 

I NG 
1 "l'eFslsy-pbyo-mniisgehst' a' acount radio sets anrdeinIdapaiyms andtowgeotree; 

dio setswhich 
ve infested the I put 

We believe, however, 
that the public has been 
taught its lesson, and that 
most people are now turn-
ing to the old, reliable, 
successful manufacturers 
—veteran concerns like 
ourselves who have been 
bulwarks in the industry 
since its start. 
To our many thousands 

of satisfied users through-
out the world, we require 
no introduction. But those 
who have never enjoyed 
the pleasure and satisfac-
tion of operating a Miraco 
Set, will undoubtedly 
wish first to be assured 
that the company back of 
the " Iiraco is thoroughly 
reliable. For that reason 
we have dedicated this 
page to - 

Midwest Radio Corporation 
3. Sells all sets on a Guaran-

tee of Unconditional Satisfac-
tion, allowing 30 day,' free Trial 
privilege. ( See guarantee bond.) 

4. Deals direct by mal: with 
its users, agents and dealers, 
thereby effecting savings which 
are reflected in amazingly low 
prices. 

TH E PR OVIDE NI SAVINGS BANK AN D TRUST C 0 I...Piste? 
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Miraco Sets are Completely 
Built and Rigidly Tested in our 

Big 4-story Factory Before Shipping 

bcpert assemblers 
putting the sets 
to3ether 

Wiring and., 
soldering connections 

%rah ut most 
care— 

.ets 
aretestedori 
bw,intermediate 
er he). wave le ths 

We careeully pack all 
shipments to insuré 
sae arrival:We ship 

NO to customers all 
over the world 
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THE MIDWEST RADIO CORPORATION, CINCINNATI, OHIO 
— - 

•••,:m 

kJ 111 WI'4 

INCE the pioneer days of the radio industry, 
Miraco advertising has been eagerly sought by 
and accepted by leading magazines—publica-
tions that bar their columns ta all but the 

worthy and reliable advertisers. As many publishers 
guarantee their readers against loss through adver-
tisements naturally the publishers continue to seek 
and run Miraco advertisements only because they 
bave found from years of experience that Miraco sets 
satisfy and that the Midwest Radio Corporation al-
ways treats everybody fair and square and lives up 
to all its agreements. 

On this page you will notice sorre of the publi-
cations which regularly carry Miraco advertising. 
Space prevents showing all of the hundreds of lead-
ing magazines, weeklies, farm papers, newspapers, 
etc., in which Miraco ads appear. If you harbor any 

e doubts, write to any or all these pubshers and ask 
them to tell you the exper:ences of their readers in 
dealing with us. We welcarne the most searching 
investigation, knowing that it w:11 conv:nce you 100 
per cent of the mer:t of Mize° Radio and our 
straight forward business de-lings. You are entitled 
to know that you are doing business with a thorough-
ly reliable big concern and that every promise will be 
carried out to the letter whether you live 100, 1,000 or 
10,000 miles away from Cincinnati. 

Advertising Makes Miraco 's 
Known Everywhere. 

Millions of people have, for years, seen this 
Miraco advertising, which makes it very easy for our 
user-agents to interest friends, neighbors and towns-
people in buying Miraco Radios. The Miraco is na-
tionally advertised. 
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MIUmILASAID 
Mu-Rad Laboratories, Inc. 
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‘ A Ibert Shelby Illatterman was 
born in St. Louis, Missouri, on June 24, 1892. He be-
came interested in wireless in 1907, and had a descrip-
tion of his station printed in Modern Eleetries in July, 
1909. After obtaining his BSEE from Washington Uni-
versity in 1914, he remained there teaching the subject 
for three years before joining the Army Signal Corps for 
radio engineering and research. From 1914 to 1922, he 
had twelve articles published in a variety of American 

and British journals. His later work for the Signal Corps 
at Camp Alfred Vail (now Ft. Monmouth) centered on 

direction-finding and, finally, on the design of RF' ampli-
fiers using iron-core coupling transformers. 

In April, 1922, probably following the example of his 
friend and co-worker Harold M. Lewis, who had founded 
Radio Service Laboratories in 1921, Blatterman incorpo-
rated Mu-Rad Laboratories in Asbury Park, New Jersey. 
His first radio models, naturally, used RF amplifiers with 
iron-core transformers. In the next few years, Mu-Rad in-

troduced a number of innovations: a three-stage RF am-
plifier that ran on AC power in February, 1922; a single-
dial recen.er in May, 1924; and a complete AC set in 
October, 1924. However, none of these models sold very 
well. 
On May 2. 1925, a new company was incorporated: 

Mu-Rad Radio Corporation, which supposedly was the 

manufacturing and marketing organization for inventions 
of the Mu-Rad Laboratories, which Blatierman still 
owned. Philip Boyer of investment bankers Hayden, 

Stone, & Company put in $86,000, and Mu-Rad intro-
duced one or two new models each year through 1927 be-
fore calling it quits. Boyer is said to have recovered his 

investment plus $20,000 in a complex stock-jobbing (leal 
involving Sleeper Radio in early 1928, in which Mu-Rad 
acquired control of Sleeper. Finally the New York Curb 
Market stopped the trading, and Mu-Rad went into re-

ceivership on April 28, 1928. In its voluntary petition 
during bankruptcy proceedings, Mu-Rad listed assets of 
$123,000 and liabilities of $ 190,000. 

Blatterman's last patent was in 1936; he had a total of 
ten. 
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R.F. Amplifier 
Type MA- 11 

Wave-
length 

150-500m. 

MU-RAD Radio Frequency Amplifiers USE A.C. 
For Filament and Plate Supply. 

Saves charging of storage batteries. 
Saves plate battery cost. 
Increases tube life 6o‘A. 

Uses four tubes, three for amplification, one as rectifier. To be con-
nected between tuner and detector and operated direct from alternating 
current house lighting circuit. NO A.C. HUM. 

GUARANTEE: Sold with a guarantee of greater amplification than 
that of any similar amplifier thus far produced. 

R. F. Amplifier Type MA- It Price, $125.00 
(without tubes) 

MU-RAD R. F. Amplifying Transformers 
111.),I11,11 are absolutelir inaudible with 
detector and audio-frequency amplification ( however 
great). Supplant and far surpass regenerative tuners 
in sensitivity. No tuning adjustments or ticklers. 

GUARANTEE: Sold with a guarantee of 
greater amplification than 
that of any other similar 
transformer mailable. 

R. F. Amplifier Transformer Type T-I 
(Wave length, 150-500 M.) Price, $9.00 

SUPERLATIVE PERFORMANCE—SUPERLATIVE WORKMANSHIP 
Dealers: Write 

MU-RAD LABORATORIES 
Asbury Park, New Jersey St. Louis, Mo. 
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Radio News for Ait.oist, 1922 347 

MOST 
SENSITIVE! 

Better Than 
a Regenerative 

Set 
MU-RAD BROADCASTING 

RECEIVER, TYPE M.A. 12 

Use With 
Indoor Loop 

Aerial 

Reduce Static and 
Interference 

THE VERY FINEST RADIO RECEIVING SET 
A three stage radio frequency amplifier and detector set developed with the deliberate idea of producing a receiver 

of superior sensitiveness. Direct comparison with the best s..?ts proves the astounding accomplishment of our engineers. 
Many times more sensitive than a regenerative tuner and lar easier to operate. This set on a 1% foot square indoor 
coil aerial will bring in the radio programs several times louder than a regenerative tuner and a 40 foot antenna. May 
be used with Radiotrons or A.P. Tubes. The most highly developed set on the market. Very reasonably priced. 

BEST ianndAppea r anc ePerform ance 

Enclosed in handsome, highly polished mahogany 
cabinet with Radion panel. All connections in the 
tear. Thoroughly tested and covered by an absolute 
money back guarantee of satisfaction. Write for 
Bulletin No. 13. 

Dimensions: 

61 Vz''Lel'inggh $ 142"  6- Deep 

DEALERS Write for 
Proposition 

The demand for this remarkable set will be ire• 
mendous everywhere. A simple demonstration of its 
extreme sensitiveness will bring all the orders you 
can handle. Get our proposition. Ask for Bulletin 
No. 13. 

MU -RAD LABORATORIES e Inc. 
SOO Fifth Avenue - - Asbury Park, N. J. 

INTERIOR DETAILS MU-RAD TYPE M-A 

MA-13 Sept. 1922 $ 160 

Scott MacWilliarn 

S128 in September 

MU-RAD 

R. F. TRANSFORMERS 

Manufacturers of Radio Victrola sets are standardiing on MU-RADS. 
Imitate those who know. Loud speakers tieing ope ated in M. Y. City 
from Chieago and Detroit broadcast using 3 it. loop and two stages of 
MU-RAD T-tx R. F. amplification. 

For the usual R. F. amplifier circuits we recommend Type T-I1 trans-
formers. Where user is more experienced and realizes the real advantage, 
as well as the difficulties of extreme R. F. amplification. there are avail-
able also Types T-ItA and T-.13 for second and third stages respec• 
tively. These combinatkns give truly enormoim sensitivenms 

For the longer wavelengths there is a new MU-RAD. Type T-n. having 
the seam âne qualities as the T-11 series. T-x will be available May 15th. 

Type T-11 $6.00 Type T-IIA $6.50 Type T-11B $7.50 

At your dealers or direct from 

MU-RAD LABORATORIES, Inc. 
Branch (»hem: ST. LOUIS, MO. ASBURY PARK, NEW JERSEY 

W L.TERN DISTRIBUTORS THE BEHR' GOD CO. ST. LOUIS. MO. 
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RADIO for DECEMBER, 1923 49 

Tell them that you saw it in RADIO 

m u-RAD, in the vanguard of the radio art, once again blazing a 
new trail of progress. Years of scientific achievement anticipated 

in this super set, the Mu-RAD MA- 17. A new sensitivity, greater 
distance, fuller volume, with the absolute simplicity and substantial con-
struction of the famous Mu-RAD MA-13. Most recently discovered 
principles are embodied and developments of the future thoughtfully 
considered in the designing of the Mu-RAD MA-17. 

Three stages of radio and two of audio frequency amplification and detector. 
One tuning dial and two selecting dials, each independent of the other. Plug-in 
type r. f. transformers to care for changes of tube type or wave lengths. Panel-
mounted volt-meter for quick reading of A and B batteries Solid mahogany, 
Adam Brown hand-rubbed finish cabinet with loop fitted into top and compart-
ment in base for "B" batteries. Guaranteed for woo miles reception using only 
a 2-foot loop. 

WRITE FOR BOOKLET AND THE NAME OF THE NEAREST DEALER 

M u -Thin LABORATORIES.INC. 
806 FIFTH P.VE ASBURY PARK. NEW JERSEY 
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(Wm Firsi Sc! to Operate 
'Without Batteries 

Radio as Convenient 
as Your Telephone 

THE first receiver to operate at maximum efficiency without 
"A" and "B" batteries—THE MU-RAD MA-20. 

Just plug into your electric light socket. Avoids the heavy expense, 
unsightliness and inconvenience of "A" and "13" batteries and 
battery chargers. The MA-20 RECEIVER with the MU-RAD 
RECTO-FILTER does away with these former handicaps. 
The ultimate in simplicity. Especially designed for high selectivity 
so that powerful local stations can be tuned out while receiving 
distant programs. Tuning on all three dials always the same. 
Where alternating current is not available batteries can be used as 
with any other set. 
A new circuit—new in all its principles. Five tubes, non-oscillating, 
non-radiating. $185 
See our advertisement in this issue of the MU-RAD RECTO-FILTER—a pou er unit. 

Write for Literature! 

Mu.-RAD LABORATORIES, INC. 
809 FIFTH AVE., ASBURY PARK, N. J. 

MU-RA 
he New 

ECIE JI VIE R 

Actually, the first AC set was not this MA20, but was the 

Dynergy, advertised by the Dynamotive Radio Corporation of 

New York City from June to December 1924. And the first to 

be sold in significant numbers was the Radiola 30, from 
September 1925. 

,iliVew MU-RAD Accomplishment .--
7heh inT-qe i 

Eu.  

Price $25 
_ 

T4-1E revolution, wrought in radio reception 

by the Mu-Rad Receiver. is equalled by this 
radical improvement of sound amplification. 
The li n-Rad .1 udiphonr aimed for a higher per-
('coon than ever attempted—duplication in rice-
rio-mechanical form of the greatest sound pro-
dicing organ, the human voice. The result of 
five years' continuous research is a radio repro-
ducer worthy of a finer classification than "loud 
speaker"; it is a new radio instrument! 

Write tor Literature and the Name of the 
Nearest 111u-Rad Dealer Demonstrating 

the Mu-Rad Audiphone. 

MU-RAD LABORATORIES, INC. 
801 FIFTH Aug. ASBURY PARK. NEW JERSEY 

gocie BATTERIES 
Alcui Dag in cAodio 

" BATTERIES ba-rishcd, outclassed, along with the tin-type and 
the wax cylind, phonograph record. New power—every 
required viltage—steady, smooth, cl,pendable, right from the 

',rarest lamp socket through the MU-RAD RECTO-FILTER. 
The final adaievement vía long awaited ideal. 

Not an experimera—a demonstrated, practical power Mat. 

Actuallv smaller than tin; batteries it displaces. Only six inches wide, 
ri clics long and four and a half inches high. 

I sot pith the owe Mu-Rad Receiver Mel-so able eliminates the '' A'' battery--
a dual pow, unit. 

A Mu-Rad product— that undenvritcs your satisfaction with the 

RECTO-FILTER— a full surety that ir will live up to every 

See enr advertileaunt of Me 141U-RAD RECEIVER-MA20 j. this :Wu 

Write fur Larrartin. 

MU-RAD LABOIZATORIES, INC 
809 FIFTH AVE.. ASBURY PARK. N. J. 

tTThe MU-RAD RECTO-FILTER 
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Murad Triplex 
g.ille-DryCelleeceiver 

4-TUBE EFFICIENCY 

Although only 3 tubes are used, all 
the efficiency of 4 tubes is attained 
by reflexing one tube. The circuit 
is one stage of radio frequency, two 
stages of audio frequency, and de-
tector. 

DISTANCE and SELECTIVITY 
Real distance right through the 
strongest local intesference with 
very simple tuning. 

CAN BE LOGGED 
Only two dials, the readings of 
which are always the same for each 
station, so that tuning is practically 
automatic. 

NON RADIATING 
Your set cannot interfere with your 
neighbors'. 

CONVENIENT 
All power from dry cell batteries, 
contained in the handsome mahog-
any cabinet. Easily portable. 

ee 

EW—not just in price, be-
cause there are plenty of low 
priced radio sets—but NEW 

in the value represented by the radio 
treasures it unfolds, and the sterling 
character of instruments and work-
manship. A MU-RAD Receiver in 
every detail that has made the name 
MU-RAD trusted and respected 
everywhere. 

Write for Literature 

ti u  -RAD LABORATORIES,INC. 
8') FIFTH AVE ASBURY PARK. NEW JERSEY 
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dealers! 
MU-RAD, the animate in Radio 

Goes One Step Further! 

An All Electric Set! 
Mr. Dealer—you want pri tits. you 
want turnover, you want steadily 
increasing business! You kt4rw from 
experience that the way to at in these 
assets is by keeping your erS opened 
ro the wants of the public, antici-
pating the public's next denuands. 

Mu-Rad has done this fur you in their 
new Super Six all electric receiver. 
Mu•Itad has foreseen the trend of public 
want, and has built a set that may be 
op d with or without batteries, with 
only one tuning control, only one volume 
control, without electrolyte and gale that 
may be operated with an inducts antenna 
if desired. Here is the target fur radio 
users' greatest demand. Here is the cri-
terion about which you can build a pow-
erful sales campaign. %'rite at iince for 
price list and complete informati JJJJ . M'e 
will be glad to discuss territorial arrange-
ment for this new and improved Super-

Addilional model, available 

afloat, ) 00 a malodor r from 
3.1 to 3815. 

MU-RAD 
RADIO CORPORATION 

Dept. R 

ASBURY PARK NEW JERSEY 

Super-Six May 1927 
Super-Six T Oct. 1927 
Super-Six SC 
Super-Six SE 

$98 
$172 
$265 
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Mu-Rad Laboratories, Inc., 
Asbury Park, N. 
$158.50, .4.C. tubes 

Nov. 1927 $ 158.50 

MA- 18 May 1924 $110 

MA- 15 Jan. 1924 $180 

AROUND THE DIAL 
with the3k-Rad Super-Sieceiver 

'N 
'N 

C•1 

es,flappyllearts, 
nantenaswith 
eMetRadReceiver 

;11.11t, 
• ' round 

II,,' 
\II \ I Iht:ir way 
, •••;rottluel exnuis-

; \• of operation—an 
I, y11111, nit', the new 511 .-RAD rreeiver. 

\ \•rair nearest dealer for a lll nstration. 
'I ''' r may eschange your oil set for 
new •early models. 

MU,RAD 
Radio Corporation 

Dept. B Asbury Park * 
New Jersey 

ACROSS THE CONTINENT 

SPECIFICATIONS 

Circuit 2 stages of 
R. F. Amplification, 
detector and 2 stages 
A. F. Amplification 
—an entirely new 
circuit. 

Antenna—single 
wire-20 feet to 150 
feet long. 

Cabinet Hand rub-
bed solid mahogany 
with rubber feet. 
12% inches by 7 2 
inches by 15 inches 
deep. Engraved 
Formica Panel. 

Wave Length 
Range-230 to 550 
meters — practicall 
the entire broadcast-
ing spectrum. 
PRICE 
acce E $110 

MODEL B. LIST PRICE $125.00 
SOCKETS FIT ALL NEW TYPE TUBES 

ttito A. LIST PRICE $175.00 
SOCKETS FIT ALL NEW TYPE TUBES 

MU-RAD 
VranscortlinentalReeeiVer 

Jr 

Super-Six July 1926 $195 
Technical article in Popular Radio, Nov. 1926, pp. 657, 

681-682. 
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Just like being there yourself 
JUST like being in the same room—when your favorite violinist plays. You miss none of the wizardry of his art, 
if you listen-in with Murdock Radio Phones. You get it all 
—the rich resonance of the high and low notes and the subtle 
shading of the softer tones. Everything is reproduced 
clearly and with wonderful volume. 

Perfect construction and diaphragm adjustment 
the reasons 

The powerful magnets in the The seating and clamping of 
Murdock build up volume signals the diaphragms is an outstand-
-and the sensitive, perfectly ad- jag feature of the Murdock. This 
justed diaphragms turn these into adjustment prevents distortion due 
clear, natural tones, to vibration. 

Built, not assembled 
Murdocks are made in a 

single unit, of superor 
moulded insulation. Each 
part is fitted by one process 
into its proper place. They 
are moulded together—as-
suring firmness, strength 
and durability. And they 
can't get out of adjustment. 

May be worn for hours without discomfort 
The Murdock may be worn 

through a whole evening without 
fatigue. Ear caps are moulded 
to fit the ears and exclude outside 
noises. The improved flat head-
band is feather-weight and does not 
bind the head; and there are no 
screws to entangle the hair. 

For 20 years Murdock has been 
making radio phones of high effi-
ciency. Over 1,000,000 users have 
accepted the Murdock standard of 
quality airid price as the best meas-
ure of radio phone value. Buy a 
Murdock today and test it out—if 
you want to get the best results 
from your receiving set. They are 
fully guaranteed. 

MURDOCK 
RADIO PHONES 

Standard since 1904 

SEND FOR FREE BOOKLET. 
Mail coupon to us and we will send 
you our helpful booklet, "The Ears 
Of Radio." It explains in detail 
the importance of radio phones to 
efficient radio reception. 

MURDOCK MULTIPLE 
PLUG JACK. This effective plug 
jack permits the use of one to four 
'phones at the same time. Get one. 

Announcing the Murdock five 
tube Neutrodyne Set. ( Illustrated 
above). See this new type at your 
dealer's. Wm. J. Murdock Com-
pany, 371 Washington Ave., Chel-
sea Mass., Branch Offices: Chicago 
and San Francisco. 

WM. J. MURDOCK CO. 
371 Washington Avenue, 
Chelsea, Mass. 

Gentlemen: Please send me, without obliga-
tion, your free booklet, "The Ears Of Radio." 

Name.  

City   

State  

— — 
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murirocir 
Wm. J. Murdock Co. 

1 he Wm. J. Murdock Com-
pany was founded in 1896 by William J. Murdock, 
joined shortly by his younger brother, Dan. They made 
an extensive line of radio headphones, parts, and equip-
ment during the teens and in the early twenties. When 
the Neutrodyne circuit became so successful in 1923, 
they were quick to jump on the bandwagon, and their 
model with built-in horn was one of the most unusual 
Neutrodynes made. Sales in 1924 (wholesale) were 
$145,773.35. 

After treading water for a couple of years, they geared 
up for a new line of sets in late 1927, after having ob-
tained an RCA license in July (and, theoretically, guar-
anteeing RCA $100,000 a year in 7 1/2% royalties!) 
However, they decided to sell out both their RCA and 
Neutrodyne licenses to Philco in March, 1928, and to go 
back primarily to making headphones. William was con-
nected with two banks and was president of a hospital by 
this time while Dan was experimenting in television with 
Hollis Baird. The company was eventually taken over by 
William's son George and then, in turn, by his grandsons 
George Jr., and James in 1963. Until 1985, it still ex-
isted in the original factory on Carter Street, Chelsea, 
Massachusetts, making electrical specialties. 

Richard Foster 

CS32 March 1924 $130 
CS33 Nov. 1924 $140 
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MURDOCK NEUTRODYNE 

Announcing 
NOTICE 

<9,1477, 
tt=ezeve 
'rated beakless 
ai;sMg erspkie 

adlres=e1 
Psalms,. 

er-e414M•il.1.:1 

The new Murdock 5-tube 
Neutrodyne with "built-in" Loud 
Speaker and "B" battery compart-
ment—backed by 20 years experi-
ence in making fine Radio Products. 

WM. J. MURDOCK COMPANY, 430 Waahington Ave., Chelsea, Mae. 
Sales °biers: NewYork. Chicago. San Francisco. Washington. D. C. 

• MURDOCK 
RADIO PRODUCTS 

Standard since 1904 

100 Dec. 1924 $100 
101, without horn, March 1925, $92.50 
110, with adjustable horn, April 1925, $ 110 

Ser. No. 220,393. (CLASS 21. ELECTRICAL APPA-
RATUS. MACHINES, AND SUPPLIES.) Wm. J. 
M URDOCK CO., Chelsea, Mass. Filed Sept. 17, 195. 

Particular description of goods.—Radio Receiving Sets. 
Claims use since on or about Feb. 1, 1924. 
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?heiciot'AluRpocK 
Murdock 204 

A Cabinet 
of exquisite 
beauty 

Murdock 203 

Six-tube neutrodyne. Remarkable selectivity 

and simplicity in tuning make this a truly fine 

receiver. 

NEU TRODYNE 
RECE VE 

NOW--,Shielded 
More power—greater sensitivity. 
These are the outstanding features of this marvelous 
receiver. 

It embodies the newest achievement in neutrodyne con-
struction—the shield. 

You'll be amazed at the way it singles out stations—sifts 
and separates those you don't want to hear. 

Murdock 200 

Five-tube neutro-
dyne with loud 
speaker and ver-
nier dials. Em-
bodies now im-

provements that 
will be extolled 
by others in 1926. 
We also offer 
Murdock 201—the 
same instrument 
without loud 
speaker. 

There are oppor-
tunities for eager, 
energetic, enthus-
iastic merchandis-
ers to become 
Murdock dealers. 
Write for informa-
tion. Every day 
counts just now. 
Mail your letter to-
night. 

Wm. J. Murdock Co. 
DEPT. 92 

Chelsea, Mass. 

MURDOCK RADIO 
Standard since 1904 

Models first ackertised S(•pt 192.3: 200, 8100. 201. 892.50. 203. 81.10. 201. 8350. 
I 92 



Specifically, we present: 

MURDOCK 
Yteetle7uhe 

NEUTRODYNE 

Value Plus 
Q

UR MERCHANDISING PLAN for 
the 1926-27 selling season 

gives you a proposition that 
should enable you to get and 
to beat your competition on the 
basis of price as well as per-
formance. 

In general, we are offering a 

5-tube neutrodyne receiver 
built under one of the original 
licenses by a concern with a 
background of — years of 
manufacturing experience 

A superselective receiver of 
exceptional range, simplicity 
of tuning and clarity of tone. 

Write for details now—before our capacity is pledged—to 
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5-Tube Neutrodyne Murdock - C-26 
Mahogany Console Cabinet with built-in 

cone speaker to list at 

$125.0° 
5-Tube Neutrodyne Murdock - M-26 
Table Cabinet Mahogany Finish Without 

Equipment to list at 

00 
'Rear 

WM. J. MURDOCK COMPANY, Chelsea, Mass. 
M-26 Oct. 1926 s6o, C-26 Oct. 1926 
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Murdn.•1: 11,4 ic 
il oolvl 16:1 

Murdoek Radio 
Model 164 

Murdock Radio 
Model 102 

CABINETS BY 

ADLER-ROYAL 

Radio Retailing, A McGraw-Hill Publication 

. , 
c7hisWar,-i /Is 
MURDOCK 

Console Model 130 

Console Model 160 

And here's why 
The Murdock Model 65 Receiver 

Seven Tube 
Single Control 
Complete Shielding 
Illuminated Dial 
In Duco Finish Metal Housing 

is priced to sell for 

$65.00 

Once you've heard the quality of its tone, and seen it 
select stations in congested areas, or pick up those at 
great distances, you'll not only know that it is the out-
standing value in radio this year, but the set you'll 
want to sell. 

There is nothing like it anywhere near its price. 

Order a demonstrator, or write for particulars — today. 
It's the best set yet developed by one of the oldest manu-
facturers in radio. 

Consoles for MURDOCK RADIO 
A special arrangement with one of the country's foremost 
cabinet makers enables you to meet the demand for consoles 
from a wide range of models approved by us u both adaptable 
and desirable for the Murdock Model 65. 

Murdock Model 65 
In Duco finish metal housing ready 
for installation in approved cabinet. 

$65.00 

Radio Retailing (June 1927), p. 229 

Licensed by patents, owned and or controlled by Radio 
Corp. of America, Hazeltine Corp., and Latour Corp. 

WM. J. MURDOCK CO., CHELSEA, MASS. 

Console Model 145 

Console Model ISO 

Murdock Model 75 
A complete set in a handsome mahog-
any finish table type cabinet 

$75.00 

65 Sept. 1927 $65 later made as an AC model I A, $125. 
75 Sept. 1927 $75 later made as an AC model 2A, $ 150. 
(not shown) model 350, Sept. 1927, $52.50, dropped by October. 

 ee 
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trilu$ic 
ut'aster 

Resonant Wood 
Insures 
Natural 
Tone 
quality 

Model VIII, Mahog-
any Cabinet with "full-
floating" Wood $ 35 
Bell   

Connell Music Master 
in place of headphones. 

d.o .batteries. 
No adjustments. 

(Prin . of al models tightly 
higher o Canada) 

Model Pl or?0 
le Wood Bell  

Model rii,s;ç' 
2/" Wood Bell 

Model F. Metal 
Cabinet, Mahogany 
Finish, Wood $18 
Bell   

a 

you can almost 
see the artist 

M USIC MASTER'S outstanding eminence of 
true, natural, vivid Radio Re-creation is achieved 

Ln 
by perfect balance of three essential elements 

—precision reproducing instrument of 
unequaled delicacy, accuracy and J]: 

a, refinement. 

—heavy cast aluminum tone chamber cr; 
eliminating over-vibration and 
developing sound waves without 
distortion. 

—wood bell—for only wood gives 
vibrant resonance, imparts tonal e 
brilliance and assures re-creation of 

4.] natural quality and life-like charac-
teristics of music, song and speech. zt>" 

MUSIC MASTER is tested for musical quality, 
by musicians, through every stage of amplification, 
and is the supreme re-creating 

c_il'Cusical Instrument of <1.z..dio 

There IS No Substitute 

Mere assertion ? No! Statement of fact! We leave 
it to you—after the demonstration any radio 
dealer will gladly give you. 

fnusic Waster Corporation 
Makers and Distributors of High•Grade Radio Apparatus 

Tenth and Cherry Streets 
Chicago PHILADELPHIA Pittsburgh 

Canadian Factory—Kitchener, Ontario 

REPRODUCER 
195 



MUSIC MAST 
Music Master Corporation 

1 he Music Master story 
started in 1908 when the Philadelphia firm of Sheip & 

Vandegrift acquired patent rights to a form of wooden 
horn and registered the trademark "Music Master." For 
many years afterward, they supplied these horns to pho-

nograph manufacturers — at least until outside-horn ma-
chines went out of style. 

Then came Walter L. Eckhardt, a very successful sales 
executive, first with Columbia Phonograph, and after 
1917, with Pathé in Philadelphia. Looking for new fields 

to conquer, he couldn't help noticing that as horns were 
disappearing from phonographs, they were in 

reappearing with radios. Sensing a great opportunity, he 
formed the General Radio Corporation in April, 1922, to 
deal in radios and accessories, but his main product was 
the Music Master horn ( bells, by S&V; drivers by 
Timmons). He re-registered the trademark for radio horns 
in October, 1923, changing the company naine to Music 
Master Corporation in February, 1924. By this time, 
Eckhardt was selling 2500 horns per day; and the profits, 
together with what he made by judiciously playing the 
stock market, netted him a reported personal fortune of 
$1.5 million. 

In January, 1925, Eckhardt recapitalized Music Master 
on an even grander scale, bringing in Wall Street inter-
ests and selling $3 million of stock. He was quoted as 

saying privately "I am after fame. I'd like to create the 
biggest manufacturing concern in the radio business." 
And publicly, "We propose to supply the trade with a 
complete line covering every single item required in es-

tablishing one's self in the radio business." He set aside 
$1 million for advertising, predicting $ 15 million in sales 
for 1925. In February, he purchased the 30-acre Lubin 
motion-picture plant in Betzwood, Pennsylvania, near 
Valley Forge, where he could make horns and experi-
ment in vacuum-tube development ( Elman Myers was on 

his payroll), and have plenty of room for expansion. Time 
. was too short to build any radio sets there, lait he 

planned a comprehensive line of ten models from $50 to 
$460, contracting with several manufacturers to build 
them: Ware, Algonquin, Jones, Sleeper and Ther-
miodyne. By mid- 1925, everything seemed to be perking; 
factories were busy, distributors and dealers were being 

signed up, and a lavish advertising campaign was in full 
swing. 

EIL 

WALTER L. ECKHARDT, 
Pie>.ident, Mtv,ie Nta«er CorDoratio 

But cracks began to appear in Walter E 
nization. Ware was headed straight for b 
required large cash infusions to keep goin 
being delivered by any of Mreic Master's 

when they finally did begin to arrive, ma 
live. Sales for October, 1925 amounted to 
Having received only 4900 Ware radios u 

10, Music Master cancelled its contract 
adrift, at which point Ware sold its st 

Model 50's to Girnbels at a cut price, de 
few Music Master dealers who had not alr 
By January, 1926, even Eckhardt was for 
inventory as job- lots to bring in cash: 7 

and 250's; and 3000 or 4000 model 50 s 
dumped 2000 of its model for $25 each, an 

receivership with only a 35-man skeleton 
bling its sets after mid-December. With n 
ing in, it was only a matter of time before 
was petitioned into bankruptcy; temporary 

named on April 10, and the company wa 
dared bankrupt on May 3, 1926. A trustee 
business for a few years to recover what as 
but Music Master essentially was through. 

last seen in Eckhardt's office, trying to rec 
of his overdue accounts. Walter Eckhar 
back into radio under his own name, but 

cess. He handled the disposition of bankru 
in 1930 and joined William Grunow in 19 

khardt's orga-
nitruptcy and 
No sets were 
uppliers, and 
y were defec-
st $800,000. 
to November 
nil set Ware 

k of 15,000 
oralizing the 

ady deserted. 
ed to sell his 

model 175's 
. Algonquin 

Ware was in 
force assem-

money corn-
usic Master 

eceivers were 
formally de-
ontinued the 
ets he could, 

r. Sheip was 
ver a portion 
tried to go 

ad little sue-
t Earl radios 
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175 made by Thermiodyne 

Similar to the Thermiodyne TF6, but the tuning condensers 
are coupled in two pairs, rather than all four together. 

Rich Elskamp 

50 made by Ware 

Rea market 

100 probably made by Algonquin 

197 

Walter L. Eckhardt, president of the Music 
Master Corporation. Philadelphia. 

Music Master 99 
"Made in Germany" stamped into the base, 
lyre logo molded into the glass stem. 

140 made by Sleeper. 
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WhatMusicIllasterReproduction  
"4".•"-"' 

121151£ (70-?71s:ter 
REPRODUCER 

MUSIC MASTER REPRODUCER 
demonstrated the fact that no 
existing commercial radio set 
gave full scope to its unequaled 
delicacy, volume, lifelike fidelity 
and splendid tone quality. 

Inclusion of the Music MASTER 
combination of reproducing 
unit, cast aluminum tone chain-
ber and solid mahogany wood 
bell as the vital element of every 
MUSIC MASTER ensemble, either 
built-in or as an essential acces-
sory, makes Music MASTER 
RECEIVER, of whatever type, the 
supreme Musical Instrument of 
Radio—there IS no substitute. 
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TYPE wo 
Five tube, Resonant re prod oc• 
hon. exceptional range. Maxxive 
hoganycpncole cabinet. "Ir Battery 
comp.', ',rents in cabinet. s 
N'ithout equipment . . 1 k./k/ 

Sold everywhere by Registered Music Master 
Dealers only. See Music Master—hear — 
compare—before you buy ANY radio set. 

TYPE ail 
Remarkable for range, clarity, n 
lusvness. Six tubes. Builtln Music 
M.,ster Reproducer. Beautilul ma. 
hogany cabinet and table. Storage 
buttery compartment concealing both 
barrette, and charger. With's., s 5 
out uutur—u • • • • h 

RADIO 

Ten Models 

$50 to. $460 
Guaranteed 

Unconditionally 
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means to Radio Reception  

(Canadian Rice, 
Slightly Higher) 

Financial data on page 260 

TYPE 460 
Mask Muster-Ware Neutrodyne. 
Seven ..-tsben. No antenna or ground. 
Wand, dig alge and unequalled tone. 
Beauti.ul nalogany cabinet with 
ample batte-y compatments. Model 
X1.1 Retraducer in. luded. s 4 60 
Withwat other egwpment  

emir 

TYPE 6o 
Five tube. Special MUSIC MASTER de, 
sign Full. round, natural tone. Three &elec. 
tars for precise tuning. Without Sert 

sic 
RECE IV 

Qagier 
ER 

MUSIC MASTER RECEIVER, each type 
correlated in powers and efficiency 
of reception to the capacities and 
quality of Music MASTER REPRO-
DUCER, enables you to hear song, 
music, speech or sound precisely as 
it was heard in the studio, concert 
room, auditorium or assembly. 

No "stunt" circuits, no "novelty" 
parts, no "freak" accessories—but 
the most comprehensive, practical 
assembly of demonstrated radio 
principles ever brought together in 
one standardized radio ensemble. 

Type for type, the Music Master Re-
ceiver you select is the best radio value 
you can buy at the price you pay. 

112usic !Paster Corporation, 128-130 N. Tenth St., PHILADELPHIA, PENNA. 
Makers and Distributors of High-Qrade Radio Apparatus 

lilt At, NEW YORK (Canadian Factory: Kitchener, Ontario) PITTSBURGH MONTREAL 

PRODIICTS 
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EDITORIAL 
ELIVERIES start June 15th." In spite of 

6 
the warm weather, arrangements for a 
foursome, or a double-header at the base-
ball park, this news from the factory al-

ways brings enthusiasm to the radio manufacturer's 
local representative, and reminds him of the new handle 
that must be put on his sample case. 

A definite date for shipments means to him a re-
newal of activity, and an up-grade in his chart of 
monthly commissions. He is ready to call off old 
grudges against the factory, forgive all broken promises 
and, this season, do the job as he would have done it 
last year if they had only given him the goods to sell. 

But what will that delivery date mean to him on 
August 15th? And what will it mean to the factory 
next April? 

The factory is such a long way from the jobbers and 
dealers and consumers. Great distances separate the 
engineering department, the shop, advertising and 
sales departments, and the sources of supply for ma-
terials—distances which measure the accuracy of the 
delivery date promise. 

How will those representatives, pepped up with 
enthusiasm over the first samples, all set to put across 
the new line, to show results that will win an oc-
casional letter of commendation from the sales mana-
ger, hoping this year that they can meet the jobbers 
with a smile and a hearty hand shake, feel after the 
.15th of August? 

Which is another way of asking about the financial 
situation at the factory next April. 

What radio manufacturer would advertise this way 
—"This is the factory that means well, but what we 
mean doesn't amount to much. We mean to meet our 
delivery promises, but our engineers have trouble about 
making up their minds, our shop doesn't know enough 
to do things right the first time, and our purchasing 
department hasn't had enough experience to find out 
what sources of supply are dependable. However, if 
we get the finished job in production before the sea-
son is over, you will be able to make real money by 
selling it." 

You may say that's absurd, yet hundreds of factory 
representatives advertised dozens of companies that 
way last year. Not in those words, but Jobbers and 
dealers aren't stupid. The representatives might just 
as well have told the bald truth instead of lying awake 
nights to think up excuses for irate customers who saw 
the season and the season's profits slip away with no 
goods to sell when, in many instances, they had dropped 

old lines to take up new ones which promised greater 
profits. 

If an example is necessary, it is best demonstrated 
by the failure of the Music Master combination. 
Walter Eckhardt's own organization could have sold 

twice the anticipated output of the associated com-
panies. He even financed some of them, for they were 
all wobbling financially, but he couldn't think and act 
for them. They had all the weaknesses disclosed by 
broken promises of delivery dates. 

How will your organization be advertised—by repre-
sentatives out hustling to put the line across, working 
closely with jobbers who are getting goods to sell, or 
by representatives who stay in their offices, fearing to 
meet their customers? 

M. B. SLEEPER, 

Editor. 

TYPE Ill) 
Five rubes. itIg. batteries. 
excelted pertnrmance. ,n1f. 

H':: cgl barter. eliminan,. 
•irtarvegl inalmuany 

mgt.X,gugungl gm nut.ide an. 
rt quire.] unless the wt is 

Mnlatud in a Ignahtv ggf poor 
mdigg reception, ggf if great gli%. 
lance decired. With. 

Ittittment 

'Singlet XIII Reproducer it-10 
additinnal. 

300 ( battery) or 400 (AC), both 5-tube sets whose maker is 
unknown, if they were made at all. 

250 chassis, with one shield can removed. The internal loop 
antenna ( rotated by the left-hand panel knob) is Me to the 
left. 

250 made by Ware 
Technical article in Radio News, Feb. 192(t. II ht. 
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MUSIC MASTER-WARE TYPE 250 
The ultimate in radio. Seven Tubes. Self. 
contained rotative loop eliminates antenna 
and ground. Wonderful rang.. Exquisite 
tone. One major control operates wave. 
length indicator. Mahogany cabinet with 
battery compartments. With. eien 
out equipment . . . • . hoJV 

Ten Models 
$50 to $460 

Unconditionally Guaranteed 

Symbols of Supremacy 
The battleship rules the sea. Type 250 Music Master-Ware rules 
the air. Built with the precision of a battleship, it has the power, 
range and staunchness that a dreadnought of the air should have 

Type 250 Music Master-Ware is an advanced radio 
receiver which does away with both antenna and ground 
connection, without sacrificing an iota of range, power 
or selectivity. 

Type 250 enables you to listen to any broadcasted 
program with the same thrill—the same breathless in-
terest, felt by those who listen to the original. 

Music, speech and song come from Type 250, faith-
ful to the original—natural in tone—true to every in-
flection of voice or cadence of sound—the nearest to 
perfect reproduction yet attained. 

It is the wide range—the sensitive selectivity—the 
clear, resonant tone—the pkasureof operating Type 250 
that lift it above any radio you have yet heard or 
operated. 

RADIO 

Type 250 Music Master-Ware does more than re-
ceive. It re-creates—retains the life and beauty of what-
ever it reproduces. It changes mere radio reception to 
real radio enjoyment. 

There is an authorized Music Master dealer near you. 
Ask him to demonstrate the supremacy of Type 250 
Music Master-Ware. Its surpassing performance will 
fascinate and delight you, as it daily delights thousands 
of others. And its continued excellence is uncondition-
ally guaranteed. 

Music feaster Corporation 
Makers and Diur:buuns of Hig.k-Class Radio Apparatus 

128-130 North Tenth Street, Philadelphia, Penna. 
CHICAGO NEW YORK PITTSBURGH 

PRODUCTS 
291 



NIEtirirowcuslr 
Neutrowound Radio Mfg. Co. 

1 he Advance Automobile Ac-
cessories Company had been in business since 1916 

making brake and transmission linings before radio came 
along. It was large enough to publish a monthly house or-
gan in 1920. 

In mid- 1924, Advance apparently decided to test the 
radio market with a sort of "shielded breadboard" design, 
although no advertising of it has surfaced. Because Ad-
vance claimed in its trademark application to have used 
"Neutrowound" since August, 1924, probably that is 
when this model was first sold. 

A year later, Advance put broadcast station WOK on 
the air at the relatively high frequency of 1380 KC, and 

advertised its " 1926" model. With its wide-open me-
chanical layout and straight-line-frequency tuning con-
densers, the Neutrowound probably performed very well 
at these high frequencies, better than most of its 
competition. 

The next year's " 1927" model continued to sell, even 
though the industry had pretty much switched to single-

dial tuning. But the "1928" model introduced in June, 
1927, was a positive anachronism. And was, inciden-
tally, made of leftover parts. At this time, Norman 
Wunderlich was on the technical staff; possibly he had 
also been responsible for the earlier designs. 
Neutrowound just faded away; both Advance and its 1925 
offshoot, Neutrowound Radio Manufacturing Company 
were sold to the Potter Company, condenser makers, in 
early 1929. Potter still exists, in Mississippi. 

Press forming the metal 
cabinet tops for Neutro-
wound Radio Receiv-

ing Sets. 

View showing a 
part of Neutro-
wound assembly 

department. 

Another view of 
Neutrowound 
assembly and 

inspection. 
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First inspection 
and electrical test. 

Final test and in-
spection. Every 
Neutrowound Set 
is tuned on at 
least three sta-
tions before being 

shipped. 

Packing Neutro-
wounds for ship-

ment. 
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Unotherlfinnote 
Unequalled for Range and Power 

Here is Power to bring in the distant stations — power 
to build up the weak signals from smaller stations and make 
them into "radio"—super-power perfectly controlled, from 
a whisper to a roar. 

It Tunes all Stations 
Here's radio at its best—a Super-Power Radio Set that 

tunes the entire wave band—from the lowest to the high-
est—from 200 meters to 550 meters [the official wave band). 
The stations are accurately separated on the dials—there is 
no crowding of stations on one dial setting—you get them 
all—but just one at a time. 

A Big Powerful 6-Tube Set 
The 1927 Model NEUTROWOUND is a real six-tube 

super-power set. Six powerful tubes—every one effective, 
produce wonderful volume, pure and clear. All six tubes 
are used to produce radio, and not a one is put there for 
effect, or to neutralize a shortcoming elsewhere. When you 
buy a NEUTROWOUND you are not paying for six tubes 

and getting five tube results—you get six tube performance 
—distance, volume, tone quality and selectivity. You get the 
entire range of the wave band —all the radio there is — 
noiselessly, and free from howls, distortion and interference. 

3 Stages of Audio-Amplification 

NEUTROWOUND has three tubes [three stages) of audio-
frequency amplification. That tells the story—radio with-
out a compromise —power with pure tone quality. You 
get that perfect balance between selectivity and volume 
which is necessary to meet the varying radio conditions. 

All Metal "Shielding" Case 

The Neutrowound is the first radio set ever made with 
an all- metal case. Radio engineers have endeavored to 
apply the shielding principle—without obtaining successful 
results. Our engineers have developed and perfected this 
principle, and have designed an all-metal case that not only 
serves as a sturdy protection for the vital parts of the 
receiving set—but also acts as an electro-magnetic shielding 
against outside interference. 

NEUTROWOUND RADIO MFG CO., Dept. 612, Homewood, Ill. 
Radio Division, ADVANCE AUTOMOBILE ACCESSORIES CORP'N 
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Arthur Aseltine 

John M. Williams 

1925 Neutrowound Model C6 

1926 Neutrowound June 1925 $85 

1927 Neutrowound May 1926 $85 

1928 Neutrowound June 1927 

Richard Foster 

Walt Sanders 
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NEUTROWOUND "TONE KING" 

TONE KING 

A five-tube tuned radio frequency set employs all the 

exclusive Neutrowound Super Power radio as the world's 

greatest distance-getter. 

This set is made up in genuine American Walnut Cabi-

net, compact in size. The best quality of parts including 

the Thordarsen Transformers and other parts of equal 

high quality are used in its construction. 

It is a highly efficient Radio set, built for a man with 

moderate means—at the same time without sacrificing 

quality. 

{ 
1 stage Radio 

It employs: 1 stage Detector 
3 stages of Audio Frequency 

All of these tubes can be regular UX201A Tubes or 

UX112, or UX171 Power Tubes may be used in the last 

stage of Audio, if greater volume is desired and if suffici-

ent B Battery Power is employed. 

It will out-perform and out-distance sets selling at many 

times its price and employing a greater number of tubes. 

It is very simple in operation, being tuned by one finger 

and yet obtaining the maximum of resonance or tone 

quality. 

Price (without accessories but with battery cable). .$55.00 

"Homewood Purelectrie" made It the I loinew00.1 Radio Mfg. 
Co. Aside from its escutcheon_ it is identical to the 

Neutrowound Super Allectric. 
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Master Allectric Oct. 1927 $360 

Uses series '01A tubes. 
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Idon't aim to have the largest 
company in the country, just the oldest!" was the typical 
reply of J. McWilliams Stone when chided by his peers 
for not expanding his company more rapidly. But "Mac" 
had been through at least two bankruptcies and a lot of 
hard times, so he was inclined to be fiscally conserva-
tive. Operadio, now Dukane, may never be the oldest nor 
the largest electronics company, but Stone's is still a re-
markable success story. 
Mac Stone founded his company in September, 1922, 

but he had plenty of radio experience under his belt by 
then. Mac was born on September 11, 1896. His father, 
an executive with Marshall Field, often travelled to his 
home town of Syracuse, New York, on business. Inter-
ested in wireless from the age of nine, Mac dreamed of 
building a portable transmitter-receiver he could take 
with him on one of these summer trips. He and fellow en-
thusiast Walter Evans, later with KYW and a top West-
inghouse executive, sent up kites and exchanged wireless 
messages as early as 1908, and in 1909 Stone did build 
his portable set. 

During summer vacations in 1910 and later, Mac 
worked on Great Lakes steamers as a wireless operator. 
In March, 1913, he travelled to New York, got his com-
mercial radio license by telling the inspector he was 18 
years old rather than 16, and signed on the S.S. Pan 
American, the world's largest sea-going tug. In the fall, 
he returned home, but he worked as a Marconi operator 
during the next three summers. On one occasion, he 
jumped ship in Mexico and joined Pancho Villa's army; 
as the only man who could read or write, he handled the 
exchange of silver into "bread tickets" and told of having 
his hat shot off in an ambush. 

The Operadio Corporation 

Stone joined the Navy and worked at Fore River Ship-
building in Quincy, Massachusetts, from 1917 to 1919, 
balancing destroyer turbines, among other jobs. He re-
turned to the Armour Institute and completed his work 
for a BSME in May, 1920, then joined the Van Dont 
Company where he developed a railroad-car coupler ( still 
in use in the 1960's, he noted while on a trip to Spain), 
becoming a vice president before leaving in 1922 to 
found his own company. 

Stone claimed to have built his first Operadio in the fall 
of 1922, and actually exhibited it (along with his 1909 
portable) at a 1926 radio show, but it has not survived 
and apparently was the only one made. His first commer-
cial model, then, was the "Operadio 2" which, according 
to a letter to his father, in August 1923, was being pro-
duced at the rate of fifteen units per week with a three-
weeks' backlog. Stone must have worked fast to develop 
it, since the UV199 tubes had only been available in any 
quantity since May. At the time the Operadio 2 came out 
there was nothing like it on the market, so Operadio soon 
had a national network of distributors. Stone believed in 
advertising, and was an active publicist, selling his sets 
at wholesale prices to prominent people in return for 
testimonials. 
KYW began operation in November, 1921, by broad-

casting the entire season of the Chicago Grand Opera As-
sociation, and since his friend Walter Evans was chief 
operator ( shortly chief engineer and general manager), 
Stone chose the name "Operadio" for its connotations of 
quality music and fine tone. Upon discovering that the 
Chicago music firm of Lyon and Healy had registered the 
trademark "Radiopera" the month before, he bought it 
from them to avoid conflict. Lyon and Healy became a 
distributor. 

In October, 1923, when Stone applied for a patent on 
his loop antenna contained inside the removable cabinet 
cover, Operadio moved to the Emerson Building at 816 
W. Erie in Chicago. After a fire in May, 1924, which re-
sulted in a $ 10,000 insurance settlement, Operadio 
rented space at the C.A. Taylor Trunk Works (presuma-
bly its cabinet supplier), then moved to 700 East 40th, 
remaining there for several years. Sales and service of-
fices were in the Hartford Building, 8 South Dearborn 
Street. 

Officers were J. MacWilliams Stone, president; Harold 
H. Shotwell, secretary; and William R. Ricketts, treas-
urer. Shotwell, who was credited with developing the 
Model 2 (and later patented the vernier condenser used 
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EIGHTY-ONE YEARS OF FAITHFUL SERVICE 

Gi M BEL BROTHERS 

1 he 
(*aver 
is the 
Aerial 

OADWAY-33D ST.— New York City 
-------- - 

Can Be 
Operated 

ANYWHERE in 
30 Seconds 

New Radio Masterpiece! 

Utn"eL-A0 
A Six Tube Long Range, Portable Receiving 

Set, Using No Aerial Or Connecting Wires 

LOUD SPEAKER: 
BATTERIES: 
SIX' TUBES 
WAVE BRIIX;i: 190 

EVERYTHING 
COMPLETE IN 
READY TO 
OP ERATE, 
COMPACT CAR-
R YING CASE 

Here is the Radio that answers ALL purposes! A radio 
set hulk in a sturdy suit case that can be carried where-

ever you go! A set using 
no aerial orground connec-
films —so simple that a 
CHILD can operate it! Ef-
ficient for long distance re-
ception as well as local. 
Wonderful tone quality! 
The Loud Speaker is con-
tained in the case. The set 
uses 6 U. V. 199 dry cell 
operated tubes, 6 dry cell 
batteries and four 22! volt 
B batteries. 

ENTERTAIN MENT 
Wherever You Go 

You can enjoy Operadio anywhere. nighi ly 
at home, or out-of-doors and on vacation 
trips all summer. It is a remarkable piece 
of radio engineering. Come in and hear 
it at Gimbels. 

GUARANTEE 
This set is guaranteed for one year again« 
defective a orkmanship and materials. 

BEL BROTHERS RADIO SHIM' 
V.rd St. and Broadway. 

GENTLEMEN: •- Kindly J.Ind me informa-
tion regarding the OPERADTO 

Name . 

Addrew 

Seven Points 
of Superiority 
1. No outside con-

nections. 
2.Great selectivity 
.3. Portable. 
1. Six Tubes. 
5. Self contained 

Loud Speaker 
6. Simplified con-

trol. 
7 Marvelous tone 

GIMBELS RADIO—Eigiath Floor 

You Canncl 

Call, Mail This 
(rap»: 

Easy 
Monthly 
Payments 

in the 1925 model), was a few years older than Stone and 
had done radio work in the Army. 

For the next three years, Operadio's models changed 
remarkably little. Each model showed mechanical im-
provements and adaptations to the newest tubes, but the 
circuit was always similar: a tuned loop, followed by a 
tuned RF stage that could regenerate, then untuned RE 
stages. While capable of excellent performance, the cir-
cuit was a bit tricky to handle and difficult to make work 
at the higher frequencies as the broadcast band kept edg-
ing upward. By 1927, in spite of its marvelous mechani-
cal design, the Operadio really was obsolete. Other com-
plications had also arisen: Westinghouse was now ready 
to pounce on any circuit that could be made to regener-
ate, even by misadjusting controls, on the grounds of in-
fringement of its Armstrong patent. And i was no use 
switching to a TRF circuit because RCA was now signing 
up everyone for licenses under these patents, demanding 
$100,000 per year minimum royalty payment. 

Stone was already developing loudspeakers, and, with 
the large number of radio manufacturers in the Chicago 
area who would need speakers for their sett, he probably 
saw a lucrative market opening up, one that would not re-
quire an RCA license. At any rate, he had no choice; 
Operadios were not selling, and even a cost-cutting 
direct-to-the-customer sales program couldn't stop the 
company from going into receivership in February, 1927. 
Stone reorganized as the Operadio Manufacturing Com-
pany, gave up the Hartford Building offices and, in De-
cember, moved back to Erie & Green Streets, this time to 
the third floor at 647 North Green. With business appar-
ently improving, he opened a new plant forty miles away 
in St. Charles in an old piano factory on May 20, 1928. 
Just ten days later, an explosion and fire in Operadio's 

part of the Erie & Green Streets building totally gutted it. 
Now the die was cast. By August, Stone sold his loop 

patent to Trav-ler, since 1926 a competing maker of por-
tables (selling for only $57.50), and in Sepsember he an-
nounced formally that Operadio had dropped set 
manufacturing. 

Records of the 1930's are scarce, and tIse company is 
said to have gone bankrupt again in 1929, but Stone's 
company survived through the 1930's as a maker of 
speakers and amplifiers, growing enormously during 
World War 11. In 1946, it operated three plants, and 
later six plants in four different towns, making military 
equipment and employing about 1100 people at peak. 
One intriguing sideline during the mid-to-late 1930's 

was the Magic-Glo line of hollow bar glassware: ashtrays, 
swizzle sticks, and stemware blown with neon and other 
gases inside. The glasses glowed in various colors when 
placed near a high- frequency transmitter and tuned loop 
hidden under a bar or table. This line was quite popular 
until the Armed Forces complained of radio interference 
and the FCC declared the units illegal, al which point 
Stone disposed of his remaining stock in Mexico, at no 
loss. 

After World War 11 Operadio expanded into the audio-
visual and ultrasonic fields, changing its name to the 
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Dukane Corporation in 1951 to better reflect its diverse 
product lines. J. McWilliams Stone Jr. took over upon his 
father's death in 1970, having been with the company 
since 1951. In recent years the company has grown 
steadily, sales reaching $50 million in 1985. 

Jan. 4, 1927. 
J. Mew. STONE 

LOOP AERIAL 

Filed Oct. 31, 1923 

1,613,333 

2 :,730i 1 

Left, Walter Evans; center, "Mac" Stone, with Stone's 1908 outfit. An aluminum wire held up by a kite was the antenna. 
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Model 2 August 1923 $ 150 stripped, $ 195 complete. 
A radio complete with batteries, loop antenna and horn 

was unheard-of in 1923. Zenith tried to copy it and failed 
miserably. 

Financial data on page 260 



You Know A Dozen Men 
Waiting for THIS Set 

Long Range 

Go Through Your Files! You will find 
the wealthy Mr. Jones, that enthusiastic 

customer of yours who bought a big "per-
manent installation" set f rom you last 
winter. He will soon be moving out to his 
summer home and he will want a radio. 
You recall Mr. Brown who would not buy 
a set because they all took up too much 
room. And Mr. Smith, who talked so much 

about his camping tour this summer. They 

all want radio—Operadio--the one and only 
set which will entirely meet their require-
ments. You know a dozen men or women 
who have been waiting for just this type 
of a receiver. 

Built by the Pioneers of the Self-
contained Set — Sold Under a 
Policy that is Right for You! 
The Operadio Corporation has emerged from the 

so-called "intensive radio selling season" with a 

unique and wonderful record. Thousands upon 
thousands have been delivered and sold. No 
over-stocked jobber or dealer has had to "dump" 
his excess supply of Operadios because there has 
been no excess. In the month of March, when 
Radio selling was supposed to be on the wane, 
Operadio did a big business, and was constantly 
behind in deliveries. But still more remarkable is 
the fact that April was a bigger Operadio month 
than March. 

A Practical Portable that 
is also an Ideal Home Set 

The Operadio is a practical portable—the 

only entirely satisfactory set of this type on 

the market at the present time. It is entirely 

self-contained with loudspeaker built in, 

and space for sufficient battery supply to 

guarantee efficient performance. It is as 
light as it is possible to build a satisfactory 

radio set. Moreover, it has proved that it is 

an ideal set for use at home. It compares 

favorably in performance with any radio set 

on the market regardless of size or price. 

Now with the convertible cabinet which 

may be purchased separately, it affords the 

beauty of a handsome and dignified piece of 

furniture plus all of the advantages of a 

portable set. ORDER OPERADIO NOW. 

DON'T LOSE EVEN A WEEK'S 
PROFITS. 

THE OPERADIO CORPORATION 
8 So. Dearborn Street, Chicago, Illinois 

Six Tube 

You Don't llave 
to Apologize for 
the Appearance 
or Battery Life of 

Operadio 
Operadio engineers have 

not gained portability by 
sacrificing battery supply. 
There is space in the case 
for six "A" batteries and 
four of the largest "ill's" 
—insuring high efficiency. 
long battery life, and low 
cost of operating the set. 
The Operadio is ex-

tremely attractive in 
appearance—resembling a 
smart traveling case when 
closed, and harmonizing 
with any interior when 
opened for use. With the 
new Convertible Calinet 
now available you slay 
have the most beautiful 
turniture model ever de-
signed. 
Remember, the Operadio 

is a COMPLETE unit 
with built-in loudspeaker. 
wave - bridge (lo op an-
tenna). six tubes, batteries 
and all parts. 

LIST PRICES 
(East of Rockies) 

without tubes 
and batteries. 

complete with tube,. 
and batteries 

Operadio Convert i b le 
a walnut cabinet for hous-
ing the Portable Operadio 
(as described on another 
page of this folder.) 

$84.50 

1925 Model Oct. 1924 $ 160, or $ 189 complete. "Convertible" walnut cabinet to house the portable for home usc. 

$84.50. The "works" were potted in two plug-in metal cans. 

Technical article in NY Evening World, May 16, 1925, p. 19. 
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Pers y "Pees, leevree 6.4e-rety .5"7-4t4 

Removing the set from the cabinet. A separate 
cover (containing loop aerial or wave-bridge) 
is applied to the case—and the set becomes 8 
smart-looking piece of hand-luggage. 

The Operadio—in portable form—closed and 
ready for carrying. A complete set, with loud 
speaker, six tubes, batteries—everything con-
tained. 

.E.17-er .. e 774 YzeAr OeM~Y 
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This advertisement appearing in Liberty, Sep-
tember 19th, is the first of a series running every 
other week during the intensive selling season 

This cabinet contains a complete radio 

The illustration shows the portable Operadio 
in the cabinet from which it may be removed 
in one minute's time and used in any part 
of the house or wherever you go. For those 
who want a compact set for home use only, 
the Operadio also is available in a distinc-
tive semi-portable mahogany case. 

4minN 

The Operadio idea was conceived sixteen years 
ago when J. M. Stone built the first successful 
self-contained radio receiving set, tainga kite to 
carry the aerial wire aloft. The accompanying 
sketthwas madefrom a photograph taken in 1909 

Mail this coupon for full particulars 
------- — 

THE OPERADIO CORPORATION, Dept. A 
I 8 So. Dearborn St., Chicago, Ill. 

Please mail me illustrated booklet giving full particulars of 
Operadios and their distinctive features. 

Name   

Add-

Leie  

  .. and carried like a suitcase . . . . • . . . . which may be removed 

.set up anywhere in one minute . . . . . or used in anv part of your home. 

Everything any radio can offer plus 
advantages no other set affords 
Radio as you have hoped it would be! 
Radio of the finest quality. Simple, 
powerful, reliable and so convenient that 
it may be enjoyed anywhere—indoors 
or out, upstairs or down. 
That is the Operadio —a complete, 

compact, self-contained receiver with 
loudspeaker, six tubes, batteries, loop and 
all parts fitted into a case of unbeliev-
ably compact proportions. No aerial or 
outside connections of any kind are 
required. 
A single hearing will convince you 

that its performance is far ahead of any 
radio set you have ever heard. Perform-
anceof such superb quality and reliability 
that the Drake, Roosevelt, Ben Franklin 
and many other leading hotels chose this 

THE OPERADIO 
8 South Dearborn Street 

The Original Self-Contained Radio 

set for the entertainment of their guests. 
The portable Operadio in its ex-

tremely smart carrying case is complete 
in itself and harmonizes with the most 
beautiful surroundings. In this form it is 
now being used in thousands of homes. 
And for those who desire it, the dis-

tinguished walnut cabinet shown above 
is available for housing the set in the 
home—thus combining the beauty of a 
furniture model with the convenience 
of absolute portability. 

Before you decide on a radio set, see 
and hear the Operadio which offers 
every advantage of any set on the mar-
ket, and so much besides. Leading 
dealers handle the Operadio and will 
gladly demonstrate it in your home. 

CORPORATION 
Chicago, Illinois 
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1926 model Sept. 1925 $160 (portable case) 
$180 (consolette) 
$ 68 (separate Tudor cabinet 

for portable) 

The cabinet of the consolette shown above has been exten-
sively rebuilt. Note the tuning and regeneration condensers, 
machined from solid aluminum. Two eccentric cams, con-
nected at their rims by metal dial cord, form a variable-ratio 
drive, providing a perfect 10kc-per-division scale. 

6-A Feb. 1927 $68 
This was the only non-portable Operadio made, apparently in 
very limited numbers, in a last-ditch effort to stave off receiv-
ership. It used 01A tubes. 

model 7 Sept 1926 prices same as 1926 model, but reduced 
to $ 112 in Feb. 1927. A model 7 with A & B power pack was 
offered for $ 190.75 in Sept. 1927. Technical article in Radio 
Engineering, Oct. 1926, pp. 395-396. 

8 Oct. 1926 $26 chassis only 
9 Oct. 1926 $40 chassis only 

00.0 
_ • 0 00 00 0 t.) 

J. MeWILL 1Am STOME 
PRS. OPERAPCO 
CCRP OP CHICAGO 

ARRIYEP l HIS 
" NUN" CAR. 

• 

At the Radio World's Fair, New York, Sept. 14-19, 1925 
(New York Evening World Radio Magazine) 

Your Choice 
of Portable or Cabinet Sets Oper-

ating Either with Loop or 
Outside Aerial 

7-Tube Portable 
A powerful, rich-toned seven-tube re-
ceiver. The loud speaker. large hat-
tery •upply and all parts are fitted 
into • beautiful carrying ease. Loop 
aerial built into 
the deer.mountable $ii2 
cov Including 
built-in loud sped., 
er. was $160. Now 

TAM la the famosa Portable in we rrd 
lhounando of Chien, home, The en man 
be ringed fog rrrrr ino—ond 0 fro. Man d 
minute, lime. it rt. be opeoed 001 MN 
in operation. When of Morn., modol 
a 4 for Me I,.,,,. Mode: 7 mob he 
loomed in a honchose retina at ',sag ad. 
dMional root. 

Model 6-A 
Using Outside .1 trial 

A wonderfuletube set 
using large ( storage bat-
tery) tubes and operating 
on outside aerial. Remark-
able performance, selectiv-
ity. to. and 
volume. In .68 
h•ndaome 
t•hle-type 
cabinet ..... 

Loop Cabinet 
Same as port. ble described 
above. except installed in • beau-
tiful walnut «lino. A piece of 
furniture you will be proud 
Operates on loop 
no outside iterval e98 
or «utside aP 
tion of any kind 
Inquired  

With built-in loud spwaker, $112 
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1,735.476. ACOUSTIC HORN AND 1%IETHOD OF AND 
APPARATUS FOR MAKING THE SAME. JOHN MC-
W ILLIAMS STONE, Chicago, III ., assignor to Operadlo 
Manufacturing Co., Chicago, Ill., a Corporation of Illi-
nois. Filed Sept. 22, 1927. Serial No. 221,292. 1 
Claim. ( Cl. 18-59.) 
The method of making a loud speaker horn including; 

forming an open ended drum of sheet metal; deforming said 
drum out of its cylindrical shape by suitable shaping 

means and temporarily holding said drum in said deformed 
shape by said shaping means; casting a loud speaker horn 
in said drum, allowing the same to harden while so tem. 

porarily holding the drum In its deformed shape; and re-
moving the shaping means, permitting the drum to remain 
on the casting as a part of the loud speaker horn and 

permanently held in its deformed shape by said casting. 

Improved 1928 Model of 

Tray-1er 
The Original " ONE MAN" Portable Radio 

Everybody loved th  little Tray-1er as it was. Job-
bers and dealers because it was a ready seller. Own-
ers because of its easy portability and remarkable 
performance. And now it's better iban ever. 

Old Features in New Model:Weighs only 23J4 
pounds . . All in one small case — loop aerial, 5 
tubes, batteries, loud speaker. . Standard parts . . 
Sweet tone . . Strong volume. 

New Features. Improved appearance —beautiful 
black and eold color scheme. . Jones plug permi t-
ting use ot Tray-ler vrith larger batteries or elim-
inator . . Special at-
tachment — ?ertnit-
tins use of either the 
Tray-ler's loop ae-
rial or antenna and 
ground .. Rearranged 
construction elimi-
nates service . . . . 
Lower price.Write 
for complete informa-
tion.Trav-ler Mann-
facturiu Corpora-
tion, ept. K, 
3401 N. Halsted 
St., Clikiso. 

NOWtody 

$77 15 complete 
$57.50 er:eqed 
(E.« of 

$60.00 stnIpped 
(Weet 0f Ri..) 

We;g1ta only 23% 
pounds complete 
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better any Set! 
The Weeemenster 

The line Complete 
.$ 15 ub to s2.7522 
OPEHADIO offers • eomplele line of 

Speukrro to meet es cry requirement—at erery 
pre.. lorel. Air eolumn romaker• of the rue-

Illor Type in three brawn ul Table 
Models end onr Dynamic Tobin Model and 
direr Handsome Cabinet hIndels equipped oilh 
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Bloc Type and Dynamic 

New addition at Erie & Green Streets 

Modern Plant of the Operadio Mfg. Co. 

St. Charles Plant 
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07LAILIE,At 
Ozarka, Inc. 

Jgib Matheson Bell, after arriving 
in the United States from Scotland around 1900, worked 
his way up the ladder from cowpunching in Texas to set-

ting up stoves in a hardware store to selling stoves to 

heading Montgomery Ward's stove department. Finally 
he became Ward's merchandising manager. Then in 

May, 1922, he abandoned it all to go into business for 
himself. He and engineer John Huff worked from the 
back of a bicycle shop at 5342 North Clark in Chicago. 

A photo of the "first Ozarka . . . introduced May 1, 
1922" in an April 1930 sales brochure shows a Sectional 
Universal Tresco — no surprise since Bell was Tresco 
sales manager from June, 1922, to at least January, 
1923. The Ozarka name was not used until October, 

1922 (according to the 1924 trademark application) so if 

Rell's company existed, it was under a different name. 
The first Ozarka ads appeared from January to March, 

1924 — not for a radio, but for a 100 station wall map. 

Ozarka sets were sold to individual representatives who 
handled sales in their local territories. Bell kept in touch 

with a constant stream of newsletters and flyers. There 
were 4800 such salesmen in January, 1927; 7100 during 
1929-30, and 6800 in August 1931, of whom 1143 had 

been selling for more than seven years. 
Except for a dip in 1927-1928 when Ozarka was caught 

with large battery-model inventories as the AC models 
came out, profits increased more or less steadily each 
year: For the year ending in September, 1925, $33,666; 
1926, $30,226; 1927, $41,311; 1928, $28,419; March 
1929 (six months) $54,291. In July, 1929, Bell hired L. 

E. Parker away from Stewart-Warner, and in November, 
$250,000 worth of stock was issued to finance further ex-
pansion. While it seems an unlikely period to have in-
creased sales, July, 1930 showed an 88% increase over 

July,1929, which had, in turn, been 97% (number sold) 
ahead of 1928 (other months in 1930 were not quoted). 
Perhaps Ozarka finally got large enough for RCA to no-
tice because it filed a patent-infringement suit on January 

15, 1931. On May 1. 1931, Ozarka signed a lease for a 
six-story factory, about the same time settling the RCA 
suit by transferring Kellogg's RCA license. Having 

outlasted many of his contemporaries, Bell now had big 
plans. His 1932 models, however, were the last ones 
made. Ozarka vanished after mid-year, 1932. 

Radio Wherever You Go 
Vacation — Outing Touring 

This year go with Radio. Camp, fish, hunt, tour with Radio. Make your vacation 
complete. Liven up the rainy days and long, dull evenings. Take the new, wonderful 
aaaaa Portable, Long-Distance Receiver with you. Get the sports returns—the con-

certs—the special features of hundreds of broadcasting stations. And, best of all, you'll 
have it for home use when you return. Ozark. Is built for long distance- 1000 miles la not 
unusual. Simple to operate. Convenient and light to carry. Only weighs 10 lbs. complete. 
Case is 18x10x5 Inches. Completely equipped with aerial, "A" and "W' Batteries, three 
No. 199 tubes, and one set of head phones. Ready for instant use. Price complete ready 
to listen in $6A.00. Extra phones 85.50. Big demand. Order at once. Send $10.00, 
pay balance on delivery. Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Local Representatives Wanted 
Ozarka Radio offers the greatest opportunity to make money. Big 
market—carry sales. Over 1000 Ozark. Agencies now doing wonderful 
business. Some territory now open. You're Interested, so write today for 
the " Ozark. Plan,” but don't fail to give name of 3, our county. 

OZARKA. Inc., 65 N. Peoria Street, CHICAGO 
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portable May 1924 $65 complete 

Make 8100 Weeklg- sell RADIO 
Demonstrate once--reeults mean sure 
sale. Coast to Coast, lowest entes, 
attractive four tube instrument $39.50. 
Big commission to you. Exclusive ter-
ritory to proven salesmen. Territory 
going fast.. Write today for I ergo the-
tested book No. 100. Don't fail to 
give name of your coCotv. 

OZARICA. 
829 Washington Blvd., chicaso. 

first advertised Oct. 1924 
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I have trained 2274 men 

J. Matheson Bell, 
President Ozarka, Inc. 

to make big money in Radio 
I can do the same for you 

\V I0 were these men? They came from all walks of life. I have just looked up the 
record of ten of them. One school 

teacher, one railroad man, one drug clerk, one 
die-maker, one electrician, one insurance man, 
one farmer's son, one travelling salesman. 
How much are they making? $50 to $500 a week. 
The $50 men are mostly those who give me 
their spare time. A great many of my repre-
sentatives start that way. 
How much did they know about radio at the 
start? Very little, in many cases nothing. Lack 
of radio knowledge is not a handicap. In fact, 
I rather prefer the man who hasn't delved too 
deeply into radio theory. We have our own 
methods—they are successful—and the man 
with nothing to unlearn makes the biggest 
success of our plan. 
Many of the men who have made the biggest 
money selling Ozarka instruments never sold 
anything before in their lives. Sales experience 
naturally would be of some value, but it is not abso-
lutely necessary. Unlike other articles, a radio instru-

ment does its own talking. Your demonstrations are 
given during the evenings, which is possibly your spare 
time. In the hands of the man who knows the instru-
ment it will deliver its best, and you can safely put it in 
competition with any instrument on the market today. 
regardless of its price. 
The man I want is known in his community as upright 
and reliable—a man whose word is as good as his bond 
—a man who has lived in his community long enough so 
that his fellow men know him.and know the 
real type that he is. He may not have any 
considerable amount of money, but he ha 
a little; in fact, in many cases the man who 
is particularly interested in my plan is the 
one who is having rather a hard time 
making ends meet. He is. however, the 
type of man who would not handle any 
thing unless he was thoroughly con-
vinced of its merit. If you are this 
kind of a man and are really sincere 
in wanting to improve your finan-
cial conditions. I will be very glad 
to tell you of the Ozazka Plan. I 
can train you to make consider-
able more money than you are 
now making. I have done this 
with 2274 men in the past two 
years, and I will do it tor 
you if you will do yourpart. 

Ozarka 
four tube 
radio for 
opera-

tion with 
loud 

speaker 
as low as 

$3950 

(4-dial) June 1924 $65 complete. Eark models used crystal detectors, 3 tulles. 

This Button identifies Osarka Rep-
resent.vire in your city your assur-
ance of complete radio satisfaction 

This large 
Book tells 
how to make 

$100 per week 
under Ozarka Plan 
The Ozarka Pian is fully 

described in a large illustrated book. 
I will send a copy to men who are 

willing to tell me fully about themselves. 
The Ozarka book is a true story of life, of 

men, of why they fail, and how they succeed. It 
tells how men are carving out futures for them-
selves in this fascinating business of radio. 

In territory not now covered, I want the right 
man. If you feel qualified and are willing to put 
forth the necessary effort to obtain a splendid, 
profitable business of your own, write me and 
say "Send your Ozarka Plan Book No. 100." 
It may be the turning point in your life. Don't 
fail to mention the name of your county. 

OZARKA, INC. 
804 Washington Blvd., Chicago 
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Qew OZARKA Junior Model 
Fully Equipped---w$100 

COMPLETE WITH 
Four No. 199 Tubes 
Built-in Hy-Power Loud Speaker 
Four Eveready 22..volt "B" Batteries 
Three Eveready Dry Cells 
One Eveready "C" Battery 
Aerial Equipment, everything necessary 

NOTHING MORE TO BUY. 

THERE IS A 
REASON 

This instrument is sold direct from 
the factory to you thru our own fac-
tory representative; therefore, our 
selling expense is less. No middle-
men's profit to pay. 
Compare Ozarka quality with every 
other instrument on the market— 
compare prices and you'll quickly 
realize how you can secure the high-
est radio quality possible at prices 
which are as low as the lowest. More 
than this, all Ozarka instruments are 
backed by the Ozarka service. 

$110 West of Rockies 
$135 in Canada 

Let our factory representative 
bring the No 299 to your home 

FIND OUT in your own home, by tuning this instrument yourself. just 
what distance, volume and tone it will deliver. All the Ozarka 

factory representative asks is an opportunity to let you prove to your own satis-
faction that the Ozarka Junior No. 299 is the greatest radio value for $100.00. 

THE Ozarka Junior No. 299 
meets an insistent demand for 
a radio instrument, operating 

on dry cells which will deliver 
plenty of volume from long dis-
tances — with loud speaker and 
batteries all enclosed—an instru-
ment of quality which is a hand-
some article of furniture and yet 
all complete for $100.00. 
Cabinet is 23 inches long, 15 inches deep, 6Y, 
inches high at the front and 10 inches high at 
the back; waxed walnut finish, same as used 
on high priced furniture. Panel is of etched 
bronze with dull gold markings. Most con-
venient shape and size possible to make tun-
ing easy. 

Entire front has open grill in attractive de-
sign, lined with gold cloth — built-in large 
goose neck loud speaker of wood veener 
equipped with powerful loud speaker unit,not 
a head phone unit, but a power unit weighing 
354 pounds, giving a volume and tone unex-
celled in any loud speaker. 

Door in back enables dry cells, "B" and "C" 
batteries to be put in place inside—not a wire in 
sight — even aerial and ground come in thru 
the back. Ti. ed radio frequency circuit espe-
cially designed to produce full efficiency from 
dry cell tubes No. 199. Operates on any out-
side aerial or on an inside aerial run around 
the room behind the picture moulding. 

The Ozarka representative will 
gladly bring the instrumentto your 
home—he won't tell you what it 
will do—he won't tune it himself, 
but he will let YOU do all the tun-
ing. If, by your own operating, 
you are not thoroughly convinced 
that the Ozarka Junior No. 299 is 
just what you want, then you are 
under no obligations whatsoever. 
If the instrument itself will not 
prove its value to you, then no 
salesman can do it — Ozarkas 
will sell themselves if given the 
opportunity. 
Ozarka factory representatives are trained 
directly under Ozarka engineers so that 
they know every detail of Ozarka instru-
ments and can correct any trouble which 
may ever come up. If you put an Ozarka 
in your home, it will work perfectly; more 
than this, a trained Ozarka representative 
will keep it working perfectly. 

Ozarks instruments and Ozarka service 
mear. perfect radio satisfaction to you. 

Why not ask us for the name of the nearest 
Ozarka representative—give us the name 
of your county, we'll gladly do it. 

OZARKA hicaco e Inc.,.e . 
804 Washington Boulevard 

rhi, button identifies 0:aria reply. 
unstatm. in your city— is wurossur. 
once of complete radio sato./action. 

Attractive Openings for a Few 
More Representatives 

THE Ozarka Junior No. 299 is a typical 
Ozarka value—made possible by the 
Ozarka plan of selling thru direct fac-

tory representatives. This is only one ex-
ample—the Ozarka line offers other types 
of four tube instruments as low as $39.50 
(without accessories); an exceptional op-
portunity for men of the right caliber to 
establish themselves firmly in a profitable 
radio business of their own. 
TheOzark a organizationtoday consists& 3100 men 
who are making from $50 to $300 per week. More 
men are needed in open territory; men who are 
willing to learn what we are willing toteach them; 
men who recognize that they must learn how to 
correct troubles if they expect to make a success 
of selling radio instruments. 
This work can be started in yourspare time—eve-
flings are the best time to sell radio. As you learn 
you will grow, and it will only be a question of time 
until it will pay you to give Ozarka all your time 
and own a business of your own—be independent. 
Exclusive territory is given to men who have prov-
er that they can handle it successfully. Your profit 
is immediate, because Ozarka instruments will sell 
themselves if a demonstration is arranged for. The 
amount of capital required is smolt, but some is ab-
solutely necessary. No k n owled ge of radio is neces-
sary—all we ask is willingness and patience to learn. 
and that you are somewhat mechanically inclined. 
There are many men who work hard but don't 
seem to get ahead—radio off ers just what such men 
have been looking for—a business 
of their own which can be started 
small but ore that will grow slowly but 
surely if establk.hed on a firm service 
basis such as taught by Ozarks, Inc. 
Isn't auch an opportunity well worth 
enough of your timo to write and tell 
UF about yourself'? You'll find tnat we 
will gladly disciets this meter with 
wu—it may be the turning point in 
your life. If intereeed wroe today 
and ask for our Crzsrka Plar No.I00. 
Don't fall to mention the 
name of your county. 

Junior no. 299 May 1925 8100 compivie 
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$75 

ZARKA PORTA131.--
Ra dio Eveqwhere You Qó r  

Take It with You 
On Vacations 

H
ERE'S a real Portable Radio with no apol-
ogies. This year you can camp, tour, fish or 
hunt, and make your vacation more com-

plete with Radio. Bring in sport returns, con-
certs, music for dancing—radio entertainment in 
your favorite variety, to liven up dull or rainy eve-
nings, and add immeasurably to your happiness. 

The Ozarka Portable is built for long distance. The Hy-power built-in 
Loud Speaker makes it possible for a large gathering to enjoy the program 
exempt from troublesome and awkward earphones. 

It is simple to operate and convenient to carry and, best of all, you can have 
it for home use when you return. 

The Ozarka factory representative will gladly bring this Portable to your 
home and let you find out by tuning it yourself, just what distance, vol-
ume and tone it will deliver. Prove to your own satisfaction that the Ozarka 
Portable is the greatest radio value for $75. Why not ask us for the name 
of the nearest Ozarka Representative, giving us the name of your county, 
and we'll gladly arrange for a demonstration. 

"̂.•.¡tY,'A',11 ;e" 

Complete 
with 

Four No. 199 Tubes, Built-in 
Hy-power Loud Speaker, Four 
Eveready 221/2  "B" Batteries, 
Three Eveready "A" Dry Cells, 
One Eveready "C" Battery, 
Aerial Equipment, ready to un-
reel—all installed in neat fabri. 
koid covered case — complete 
weight 25 lbs. 

OZARKA, INC. 

\ 

Men Wanted 
for Real, 

ing Opportunity 

THE country is full of radio fans who take 
greatest delight in "listening in." They have 
been waiting for a really worth while port-

able radio outfit to take with them on their va-
cation trips—and here it is—the Ozarka Portable, 

newest member of the famous Ozarka Radio family. 
If you can qualify, there is an opening for you in the Ozarka organi-
zation where you can make more money than you have ever made 
before. We are over 3100 strong, and most of our men are making $50 
to 1300 a week. Right now is a fine time to get started selling radio. 
There is a st rong demand for Ozark a Portable, a little later on comes 
the powerful demand for the other Ozarka models. We allot exclusive 
territories. Profits start immediatdy. Knowledge of radio is not nec-
essary. We supply that and the training. Our methods of demonstra-
tion insure the orders. You must be able to convince us that you are 
the right man for us—have good reputation and character—are indus-
trious and ambitious. A small amount of capital is necessary. If inter-
ested, "action" is the word. Business is starting on Ozarka Portable 
right flow. Write us today and ask for Ozarka Plan No. 100. Be sure 
to mention the county you live in. 

Portable June 1925 $58 list, later called model 299, $40.70 list. 
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Uen ifl had 
our Furl Wouldn't 
e a Rabbit --- 

AN attractive cabinet can never make an the inside. The service behind the radio 
Ozarka out of any other radio. Far too you buy is even more important than the 

many radio buyers pay more attention to msideoroutside,yoursatisfactiondepends 
the outer appearance and not enough to on it. Let us see just what radio service is. 

When your automobile runs as take a complete course of ins We Need a Few More 
the manufacturer intended it structiona in Ozarka service di-
should it is a real pleasure to rectly under Ozarka engineers. OZARKA Representatives 
drive it. But what do you do By so doing we are assured that -no ANO offers a wonderful opportunity to 
when something goes wrong? every purchaser of an Ozarka ne to usines, foe 
Do you immediately condemn will have an experienced service a, ,aa an ryour ge 
the car?—no. Do you call in some man within reach at all times. time. You cannhokel your present position and 
handy man who can fix any- 3103 such men today comprise learn radio ed.e.10,uht;pe i,etOfke pena-

re 'eve succendully met all compeu Mo'n». 
its g'—no the Ozarks service organization 

—more are being added daily. Ozarka representation have made good. not You send tor a service man 
Ozarka service does not add a only hoyas., °M I.'. I...um..sone fiaM 

who is trained in repairing your single cent to the price you pay sa,,,es but became our traininfr in bothibse,Iling and 

i 
make of car. To correct the for your radio— then why not Álleiiiàiri;ii;ei-y-Set-it`riZifiïij to chase 

easy for him se he fault•s becau ' be by it. o r enumerating instrument and warm s to 
knows. Some other mechaniC l y eaur ndwhat we are willing to teach you. 

might have to tear the car apart Ozarka instruments are sold v"."ne 'r"'" with 3100 "'"' 'hat with taming YOli Can make good In radio. The 
hi locate the trouble. only in competition side by side Onrka sales course consults of twelve lessons 

The some is true of radio. no with others—do your own tun- ;,:heeenjee=e nlnee'erep,;ii,hoel.70°rae. 

matter what price you pay_ ing and therefore decide for ?et,that roo w,?? knów nOla' rka Instrument. 
you will sometimes need the yourself just what Ozarka will in every detail. 
a„ yiee of a „„ke man, If he do for selectivity, distance, vol-
is factory trained and experi- ume and above all, tone. SendCouponforFreeBook 

Touch • man. who will frnly tell us some-
enced he can and will deliver Send for the book Ozarka In- thing about himself we will gladly send • core 
the kind of service you know uni of the Ozarka Plan .No. 100.a rather unusual 

MGM-, No. 203; please give book. You'll find It intereetng became it 
yOU ought to have. name of your county and we'll proves whr torne men are mill...MN and 

Ozarka instruments are only gladly have our Ozarka repro. 

sold by direct factory repre- sentative arrange a dernonstra. en;r%,,,gm tnreyornurzr 
sentatives who are required to tion in your own home. m.o.. tie names( >our county. 

522 Attain Avenue B 

mat.  

INCORpoitietb 
122 Auerin A  B 

Chicago. Illinois  

Junior J-1 Sept. 1925 $63.50 list 

Unlike Some Music OZARKA Service 
Satisfies Every Owner— 

TN radio, when one .election don not please. 
you simply tune it out and pick up another 

broadcasting math.. If it is • quetion of un-
satisfactory volume or tone in your inetrurnent 
then it become* an entirely different matter. 

You have certain very definite ideu in mind 
as to what you want your radio to do Will you 
allow us to make • few suggestions regarding • 
plan whereby you can eettle the radio question? 

Select the inetruments which you think might 
Newer. leve • dernonetranng instrument 

brought to your home. Let each eakemen. in 
turn, nuke the neceman battery connections. 
Let hint tell mu how to operate it but do all 
the tuning yourself. 

You'll buy the instrument then. beeed on your 
own operation. You'll size up each one for 

—esee of tuning 
—diatance received 

— tane 
--odectivity 

la. Austin Avenue C. 
Chimer,. Illmole 

Some People Will Never Learn 
—The Truth About Radio 

AANY a new radio will perform perfectly. Whether 
1V1 it continues to do so or not will depend entirely on 
one thing—the very truth that is seldom discussed. 
Do you drive • ear? 

Don't little troubles happen 

occasionally? 

Do you depend on a handy 

man for service or do you prefer 

a mechanic who has been factory 

trained on your make of car? 

Experience has. no doubt. proven 
to you that men who know all about 
all makes of cars le neatly dois 
make the best roechann to work on 
your car. 

You wouldn't think A buying soy 
car, no matter how low its price, 
antrao you knew you could receive 
melee by men who know how. 

Treat the purchase of a radio in-
etru ment in exactly the same manner 
if you win lasting satisfaction. 

Service is just as nemesar, inn as 
Important on • radio instrument as 
it is on an automobile. 

IN CORRC)R.s• -rEct 

120 W. Austin Avenue C 

kcasionally little things will go 
wrong. They will be mrioue to you 
.ind almost as serous to the handy 
nun who can fie ail radios but— 

Such troubles will mean lust • few 
mood,' time to u factory trained 
iervice man who knows that make of 
Indio am he should. 

While radio is rather a now in-
i:ustry. even now there are 43e4 
factory trained Onrka smoke men— 
let as give you the name and addrees 
el the one neaten sou. 

Allow him to set up an Ourka in 
your home. 

Ile will let you do all the tuning so 
that you can satisfy yourself as to 
exactly what it will do for distance. 
volume. tone and ease of tuning. 

His factory training enables him 
to keep every Ozarka which he sells, 
working juat u it did when new. 

As» radio, so trotter what its price 
may be, sill owly be or tatitjaciory st 
Me Panted service behind it. 

Them still remains me very important gen-
tian to eettle—the matter of eervice. No matter 
whet anyone tells vou sometimes bete things 
may go wrong. The ben radio *shaman often 
knows nothing of correcting radio matiblea— 
mealy yourself. 

Our Ozarka repreeentative in your community 
will gladly put an Ozarka in yea horse for such 
e test. Mom than thin, you will fuel thot hnis a 
thoroughly trained mechanic on our instrument. 
lie has gone through a complete court e of study 
under Ozark& Engineers. the men who designed 
and perf«ted the °seeks. 

3187 such no, today can cornet any trouble 
which may occur on any Ozark= instmment — 
more men are being factory treated daily. You 
wouldn't buy an instrument blindly—taes don't 
buy service the wmc way. Any radio inetrument 
is wily na satisfactory as the quality of service 
behind it. 

Our Book No 201 Nose the hill Ozark& line 
from 675 00 to 3,07 50. complete with all 
„eceNtries. 

CHICAGO, ILL. 

$215 re.C1-•01..1.r31-1,,rerr.r.2 
walnut ca.., °merle. Mth mermen.. 

We have a few Openings 
for the Right Men 
TIIILE them an- Way 4364 Nana re, 

VV 

der omen. income by devoting their eve• 
Mom to rharka. 
At t. wart. you ean keep your premnt 

ration. Later oa after you have proven what 

gr.r.ePee,tre:r-20e.r= gr=rg 
Petition. 

»for warm rr ":epU'Ir'ren 
that Ma word re mod He ma, not have made 
any stambna mamma but he Ime never -out 
over Northing- Nit *Nun memo. ne 

trZirte"etil .»...Wnilre're*relirreeidurt 

n "tint ita-wlie=iftwreir= 
man. The emcee. ne 4364 Ozeta N unn& 
move orovee what me• can do. If you are 

•11 interestelet d. Ink foram, oi the Oearlea Plea. 06 one book *tick nee a tory of hew 
‘orer mg • immanent "tZaramotat te 

OZARKA Senior S-1 
Complete With All Accemories 
Including Hi-Rower Speaker 

$125.00 
Wen of Rockies. SI 37.50 

Canada. $ 180.00 

A Few More Men 
Are Needed 

ees eseetieneet. k.ieiui hot mt 
Vie ran torh you how resell. 

Send Coupon for 
FREE Book! 

At. twee -Cherhe Pre •' 

rr, geho teto zletui• . 2-1:•':---Drzee.revz,z? 

ISCORpoitRIM 
County' 

Anne.  

Senior S-1 Nov. 1925 $125 complete (set only, $73 list, Oct. 1926) later called S-5. Console, $ 197.50. 
(same appearance): Senior S-7 Oct. 1926 $89 list. Console, $ 191.50. Highboys, $ 122, $ 138. 
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H. A. Fischer was 
Ozarka's Secretary 
and Treasurer. 

Five Tube Radio 
$25e9 
AGENTS 
WANTED 
EXCLUSIVE 
TERRITORY 
DEMONSTRATING 
AGENT IN 
EVERY COUNTY 

6-Tube. Single-Dial Control. Loud Speaker Radio. 
-Gets everything." What the public wants. New 
low price—$26 retail. liberal agent's discount. Take 
orders in spare time-no radio experience necessary. 
100-page Radio Book FREE. Territory going fast— 
Write TODAY. 
K. S. FISCHER, 122 W. Austin Ave., Chicago 

$33.00 Cost without 

accessories. 

$76.50 Cost 
complete 

with Ozarks Junior loud 

speaker and all acces• 
sories. 

5A Viking Oct. 1926 $33 list. Console $79 list. 

599 Viking Oct. 1926 $2 list. 
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Corona $60 list-

'IIle Ozarka ‘ rmacla ‘Latl 7' 

IN DAYS OF OLD jeut.1- ‘tort• kept ill the fatrilt. tr,eure 
rhettl. Today tLt 'ext.] rtt,litt i, the lt,trktt ette.t ,,t1 it. A tlupticute of a 
Sputtirth 1.1easur tit,itrtt,t1 I, a ettat-ter raltinet ritteter. Ittt Iteauty 

rnttrittl help but appeal to everyone who ›ren it and yet ID nri.'c in‘etthio 
Rh.. reach o: all. 

F 

$100.00 nelan 
Will.., Amami., 1. O. B. ado.» 

Armada 78 $100 list. 

The Ozarka Plan 

89 July 1928  $100 list 

(not shown): 91 chassis only, June 1929, $ 130 approx. 
90 July 1929 $ 100 list 

AC Corona $ 150 list 

Home cf 

Ozarks Incorporated 
La Salle and Ausnn 

CHICAGO. ILLINOIS 

.41iimegro","""rele 
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111DIUANSTW1111_ 
Pfanstiehl Radio Co. / Fatisteel Products Co. 

Ifanstiehl and Fansteel, 

Balkite and Balkeit: all related, but not identical. 
Carl A. Pfanstiehl was born September 17, 1888, in 

Columbia, Missouri, son of a Presbyterian minister. He 

attended grade and high schools in Highland Park, Illi-
nois, and Armour Institute of Technology. Having built 
and operated X-ray machines during high school, he and 

a friend, James Troxel, organized the Pfanstiehl Electri-
cal Laboratory in 1907 to manufacture induction coils. In 

a few years, automotive spark coils and magnetos were 

added to the line. All of these products required expen-
sive platinum contact points until Carl Pfanstiehl found a 
way to fabricate tungsten points. In 1914, the company 
began producing its own tungsten, the first in a series of 

refractory metals that would become the company's chief 
products in the future. Dr. Clarence Balke entered 

Pfanstiehl's employ in 1916, and after conquering tung-
sten, he turned his attention to making tantalum sheets 
and bars as an acid-proof material for chemical appara-
tus. Balke attempted to use tantalum as an electrode in 
chlorine cells, but failed; current would pass in only one 
direction. Dr. Edgar W. Engle of his staff realized that he 
had invented a rectifier. Sales of "Balkite" rectifiers, 

chargers, and battery eliminators zoomed from $73,263 
in 1923 to $4,068,503 in 1926. The company name had 
been changed in 1917 to the less-German-sounding 

"Fansteel," though, ironically, the family had come from 

Holland. 

..... . 

VARIOMETER 

-0 

1,608,993. MOUNTING FOR VARIABLE INDUC-
TANCE. CARL PFANSTIEHL and W ILLIAM OSCAR BELL, 
Highland Park, Ill., assignors to Pfanstiehl Radio Sery 

ice Company, a Corporation of Illinois. Filed July 
23, 1923. Serial No. 653,176. 4 Claims. (Cl. 
171-119.) 

In 1919 Carl Pfanstiehl left to hem the Special Chem-
icals Company (according to $2500 Arifl a Dream, the 
1982 history of Fansteel, this was "to prevent experimen-
tal interference with production"). By 1923, he had also 
formed the Pfanstiehl Radio Service Company; his trade-
mark application claimed use since January' 31. His piv-
oted coil mounting, advertised for the first eight months 
of 1924, and a dial adjuster were used on Tri-City mod-

els made for Montgomery Ward. The Pfanstiehl company 
itself made a matching P-2 amplifier for Ward before 
changing its name to Pfanstiehl Radio Company and in-
troducing its own radio model in September 1924. 

By the end of 1927, neither Fansteel nor Pfanstiehl was 
doing well. Pfanstiehl had decided to sell its RCA li-
cense to Majestic and to quit radio ( besides metallurgy, 
Carl Pfanstiehl had other interests as diverse as 
toothpaste and fountain pens). Fansteel was no better off; 
the AC tube had killed its eliminator business. For the 
year ending April 1928, it lost $322,828 before divi-

dends. Yet Fansteel came back with a adio chassis in 
June, 1928. It was reported to have bought Gilfillan's 

RCA license, a story which GilfiIlan denied, but they 
may have shared one. Fansteel was said to have made 
12,000 of this "Balkite" model, but only half of them 
were sold by February 1929. Its report for the year end-
ing April 1929 claimed "the loss reflected in the state-

ment of the Fansteel Company for the past sear has been 
entirely chargeable to the radio business." So on Febru-
ary 1, 1929, Fansteel set up a subsidiary: " Balkeit Radio 
Company" ( note the spelling change), IA Ii ( h continued 
the old models and introduced the Model C in June. 
Howe‘er, the high-priced console-radio market soon van-
ished, and the Balkeit plant and equipment were sold by 
April, 1930. 

Carl Pfanstiehl died in March, 1942; Balke, in 1948. 
Fansteel is more vigorous than ever in a wide range of 
fields, still supplying electrical contacts to the automo-
tive industry as it did in 1914, as well as fabricating 
components for the Space Shuttle. 
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Does Your Radio Make Music Sound like 
this— or this— or this 

NOISE 
(Non-periodic vibrations; 

unpleasant sounds) 

PITCH 
(Periodic vibration., without overtones; 
sounds which have mece musical pitch) 

TONE plats desirable OVERTONES 
(Tone color—REAL music) 

I In Radio, People want Distance-
but they want TONE even More 

Without desirable Overtones you get no Rich, Resonant Voice nor 
Tonal Beauty—You Miss the Supreme Pleasure in Radio 

Comae model, black ualnia. equipped 
with loud wreaker Open. $ 300 

How It Was 
Accomplished—A 

Scientific Explanation 
Pfanstiehl foundthatstrayoscil-
Unions could not be removed 
by any mere circuit dmign. An 
entirely new structural relation-
ship had to be devised and 
that could be approached only 
after a searching analysis of the 
specific causes of oscillation. 
He found them to be twofold 
and dealt with each separately. 
One of these is the feedback 
due to electro-static coupling. 
This has two sources. The one 
between the elements inside the 
tube is of little consequence, 
although hitherto regarded as 
the most important. The other 
occurs between the wiring lay. 
out and the condensem This 
Pfanstieh I eliminated by re-
moving from the effective 
electro-static field, scattered 
throughout the set, all dielec-
tric material which used to 
cause distortion. The other 
cause of disturbing oscillations 
is the feedback due to residual 
electro.magnetic coupling be-
tween the coils. This could not 
be wholly prevented before, 
but has now been completely 
eliminated by using a new OPe 
of inductance and by • different 
placing of the coils. In thus dif-
ferentiating between these two 
separate sources of internal os-
cillation. Pfanstiehl has solved 
the trouble fundamentally by a 
process of discrimination—the 
only way it could possibly be 
done. 

USERS. Enjoy a personal Pfanstiehl 
demonstration. Send this coupon for 
name of nearest dealer. 

PFANSTIEHL RADI0 Cll. 
II S. La Salle Si. Chicano, Ill. 
Where In this neinhborhood can t 

ja and heur the new Planstiehl 

r N   

Street Addrm  

City  Stare 

How Pfanstwhl Reproduces 
cd7t NY good radio set can get distance, 

simply by arnplification. There is no dis-

tinction about that. To get tone quality is quite 
another matter. And tone quality is the real mea-
sure of radio reception. Radios differ in this re-
spect just as pianos differ. You judge a piano by 
its ability to produce a beautiful tone. You judge 
a radio by its ability to reproduce a beautiful tone, 
from a distance. 

In a piano, quality of tone depends upon the 
manner in which the overtones are produced and 
controlled. Without them you could have no 
richness or beauty of tone. You would have a 
colorless, uninteresting sound. You can get beau-
tiful piano music only from a fine piano in the 
hands of a good performer. Paderewski himself 
could not get tonal beauty out of a poor piano. 

Overtones Perfectly Reproduced 
In radio you have a similar situation. It cannot receive a 
lovely voice or beautiful music unless it reproduces the 
overtones which make it beautifu I, exactly as they are sent 
out in delicate vibrations from the transmitting station. 
That has been an extremely difficult thing to du in 

radio reception, simply because radio engineers have 
not known how to control :he forward stream of radio 
energy as it passes 
from circuit to circuit 
in the set. Some of the 
energy strays off and 
feeds back. That is 
what causes the un-
canny noises you hear, 
noises which have to 
be choked down by a 
lot of complicated de-
vices, and these distort 
the delicate super. 
vibrations which make 
overtones in your re-

$140 without accessoncs 

A 5-tube Reim, atino ib. new Pfanstiebl quern of wooed radio frequency 

OVERTONE RECEIVER 
7 Sept. 1924 $ 150 Console, March 1925, $300. 
Technical article in Radio Age, Oct. 1924, pp. 50-52. 

the Most Delicate Overtones 
ception. Your tonal beauty is gone, in exactly the 
degree that your overtones are distorted or sup-
pressed. 
The matchless beauty of Pfanstiehl tone lies in the 

utter absence of feedback to disturb the delicate super. 
vibrations which make the overtones. These come 
through INTACT. There is no distortion whatever. 
The tone is full, rich and clear. You can enjoy exactly as 
transmitted the vocal charm oía beautiful singer or the 
tone color of a great violinist. What an immeasurable 
advantage that is! 

Distance, selectivity, volume, portability, are all values 
in radio which people want and can have to the extent 
that the maker chooses to afford them. There is no spe-
cial problem about that. Radio science knows bow. 

Tone Beauty— 
The Big Problem in Radio 

The big problem in radio is tone beauty, a full and true 
reproduction of voice or music EXACTLY AS TRANS-
MITTED. This problem has been fundamentally solved 
in the Pfanstiehl. It gets the same distance, selectivity 
and volume as other high-grade 5-tube receivers; but in 
tone it is matchless, for the reasons above given. 
To any radio technician who is interested, will be sent 
a scientific explanation of the means used by Pfanstiehl 
to accomplish this result. The ordinary radio user is not 
so much interested in that. He wants the result. The way 
to get it is to have your dealer demonstrate the Pfan-

stiehl to you. That will 
bringquickconviction. 
You will never be sat-
isfied thereafter with 
any radio set which 
cannot reproduce the 
delicate overtones. 
Hear the new Pfan-

stiehl Overtone Re. 
ceiver at your radio or 
music dealer's. If he 
does not have one we 
can quickly get it to 

Corewle mcgid, black walnut. quipped 
with loud rpraker. Cloud. $300 

Unique "Station 
Finder" Takes the 

GuessworkOutof Tuning 
A unique feature of the Pfan-
ands' Overtone Receiver is a 
'Station Finder," which takes 
the guesswork out of tuning 
and enables even the inexperi-
enced to tune this receiving set 
quickly and without difficulty. 
From the radio program in 
the daily newspaper or radio 
magazine, ascertain the "wave-
length" of the station you wont 
to hear and also the time at 
which it is scheduled to broad-
cast. I. Findthis"wme-length" 
or number on the lower scale. 
2. Read the number directly 
above it on the upper SClie, and 
set each of the three large dials 
to chis reading. 3. Tuning may 
now be sharpened by adjusting 
the large dials slightly, one at • 
time, with the small vernier 
knobs below. Adjustment of 
the luge dials to a fraction of • 
degree, enables you ro secure 
the sharper tuning for best 
results from distant stations. 

An Appeal to 
Radio Users: 

Owners of fine radio receivers 
should agitate for the suppres-
sion of regenerative interfer. 
ence in the air and undesirable 
radio transmission. They spoil 
the enjoyable possibilities of 
puretonereceptton. Do notbea 
radio nuisance yourself by using 
• set which radiates or trans-
mits noises to your neighbor. 

DEALERS: Pin this coupon to your 
business letterhead. Get the Pfan 
Mehl authorised dealer proposition. 

PFANSTIEHL RADIO CO. 
II S. La Salle Si.. Chicano. Ill. 
Send us your dealer proposition for 

the Planstiehl Overtone Receiver. 

N roe 

4JJ 
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A 
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Introduces 
6-Tube OVERTONE Receiver 

With Translucent Station Finder 
T AST year Pfanstiehl perfected the Overtone Receiver—an accomplishment 
la of the first importance, which radio engineers had vainly attempted 
hitherto. He did so by eliminating all clashing of radio energy inside the set, 
thereby insuring a smooth, forward flow of the radio stream from circuit to 
circuit. The super vibrations of radio energy are thus kept intact, exactly as 
received, and there is no blurring or marring of the resulting overtones which 
bring out the beauty of voice and music. 

This year he went a step further. He still further protected the overtones by 
an overtone loudspeaker inbuilt and sympathetically adjusted to the receiver 
itself. Modulation is made perfect. Even through a detached speaker the tone 
was far superior to any other obtainable in long distance reception. Now it is 
supreme. 

Single Dial More Efficient Than Any Multiple Control 
His single dial control immeasurably simplifies radio. It will give it a new pop-
ularity with the great mass of home users who are inexpert and dislike compli-
cated tuning. It has been made possible by the very same mastery of rad io energy 
in and between circuits which perfected overtone reception. With no leakage of 
energy to disturb the electrical characteristic of the radio stream on its way 
through each Circuit, THERE ARE NO INEQUALITIES. Each circuit is electrically like 
every other—ALL tuned by one turn of the Pfanstiehl triple unit condenser. 
Without the simple, equalized circuit of the Pfanstiehl system, no efficient 

one dial control is possible in a radio frequency set. Stray energy and the 
devices employed to neutralize it create inequalities in the circuits which THEN 
REQUIRE SEPARATE TUNING. 

It thus becomes apparent how important an advance Pfanstiehl made in 
simplifying the radio frequency circuit and eliminating all compensating or 
neutralizing devices. It made possible perfect overtone reception, simple and 
dependable operation and now—single dial control. 

e/fctual Wave Length GLOWS from 
Illuminated Dial— No Scale Necessary 

An unique feature of the overtone panel in all models is the illuminated station 
finder disc which revolves with the tuning knob and registers in actual wave-
lengths rather than in arbitrary numbers 
The disc is concealed except for a small 
opening in the panel where the wave-
length appears, the disc being translucent 
and illuminated from behind. Extremely 
convenient; enables tuning to be done in 
the dark; shows whether power is on or 
off; adds a brilliant touch to the panel as-
sembly. Panel is of wood, five ply con-
struction, finished like rest of cabinet. 
Much handsomer than bakelite or rubber. 
Control and volume dials of inlaid wood. 
All exposed metal parts gold plated. 

For further details, address 

PFANSTIEHL RADIO COMPANY 

An êxclusive Franchise 

The Pfanstiehl line is sold through 
exclusive dealers and jobbers who 
are thus protected against unfair 
competition and price cutting. 
Whatever good-will the dealer or 
jobber builds up for Pfanstiehl is 
his own. He enjoys a liberal profit 
and is expected in return to push 
the line aggressively with the co-
operation of the maker. 

11 South La Salle Street, Chicago, Illinois 

Prices West of the Rockies Slightly Higher 

MODEL soc — A complete 6 -Tube 
Single - dial Console Receiver with 
Overtone Speaker, Control Board, 
Battery Charger and Compertments 
for Battery built in. Price 4450.00 
(less tubes and batteries). 

MODEL 1os — Overtone Single-dial 
6-Tube Receiving Set with demount-
able Console Stand. Overtone Speak-
er built in. Price $200.00 ( less tubes 
anJ batteries). 

MODEL 10—An Overtone Sin‘le•clial 
6-Tube Receiving Set. Price Si 55.00 
(less accessories). 

MODEL 8—A low priced 2-Dial 5-
Tube Receiving Set, Pfanstiehl quality 
throughout. Price $85.00 (less acces-
sories). 

ALSO 

MODEL 8C—Two-dial 5 Tube Receiv-
ing Set, demountable from console 
stand, permitting use on flooror table. 
Overtone Speaker built in. Price 
$13 s.00 (less tubes and batteties). 

Models first advertised in August 1925. Technical article in Radio News, April 1926, p. 1415. 
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CARL PFAtiSTIEHL _ 
INVEHTte AMP 

PHYSICIST 

NY Evening World (Sept. 1925) 

NOVEL FIVE-TUBE RECEIVER 
A novel combination of two indicating 

hands traveling over a single semi-circular 
scale on the front panel is the outstanding 
feature of this five-tube set. The three 
variable condensers which tune the two-stage 
radio- frequency amplifier circuit are mounted 
on a common frame, the two left-hand ones 

This drawing shows the details of the driving 
mechanism of the right-hand variable condens-
er of the five-tube receiver. The large knob 
K by means of the driving discs D. turns the 
wheel W. which is attached to the shaft of the 
right-hand variable condenser. The belt B 
moves the inside pointer PA, while the pointer 
PM moves independently on its own shaft S. 
litustlations courtesy The Pfonstiehl Radio Co. 

being linked together so that their shafts 
turn together. Their positions are indicated 
on the panel by the main pointer marked PM 
in all the accompanying illustrations. 
The shaft to which PM is attached re-

volves inside and independently of a combin-

0 

Front view of the complete receiver: PM is the 
main pointer. PA the auxiliary one. LK ci.ntrols 
the two left-hand tuning condensers and PM; 
K controls the right-hand condensers and PA; 

R is a rheostat knob. 

ation shaft and pulley. To the latter is at-
tached a small pointer, marked PA, moving 
inside a little square window cut in the 
main pointer. The pulley is belted to the 
free right-hand condenser on the large 
f rame. 
The operation of the system is obvious 

Rear view of the receiver. CF is the triple-
condenser unit; LM the link motion connecting 
the two left-hand condensers (right-hand in 
this illustration); BC the battery cable; and 
PS a switch allowing the use of the proper 

batteries with a power tube. 

from the drawings. There are two tuning 
knobs: LK, below and to the left of the 
scale on the panel, and K. below and to its 
right. Knob LK, by means of a pair of 
friction discs LD ( see drawing of top view 
of condenser and dial assembly), drives a 
large disc, LW. This disc is fastened to 
the extreme left-hand condenser on the 
frame, and through the link motion, L, also 
turns the second condenser_ The shaft of 
the latter, S, is fixed to the pointer, PM. 
A similar driving scheme is used for the 

single right-hand condenser, which tunes the 
aerial coupler of the receiver. The knob 
K. by means of its friction wheels. D. drives 
the wheel. W. which is attached to the con-
denser shaft. The wheel also carries a small 
pulley, which is coupled by means of a brass 
belt, S, to the center pulley bearing the aux-
iliary pointer, PA. 

In tuning the set, a person grasps LK in 
his left hand and K in his right, and turns 
them so that the small pointer always keeps 
within the large one. The aerial coupler 
condenser k rarely more than a few degrees 
different in setting from the inter-stage con-
densers, so it is a simple niatter to tune the 
set to perfect resonance with this arrange-
ment. 

Electrically the receiver is of more or less 
orthodox design. The two stages of tuned 
R.F. feed into a detector tube and a two-
stage transformer coupled audio amplifier. 
Provision is made for the use of a power 
tube in the last stage. 

18 July 1926 $95 

At Left: 
This shows the details ot 
the left-hand condenser unit. 
L is the link motion con-
necting the two condenser 
shafts; LW is a large wheel. 
driven by the discs LD and 
the knob LK; S is the con-
denser shaft. B the belt to 
the right-hand condenser. 
PM the main pointer, and 

PA the auxiliary. 

Consoles: 181, $ 135. 182, $ 135. 
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71,622. LOUD SPEAKER. ALEXANDER C. RINDSKOPF., 
Chicago, Ill., assignor to Pfanstiehl Radio Company, a 
Corporation of Illinois. Filed July 6, 1926. Serial 
No. 18,256. Term of patent 7 years. 

The ornamental design for a loud speaker as shown. 

1,712,165. MULTIPLE CONDENSER. CARL PFANSTIEHL, 
Highland Park, Ill., assignor, by mesne assignments, to 
National Electrical Products Company, Waukegan, Ill., 
a Corporation of Illinois. Filed July 20, 1925. Serial 
No. 44,804. 3 Claims. (Cl. 175-41.5.) 

• — 

f Zb 

1. In a multiple condenser, spaced side plates, a plu-
rality of sets of spaced parallel stator plates carried be-
tween said side plates and insulated therefrom, a set of 
rotor plates carried by said side plates in capacitative 
relation to each set of stator plates, one of said sets of 
rotor plates being insulated from the side plates and the 
remaining rotor plates being in electrical contact with said 
side plates, and means for simultaneously and substan-
tially equally varying the capacities of said condensers. 

20 July 1926 $125 
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The Wall Speaker 
Designed for use on top of the 
console or to be hung on the 
wall. Looks like an old fashioned 
wall dock, flanked by four grace-
ful spindles and supported by a 
narrow shelf at the bottons. From 
the standpoint of acoustics there 
isacertainadvantageinhavingthe 
mouth of the speaker six or more 
feet from the floor. The tone 
vibrations are better di  buted. 

$65 

The " Highboy " 
A more elaborate console model, 
eighteen inches wide and seventy-
four inches high. Speaker is con-
tained in • tall, graceful super-
structure extending six feet from 
the floor. There is nothing like it 
in radio design. It is like • grand-
father's clock or perhaps more 
nearly like a tall, slender cup-
board of old English design. 

$235 

Model 201 
"Single-tuned Six" Console with-
out speaker, but space for A and 
B batteries and charger or socket. 
power equipment. Six tubes, 

$170 
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Listening to Pfanstiehl "Overtone" Radi6 
is like,beíng there yourselprhe Tone is so Lifelikc 

Model 202 
SomethingReallyNew 
in Cabinet Design 

There is so little machinery in a 
Pfanstiehl, inside and out, that an 
extremely compact console cab-
inet is possible— only eighteen 
inches wide and forty-one inches 
high. And still it has room for 
every accessory needed to oper-
ate • radio—built-in speaker."A" 
and "B" batteries and charger, or 
socket-power equipment. Every-
thing iscontained in • petite piece 
of furniture making a well bal-
. anced radio unit. The console is 
a space saver; his anywhere— in 
a corner, between windows, or 
between doors -- however coo-
tracted the space. 

$210 

pE RHAPS you recall, not so long ago, when the projection of movie films on the screen 
was somewhat blurred and unsteady. Compare 
that with the lifelike movies of today, and you 
have an apt parallel of the difference between 
reception.with ordinary sets and the pure, rich 
tone of the Pfanstiehl "Overtone" receiver. 
The difference lies in mastery of the over-

tones—how exactly they are reproduced. It is 
they which give tone color to voice or music, 
are its very "soul" Pfanstiehl has solved this 
problem by protecting the delicate vibrations 
which make overtones. There are no compli-
cated parts in the set to absorb or distract them. 

Such parts are commonly employed in radio 
to correct errors which arise in the radio stream 
while being highly amplified. In the Pfanstiehl 
there are no errors to correct. The stream flows 
unhampered through the set. Hence the tone 
is lifelike and natural — as if you were listen-

PFANSTIEHL RADIO COMPANY • 11 South La Salle Street • CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 

log to the singing or playing at its source. 
In Radio, as in all mechanical and technical 

progress, simplicity is the goal and most diffi-
cult to attain. In Pfanstiehl design it is an out-
standing merit. 

Precision Tuning with a Single Knob 
Simplicity also governs tuning. Single con-

trol that tunes exactly is possible only with a 
set that is extremely simple inside. It cannot 
be appended to the inner workings of a com-
plicated receiver. If the set is designed for 
simple, direct flow of radio energy it does 
not need multiple control. 

Thousands of radio owners know the advan-
tage of Pfanstiehl single control. They enjoy 
the convenience of turning a single knob to 
immediately reach any wave length desired. A 
child can tune asaccuratelps an expert. It can be 
done in the dark, blindfolded, by ear if you like. 

OvertoneRa dio  

Model 20 
"Single-tuned Six" Table Set. 

$125 

Seek a demonstration 
and learn what true 
radio enjoyment is 

Pfanstiehl Radio Sets are sold 
only by authorized, exclusive 
dealers. There is likely one 
near you. He will be glad to 
demonstrate the simple tun-
ing and lifelike tone. The 
beauty and 'workmanship of 
the cabinets you can see for 
yourself. If your dealer can-
not show you the Pfanstiehl 
models, write us for catalog 

illustrated in color. 

Prim Wert of the 
Rorkigt Slightly Higher 
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IljeDeothl:ew I/P& ? 
Electric 
63 Overtone Radio 

Yes, we're making immediate 
deliveries, in any quantity, of the 
perfected and genuine Electric 
A C Pfanstiehl. Give your cus-
tomers what they want this 
Christmas. Send coupon below 
at once [or wire) for our propo-
sition to jobbers and dealers. 

100% Electric 
The Pfanstiehl Electric AC Receiver 
operates directly from the electric 
light circuit without bat-
teries or eliminators of 
any kind. 
A genuine Electric AC set—not 
a compromise or makeshift. 
Uses R. C. A. or Cunningham 
AC tubes. Perfected volume 
control prevents fading signals 
when line current varies.Tuned 
with one knob. Entire set and 
power unit are self-contained 
in a mahogany finished cabinet. 

What the 
Public Wants 

Tone, selectivity, distance and 
genuine light socket operation 
— that's what the public de-
mands today. That's where 

.0\ the profit lies. And that's 

PFANSTIEHL RADIO COMPANY, 

what you can supply in the new Pfanstiehl 
Electric AC set. A thoroughly dependable 
and durable set. One dealer last year sold 
3,000 sets with not a single service call' Pfan-. • 
stiehl won't eat up your profits in service. 

Full License Protection 
The Pfanstiehl is fully licensed under the 
patents of the Radio Corporation of Amer-
ica and associated companies. That's im-
portant to the radio dealer who is posted 
on conditions in the radio industry. 

Big Profits for 
Jobbers and Dealers 

Pfanstiehl now offers every-
thing the radio public wants, 
from a $65.00 battery operated 
set to the perfected Electric AC 
Console at $300.00. A complete 
line and a real money making 
opportunity, as you'll see when 
you investigate. We still have 
good territory for progressive 
jobbers and responsible dealers. 

Local Advertising 
We back Pfanstiehl jobbers and 
dealers with advertisements in 
their own local newspapers. 

Act at once. 
Cash in on 

Christmas profits. Remem-
bcr,we're making immed iate de-
liveries of the Electric A C Set 
which the public is clamoring 
for now. We'll gladly send full 
details of our proposition with-
out obligation. So, get posted. 

Jost send cow de 
pan below Ar 
(as wire) e Pfanstiehl 
now! Radio Company 

Waukegan, 
_e Please send me,without cost 
e or obligation, full details of 

e your proposition to E Jie. alirr: on 
the Pfanstiehl Overtone Radio in-

cluding the new Electric A C Set on 
Business getting ads that ring e which you are making immediate 
customers to the Pfanstiehl dtlivtlits• 
store and move the goods. 
And we pay the bill. That Na   me 
is advertisingcooper-
anion that counts! e e Adams   

W AUKEGAN, ILL. City   State  
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Ads like this in November and December 1927, and an even more frantic one in October, were either intended to bring in 
cash so that Pfanstiehl could pay its $ 100,000 royalty assessment to RCA, or were aimed at unloading stock before selling 

out. 
Short technical article in Radio Broadcast, June 1928, p. 92. 
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Licensed for amateur, exper-
imental and broadcasting recept'on 
under patents of Radio Corporation ol 
America, General Electric Company, 
Westinghouse Electric and Manu-
facturing Company and American 
Telephone ea Telegraph Company. 

The wise radio dealer of today 
knows that he must have this impor-
tant license protection. Pfanstiehl 
gives it to you. 
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ASTOUNDS RADIO EXPERTS 
Carl Pfanstiehl, noted radio expert, thrilled an audience of technical men at the 

Electric Club, Chicago, last month, when he delivered an authoritative discourse 
on radio progress and technicalities. It is recorded in this issue of RADIO AGE 
by Frank D. Pearne. 

Sept. 1927 models: Jr. 28 $65 

Overtone 30 8105 Console 302, $185 

Overtone 32 $150 Console 322, $250 

AT THE R•M•A SHOW SEE THE NEW 

elinie•••••••••••• 

AN 

A-C 
RECEIVER 

WORTHY 

OF A 

GREAT 

NAME 

•:. 
As a manufacturer ot 

Radio Power Units,Bal-

kite has built one of the 

greatest names in the in-

dustry. That name has 

been built or a very sim-

ple principk manu-

facturing to a standard 

of quality. 

This standard is con-

tinued in &all( ite AC 

radio. Balkite has not at-

tempted to yo into the 

low-priced field where 

the market is already full 

BalkifeRadío 

••• 

Th, 11 511.111 111,11, 

and well-served. Balkite 

bar attempted to pro-

duce the finest commer-

cial receiver that money 

can buy. 

Balkite recognizes 

that such a receiver must 

be authoritative furni-

ture as well as fine ra-

dio. Both Balkite table 

model and console are 

housed in cabinets by 

Berkey and Cay. Noth-

ing finer can be said. 

The receiver as an 

electrical instrument 

leaves little to be de-
\ 7 

sired. 7 AC tubes. Neu-, 

r 

trodyne circuit. Push-

pull audio. Single dial 

tuning. In the console a 

dynamic speaker, because 

only the finest sneaker 

will bring out ad Bal-

kite tone. In all models, 

a 
BALK ITE A-5 TABLE MODEL dynamic drive is part 

of the set, so a dynamic cabinet fy Berkey end Go. Cusp/ru except for tutu aed 

$255 

Iblkíte Radio 

IN CABINETS BY 

Rerkey & G 
can be installed more 

simply and at a lower 

cost. A phonograph 
jack for ow-racing your 

phonograph is provided. 

Single dial, direct drive, 

silent tuning. Com-

plete shielding. Protec-

tion against fluctuating 

voltages. Unique Bal-

kite condensers. Con-

struction that for slim-

plicity and accessibility 
has to our knowledge 

never been equalled 

—construction worthy 

of an automobile. Yee 

these are dun.s. Judge 
the set by its fidelity. eacic 

The receiver will be 

backed by sound pol-

icies It will be adver-

tised in tie typical Bal-

kite manner. Dealers 

who sell it, like Balkite 

dealers in the past, will 
BALKITE A-3 1A11 I I NI, liii 

make money. If you 

abeilm.• 

1^. BALK Il E incailetry A-7 
'.mh.Crrpmrr 

,5i97,sr, 

oven't yet seen the set, 

consult our jobber. 

Fansteel Products 

ompany, Inc., North 

hicago, Ill. 

HAVE YOU 

SEEN 

THE 

BALKITE 

SYMPHION 

It/a' the 
nest instrument-

in music 

S EE • IT 

T THE SHOW 

BOOTHS« 85-64 

galkite Kull() 
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for Music Colazioissesirs 

Arl BNAELWK Imusic sy imnsptHruimoNen pt, lathe 

ys both broadcast and recorded 

music tonally complete, with the long-
sought overtones and subnotes . . 

Both the phonograph and the radio have captured 
the general public. But there has always been a spe-
cial public — musicians and music connoisseurs — 
who have not been satisfied. 

Their attitude has been that reproduced music 
leaves out certain notes in the upper and lower reg-
ister, and esthetically important overtones. 

This is the attitude of extreme fastidiousness. Yet 
this attitude has constituted a challenge to radio and 
its marvelous achievement. 

The Balkite Symphion meets this challenge. It is 
radio for the musician and the music connoisseur. It 
is tonally complete, and with the long-sought sub-

RADIO or recorded music at the 
turn of a switch . . . SYMPHION 
through an entirely new principle 
converts the ordinary 60-cycle AC 

house current to 3,000,000 cycles .. . 
This makes possible the use of the 
201A tube with its far wider range 

of frequencies and excludes hetero-
dyning and hum . . . Result: every 
tone is reproduced— as it is played. 

notes and overtones. The same thing is true of the 
Symphion playing recorded music or music over 
the air; absolute fidelity. 

Ask your dealer to play SchubeÉrt's Unfinished 
Symphony for you — its purity of melodic form re-
quires perfect fidelity in reproduction; you will find 
that the Symphion gives this perfect fidelity. Then 
ask for music over the air. It will be played in the 
same tonally complete manner. 

The cabinets are by Berkey & Gay. Let your dealer 
demonstrate their beauty in your home, as well as 
the marvellous quality of Symphion music. Fansteel 
Products Company, Inc., North Chicago, Ill. 

CABINETS BY BERKEY & GAY 

B7 Nov. 1928 $475 B9 Nov. 1928 $950 
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'4 11. it. it. 

Yes, any one of the many thousands 
Alexander pitching! 
Three men on base! 
—then this happened 

to Mr. Patterson 

`his switch 
controls 
everything 

-yourApower 
-your B power 
-even the radio 

set itself 

f 

And then he got his I 
Philco Socket Power! 

Run:Mg-Radio 
from your 

Electric Current 
And remember, it makes no difference what kind or what make 

radio set you have, PHILCO Socket Powers will give you both A and B radio power from 
your electric light current—dependably and constantly. Here is your opportunity to do 
away with the ordinary " A" storage battery, dry cell batteries, and " B" batteries. 

One switch controls everything. Snap it "ON," and from your 
house current you get a strong, steady flow of A and B power. Snap it " OFF," and your 
radio is silent. 

Yours On Very Trade In Your Old 
Easy Payments 

You can buy PHILCO AB Socket 
Powers on Easy Payment Terms from any Philco 
dealer in your town. You merely make a small first 
payment—balance monthly. 

Go to your Electrical Dealer, De-
partment Store, Electric Light Company, Music 
Dealer or Battery Service Station: tell them you 
read this advertisement and you want the PHILCO 
RADIO SOCKET POWER. 

No Hum-No Distortion 
Philco Socket Powers will give you 

radio reception without the least hum; without the 
least distortion. Your electric lighting current will 
now operate your radio set smoothly and perfectly— 
any kind or any make of set. 

No more recharging to do; no more 
dry batteries to replace; no more fuss; no more 
bother, and better still, improved reception. 

Mail This Coupon To Us Now 
Visit the Philco dealer, or if you pre-

fer, mail this coupon to us and we will give you the full 
details direct from the factory. We will send you complete 
information on our Easy Payment Plan and Trade- In 
Allowance offer for your old storage battery. 

Sign your name and address to this 
coupon, and mail it to us today. The coupon is not an 
order. It does not place you under the slightest obliga-
tion. It is merely a request for the full details and free 
illustrated literature describing these famous Philco 
Socket Powers. 

Philadelphia Storage Battery Co., Dim. Philadelphia, Pa. 

y Radio "A"and"B" 
Socket Powers F 

We also make the wonderful Trickle Charger Battery 
in the handsome glass case with Built- In Charge Indi-
cators that tell you when and how much to recharge. 

These batteries are made by the makers of the famous 
super-powered Diamond Grid Battery for your automobile. 

Storage Battery 

of Philco dealers will make you a very liberal trade-
in allowance for your old -A" storage battery on 
the purchase of a brand-new Philco AB Socket 
Power. 

It makes no difference what make 
of " A" storage battery you now have or how old 
or worn out it may be, the Philco dealer will give 
you a surprisingly liberal allowance. 

Installation FREE 
No matter where you live there is 

almost sure to be an authorized PHILCO dealer 
near you who will deliver a brand-new Philco Socket 
Power to your home on the day and hour you desire. 
He will connect it to your radio set at no additional 
cost to you. 

The Philco dealer in your commu-
nity guarantees you complete satisfaction. 

SPECIAL \ COUPON 

Philadelphia Storage Battery Co., 
Ontario and C Streets, 
Philadelphia, Pa. Dept. 1229 

Gentlemen: 

Please send me, without cost, illustrated lit-
erature describing the famous Philco A and B 
Socket Powers. I also desire full details of your 
Easy Payment Plan and Trade- In Allowance 
offer. It is understood that this request places 
me under no obligation. 

Name_ 

Address 

Name of your radio set 

Philco's Chief Engineer Walter E. Holland discusses battery eliminators in Prin.. I.R.E., June 1926, vol. 14, pp. 345-372. 
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Philadelphia Storage Battery Co. 

Ihilco's success story belongs 
largely to the 1930's when it was consistently number one 
in the radio industry, but even while it was laying the 
foundation for this success in the 1920's, it was already 

an old company. 
The Philadelphia Storage Battery Company was orga-

nized in 1906 to make batteries for electric cars and 
trucks, and could even claim to date from 1892 after ab-
sorbing the defunct Helios Electric Company which had 
made arc lamps. Beginning with two sheet-iron buildings 
and eighteen employees at Emerald and Tioga Streets in 
Philadelphia, by 1909 Philco had been forced by in-
creased business to move to Ontario and C Streets, where 
it remained for many years. By 1913, sales reached 
$576,000 and broke the million-dollar barrier in 1917 
with the furnishing of auxiliary electric systems for U.S. 
Navy battleships. Never able to crack the original-
equipment auto market (its Philadelphia competitor 
Exide had that), Philco went after the replacement busi-
ness with a strong advertising campaign in 1919 and suc-
ceeded in increasing its sales until the post-war recession 
in 1921. But by amazing luck, a new market for storage 
batteries opened just then: radio. By 1924 Philco's sales 
reached $4.7 million. 

From radio storage batteries, it was only a small step to 
A & B eliminators, or Socket-Powers using electrolytic 
rectifiers and small built-in storage batteries. Philco sold 
400,000 of these in 1926, and 500,000 in 1927, posting 
sales of $ 12.8 million and $ 15.4 million. Then came the 
AC tube, making Socket-Powers obsolete overnight. 
Philco was ruined — or so it seemed. 

For general manager James M. Skinner, the man re-
sponsible for Philco's performance in the radio market, 
there was only one path open: to build complete radio 
sets. Although Philco had never built a radio, it did have 
two major assets: an established network of dealers and a 
well-advertised name. 

Skinner summed up his strategy: "In 1928 our job was 
to walk before we ran; to make a good set and to establish 
a reputation for quality." In other words, he did not do 
what Majestic did; while Majestic in the same situation 
had immediately leased a 500,000-square-foot-plant, 
Philco added no new capacity until 1929, and then only 
100,000 square feet to double existing space. For its first 
model, Philco merely bought all components outside and 
assembled them. It purchased RCA and Neutrodyne 
(Hazeltine) licenses from Murdock on February 10 for 

$100,000 and relied on Hazeltine Labs for its engineer-
ing. For 1928, Philco wound up 26th in industry sales 
— selling 96,000 receivers out of a market total of 
3,281,000. "In 1929 our job was to go out after volume 
and get it quickly before competition gained control." 
The first thing Philco did was to put electrodynamic 
speakers on its models to counter the one feature that 
Majestic had that Philco did not, the feature largely re-
sponsible for Majestic's amazing success. Then Philco 
redesigned its plant for mass production, borrowing 
heavily to enlarge the plant and install conveyor lines. 
The company almost went under in doing so, for the 
whole system had to be rebuilt in mid-year, shutting the 
factory down for three months at a critical time and ex-
tending its credit well past the bank's limit. But strong 
sales at the end of 1929 pulled Philco through; the final 
tally was 408,000 sets out of an industry total of 
4,428,000 — third place behind Majestic and Atwater 

Kent. 
In 1930 Philco took the lead in sales, dominating the 

industry for the next ten years (selling almost one-third of 
the industry total in 1934). Skinner's strategy is this de-
cade is described by John Wolkonowicz:* 

"In order to build a competitive price barrier, Philco kept 
production costs low by utilizing the latest production tech-
nology and by adding to plant capacity only when neces-
sary. In order to retain the best dealers in the industry, 
Philco kept a close watch on sales and scheduled produc-
tion to avoid overstocking. Product engineering and 
styling were superb and prices were set just below the com-
petition. An aggressive advertising campaign was main-
tained and designed (along with the Philco product line) 
to facilitate the clever 'selling-up' marketing strategy that 
Philco had developed." 

In 1939, Skinner left, and Philco began to diversify 
into refrigerators and, later, electric ranges. tripling its 
capacity in the next ten years. As a result of wartime 
contracts, Philco also greatly expanded its basic research 
efforts and went after government business. It changed its 
corporate structure; and its stock, which before had been 
held only by management, was now sold publicly. The ef-
fects of these changes were masked during the 1940's by 
abnormal business conditions; but in the 50's, although 
sales were high, profits were not, and Philco was forced 
to sell to Ford in 1961. Ford operated Philco (with con-
siderably improved results) until 1974 when Japanese 
competition made it prudent to sell the Consumer Prod-
ucts Division to GTE-Sylvania (Ford retained the Aero-
space Division). GTE, in turn, sold the Sylvania Con-
sumer Electronics Division to North American Philips in 
1981. 

*John Wolkonowicz, The Philco Corporation, Historial Review & 
Strategic Analysis. 1892-1961, Master's thesis, MIT 1981. 
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LADIES' HOME JOURNAL 

Vivid 

Highboy 
A Louis XVI period con-

ception by Albert Carl 
Mowits, an international 
authority. Handsomely 
matched walnut panels. 
Constructed with infinite 
Care. 

The LOWBOY, at the 
right, is a lower cabinet in 
the Warne style. 

The Philco Speaker 

eauty to 
Ti 

Tfi 

Reproduces the full musical range from soprano to bass. 
This is especial}, important with a set which also reproduces 
the full mmical range, because otherwise high notes or low 
notes bol h faithfully delivered to the speaker by the set 
would be choked off in the speaker and reception would be 
thin. This h. impossible with the Philco Set and Speaker. The 
Philco combination produces a range, depth and naturalness 
of tone which is new to radio! In five colors. 

IL 41D 11 IR 
AS a timely response to the color 

trend of today, the Philco 
" Neutrodyne-Plus" Radio has 
been placed in cabinets of ex-
quisite color. These are offered 
in a variety of hand-derorrted, 
softly modulated, tw., tone 
effect.. 

Hollingsworth Pearce, leading 
authority on interior decoration, 
created the dignified design of 
classic outline which is enhanced 

with color effects by Mlle. 
Messaros, one of the foremost 
colorists in the decorative arts. 
The colors are applied by hand 
under her personal direction. 
Each cabinet stands forth as 
a highly artistic ornament, 
captivating in beauty and 
charm. 
A complete range of colors to 

suit the conservative as wel: as 
the colorful interior. 

511 June 1928 $ 115 Consoles: 531, $200. 551, $275 
512, 513, 514, 515 $ 125 25 cycle models, $ 10 extra. 
Short technical article in Radio Broadcast, Feb. 1929. p. 165. 

REG U S.P.T.OFF. 

atch a new 

Tthe Philco Console Grand Speaker. This com -

bination illustration above shows the Philco Radio in the Mandarin Red Table Cabinet placed upon 

is admirably suited to the home in which a 
touch of color is desired. It offers, as well, the very 
utmost in Indic° " Neutrodyne-Plus" performance. 

The CONSOLE GRAND SPEAKER contains the 
Philco Speaker unit in a specially designed tope 
chamber which gives amazing emphasis to its life-like 
quality of tone. Designed, as it is, to meet the demands 
of " Neutrodyne-Plus," it will positively improve re-

ception on any set. And besides, it 
serves as a handsome support for 
any table model radio. 

Electiic 
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radio discoveryNeutrodynemPlus 
IT is acknowledged that Neutrodyne produces the purest tone quality known to radio science—no howls or squeals; no 
disturbing oscillations. Now, for the first time, Philco engineers have 
succeeded in combining Neutrodyne with super-power. The result: per-
fect tone quality PLUS vast distance range and extraordinary selectivity 
—a combination new to radio—"Neutrodyne-Plus." 

Free Trial in your Home 
Any Philco dealer will be glad to send 

this marvelous Philco Electric Radio to your 
home on an absolute Free Trial. He will deliver 
the set, plug it into the light socket and leave 
it for you to operate. Judge it under your own 
local air conditions. " Free Trial in the Home" 
is Philco's national merchandising policy. 

Easy Payments 
After you have experienced at home 

the vast enjoyment of Philco " Neutrodyne-
Plus" performance, if you decide to buy, the 
Philco dealer offers very easy payment terms. 

And 

A • The super-quality Philco t a Price is available in exquisite con-
sole cabinets at surprisingly moderate prices. 
And, in addition, this same instrument has 
been installed in hand-decorated table cabinets to 
sell at popular prices! Thus, no matter what 
model you choose, you may be sure of the utmost 
in Philco " Neutrodyne-Plus" performance. 

This trial in your home does not put 
you under the slightest obligation to buy. We 
want you to test the Philco in every way. See 
for yourself its remarkable ease of operation, 
its amazing selectivity, its uncanny power in 
getting far-distant stations. Judge its rare 
purity of tone—its flawless reproduction. 

Trade In Your Old Radio 
Your Philco dealer is in a position to 

offer you a :iberal trade-in allowance for your 
old radio set on the purchase of a new Philco 
Electric Radio. 

Sooner or later you will be satisfied 
with nothing less than an electric set, one you 
merely plug into your light socket—no batteries 
or separate power units to bother with! Why 
put it off any longer? Trade-in your old radio 
as part payment on the Philco " Neutrodyne-
Plus" Electric Radio. Own and enjoy the 
newest, the finest thing in radio! 

Call-Look Hear 
this remarkable Radio at any Philco Dealer 
No matter where you live there is un-

doubtedly a registered Philco dealer near you. Visit 
his store and see the beautiful Philco furniture models. 
See the table models, exquisitely hand-decorated in 
most attractive colors. 

Then, tune it in —and you will under-
stand what " Neutrodyne-Plus" means in tone, selec-
tivity and distance. Let the Philco dealer explain to 
you our national policy of " Free Trial in the Home, 
Easy Payments and Trade-In Allowance." 

and Send Coupon 
for FREE Radio Book 

In the meantime, merely fill out the coupon and mail 
it to us today. It is just a request for full deals— no obligation. 
The coupon also brings you, Free, the beautiful Philco book show-
ing all the exquisite Philco Radio Sets and Speakers in natural 
colors. It tells the full story a "Neutrodyne-Plus." Yours for 
asking. 

PHILADELPHIA STORAGE BATTERY COMPANY 

General Offices: Ontario and C Streets—Dept. 2527— Philadelphia, Pa. 
In Canada: Philco Products, Ltd., Queens Quay, Tomato, Ontario 

[ 
Nan' 

Tune In on the Philco Hour 

covering the whole country every 
Saturday night. 

No Aerial Needed 
Due to its plus power, the 

Philco will give you perfect reception of 
local stations—and many distant stations 
—without an aerial! Portable ground 
connection is provided. Philco is therefore 
easily movable. 

With an aerial, indoor or out-
door, the Philco will bring in stations cover-
ing a remarkable distance range. 

Daytime Reception 
Women folks at home during the 

day will appreciate the ease with which 
Philco brings in distant stations in the 
daytime. Its operation is simple and posi-
tive. Stations come in sharply and clearly. 
Super-power is the secret. 

Amazing Selectivity 
Marvelously sharp tuning I Only 

a hair's-breadth turn many times tunes 
out one station completely and brings an-
other booming in. One-dial control; no 
blind " groping" for stations. So simple to 
tune, a child can do it! Philco will give 
you a new experience in selectivity and 
distance. 

Distance and Volume 
Philco's super-power means the 

ability not only to get, but fully to enjoy 
out-of-town stations. You will tune in low. 
power stations you never knew existed. 

Superb Tone 
"Neutrodyne-Plus" has 

achieved a life-like fidelity of tone that is 
truly marvelous. Close your eyes as you 
lister‘ and you will realize that you are 
hearing not a radio performance but an 
actual RE-production. The finer shad-
ings and inflections of the 'nigh notes— 
the sonorous depth and character of the 
deep notes—are flawlessly reproduced. 

All-Electric 
The Philco is all- electric. No 

batteries, no water, acids or liquids. 
Entirely dry. Merely plug into the light 
socket. Needs no special attention what-
ever. 

Phonograph Connection 
A socket is provided on the 

Philco dial plate into which an electric 
pick-up may be inserted, thus making the 
amplifying power tubes and speaker 
available for reproducing phonograph 
records. Through this device Philco will 
give your favorite records a new depth 
and fullness of tone, a new volume and 
life-like resonance. 

Send Coupon Below for free 
Philco Book. It describes all 
Philco features of which the 
above are but a few. Send now! 

State 
\ Wee 
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Talking Machine World (Jan. 1929), p. 40a Al Monroe 

8 Tubes Including Rectifier 
Push- Pull Amplification 

and equipped with 

The NEW TYPE 

Electro - Dynamic 
Speaker 

Read this startling Philco announcement. 
Four pages that carry the complete details of the biggest 
selling opportunity ever offered the radio dealer. 

Think of it! Philco "Neutrodyne-Plus"- -world-
recognised quality in radio, and now offered in exquisite 
furniture at this amazingly low price. Contains every 
modern radio improvement that the public demands today; 
every feature to bring an enormous volurne of retail sales. 
And Phil., with another new $ 1,000.000 plant —6 factories 
in all—ie ready to meet that demand. 

86 Jan. 1929 In same consoles as 1928 
models, $215 and $275, plus new $ 157 
model. Model 82 (25 cycles) $ 10 extra. 

Technical article in Citizen's Callbook, vol N. 
no. 4, Nov. 1929, p. 96. 

Ralph & Elinor Williams 
Large New Philco Factory Unit Just Taken Over 

Talking Machine World ( JOOEI. 1929), p. 74 
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THE LOWBOY. This model is an unusually attractive open-face 
cabinet with Oriental Walnut raised side panels and set back Bird's-
eye Maple center panel. Beautiful new and smaller bezel plate. 
Philco matched Electro-Dynamic Speaker and Acoustic Equalizers 
built in. 

Price, Philco $12950 Price, Phil 
o Neutrodyne Plus Screen Grid $1195° 

THE HIGHBOY DE LUXE. A more expensive cabinet. Sliding 
doors on metal runners which disappear into recesses at the sides. 
Philco matched Electro-Dynamic Speaker and Acoustic Equalizers. 
Cabinet is exquisitely finished in Burled Walnut. Framed and over-
laid with costly, imported woods. Genuine tapestry over speaker. 

Price, Philco *4,0500 Price, Philco $ 19500 
Neutrodyne Plus d161 Screen Grid 
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THE HIGHBOY. This distinguished cabinet has a balanced Philco 
Electro-Dynamic Speaker and Acoustic Equalizers built in. Half 
doors which are out of the way when the set is in use; matched 
Oriental Walnut on doors. Butt Walnut side panels. Bird's-eye 
Maple panel inside. Beautiful tapestry over the speaker. 

¡'rice, Philco $14950 " ce'Ph"c° $1395° Neutrodyne Plu. • Screen Grid 

TABLE MODEL. The Philco Screen Grid is also available in an 

attractive Table Model, complete with matched Philco E/ectro-

Dynamic Speaker, extra large to ensure full, round tone. 

Price, Electro- $3250 Price, Screen $ ® 
Dynamic Speaker Grid Receiver 67 

(Tubes extra. Prices slightly higher in Canada, Rocky Mountains and West) 

Models 65 and 62 (25 cycle) Screen Grid, 87 Neutrodyne Plus. 

Short technical article on 65 in Radio, July 1929. p. 80f. 
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Models 76 Screen Grid, 87 Neutrodyne Plus, 95 Screen 
Grid Plus 

'4irsoillemaysigifflimiddig 

95 

The model 95 was the first radio to use diode automatic volume control, invented by Harold A. Wheeler of Hazeltine 

Corporation and described in Proceedings of the I.R.E., Jan. 1928, pp. 30-39. Technical articles on the 95 are also in Radio 
Broadcast, Dec. 1929,pp. 111-112, Radio, March 1930, pp. 39-40, and Citizens Call Book, vol. 11 no 3, Sept. 1930, p. 
78. 
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Colliers  lb• Broermar. U. it, 

THE FIRST TIME ON THE AM FOU 

priœnts 
PHILADELPHIA ORCHESTRA LEOPOLD STOKOWSKI turd the 
and DECEMBER 8T2 SUNDA& OCTOBER Gm-NO-MEMBER 3! 
famous olelse,tra fin which etery scat for mery concert is remmecl 
lxv subscription. mood's in adtanre. 

Demonstrationn of tlàe new Phil-o bate !morn to leader. in the 
musical world that hen, at loot is a merit beg set which mill bring 

t.. radio In tenet-. all the sonorous, gorgeously rich. orchestral *one 

which has railed both salvos of applame from tl.e most sophisti. 

rated conaert audiences in the world. If you cant to hear the 
nicole of the Philadelphia Orchesira with all its glamour undi-

minished. if y On % ant to enjoy every tontmmlor—f tom the hienest 

harmonic of the rio5n to the deep throaty w arlie of the bassoon, 

tune in with • Balanced-Unit Phil.. If you do not yet own a 

new Phtin, arravge to loteo in at the home of some friend who 
does. The differemee in reprodurti llll ii worth traveling miles to 

hear. Or—nec your Philro dealer today ami a. range for a lem. 

onstration. Easy terms if you decide to buy. 

aver the Nile. Coast to GNUS hook.up 
Ibleerepoli, 
Nrkvia• W.; N.o.0.1•••• ri.g.0 CPO: MA, ›r1.1.4.1, 
11,01•Cle.,1011.6.4nOltb. WITY, IrGY 
i....C.,”Icre.eie10% 1,0* efIVA: •110 

1...ae I. • M.. 010G. 
5:30 It 630 r. n. Foamn stem/ant nat. 

PII1LCO LOWIROV 

BALANCED-UNIT RADIO 

rie.4.11 an le ihe e 

.1AND THEN THEY GOT A PHILC0 11 

AVING recoced the most talented and highest priced 

instrumentalism in the world — and hating gained the 
leadership of conductor laropold Stokowski, genio, extra. 

ordinary—the Philadelphia Orchestra has b.mn for yearn bailed as 
the finest symphonic orchestra in America ..r Europe. 

'With ..uch a reputation to uph..1.1—..1 being naturally unwilling 

that r olio listenern should form an inaccurate impressi..n of the 

orche,traN magnificent tone — the officials of the Philadelphia 

OrrheAra have steadfastly refused omil the liresent time to send 
its gluri llll s music out . rr the air. Nit • iihin the past year the 

whole let el of radio reception hm in-en raised, muni foremma in 
progrmm is the new Balaneed•Unit rario whose units 
are so perfectly Imlaneed that it Nominees the nowt subtle tone-

r...Ion of the symphony orchestra .. And so, Leopold btokowski 

has consented to go on the air for the first time. Now under the 

sponsorship of Philro. tou aney liston in your own home to the 

This series of brooders.t, will be heard 

Lam. Co, • loth 
1,•..4.1.11.11. Fr, 000. Dn...., kit ; 

• 1.1161 0 

5,10 to 1.30 P. 11 Fe...no ,e+rodard Time 

50000 

20001:1 
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Performance Curves of Philco 95 
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FRFOUENCY intoereus 

Selectivity Curves of the Philco Receiver 

The most interesting fact to be noticed in 
the Philro selectivity curves is the uniformity 
of the three. This uniformity is the result 
of a slight sacrifice of selectivity at the low 
frequencies with better than average selec-
tivity at the high frequencies. At 1400 kc 
a station two channels away would have to 
have from twenty-three to thirty times the 
tield strength to cause 100 per cent inter-

ference. The breadth of the 600 kc curve 
has ;ts effect upon the fidelity curve, show-
ing that at least 11 db loss can be blamed 
upon side-band cutting. That is, the 11 db 
difference between the 600 kc fidelity curve 
and that taken at 1400 kc. There is also 
some cutting of the side-bands at 1400 kc, 
of course, which was not taken into con-
sideration in the above statement. 

MMIBIBUBIMMIBMIMBI 
"'” -11111111MIRIB 

• Plitt.e0 - 95 • MIMI. 
 MUM» 

ZIBMIBIMMIBUllanumisii=211111 
111131113113311111MIIMMIIIIIIII 

103 1109 1200 100 000 903 993 1,11 toe 
IllEQUINDY - KILOOYOLL1 

Sensitivity Curve of the Philco 

00 

The sensitivity curve of the Philco receiver 
is very flat and is low enough to allow the 
reception of all practicable signals. By way 
of review, this curve indicates the required 
local field strength per meter height of the 
antenna, in order to allow a 50 milliwatt 
output from the receiver. The antenna sys-
tem used in making the tests was equivalent 
to one four meters high ( approx. 13 ft.). 
Hence each microvolt per meter is indicative 

of a field strength from the station of 4 
microvolts. At 1000 kc the receiver is cap-
able of amplifying a field strength of 4 x 9 
or 28 microvolts enough so that the output 
of the receiver is 50 milliwatts, the standard 
chosen to signify room voàime. 

11111 •uuuiiui••uuiiii 
IIIIIIMMI1111111•111M11111 
111E2i1111111111111 -- 1̀11M111111 

111111M1111111111111111Meen!' 

III • PH 1-e0- 95 • UUIUIiI 

0 PC 003 500 1100 2003 SOW 
AUDIO FREOUEIGCY-CYCM PLR SECOND 

Philco Fidelity Curves 

EON 

The Philco 95 fidelity curve holds up 
beautifully at the low frequencies, dropping 
only 6 db at 60 cycles. The high frequen-
cies drop to from 17 to 28 db at 5000 cycles, 
which is enough to be almost noticeable by 
a very critical ear but hardly perceptible to 
the ordinary listener. Theoretically this at-
tenuation of high frequencies affects the 
naturalness of the tones by weakening the 
harmonics or partials which make up the 
musical tone. 

Treble losses of 17 to 28 db at 5kHz, "almost noticeable by a very critical ear," were normal in this era. 
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`Mic Chassis that Saves 
You S092 

10 U. S. 
Patents 
Pending TRINITY 

k‘i six tà 4 à 

S 

The Only SIX•tube broadcast 

Receiver at $U). 

The Only  Production-

Engineered Sss.! 

Routed through a scientifically. 
planned plant. Built by team-work 
and accurate machine methods— 
not subject to the inequalities of 
individual piece-workers. 

The Only One-Profit Receiver. 
Beacon molds its bakelite, makes 
its cabinets, panels, condensers, 
jacks, rheostats, etc., etc., from raw 
materials, and sells direct through 
Trinity dealers. 

Soldered Connections Reduced 

To a Minimum  

- which makes TRINITY SIX prac-
tically trouble- proof. 

TRUE Straight-Line Frequency 

Condensers 

Simplify tuning, spread the sta. 
tions evenly over the dial, making 
it easy to eliminate interference. 

B-Conomizer iBatent Applied For) 

An exclusive TRINITY-SIX feature 
that saves "B" battery current, re. 
ducing replacement costs. 

Filament Control Jacks 

Allowing plug to open and close 
all circuits automatically, saving 
rheostat adjustments. 

Simultaneous 12.51 a Loud 
Speaker and Head-Phones 

A TRINITY SIX advantage which 
permits peak tuning. 

Damp-Proof Unvarying 

Resistances — 

Bakelite-enclosed Isoleak (for the 
Grid), Resisto • Grads (patented) 
for resistance coupling. 

Station-Selecting Dialing Çhail 

Shows how to set dials for different 
stations. 

BrA,Gb. 

nra 

-ere Si 

5- color battery 
cable, perma• 
nently connect. 
cd at factory, 
obviates instal-
lation errors. 

1 

2 

eView Underneath TRINITY SIX Chassis 
showing how Beacon eliminates the main cause of set trouble— 
soldered connections— usually the work of inexperienced hands. 
At one operation 130 separate holes are punched in TRINITY SIX 
sub-panel. Nickeled phosphor-bronze " power house" bus strips, 
g- inch wide, are then riveted fast, forming connections and tube. 
prong contacts. This exclusive Beacon construction cuts assem-
bling costs in half, and minimizes set troubles. 

(See November "Radio News," Page 6o8.) 

The ...power • noise" 
bus.strip construction 
eliminating most told. 
rend and bolted joints, 
reduces resistance and 
greatly increases effi• 
ciencv of the circuit. 

Two stages of tuned 
radio frequency am-
plification — affording 
super- DX and selec• 

ity-

*NEST or Inc IIOCH:ES On, 

3 Three stager of audio 
amplification, includ-
ing two stages of resist-
ance coupling in addi-
tion to one stage of 
transformer coupling, 
assuring faoimile re-
production of every 
type of broadcasting — 
talking. singing, play-
ing — and affording 
auditorium volume 
when desired. 

0 UILT by a revolutionary method of construction in the 
set-building division of America's greatest radio parts 
plant, practically everything in TRINITY SIX is made 

from raw materials into the finished product under one roof. 
The TRINITY SIX Broadcast Receiver gives you the most that 
has yet been offered in Radio—more tubes, more power, 
more volume, more selective tuning, greater clarity, stronger 
construction—a bigger and better Radio in a handsome 
cabinet — at $50. 

The TRINITY six dealer franchise is awarded only to selected dealers. If you 
want a TRINITY six, and no dealer has yet been appointed in your town, we 
will send you a set upon receipt of $50 and your dealer's name and address. 

If you are not convinced that TRINITY six is the greatest Radio-value ever 
offered, return it and get your money back. If you keep it, as we know you 
will, we will credit the local Trinity-dealer with the sale. 

Booklet, "The Value Only Beacon 
Can Build"— sent on request. 

BEACON RADIO MFG. CO., INC. 

Dept. RN 1225 

Licensed under 
88 U. S. Navy 

patents. 

Broadcast Receiver Division 

323 Berry St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 

28 ' u /1" x 13". Holds I3s 
Mahogany-Finish Cabinet 13" battery or 90 volts '• B " 

dry coil A but. 
with Anti-Hand Capacity Aluminum Panel b°"`"c7:,;..:...; 
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Pilot Electric Mfg. Co. 

Ito r: Robert Hertzberg, Isidor Goldberg, Zeh Bouck, 
John Celoso, Alfred Ghirardi, Robert Kruse 

ea. March 1929 

CU 
7 
CS 

hough it claimed to have 
been established in 1908 and to have used the name "Pi-
lot" since April 1918, the Pilot Electrical Manufacturing 
Company was formally organized by Isidor Goldberg in 
January, 1922. Robert Hertzberg (editor of Pilot's house 
organ Radio Design from 1929 to 1931 says: 

"The firm made batteries for a while in a le in Manhat-
tan, then moved to slightly larger quarters at 103 Broad-

way, Brooklyn. It made some small parts here, but didn't 

go into real manufacturing until it moved to a much 
larger place at 323 Berry Street. a few blocks away." (let-
ter to the author. July 1983). 

Goldberg organized the Beacon Manufacturing Com-
pany ( still at 323 Berry Street) in early 1926 to make 
broadcast sets, offering three models under the "Trinity" 
name before abandoning the venture in January, 1927. In 
fact, a whole flock of subsidiary companies existed at 

various times, all owned by, or associated with. Pilot: the 
Nakken Television Corporation, the Twin-Coupler Com-

pany of Poughkeepsie ( which made coils for many Pilot 
models), Speed ( Pilot's mail-order branch), Allan Manu-
facturing Company ( manufactured Pilotron tubes) and 

several others. But the cornerstone was Pilot's pads man-
ufacturing operation. Quoting Hertzberg: 

"Pilot was one of the very few real fabricators of the radio 

industry. In a crowded factory in Brooklyn, NY, it made 
its own tools and dies and manufactured all the bits and 
pieces of its components and assemblies. It did all its own 

turning, stamping, winding, plating, forming, etc. Auto-
matic screw machines and power presses competed for floor 
space with the Bakelite molders, spray booths, etc." 

On March 11, 1929, Pilot was re-incorporated as Pilot 
Radio and Television Corporation, and on April 27, its 
name changed once more to Pilot Radio and Tube Corpo-
ration. The first Pilotrons appeared in November. In 

1930, it moved to Lawrence, Massachusetts, and while 
this story and Pilot's subsequent demise properly belong 
to the 1930's, beyond this book's scope, Hertzberg ex-

plains what happened (AWA Old Timer's Bulletin, De-
cember 1970): 

"With the Brooklyn factory taxed to capacity, the manage-

ment was hunting for new facilities even before October, 
1929. They soon found a cluster of huge buildings in Law-
rence, Mass., formerly a cotton mill whose business had 
been transferred to the warmer labor climate of the Caroli-
nas. The banks were anxious to get this white elephant off 

their hands, and sold it to Goldberg for hardly more than 
the original cost of the freight locomotives that pulled cars 
around within the grounds of the establishment. 

"Lawrence in 1929 and 1930 was something less than 
an attractive town. However, practically the entire engi-
neering staff and administrative personnel along with the 
production workers, moved up willingly because their 

salaries were high and jobs in other firms were scarce. Un-
fortunately, the interruption of output and continuity 
proved disastrous. After a particularly bitter winter over 

1931-1932, Celoso returned to Italy, the key executives 
scattered around the country, and the whole operation col-
lapsed within a short time. Goldberg himself returned to 
New York, organized a new firm (also called Pilot — au-

thor), did war work, made TV and hi-fi equipment on a 
smaller scale, and died about ten years ago. 

"Applying his Pilot experience to the Italian industrial 
scene, Celoso became an important manufacturer and em-
ployed thousands of people in several factories. During 
World War II he was denounced as an "American" by the 
Fascists and he and his family barely survived five years 
of hiding on a farm. He bounced back quickly after 1945 
with an extensive line of components and assorted radio, 

TV, and hi-fi sets including a couple of high-grade ham 
receivers and transmitters." 
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 Five Sets In One Kit 

You Can Build Any of These Hook-Ups 

And Many Other Famous Circuits 

All Using Only TWO CONTROLS with the New 

PILOTONE UNIVERSAL KIT 
Pilotone Universal 

Kit Contains 
Drilled and Lithographed Front 

Panel (7 x 18) 
Drilled Sub-Panel (7 x 17) 
Pilot Light 

2 2" Bakelite Sub-panel Brackets 
2 700-ohm Resistances (Dampers) 
I .006 By- Pass Condenser 
1 .002 By- Pass Condenser 
2 Vernier Dials 
5 Universal Sockets 
1 Filament Switch 
1 Pkg. Washers 
1 Pkg. Nuts 
2 Pkgs. Asst. Screws 
38 Flexible Leads 
1 .00025 Grid Condenser 
1 Grid Leak 
9 Marked Binding Posts 
2 Audio Frequency Transformers 
1 10-ohm Rheostat w/knob 
1 20-ohm Rheostat w/knob 
1 3-Point Jack 
1 4-Point Jack 

Pilotone Universal 
Kit is the creation 
of Merle ¡Sustos, 
head ol the Unstops 
Radio Laboratories, 
Detroit, Mich., one 
of the worlds lead-
ing radio authori-
ties. Each circuit 
was built and sac. 
reos fully operated 
before the kit was 
placed on sale. 

5 Tube Tuned Radio freq. 3 Tube 3 Circuit 
3 Tube Reflex 2 Tube Reflex 

3 Tube SHORT WAVE 

H
ERE is the kit all set builders have been waiting for. It contains all t14 parts 
necessary (except tuning coils and variable condensers) to enable the amateur 
to quit kly and easily assemble any of these famous circuits. No tools are needed 

except a screw driver and a pair of pliers. These hook ups are so designed that they 
all accommodate themselves to the two dial control panel as shown in the illustration. 
Every enthusiastic fan will want to own this kit. You cannot duplicate the parts at 
our price and you cannot duplicate layout or plans at any price 
unless you get at least 5 separate kits. The first demand for 
these kits will doubtlessly quickly exhaust the immediate supply. 
Get your kit without delay. 

On sale at radio departments of S. S. Kresge Co. stores or if 
there is no Kresge Co. store in town take THIS Al) to your 
dealer and order through him. The man behind the counter will 
advise regarding correct Pilot Condensers and coils to be used 
with this kit. If no Kresge store or dealer is convenient this kit 
will be sent with catalogue of condensers and coils postpaid upon 
receipt of   

$1 
Handsome walnut finish cabinet send $7.50 additional. 

Send Post Office or Express money order. Address.Dept. 1226 

90 

PILOT ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURING CO. 
323 BERRY STREET BROOKLYN, N. Y. 

Dealers ..1,k for Details Regarding Pilatone Universal Kit. 

Made By Worlds Greatest Radio Parts Manufacturer 
Universal Dec. 1926 $ 17.90 kit 

Financial data on page 260 
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Think of ill A complete A.C. set, tubes and all, al a price everyone can afford! 

SP-5 Oct. 1927 "about $75" (parts only, no kit). Designed by Milton Sleeper, first editor of Radio Design. Similar 
models described in Radio News, Nov. 1927, pp 498-501. 

catalog 

RILOTONE FIVE TUBE TUNED R. F KIT 

Pilotone 5 TRF Feb. 1928 (approx) $33.50 kit 

Front view of PILOT Air Scout, showing the simple controls. 

IMF 

Air Scout 14 Feb. 1928 $75 kit 

e 

Air Hound Sept. 1928 kit 
Described in NY Telegram, April 14, 1928, pp. 10, 16. 

X-11 Oct. 1927 kit 
Described in NY Telegram, July 9, 1927, p. 4. 

Revised circuit July 16, p. 6. 

Fig. 2. A special feature of this set ;s the moisture-proof transformers and filter. 
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 Hear Stations the World Over 

WITH 

SHORT 

PILOT 

THE 

WAVE 

ASP 
This New 3-Tube Short Wave Receiver 

in Hundreds of Stations 
You Never Heard Before! 

DX FROM ALL 

Listen to short wave broadcasts day and night 

from England. Italy. France. Germany and 

also American stations when static blankets the 

regular broadcast channels. The Pilot Wasp is 

ideal for receiving Television broadcasts soon 

to be transmitted on short wavelengths. For 

those who do their globe-trotting via radio, the 

Wasp is the receiver. 

Can be assembled for 

in Kit form 
including 5 Pilot Plug-
in Coils-17 to 500 M. 

brings 

f 

Ask your custom set- builder about the Pilot 

Wasp Short- Wave Receiver designed by Pilot 

engineers assisted by R. S. Kruse ( of QST 

magazine fame). This set, with its 11.000 

mile range, is simple to build and cheaper to 

assemble than any broadcast receiver. Panels 

drilled and engraved. The five Pilot Plug-in 

coils cover all wavelengths from 17 to 500 

meters. 

Get the Pilot Wasp Construction Blueprint from Your Local Store for 10c 
or Send Direct to 

Pilot 
Precision 
Radio 
Parts 

?SLOT ELECTRIC bi*FG.' 
323 BERRY ST. BROOKLYN, N.Y. ' 

TRADE MARK V REGISTERED 

'WORLD'S LARGEST RADIO PARTS PLANT y% 

Sound 
Engineering 
Characterizes 
PILOT PARTS 

Wasp (K101) May 1928 kit $23.80 June, $ 16.85 Sept., $ 18.50 Oct.,$21.75 Jan. 1929. 
Described in NY Telegram, May 26, 1928; Radio Design,Vol. 1 No. 3 (Sept. 1928), pp. 26-30; Radio World, Oct. 13, 
1928,pp. 4,5; Radio News, Dec. 1928, pp. 541, 576. 
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SHORT 

PILOT 
WAVE 

made to PILOT specifications by 

1WINCOUPLER 

nr 
TWIN COUPLER 
COMPANY, INC. 

Rfo PLV," Ok•AfYGE YEL LOW ceetw 

17 - 30M 30 - 52M 

WARNING 

48-1(75M 

MIN COUPLER 

LIE: 

93-202M 200-500M 

We are sorry to say that some dealers who ha, been 
naserlt-ing Pilot Wasp kits are actually supplying junk 
parts and distressed merchandise. To duplicate the re-

eu,ss obtained t  the original Pilot Wasp, ask your dealer for the °Mend Was* 
Assembly Sheet, and insist upon the exact parts called tor in Assembly Sheet. 

DX From All the World With This 
11,000 Mile Short-Wave Set, 

17 to 500 Meters 
*, 
CET THE PILOT WASP ASSEMBLY SHEET FROM YOUR DEALER 

OR WRITE DIRECT TO EITHER COMPANY 

ELECTRIC INYe.00..INC. 
IT1 BERRY ST..BROOKLYN.NY 

a.atensinerse 

1WIN COUPLER 

TWIN COUPLER 
COMPANY, INC. 
Poughkeepsie, N. Y. 

II II 
1 1 11 

I IJ 

11,000 Miles on Wasp Set 
Are you getting world-wide reception? You can with 
a WASP short wave set, 17 to 500 meters. Complete 
construction kit for 3-tube WASP, with 5 coils, 
Micarta panels, etc., blueprints, and 48-page instruc-
tion giving 700 S. W. station calls, postpaid in U.S.A. 
or Canada  $18.50 

Set of 5 plug-in coils only, postpaid  $5.75 

48-page Instruction Book and Blueprint  $1.00 

SPEED, Inc., FASTEST MAIL SERVICE 

Red Handle 17 to 30 m. 

Orange " 30 to 52 m. 

Yellow " 48 to 105 in. 

Green " 73 to 202 an. 

Blue " 200 to 500 m. 

These S. W. coils and the 
WASP receiver were de-
signed by R S. Kruse and 
M. B. Sleeper. Official 
WASP sets and coils are 
used by U. S. Army, Byrd 
Expedition, and foremost 
operators of the ARRL. 
Several ehips have reported 
reception of the Tunney 
fight from WGY =rose the 
Atlantic. New York ama-
teurs have received ma-
firmstion cards from Aus-
tralia, England and Holland 
broadcast mations. 

183-D BROADWAY 
BROOKLYN. N. Y. 
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tiere's the A- C, Kit 
you've been waiting for! 

I HINE-SET MILDER> 

An rapi.11  furturiug p.%lures 
are being supplied  

If . our lot al 1.1..re   ›uppb > tn. urite 
mid No pro that aim pre I ukon 

cure of. 

. • • 

tluur “Th.. Bork " -h.,-
nu Pumer. 

ti Rial'' F  
beauliful in its mingle 

Staiodunl 
r 18' ull ral  • 

Can be assembled 
for less than e 
including 1111in-ill "el" Power 

Mink of it! t 6-lobo 

er Milli femur., found 

iii "8" ELIMINATOR EXTRA 
Ilo•  I exp... • • roc-

. . . a price t!not seems tin-

iii . . . all becaum• der rdolanie Kit ix 

produced b, the Korld 's Large.i Radio Part• Plant! 

1111-Metal rotod Fuel i llll great.-.1 act...rays. rase 

constrort •  and ornfr..i llll al ulna-ann.,. 

e.",z   '"''''''`" • 

?War ELECTRIC co 
313 BERRY ST. BeFOKLYN,NY. 

--3 
TRACT MARA TTEGISTTPCO 

, WORLD'S LARGEST RADIO PARTS PLANT'S 
'  

Please Jam same saw it in h 11 , 1 

It,,. 
  No. A- lo. de-it:nod 
;..It  for old. n'eriier or Pike 

••11- Pail. No. 5. or 
oilier eiunilanl 
eli lll ll aloe. 

• —,,Z4\%\\\\ 

-n%eri) 

c)eatures.I 
Leateal rominerrialType all- metal con-

sifuction. 

All hales stamped no drilling! 

Single control, Illuminated Dial. 

No batten,. all electric A.0 
lion oft - A's power. 

Use. all itanclaid A-C tuber which are 
co lllll ly to prolong filament 
life. 

New eampenipted on., too, 
Tandem*, 

▪ pudopull 

Simplified conatruttion means 
plified 

roll Site construction Blue Print. 

furnialled. 
licenatol under U. E. Navy Name 

K102 Pilotone 6 Jan. 1929 $27 kit 
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TOP ASSEMBLY AND WIRING DIAGRAM OF THE SCel•S. 

SG I 05 Jan. 1929 

• 

¡low the Little Pal looks all assembled and wired. The white outlines on the baseboard 
show where the sockets and transformers al the amplifier are placed. These parts can 

be put in later if you want to work a loud speaker. 

K108 Jan. 1929 

Little Pal May 1929 parts list only 

AC Three August 1929 

%•! 
lit: • • 

I 1:-7.7;  

LINE DRAWING OF TOP VIEW OF THE K-IM RECEIVER 
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Inuatration shows 
half vi thiekls 

removed. 

Assemble it and hear 
it the same evening! 

11 

nnouncire 

NEW. 
Radio 

gilhP1 LOT I  
DOUBLE -DUTY) ¡hi 

SHORT-WAVE 
BAND 

SUPER 
TUNED SCREEN GRID 

Check These FEATURES 

Designed and developed by 
Robt. S. Kruse, the Super-
Wasp covers 14 to 500 meters, 
making it a splendid broad-
cast receiver as well as a most 
efficient short-wave set. 

1\ 110 

\Li\ 1929 

Li 

Two sets of plug-in coils are 
furnished. 

The only Short-Wave Receiver 
having a stage of Tuned R. F. 
with Screen-Grid Tube, giving 
greatest Sensitivity and Se-
lectivi ty. 

Condenser-Controlled Regener-
ative Detector. All-drilled metal 
chassis. 

Smooth operation, consistent 
results, easy to tune! 

Splendid loud-speaker results. 

THE PILOT SUPER-WASP 

II The Super-Wasp shifts from 
short wave to broadcast band 

as quickly as you shift from one 
speed to another in your car! 

When America signs off, international 
short-wave broadcasts open a whole new 
world of entertainment. With your Super-
Wasp you hop from continent to continent; 
Distance dissolves and you bring in 10,000 
miles as easily as you now bring in locals; 
Remember, this four- tube wonder not 
only brings in the four corners of the 
earth, but is in addition a splendid super-
sensitive broadcast receiver! 

WASP 
14 TO 500 METERS 

ERE'S THE KIT 

RETAIL PRICE 
(Catalog No. K-110) $ 

Including 2 sets of 5 
coils each, full-sised 

blue- print and com-

plete assembly data. 

If There Is No Pilot Dealer In Your Locality. Write Us 

KIT IS MADE IN 

The Super-Wasp Kit com-
bines in one receiver 
Short-Wave AND Broad-
cast Reception from 14 
to 500 meters. 

More Features 

No A.C. Hum pick-up. Com-
pletely shielded R.F. and De-
tector: Stages eliminate hand 
de- tuning effects. 

Low losses—ingenious design re-
duces all R.F. connections to 
one and a half inches or less! 

Illuminated Vernier Dials for 
both condensers. 

Simplicity of assembly due to 
"sectional cans" and minimum 
wiring. Assemble and operate 
it same evening! 

On very first test received loud 
and clear broadcast programs 
from Chelmsford, England; 
Costa Rica, Centro/ America; 
PCJ Eindhoven, Holland; Mani-
toba, Canada, etc. 

SEND FOR RADIO DESIGN 

50e brings you one years subscription to 
"Radio Design" Quarterly Magazine, 
chock-full of latest Radio. Short-Wave and 
Television Developments "Radio De-
sign," 103 A Broadway. Brooklyn, N. Y. 

WORLD'S LARGEST RADIO PARTS PLANT! 

?kw ELECTRIC M'Ft. 
BROOKLYN,NY. ' 323 BERRY ST 

ESTABLISHED 1 908 TRADE MARK REG. 

:71 

I 1,-- in ii'(/(//,, \ II. 2 nu. 1 (c.t. \hi\ 19291,pp. 7-15..51: Radio Nen..s. lime 1929, pp. 1109-1112. 
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1OP VI, I» A LONII'l I. I I, AND WIRF, 1,106 

K106 AC Screen Grid May 1929 

Above: The assembled and wired Sup.--Wasp .eith the backs of the two shield cans removed 
to show the placement of the parts. Notice how the two five-prong sockets for the phig..in coils 
are elevated above the sub-panel by insulating bushings. Below: what yo tt see when you turn 
il,' OVEr. The three fixed condensers are spaced away Porn the sub-panel by .4 inch 
hexagonal spacers. The various wires running through the sub-pond pass throggh eyelets 

which busy. Mt Sill s.des tho wirl not dot th. spaghetti. 

Rick Ferrant i 

By the aid of a parlor stereoscope or, after a lot of practice, without it, you can see this Super Wasp in three dimensions. 
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Some of the experimental A.C. Super-Wasps 
piled up in a corner of the Pilot laboratory. 
These sets were rebuilt as often as six times. 

PILOT A.0 SUPER WASP 

Toned Screen Grn1 

Oa.. eand 

Front panel view of a completed Ar. Super-Wasp. 

K115 AC Super Wasp Oct. 1929 $34.50 kit 
Technical article in Radio News, Jan. 1930, pp. 618-620, 

666. 

Top view of the Piloo Twin Sereen.Geld 8, showing poeition• of parts. Tite three holes A. B. C. in the upper left corner 

of the tuhpanel, ram the wires front the K-112 power peek to the underside. The dotted circles anstuad the who 

«whet. indicate the VV. and PTS pluelai mile, which were dmIgned eopeciolly for mreen-grid amok.. 

Simplicity Marto the appearance of the Screen-Grid 8 front panel. Front panel slew of the D.C. New Yorker. 

K117 Twin Screen Grid 8 Oct. 1929 

How the ieritncs New Yorker looks when completely assembled and wired. 

K118 DC New Yorker Oct. 1929 Al
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11)11.011- StRIEMBURID 
NEW KITAmazes 

COVERS 200-600 M ETERS 

Ex eris. 
Kir No. K-123. Complete kit of parts for 
Pilot Screen - Grid Receiver, including 
Walnut-finished metal cabinet, but with-
out Power Pack. Custom Set-Builders' 
Price in U. S. A.   

S2 
Krr No. K-122. Complete kit of parts 
for Pilot Screen-Grid Receiver, including 
drilled front panel. ( Does not include 
cabinet or Power Pack.) Custom Set. 
Builders' Price in U. S. A.   

7 

5255° 
Kn. No. K-124. Complete kit of parts 
for Pilot Screen-Grid Receiver, including 
Walnut-finished cabinet and ABC Power 
Pack. Custom Set-Builders' Price in 
U. S. A.   

'USE PILOTRON RADIO 
TUBES, "endorsed by pro-
fessionals." for these RE-
CEIVERS—and wherever 
EXCEPTIONAL RE-
SULTS are REQUIRED: 

BECAUSE we make 
Pilotrons ourselves—and 
are SURE of their quality. 
BECAUSE Pilot's 

Screen-Grid and Short-
wave Receivers were en-
gineered to make FULL 
USE of the superior qual-
ity built into Pilotronst 
When the A. C. Super-

Wasp demanded the de-
velopment of a tube to 
meet the exacting re-
quirements of A.C. Short-
wave work. Pilotron P-227 
was the result—an out-
standingly superior tube 
for broadeasit reeelverst 

54625 

SHORT WAVE WAVE 
FOR A. C. OPERATION 

KIT No. K-115. The A. C. Super-Wasp, 
designed by David Grimes, John Geloso 
and Robt. S. Kruse, is a 10,000 mile 
thriller utilizing Screen-grid and specially 
developed Pilotron 227. 
Use your own ABC Power Pack or Pilot S 
N-111 at $ 16.50, especially designed for the 
Super-Wasp. Power Pack Extra. 
Custom Set-Builders' Price in U. S. A. 

FEATURES OF 
THE PILOT 

SCREEN-GRID HIT 

Embodies Push-pull audio 
and all latest refinements 
of high-priced screen-grid 
receivers. 
Two screen-grid am-

plifiers fully shielded (7 
tubes including rectiler). 
So sensitive it operates 

perfectly on a 10-foot In-
door aerial — no outside 
antenna required. 
Highly select lye—razor-

edge tuning. 
Very simple to assem-

ble and wire. Removable 
bottom on cabinet per-
mits easy access. 
Operated by practically 

all 171-A power packs. 

50 

FOR BATTERY OPERATION 
KIT No. K-110. The original Super-Wasp, 
used all over the world where A.C. is not s 2,9 50 
available. Also preferred by many S.W. 
fans. Custom Set-Builders' Price in U.S. A. 

'PILOT RADIO &TUBE CO 
RETURN THIS COUPON 

s. RADIO INTERNATIONAL GUILD 
103 Broadway, Brooklyn, New York 

Enroll me as member of Radio International Guild, sending mem-
bership pin, certificate, card, and current issue of "Radio Design," the 

s. Guild's official organ (also 3 additional quarterly issues). I enclose 
• 50c, coin or stamps, to pay for everything for one entire year. 

Name 
[Please write or print plainly] 

Address   

City  State 

P.E. 6 first advertised Jan. 1930 

WORLD'S LARGEST 
RADIO PARTS PLANT 
ESTABLISHED 1908 

1. 

323 BERRY STREET 
BROOKLYN, N. Y. 

U.S. A. 
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AUDIO FREQUENCY 
TRANSFORMERS 
Number one . . . of little dramas 
in the life of the largest 
radio parts factory in the world 

By KIMBALL HOUTON STARK 

Ast Y first introduction to audio fre-
quency transformers was in the 
early part of 1917. Amplifiers were 
at that time in the front line trenches 
of radio engineering both as regards 

thew technical capabilities and because of 
their importance in military and naval com-
munication during the war. 
Well do I remember some of the earlier 

transformers of that day, constructed in the 
same way as the usual telephone trans-
former, or spark coils; a bundle of soft iron 
wires, some three or four inches long, a 
half inch in diameter, around which a pri-
mary coil was wound. Then on the outside 
of this primary coil came the secondary 

te winding. Wooden coil ends were slipped 
p4 over the ends of the core, and the whole 
e assembly mounted on a wooden block with 

leads coming out to binding posts. 
Later came the conventional closed core 

type transformers and hundreds and thou-
sands of amplifiers were built during the 
later days of the war and mounted in radio 
equipment made under special contract for. 
the United States Army and Navy, obviously, 
for use under the most severe conditions. 
These closed core transformers, certainly a 
great improvement, still had relatively little 
iron in the core and insulation even as re-
quired by rigid government specifications, 
did not always protect the coil. The result, 
expansion of the coil due to wide tempera-
ture changes and humid conditions both as 
met with in tropical countries and on board 
naval vessels. 
Both expansion of the coil and the ab-

sorption of moisture obviously was due to 
improper impregnation of the coil winding, 
the absorption of moisture being the most 
disastrous. As quick as an infinitesimal bit 
of moisture penetrated the coil windings and 
broke down the insulation, trouble became 
apparent that eventually led to short cir-
cuiting the turns and completely destroying 
the transformer. 

TRANSFORMER TROUBLES IN THE EARLY 
DAYS OF BROADCASTING 

Along during the year nineteen twenty-
three, after broadcasting became popular 
and radio receivers were being manufactured 

by the thousands, audio frequency trans-
formers gave many manufacturers not only 
a productive nightmare, but an empty pock-
etbook. 

It so happened that I was associated at 
that time with a radio manufacturer who 
used many thousands of transformers in 
high-grade complete receivers. I remem-
ber shipments were going out each day, a 
hundred receivers or more a day. Over 
night letters came pouring into the factory 
saying, "My set has gone dead. It IA as O. K. 
last night and I was receiving a wonderful 
program when all of a sudden everything 
went dead, the tubes of the receiver still 
burning. I can't understand it, for I just 
purchased my set a week ago." I had to 
read letter after letter like this, some of 
them referring to receivers a day old, some 
a week old, and some of them months. 
What was to be done? Here was a prob-

lem extremely difficult to eliminate both 
commercially and technically and with audio 
frequency transformers going bad one after 
another, a large production schedule was 
shattered, resulting in tremendous dollars 
and cents losses. 
Night and day worries and work by the 

entire engineering staff finally placed all 
the blame on the audio frequency trans-
formers. 
How did it happen? Very fine magnet 

wire as was used for the secondary windings 
of the transformers was extremely srarce 
those days. The insulating coating on the 
wire was found not to be uniform because 
in many instances the acid solution used to 
clean the wire previous to the time the 
enamel coating was placed on it had not 
been completely removed. With only an 
infinitesimal speck of acid remaining on the 
wire, corrosion eventually resulted, and the 
fine wires short circuited or broke alto-
gether and the receiver became inoperative. 
As an indication of the magnitude of trou-

bles that many manufacturers were expe-
riencing at that time, a veteran radio sales-
man reported to me that he saw one day in 
Tampa, Florida, some two hundred high-
grade receivers, selling at an average of 
one hundred and fifty dollars each, laying 
in the warehouse of a radio distributor, 

returned by customers as defective and all 
because of damaged audio frequency trans-
formers. 
I am relating these early experiences and 

conditions because they contain a terrific 
object lesson and so emphatically illustrate 
the reverse condition that exists today as 
regards the manufacture and use of audio 
frequency transformers. 
At the time that I assumed the editor-

ship of Radio Design, one of the radio en-
gineers employed by the Pilot Electric Mfg. 
Co., Inc., was one of the men with whom 
I was associated on radio work during the 
war and who at that time did a great deal 
of work in connection with the design and 
manufacture of audio frequency trans-
formers. He knows intimately the problems 
that troubled us at that time and aided in 
their solution. He also knew my interest 
in transformers, both past and future. 

It was an extreme pleasure to me to ac-
cept his invitation to be conducted through 
the Pilot factory and be shown how pres-
ent-day audio frequency transformers are 
designed, manufactured and tested. The 
things I saw on that trip so impressed me 
that I have sup-captioned this story, "Little 
Dramas in the Life of the Largest Radio 
Parts Factory in the World." 

HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS OF CORE 
LAMINATIONS PER DAY 

After a good morning handshake, my en-
gineer friend (we will call him the usual 
fictitious Bill) said, "Let's start at the be-
ginning and go right up the line," and so 
my first impression was that of seeing spe-
cial automatic high-speed punch presses, 
stamping out iron laminations for the trans-
former cores and doing it at the rate of nine 
thousand pieces an hour. 

It is only possible to 
use such automatic ma-
chinery when produc-
tion requirements run 
into enormous quanti-
ties, for each press 
costs thousands of dol-
lars. The dies for the 
presses, even though 
made of the finest tool 
steel, hardened under 
scientific temperature 
control, become dull 
quickly and require 
constant sharpening and 
inspection for wear. 
All tools and dies are 

made in the Pilot tool 
room, which employ 
some thirty experienced 
toolmakers and die-
sinkers. A tolerance of 
one ten-thousandth of 
an inch to these men ;s 
part of their day's work. 

After the laminations 
are punched they are 
cleaned with sawdust to 
eliminate the oil and 
lubrication used during 

the punching process. Then they go to a row 
of tumbling machines which round the cor-
ners of all the edges, remove the scale, etc. 
Bill told me that special attention is taken in 
purchasing sheet steel in strip form for punch-
ing laminations and that all purchase orders 
specify steel with a given metallurgical con-
tent. Even frequent chemical analysis of 
production runs and shipments are made 
such that the unit magnetic flux density, per-
meability and low hysterisis losses of the 
completed transformer will be uniform under 
given conditions. 

PILOT TRANSFORMERS ARE ENCLOSED IN A 
GENUINE BAKELITE ONE-PIECE CASE 

From the punch press department we went 
over to the bakelite molding department. 
Here a row of thirty-eight special hydraulic 
and electrically operated molding presses 
turn out thousands of bakelite pieces a day, 
not only transformer cases, but for the con-
struction of some two hundred different ra-
dio parts. Rather than use the old-fash-
ioned method of pouring the bakelite powder 
into each mold separately, practically all 
parts are molded from the bakelite powder 
made into the form of "pills," each pill con-
taining just enough powder to mold one 
piece. 
This method is, however, not employed for 

the transformer cases, for they are rather 
large and to secure a better distribution and 
insure perfect cases, accurately measured 
amounts of bakelite powder is carefully 
placed in each mould. 
The hydraulic molding presses are of 

course heated by steam, and are capable of 
exerting thousands of tons of pressure on the 
moulds during the molding process. Each 
transformer case as it comes from the molds 

Fig. 1. Automatic punch presses stamp out audio frequency trans-
former core laminations at an amazing speed, and are operated 

day and night. 
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is carefully inspected for 
flaws and rough edges. 
In the Pilot factory the 

bakelite molding presses, 
even as the automatic 
screw machines and punch 
presses, are on a day and 
night production schedule, 
and thousands of cases are 
turned out each day. 
I knew Bill's liking for 

details, and the enormous 
amount of hard work spent 
in working out the produc-
tion engineering problems 
allowing the use of such 
high-speed automatic tools, 
punches and presses as 
were being used. Every 
part of each operation 
fascinated me not only be-
cause of results accom-
plished, but because of the 
speed and precision with 
which thousands and thou-
sands of parts are pro-
duced each day, all under 
accurate production con-
trol and test inspection, 
and the way he weathered 
the storm of my million-
and-one questions is a real 
tribute to Bill. 
I could see Bill's face 

beam and break into smiles 
as he told me one clever 
thing after another, and 
how one difficult problem 
had been solved, with every 
man ready to tackle a 
harder one, but I relative-
ly knew that he was hold-
ing out on me, and that he 
was going to show me the 
most impressive and most 
of his work as a climax. 

TRANSFORMER COIL 

Fig. 2. Moulding bakelite audio frequency transformer cases. 

important 

WINDING 

part 

Up on the sixth floor we found one of 
the largest coil winding departments that I 
have ever seen. 
Most radio manufacturers are content to 

purchase their audio frequency transformer 
coils as well as other types of coils used, from 
outside sources, but the Pilot policy is to 
manufacture every bit of its product within 
its own factory and within the scope of its 
own production and test control. Thousands 
of dollars have been spent in designing spe-
cial coil winding equipment and adapting 

 machinery and  men to the specific require-
ments of Pilot production methods. 
A long row of coil winding machines are 

kept busy nearly every day in the year, and 
each machine automatically winds fourteen 
delicate transformer coils at one time, so 
that one can easily realize that the total 
number of coils produced daily, runs into 
large numbers. To realize the number of 
thousands of miles of enameled copper wire 

Coil winding, using small sized wires, such 
as are required in audio frequency trans-
formers, necessitates extremely close control 
of the winding machines, careful and accu-
rate adjustments to each moving part and 
strict attention of each operator during the 
winding process. 
The number of turns of each winding is 

of extreme importance and all of the auto-
matic coil winding machines have been de-
signed and developed to absolutely eliminate 
human errors during operation. A green 
light flashes on when the operator nears the 
required number of turns (indicated by rev-
olution counters) and a red light flashes on 
instantly when the exact required number of 
turns has been wound on the insulating  cores.  
Extreme care is taken in winding the coils 
to mechanically secure the leads both at the 
beginning and at the end of the windings. 
After each unit of fourteen coils are com-

pletely wound the entire unit is cut up into 
individual coils, by a special machine using 
high-speed steel cutting disks. 

VACUUM DRYING AND IMPREGNATION 

T-Ta”.e. 1,•3 rri o nos+h et. coriee ••• 

Fig. 3. Automatic coil winding machines turn out thousands of 
transformer coils each day. 

operations, that is the electrical testing of 
the coils. As each coil comes from the cut-
ting machine it goes to the test and inspec-
tion bench and is tested for continuity of 
winding. After the coil receives its first test 
and is found perfect, then it goes to vacuum 
drying ovens and is given a heat treatment 
that absolutely eliminates all possibility of 
moisture remaining either in the windings or 
in any of the paper or cardboard used for 
insulation. 
The next operation is impregnation. All 

coils are immersed in special impregnating 
solutions that thoroughly insulate and her-
metically seal the coil against moisture ab-
sorption. 

EACH TRANSFORMER COIL MUST PASS 
TWENTY-FIVE EXACTING TESTS 

Now comes a series of electrical tests, and 
as Bill and I reached the special test bench. 
he introduced me to Mr. John Geloso, chief 
engineer of the Pilot company. 
Mr. Geloso took particular pleasure in 

pointing out to roe the very ingenious test-
ing equipment which he has designed for 
audio frequency transformers, and in point-
ing out to me not only the policy of careful 
inspection and tests given each product man-
ufactured in the Pilot factory, but also he 
jjavrne_the_engineering_design_reasons for 
many details of the construction of audio 
transformers. In addition he proved his con-
clusions with practical reasons for his en-
gineering specifications based on the circuit 
requirements of present-day radio receivers. 
As the tray of coils that we had been fol-

lowing through the factory reached the test 
bench, Mr. Geloso, personally, put them 
through their paces, and explained each op-

each coil receives six in-
dividual tests which I am 
listing one by one, because 
it is on the success of these 
tests and on the repeat 
check of all of these tests 
that the efficiency and re-
liability of each trans-
former depends. 

First, however, let me 
give you just a bit of an 
idea as to the type of 
equipment used in these 
tests. We see before us a 
direct current voltmeter, 
some seven or eight inches 
in diameter, with a large 
open scale reading. At the 
left of the voltmeter is a 
thousand cycle electrically 
maintained tuning fork os-
cillator. 

Mr. Geloso explained 
that the current from the 
oscillator is coupled to the 
primary and secondary 
windings of the trans-
former coil under test and 
to a sensitive vacuum tube 
voltmeter, readings being 
taken on the large in-

strument before us. In addition the en-
tire set-up incorporates a sensitive direct 
current megolun meter. It was explained 
that each coil is tested on a dummy core, 
such that the test conditions will be the same 
as those under actual use. 

(1) Placing the dummy core and coil in 
position, Mr. Geloso quickly placed the leads 
from the coil into clip terminals and closed 
the switches of the test instrument. An im-
mediate reading gave proof of the con-
tinuity of the circuit of both primary and 
secondary coil windings, which constitutes 
number one of the six tests. 

(2) By pressing a button, the instrument 
circuit was arranged for the megohm test 
and proof of total absence of leakage be-
tween the individual turns of the primary 
coil individually and the secondary coil in-
dividually was obviously indicated by the 
fact that no decreased reading was indicated 
on the instrument due to leakage of the 
coils under test. Additional proof, however, 
that a leaky coil (such as might be caused 
by one turn of a coil winding laying on top 
of another turn with thin enameled insula-
tion between or by any discrepancies in the 
process of manufacture up to this point, such 
as moisture still being present in the coil 
because of deficiencies in vacuum tank dry-
ing_or_inipregnation) woulcLbe dearly indi-
cated, was demonstrated by Mr. Geloso, for 
placing his fingers across the primary termi-
nals to which the primary coil was attached, 
the voltmeter showed a decreased reading, 
indicating a leakage current. Shifting to 
the secondary coil terminals, the same con-
dition obtained. 

(3) This test is the same as test No. 2 
above for primary coil and secondary coil 



checks for leakage between 
the primary and secondary 
windings themselves. 

(4) The reversal of leads 
such as might occur lw the 
coil leads being twisted 
previous to their being 
soldered to the terminal:, 
on the transformer case is 
also immediately indicated 
by a decreased reading on 
the voltmeter, such coils 
of course being immediate-
ly rejected. 

(5) Mr. Geloso was par-
ticularly pleased to put his 
test instrument through its 
most difficult paces for us 
and showed us that lw 
winding a couple of turns 
of wire around the outside 
of the coil and leaving 
them open, that nothing 
happens to the voltmeter 
indications, but as quickly 
as they are shorted, an 
immediate indication was 
shown by the voltmeter, 
and he explained to me 
that in this way he was 
able to check extremely 
accurately the possibility 
of short circuited turns in 
each winding. It can be 
recognized that this is an extremely sensi-

Ig tive test for in the majority of instances if 
Zri a transformer coil winding should be shorted 

between turns, usually a whole layer of 
winding is shorted rather than one or two 
turns, and the voltmeter drops back nearly 
to zero. Three turns indication in some 
eight or ten thousand gives one an idea of 
the sensitivity of this test. 

(6) The last and final test is that of gain 
ratio or the step-up in voltage due to the 
primary and secondary transformer coil wind-
ings with a given signal input. As is usual 
in production tests, this is not a measured 
check, for each transformer is given a high 
figure of merit and this reading is taken as 
a standard. No coil or transformer which 
shows an indication of voltage gain lower 
than the standard is accepted. 

Personally, I could appreciate the feelings 
of Mr. Geloso as he so courteously explained 
all of these things to us and I likewise ap-
preciated his pride in the success of a good 
job well done, for part of my own worries 
during the war was the testing of some 
eight or nine hundred special radio compass 
receivers. I knew of the enormous speed with 
which these instruments had to be designed, 
manufactured, and tested, at that time, and 
also the extreme importance of rigid test 
specifications and of never letting one re-
ceiver get my O. K. on its test card unless 
it was right, for life and death depended 
on the reliability of each receiver. I could 
not help but be pleased with the thought 
that here was an engineer in peace time 

Fig. 4. Every Pilot audio frequency transformer must pass 
twenty-five exacting tests before it leaves the factory. It must 

be right. 

holding the test specifications of the parts 
manufactured under his supervision to as 
rigid or even a more rigid standard. 

CORE ASSEMBLY 

Meanwhile the bakelite cases and lamina-
tions which we had seen manufactured ear-
lier in the morning had not been standing 
idle, but had been transferred by conveyor 
from the fifth floor to the sixth floor oi 
the Pilot factory. 
Going over to the lamination assembly de-

partment, Bill pointed out to me immediately 
an extremely clever stunt and a very practical 
and common sense one. In the old days I re-
member how audio frequency transformer 
cores were assembled, counting the lamina-
tions or guessing at it as closely as possible 
and letting the impossibility of putting any 
more laminations in the core justify the end 
of the operation. In the Pilot factory the 
number of laminations used in each core is 
uniform, never varying a single lamination 
each way. This is accomplished by weigh-
ing the laminations for each assembly. Obvi-
ously the quantity as well as the quality of 
the iron that goes into audio frequency trans-
formers is important and here we see an 
instance of uniformity of the assembled 
transformer and careful workmanship. As 
quickly as the laminations are assembled into 
the transformer core, the assembly is routed 
back to the electrical test bench and again 
the six rigid electrical tests, that I have 
previously told you about, is given each as-

BAKEL ITE 
CASE 

Fig. 5. Line drawing of Pilot moisture 
proof transformer showing that the entire 
core and coil assembly is hermetically 

sealed in the bakelite rase. 

sembled coil and core. This time, of course, 
the tests are made with the actual core in 
place rather than by use of the dummy core. 

THE CORE AND COIL ARE ASSEMBLED IN 
THE BAKELITE CASES 

After the second serie, of six individual 
tests is given the assembled coil and core, 
it is taken over to the bakelite case depart-
ment, inserted in the case, the leads prop-
erly checked and soldered to their correct 
terminals. 
Again the transformer goes back to the 

test bench and receives for a third time the 
same six tests to insure that the operator has 
not reversed the leads when making connec-
tions, and to make absolutely certain that 
the assembly is near perfect. 

MOISTURE PROOF TRANSFORMERS 

As Bill and I were discussing the thor-
oughness of the tests given each transformer 
during the assembly and as I was telling 
him how much better transformers were 
being made today than six or seven years 
ago, he gave me a rather significant look and 
said, "Remembering all of our old past ex-
periences and troubles and even though you 
tell me that what you have seen so far 
proves to you the quality of our present-day 
transformers, now I am going to show you 
the real reason why we feel that the Pilot 
transformer, over and beyond its electrical 
characteristics, is a mighty good one." 
Following a tray of assembled transformers 

that had passed their last series of electrical 
tests, we found ourselves in a second im-
pregnation department. You remember that 
I have told you how each individual coil is 
given a long-time impregnation in special 
Impregnating tanks. In this department we 

found that the coil and core of the trans-
former is impregnated with a second special 
insulating compound by pouring each case 
full and hermetically sealing the entire as-
sembly within the bakelite case. Tanks of 
insulating compound are kept at constant 
temperature by continual check with ther-
mometers. 

Bill explained that in reality the process 
consists of two pourings, the first pouring 
being at a lower temperature so as to under 
no circumstances injure the coil winding. 
Then when this first pouring has cooled 
slightly a second pouring is made which 
entirely seals up the transformer. This sec-
ond solution is at a higher temperature than 
the first and cools with a glossy finish, giv-
ing the transformer a beautiful finished ap-
appearance. 

AGAIN EVERY FINISHED TRANSFORMER GETS 
ITS FINAL ELECTRICAL TEST 

After the transformer had been finally 
finished, and the impregnating compound has 
hardened into a solid block it goes back 
again, and receives its last series of six elec-
trical tests, making twenty-five separate 
tests on each instrument. 

Fig. 5 illustrates a cross sectional view of 
the finished Pilot moisture-proof transformer. 
The solid black of the drawing illustrates 
the fact that the insulating compound com-
pletely covers and seals in both the coil and 
core of the transformer. 

The Factory that Produces 
Pilot Radio 

This group of buildings comprises the new Pilot plant. The main building 
it in length to about Sc. ordinary city blocks. 

T
WENTY-three years of electrical and 
radio manufacturing experience has 
brought the organization which is at 
present known as the Pilot Radio St 

Tube Corporation ro unquestionable leadership 
among all radio factories of the world. Since 
1908 Pilot has grown from a tiny shop, a one-
man outfit. into a great industrial organization 
specializing in radio receivers and parts and do-
ing business all over the world. The two whir-
ring bench drills that comprised the most im-
portant equipment in the original shop in 1908 
have become roaring batteries of automatic ma-
chines. ranking with silently powerful rows of 
hydraulic Bakelite presses. The tiny shop of 
1908 has given place to increasingly larger 
quarters, the present headquarters being a tre-
mendous plant in Lawrence. Mass., having a 
floor space of a million and a half square feet. 



HOW FILTER CONDENSERS 
ARE MADE 
No. 2 of a series of trips 
through the largest radio 
parts plant in the world 

By ROBERT IIERTZBERG 

HEN you go into a radio store and 
ask tor a filter condenser you re-
ceive a little metal can with a pair 
of binding posts stuck in the top. 
You look at it and say, "Gosh! 

that's a simple thing. I bet the manufac-
turer makes a lot of money on it." 
The filter condenser does look rather sim-

ple, but in this case, as frequently happens, 
appearances are misleading. All you see 
on the outside is a metal can, a label and 
some connection terminals; what you can-
not see, inside, is a roll of paper and metal 
foil that represents numerous operations 
performed by expensive and complicated 
machines, and the skill and efforts of highly-
trained engineers and mechanics. 
So that you may be able to fully appre-

ciate the filter condenser, which performs 
an important function in radio circuits, let 
us make a trip through the condenser de-
partment of the Pilot Electric Manufac-
turing Company, of Brooklyn, the largest 
parts firm in the world, and learn just how 
a filter condenser comes into being. The 
visit will be interesting as well as instruc-
tive, and after it's over you will be able to 
talk intelligently about condensers and what 
goes into them. 
Perhaps you have obtained the idea, pos-

sibly from some old textbook, that all con-
densers consist of layers or stacks of tin-
foil separated by sheets of paper or mica. 
When you enter a large sunlit room on the 
sixth floor of the Pilot factory you will be 
surprised to learn that filter condensers are 
not stacked, but are wound just as coils are. 
In this room, which is thoroughly venti-
lated to make it dust-proof, are half a dozen 
condenser winding machines like the one 
shown in Figure 1. You will ask immedi-
ately, 
"Why must the room be dust-proof?" 

NO DUST ALLOWED! 

The answer is that if dust gathers on the 

Above: A group of Pilot filter condensers, shozving the wound units before being sealed, 
and the completed condensers themselves. 

surface of a condenser while it is being 
wound it will tend to break down later when 
it is subjected to high voltages. Many mys-
terious failures of condensers that seemed 
to be absolutely perfect were finally traced 
to dust, so now the Pilot condenser room is 
kept as scrupulously clean as a hospital 
operating room. 
Each winding machine consists of an up-

right case on the inside of which are 
mounted a number of spindles, which in 
turn support large rolls of paper and of 
aluminum foil. After a machine has been 
"loaded," and the ends of the various rolls 
brought out through slits in the Irons of 
the case, it is closed tightly. The side of 
the case is of glass, so that the operator can 
observe the rolls constantly. To start a 
condenser, the girl first pulls out the ends 
of the papers and secures them around a 
polished spindle. She presses her foot 
against a lever, and a motor causes the 
spindle to wind on a few turns of paper. 
Then the girl carefully pulls out the ends 
of the aluminum foil, centers them accu-
rately on the papers, and again starts the 
motor. A counter on the spindle shaft tells 
her when the correct number of turns for 
any particular size of condenser have been 
wound on. She stops the machine five turns 
before the actual required number, and 
places small strips of tinned copper against 
the foil. These are the connection lugs, 
which are held securely in place by the 
tightness of the winding. 
The girl then runs off the final five turns, 

and clips the ends of the aluminum coil. 
She lets the paper run a few more turns be-
fore cutting it. After cutting, she pastes 
down the cud of- the outei most paper and 
pulls the completed condenser off the spin-
dle. She simply squeezes it flat and places 
it in a tray. 
The paper used in Pilot condensers is 

.0004 inch thick, and is of the highest grade 
available. It is exceptionally free from car-
bon and dust, a fact that accounts for the 

Figure 1: Side view of a condenser winding machine. Notice how the sheets of paper and 
metal foil feed through the end of the case onto the winding spindle. 

strength and long life of the devices. The 
aluminum foil is .00025 inch thick. Both 
paper and foil are supplied in rolls of vari-
ous widths, for the various sizes of con-
densers. 
The foil in all cases is 3,¡ inch narrower 

than the paper, so that there is a 3/16 inch 
overlap of paper on each side of the foil. 
This is more than enough to prevent arc-
overt. 
The setting of the foil inside the papers 

is a very delicate operation, and is done by 
highly skilled girls. If either foil or paper 
is offset the merest fraction of an inch on 
the winding spindle, the condenser will wind 
unevenly and after a few turns the foil and 
paper will wrinkle. 
After the winding operation, the rest of 

the condenser assembly process is one un-
ending fight against moisture. Moisture is 
the deadly enemy of condensers, just as it 
is of transformers, and the same precau-
tions that make the famous Pilot moisture-
proof transformers so reliable are exercised 
in the construction of the Pilot filter con-
densers. 

HEATED IN OVEN 

The condensers, after being mound, are 
loaded in a huge three-ton oven, which 
holds 1,600 of them at a time. The door of 
the oven is left open one inch, and the con-
densers are steam neated for two hours. 
The door is then shut tight, and all the 
moisture that has been driven out of the 
condensers by the heat is drawn out of the 
oven by a big vacuum pump ( Figure 4). The 
vacuum is left on for an hour and a half, 
and thoroughly removes every last remain-
ing trace of vapor. 
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The drying oven, as shown in Figure 2, is 
as high as a man and is fitted with shelves 
on which the condensers are placed in long 
racks. 
After the door of the oven has been 

opened, the condensers are shifted quickly 
to the impregnating tank, which is six feet 
high and four feet in diameter. This tank 
is a combination vacuum and pressure tank, 
and is surrounded by a steam jacket by 
means of which its contents can be heated. 
It is protected on the outside by a covering 
of asbestos. (See Figure 3.) 
The racks holding the condensers are 

suspended inside this tank, and the heavy 
cover lowered down and clamped air-tight. 
The vacuum pump is turned on for fifteen 
minutes, to draw out any slight moisture 
that the condensers might have absorbed 
from the air during the brief handling period. 
After this initial measure, the vacuum 

pump is shut off, and molten halowax is 
drawn from a reserve tank into the im-
pregnating tank. The condensers are left 
to soak in the wax for one hour and twenty 
minutes. Then the valve leading from the 
reserve tank to the impregnating tank is 
shut off, and air pressure of 60 pounds is 
applied to the latter tank for ten minutes. 
This pressure forces the wax into any tiny 
crevices in the condensers that may have 
escaped the previous soaking. Finally, the 
valve leading to the halowax tank is again 
opened, and the air pressure forces the 
remaining wax of the impregnating tank 
back into it, leaving the latter tank empty 
for the next batch of condensers. 
Each stack of condensers, after it leaves 

the impregnating tank, is placed in a large 
arbor press, and a certain predetermined 



pressure is exerted 
on them. This is 
done to make the 
condensers assume 
their rated capacity. 
The capacity of any 
condenser consisting 
of a large number of 
plates or of many 
rolls of paper and 
foil is dependent to 
a considerable extent 
on the pressure ap-
plied to it. T h e 
tighter the assembly, 
the higher the cap-
acity, usually: and 
vire versa. 
Aft er being 

squeezed down prop-
erly, the condensers 
are swung from the 
press by chains and 
left hanging over night 
in a cooling tank. 
This is simply a large 
open tank from 
which moisture and 
other vapors are 
drawn away by a 
powerful exhaust fan. 

If we were to come back the next day, 
we would see the now thoroughly dried con-
densers ready for their initial tests. They 
feel as hard as rocks, and can be subjected 
to the most punishing treatment without 
suffering more than dented edges. 
The matter of testing is an extremely im-

portant one, and some complicated 
and expensive apparatus has been 
installed for the purpose in the 
Pilot plant. Two big motor-gen-
erators, connected in series, supply 

Figure 2: The three-ton oven in which the condensers are thoroughly dried before they 
are impregnated with wax. 

Figure 3: The impregnating tank, in whi,h 
the dried condensers are impregnated with 

wax. 

5,000 volts ot direct 
current, lower values 
b' eing obtained 
through resistances 
mounted behind the 
control panels shown 
in Figure 5. These 
generators are en-
closed in double 
locked wire cages. 
which cannot be en-
tered unless the cur - 
rent is turned oft 
first. 
The smallest Pilot 

condenser, the No. 
81)1, which has a 
capacity of I micro-
farad and an operat-
ing voltage rating ot 
180, is tested for one 
second at 800 volts. 
If it is defective in 
any way it will im-
mediately break down 
under this high volt-
age, and a red lamp 
will light. The No. 
9302 condenser, of 
2 mf. capacity and 
3013-volt working 

voltage, is subjected to 1.200 volts. Other 
sizes are tested with proportionately high 
voltages, up to 5,000 volts. 

It takes a pretty good condenser to stand 
up under these flash voltages. Those that 
pass the test very rarely develop trouble 
later when they are operated on their nor-

mal voltages; in fact, the per-
centage of returns is so small 
that the condensers might be 
said to be perfect. Of course. 

Figure 4: The machinery that creates the zacuum for the drying oven and the 
impregnating tank. 

many condensers break down during the 
initial test, because of some microscopic 
weakness in the paper; tiny flaws of the 
trouble-making kind cannot always be 
detected in the paper before the winding 
process, and if they are discovered in the 
flash test, the condensers are thrown away. 
The rest of the assembly process is sim-

ple. The lugs of the tested condensers are 
riveted to a moisture-proof fiber strip, on 
which are two screw binding posts. The 
whole unit is placed in a steel can, which 
has been lined with impregnated paper to 
guard against "grounds" to the metal. The 
caris, 100 at a time, are filled with paraffin 

Figure 5: l'he testing bench at which 
all Pilot condensers are twice tested 
before they are finally OK'd for sale 

to the level of the fiber strips, and after the 
paraffin has cooled, they are topped off with 
a layer of black pitch. 
Not yet fully satisfied, the Pilot engineers 

route the completed condensers back to the 
testing benches, where they are again flash-
tested at the same voltages as before. After 
this final inspection they are labelled and 
packed, and shipped to every corner of the 
earth where radio is known and used. 
After you leave the factory you will draw 

a breath of fresh air (that odor of wax is 
irritating) and you will now say, " Gosh, 
a filter condenser isn't as simple as it looks. 
after all. It's a real job to make one." 



HOW BAKELITE RADIO PARTS 
ARE MOLDED 

No. 3 of a series of trips through the 
Largest Radio Parts Plant in the World 

by ALFRED A. GHIRARDI 

A group of Pilot parts molded of solid Bcdelile. Top row ( left to right): art dial, drum 
dial, terminal plate, coil form, transformer case. Bottom row: Volumgrad form, socket parts, 

and snap 

0 the average American, the 
sight of Bakelite in one form or 
another is a common, everyday ex-
perience. It is used for shaving 
brush handles, coffee percolator 

ops. pipe stems, fountain pens, telephone 
receiver and transmitter cases, in radio re-
ceivers and for thousands of other pur-
poses. The processes by which this ver-
satile material is made into useful articles 
are not complicated, but nevertheless very 
few people are familiar with them. It is 
the purpose of this article to explain in 
simple language how the hundreds of dif-
ferent Bakelite molded parts used in Pilot 
radio apparatus are made in the world's 
largest radio parts plant. Every Bakelite 
molded part is made right in the plant. 
in keeping with the Pilot policy of pro-
ducing every part under one roof under 
the constant supervision of trained engi-
neers. 
For those readers interested in the "how" 

and "why" of things we will first explain 
just what Bakelite is and the reasons for 
the various manufacturing processes. 

WHAT BAKELITE IS 

Bakelite, an American product, was in-
mented by Dr. L. H. Baekland in 1907 
after exhaustive research. The principal 
ingredients used in its manufacture are 
phenol (commonly called carbolic acid) and 
formaldehyde. Phenol is obtained from 
coal tar and formaldehyde is made from 
wood alcohol. Under certain well defined 
conditions these two odoriferous materials 
combine chemically to form a solid, resin-
like substance differing in every way from 
the ill-smelling liquids from which it is 

switch. 

made, a substance that is odorless and 
tasteless, and possessing altogether differ-
ent chemical and physical characteristics. 
This resinoid is the starting point for all 
Bakelite products. 
Molding material is prepared by mixing 

the original Bakelite resin with various fill-
ing ingredients, such as wood flour, as-
bestos, etc. Suitable coloring pigments are 
employed to produce various color effects. 
Thus in the Pilot factory black Bakelite 
is used for sockets, coil forms, dial drums, 
etc.; mahogany or walnut for dials and 
knobs; and yellow, red, green, orange and 
blue Bakelite for the handles on short-
wave coils. 
The filling ingredients are mixed with 

the Bakelite resin and ground together for 
hours. The resulting powder is then run 
between hot rolls, causing the wood-flour 
to be thoroughly impregnated by the 
molten resinoid. Sheets of material re-
sulting from this operation are ground to 
a powder which is then sifted and thor-
oughly mixed to insure uniformity. This 
powder constitutes the molding material 
ready for the market, and it is in this form 
that the Pilot company receives the raw 
Bakelite in steel drums from the Bakelit: 
Corporation. 

MAKING THE PRE-MOLDS 

The first step in the Bakelite molding 
department of the Pilot plant is shown 
in the photograph, Fig. 1. Rather than 
use the old-fashioned method of pouring 
the powder into each mold separately, 
practically all parts are made from pre-
formed "pills", "biscuits" or "pre-molds" 
of compressed Bakelite powder of the ex-

Fig. 1: Pre-mold machines which prepare the 
Bakelite for the molding presses. 

act weight required for the object to be 
molded. These are made by the pre-mold 
machines pictured in Fig. 1. They con-
sist of a metal hopper containing the 
Bakelite powder and a mold of the size and 
shape best suited for the particular ob-
ject. The machine is motor driven and 
automatic in its operation. Several ma-

chines require only one operator to fil! 
the powder hoppers and remove the pre-
molds when the receptacles are full. The 
correct quantity of powder is put into 
the mold and then it is compressed to a 
self supporting "biscuit" or pre-mold. By 
using these pre-molds the Pilot company 
has eliminated waste due to defective parts 
caused by either too much or too little 
Bakelite powder. Each pre-mold contains 
the exact amount of powder required for 
the object. 
The next stop is the actual molding. 

The pre-molds of compressed powder are 
put into the lower half of a heated mold. 
The molds are made of hardened sted 
and are mounted in powerful presses. Pr‘, 
vision is made for heating the molds to the 
exact temperature of 350 degrees Fahren-
heit, required for the chemical change 
which the Bakelite undergoes. 
The press forces the two halves of the 

mold together and as the temperature rises 
the resinoid binder first melts, while the 
steadily increasing pressure forces the 
plastic mass into every crevice of the mold 
cavity. Only a few minutes are required 
at a pressure of 2,000 pounds per square 
inch to cause the resinoid to be trans-
formed into its permanent, strong, infus-
ible, insoluble state. 
The pre-mold has been transformed into 

a solid mass as a result of the chemical 
reaction produced by the combined heat 
and pressure. We thus have the peculiar 
phenomenon of a material solidifying or 
"freezing" by as much heat that initially 
softened it. 

2: A battery of five Terkefson mechanical Rakelite molding presses. 
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Look at a Pilot knob or dial. That metal 
bushing in it was molded into the Bakelite 
in one operation! 
The photograph of Pilot Bakelite parts 

at the head of this article illustrates the 
use of metal inserts. The flat piece of 
Bakelite in the upper center of the pic-
ture is a terminal plate for the new K-111 
and K-112 power packs. The sixteen 
drilled and plated brass metal connection 
tabs are molded into the Bakelite plate at 
the time it is made. Notice the cross-
ribbing scientifically placed for strengthen-
ing the plate. You would have to break 
the plate to get one of those inserts out. 
Moreover, the heat from the soldering iron 
used to solder the wires to the connection 
tabs later will not soften the Bakelite or 
loosen the tabs. 

MOWING PUSSES 

The twenty-two molding presses used 
the Pilot plant are of two types, mechan-
ical and hydraulic. The layout employed 
in the press room is a result of a long 
study by the Pilot engineers. The relative 
arrangement of the presses, the mold load-
ing tables, the die strippers, the inspection 
tables, all have been carefully planned so 
that there is practically no waste of time 
or no unnecessary handling operations be-
tween the time the pre-molds are made 
and the finished molded product is loaded 
on to the belt conveyors for distribution 
to the various assembly departments. 

MECHANICAL PRESSES 

Fig. 2 shows a battery of five Terkelson 
mechanical presses. Continuous or follow-
up pressure is obtained in this type of 
press by the use of four powerful springs 
enclosed in the cylinders at the top of the 
machine. By applying the pressure through 
the springs, the line pressure is maintained 
during the curing process. To operate the 
press, the operator loads the mold and 
places it between the two platens of the 
press. Then he grasps the curved safety re-
lease lever on the right and the straight 
starting lever on the left. This throws in 
the electric motor on the base, normally 
running without load, and the horizontal 
arm on a toggle moves the upper die block 
downward, first quickly and then slowly 
for the last h inch. 
An automatic regulator throws out the 

clutch when the correct pressure is ob-
tained, allowing the motor to run free 
again. The operator can read the pressure 
by a dial mounted in front of the machine. 
The springs then maintain the correct pres-
sure, which can be set for one to about 
fifty tons. Heat for the chemical reaction 
is applied to the mold by steam. To re-
lease the press, the safety lever is again 
thrown out, and the starting lever opened. 
The mold is then lifted out and the work 
extracted. 
To increase production, two molds are 

made for each machine. While one mold is 
in the machine, the operator strips the 
work from the other and loads it with the 
raw pre-molds. In this way the presses 
are kept working practically continuously. 
The arbor presses shown at the right of 
Fig. 2 are used for separating the molds 
and pressing the finished pieces from 
them. 

HYDRAULIC PRESSES 

Figs. 3 and 4 show some of the Dunning 
and Boschert hydraulic presses used. 
These consist essentially of two pressure 
surfaces which are brought together and 
held in that position by means of a rani 
acting in a steel cylinder. Water forced 
into the cylinder under the ram by means 
of a small hydraulic pump builds up the 
necessary pressure to force these platens 
together. When this pressure is released, 
the water flows back to the pump reservoir 
and is used over and over again. The 
plates are heated to the required tempera-
ture by steam. 
The press shown in Fig. 4 is capable of 

exerting a total pressure of 112 tons. After 
the pressure has been applied and the 
Bakelite formed, it may require as much 
as five tons of pressure to separate the two 
halves of the mold. The molds can be 
opened on the smaller press by merely 
opening a valve to release the pressure 
acting on the ram. Then the weight of 
the ram, the table and lower half of the 
mold are sufficient to cause the mold to 
open. On the layer presses a special valve 
is opened to create a hydraulic pressure 
to move the lower table of the press down 
and open the mold. In these presses as 
the entire molds are large and too heavy 
for convenient handling, the two halves 
of the mold are made so that the upper 
part is smaller than the lower and can 
slid in and out from the upper plat" n of 
the press for removing the Bakelite pieces. 
The lower half of the mold is loaded with 
the pre-molds. Fig. 4 shows a hydraulic 
press with a mold for forming four Pilot 
drum dial wheels in one aeration. Fig. 3 
shows a mechanic stripping the Bakelite 
audio transformer cases from a four gang 
mold. 

In all of the presses used in the Pilot 
plant, the molds are heated indirectly by 
steam which is generated in gas fired boil-
ers. After the steam has given up most 
of its heat to the mold it is returned back 
to the boiler. Thus the heat which it still 
contains is made use of and not wasted. 

PRODUCTION SCHEDULE 

In the Pilot factory the Bakelite molding 
presses are on a mass production schedule, 
and are in operation twenty-four hours a 
day for a large part of the season. As 
many as 34,000 pieces have been turned 
out in a single day, every one under the 
control and rigid inspection of the Pilot 
engineering staff. 

The molded parts as they conic from the 
molding machines are examined by inspec-
tors and defective parts are immediately 
destroyed. Some parts require slight fin-
ishing, but most of them are ready for 
assembly when they come from the presses. 
The parts leave the hardened and pol-
ished molds exact and accurate in their 
dimensions and faithfully mirror the lustre 
of the mold surface. Even the minute 
markings and graduation on dials are pro-
duced in the molding operation as accur-
ately as though machined. 

MULTIPLE CAVITY MOLDS 

In line with the idea of quantity pro-
duction of high grade parts at low cost 
which prevails throughout every depart-
ment of the Pilot plant, Bakelite parts arc 
not molded one at a time. Practically all 
the molds are made with multiple cavities. 
so that many parts are molded during each 
operation of the press. The number uf 
parts made at a time depends upon the 
size of the part being made. For instance, 
the binding post dies mold 55 binding posts 
at one time. Cases for the No. 390 series 
of audio transformers are made four at a 
time in the four gang mold illustrated in 
Fig. 3. Drum dials are also molded four 
at a time in the mold shown in Fig. 4. 
Thus the output of each molding cycle is 
increased without increasing the cost of 
operation of the molding machines. 

METAL INSERTS 

One great advantage resulting from the 

Removing four Bakelite 
cases from the die. 

Fig. 3: transformer 

use of molded Bakelite parts is the fact 
that metal parts may be embedded in the 
product at the time of molding, thus sav-
ing much labor and expense over the 
method of doing this work by hand after 
the molding operation has been completed. 

Fig. 4: A hydraulic molding press capable of exerting a pressure of 126 ;Jets. 



Console Model 
of the Priers Stsaight Eight 

A handsome two-tone, inLid, 
Walnut Conrole Cabinet with 
built in loud speaker, enclosed 
loop rotated by • knob on the 
panel and ample site compare 
ment for all bsttrfleS. 
List Price, Including loop and 
Loud Speaker, but veal, $185 
out other accessories. L 

Table Model 
of [ he Priers Straight &et 

A two-tone inlaid, Mahogany 
Cabinet with battery comport 
ments on each side. Equipped 
with patented collapsible all 
bakelite, low loss loop. 
List price, complete with loop, 
but without access- $ 175 

the NEW 

TRACI( .4.131, 

STRAUGHT8 E GHT 

—an eight tube, loop operated receiver 
having unexcelled distance getting 
ability 

rr HE Priess Straight Eight was built and de-
signed primarily for great distance reception. 

A new patented principle in radio design is used 
that gives the Priess Straight Eight a greater en-
ergy amplification before the detector than any 
other set. 
Here are the distinctive Priess features that offer 
Priess dealers no class competition:--

-Loop operated, 
— Eight tubes, 
— 5 stages of radio frequency, before the detector, 
—Single tuning control with visable wave length 

indicator graduated in one meter divisions, 
—Tunes in a station only on one point— 
no harmonics, 

—No locally manufactured static from oscillating 
tubes, 

—Sensitivity control, 
—Volume control, 
—One control for filament and cutting in or out 
audio stages, 

—Enclosed loop in console models operates by knob 
on panel. 

The Priess sales policy gives full and complete 
dealer protection against unfair competition, price 
cutting, price reduction, and dumping surplus stock 
on the market which, together with our liberal 
dealer discount, insures real, legitimate profits. 

The loop operated Priess Straight Eight permits 
you to sell the lightning shy prospect; to sell the 
antenna forbidden apartment dwellers; to sell on 
demonstration while your competitor is erecting 
the antenna that consumers consider a nuisance. 

Write or wire us immediately for dealer reservation so that we may arrange the 
earliest possible demonstration of this wonder set by our jobber in your territory. 
As we are limiting our dealer franchises according to the size of trading areas, 
we suggest that you act immediately. 

PRIEM, RADII CORPORATI N 
693 BR.OADWAY W.,23 NEW YORK.N.Y. 

eatiteititietetietentelititaiitatetetet 
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Priess Radio Corporation 
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WM. H. (Bill) PRIESS 
Ch:ef Engineer of De Forest Radio Tel. and TeL Co., am 

the man who made "reflex" popular. 

If William il. Priess didn't 
leave much of a mark in radio, it wasn't for lack of trying. 

Born in Staten Island and educated at the College of the 
City of New York, he spent his first summer after 
graduating in 1910 as a stage electrician, but he soon 
buckled down to a job as Radio Inspector at the Port of 
New York. In April, 1917, he joined the Navy and the 
Radio Test Shop at the Washington Navy Yard where Lt. 
Eaton's group was responsible fur designing all the stan-
dard Navy receivers and amplifiers. Priess, along with 
L.L. Israel and L.C.F. Horle, and Professor Hazeltine as 
consultant, designed the SE143. SE/420, the SE1000 
amplifier, and various direction-finding sets, among 
many other duties. 

In January, 1918, after working unsuccessfully on a 
submarine detector, Priess joined the Army and went to 
France. By July, he had developed a portable loop 
transmitter-receiver for front-line communications. In 
1919, he joined Wireless Specialty Apparatus Company 
where he designed mica transmitting condensers and 
equipment for building them, obtaining numerous patents 
in this field. 

At about this time, his patent applications dating from 
his Navy days, particularly those on reflexing (amplifying 
radio and audio frequencies successively in the same 
tube), must have been progressing in the Patent Office 
because he licensed the De Forest Company to use this 
system in its Model D7, designed in mid-I922. Soon he 

took over as chief engineer at De Forest, redesigning the 
D7 into the D10 and collecting a reported $400,000 in 
royalties (or $3.50 per set, which is mure likely) during 
and even after his tenure for a patent that was never 
granted! In his 1950 autobiography, Lee de Forest ( who 
had nothing to do with the company's management during 
this period) railed against the "asinine" contract with 
Priess. 

In October, 1924, the Priess Radio Corporation was or-
ganized. Radio Retailer & Jobber commented, "That 
there was a very unhappy family under the De Forest 
factory roof has been no secret for months." The same 
source states that Priess lost $90,000 in his first season, 
and $300,000 in all, before going bankrupt on March 
22, 1927. The Jobber quoted a former official as saying, 
"Mr. Priess, in his enthusiasm and inventive ardor, looks 
upon a partial development or possible improvement as a 
triumph already accomplished, before actual tests and 
the getting to the bottom of things often prove the con-
trary." The editor also made the snide comment that 
"Bill" was "always a costly experimenter in the 
laboratory." 

At the bankruptcy auction, Priess bought his old plant 
for $ 12,000, changed the company's name slightly, and 
continued in business, although not making broadcast 
sets. In the early 1930's his International Television Ra-
dio Corporation experimented with mechanical television 
systems, but nothing ever came of this work. 

Straight 8 (PR4) August 1925 $175 
Console (PR6) $285 
Described in NY Sun, August 29, 1925, pp. 1,8. 
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THE CONCERT GRANDff RADIO 

GNoW that you may hear McCormack, Bon, Chaliapin, Elman and the 
hosts of the great—on the air—you want 
something more than the ordinary 
receiver. 

You want these great artists without 
the fog of radio sounds to mar their 
perfect purity and tonal beauty. 

The PRIESS was designed for this ex-
acting requirement by the nationally. 
known creator of the reflex radio sys-
tem. 

The PRIESS TELOPLEX detector retains 
the liquid purity of the original sound 
without added tube or battery noises. 
The five tubes operate on the reflex 
system giving seven•tube volume and 
distance capacity. 

Indoor loop eliminates static from 
outdoor aerial and enables you to ope-
rate the set anywhere. 

Simple two-dial control. Solid brass 
Malloy panel. Two-tone mahogany 
cabinet. 

$145 as illustrated 
$225 in rich console with concealed loop 

Any PRIESS dealer will demonstrate it in your own home if desired. 
Write or phone for booklet if there is no ME%. dealer near eon. 

Dietaibeed br 

North Assiericaa Radio Corporati' oa, 1845 Broadway, New York 

.4-,..f•Pee+e-.4-.4.4.4...9e4r4eGwi.eaNe...pcwb.pe..~-ze.oe.•1/4.5c.o.ezebeheJ 

PR3 Jan. 1925 1145 Console PR5 $225 

(From Radio Retailer and Jobber, June 1925): 
"The Preiss Radio Corp. by the way, has announced that it 
has recalled both of its former types of receivers, to make 

way for the new set now being introduced. Many of the re-
ceivers returned straightway to the home of their production 
without being called." 

Technical articles in Radio Review, May 1925, pp. 14, 
15, 33; IVY Herald Tribune, Jan. 25, 1925, P. 3; Phila. 
Inquirer, Jan. 25, 1925, p. 20. 
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Priess designed 
able capacitor in 

William Priess, with his SCR112. 
transmitter and one-tube receiver 
Technical articles in Everyday En 
68,86; Radio News, Dec. 1919, 
pp. 334,386; Feb. 1920, pp. 406, 
May 1920, p. 610. 

mercury-filled vari. 
(patent 1,555,253) 

Chis set, a quenche 
s made by Emil 
ering, April 192 

p. 270-308; Jan. 
36; April 1920, p 
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A loop operated set that METROPOLITAN 
DEALERS can sell with assurance of complete 
customer satisfaction— 

the New 

• 

•••R * OE MARK. 

STRAEGIHIT 9 Ni[NE 

.2e4:16. easideeeé/ 

Iii›ide View ,d Straight - 9" Nice. 

This illustration of the inside of the Straight 
•'9" Nine chassis clearly shows the tube 
arrangement and rear shield. 

Table Model Priest Straight " 9" Nine Set in hand-
some, figured mahogany cabinet of simple and graceful 
design. Top mounted collapsible bakelIte tool,. 
List price  $198.00 

Console Model Priess Straight "9" Nine. 
A two-tone, flgured walnut console cabinet. splendidly 
proportioned; loot Inclosed, front operated: switching 
mechanism and plug system for A. C. equipment: 
built-in cone speaker; ample space for batteries; full 
enclosure of all me-hanism when not being operated, 
giving very charming appearance to cabinet. Complete 
magnetic shield between A. C. accessories compartment 
and set. No Inter- action between loop and set. 

List price, without accessories $335.00 

By romparatire teats, the Priess Straight 9 stands 
in a den by itself. Write for full particulars ab,nit 
the Priest, dealer franchise. 

—a nine tube loop operated receiver, designed for 
Metropolitan areas, congested districts and places 
where interference causes dissatisfaction with the 
ordinary set. 

The new Priess Straight "9" Nine is the crowning achievement 
of many years' specializing in the design of loop receivers. 
Made in both table and console models. 

The set contains three tuned radio, three untuned radio, detector 
and two audio in all nine tubes. If desired, power tube can be 
used in the last audio stage and the new 200-A tube for 
the detector. 

The set has a single dial control, direct reading wave length, 
illuminated dial and a range from 203 to 555 meters. 

Straight-line, wave length condenser with exaggerated 
spacing on shortest wave lengths. 
Great sensitivity and distance on loop alone. 
Selectivity of three-tuned circuits. 
Shock mounted last radio tube and detector tube. 
Shell shielded. 
No-play vernier drive on main tuning. 
All primary parts of set designed and built at Priess 
plant. 

For 1926-27 we shall also continue making the 
famous Priess Straight "8" Eight. 

The past year has conclusively demonstrated the astonishing success 
of the Priess Straight "8" Eight—particularly in non-congested terri-
tories and in rural districts. Acceding to popular demand, we shall 
continue to make the Straight "8" Eight for the coming season with 
improved circuit to adapt system to resist destructive effects of 
Southern climate. List Price, $175.00 

Write or wire us for dealer reservation subject to demon-
stration. We are limiting our dealer franchises according 
to size of trading area. A PRIESS dealer franchise gives 
complete protection against price cutting and dumping. 
Act NOW to secure your territory. 

PRIE SS RADIO CORPORATION 
697 DitoADWAY Mow NEW y0 N.14.1,4 •Y• 

E 
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Models first advertised July 1926. Described in NY Herald Tribune, August 29, 1926, p. 4. 
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KOLSTER 

gross sales profits 

14 mos. ending Dec. 31, 1927 $11,039,678 $715,864 
year ending Dec. 31, 1928 $13,152,336 $161,727 
year ending Sept. 30, 1929 $13,937,597 ($916,232) loss 

MAGNAVOX 

year ending 12/31/23 
year ending 12/31/24 
year ending 12/31/25 
6 mos ending 12/31/27 
3 mos ending 3/31/28 
6 mos ending 12/31/28 
3 mos ending 3/31/29 

MUSIC MASTER 

gross sales net 

$1,032,919 $317,337 

$438,507 $90,568 

$866,084 $627,426 

year gross sales net profits 
1922 $191,795 — 
1923 $1,487,612 $123,754 
1924 $3,687,947 — 

1924* $3,065,947 $385,232 
1925 $3,617,013 ($420,718) 

OPERADIO 

after after 
taxes etc. dividends surplus 

$933,801 

$224,405 ($31,375) $902,426 
($45,654) ($191,814) $710,612 

no dividends 
$20,482 

after 2/26 

$71,273 

*first 11 months loss 

A credit report issued in Sept. 1924 notes the following, as of March 1924: 

CURRENT ASSETS 
Cash in bank 
Accounts receivable 
Notes receivable 
Merchandise inventory (cost) 

FIXED ASSETS 
Furniture and fixtures 
Machinery and equipment 
Delivery equipment 
Small tools 

TOTAL 

PILOT 

CURRENT LIABILITIES 
$26,655.39 Accounts payable 
17,462.54 
7,125.00 Capital stock 

26,543.33 Surplus 

1,254.75 
2,549.04 
474.53 
575.00 

$82,639.58 

year gross sales net profits 
1927 $857,172 $161,039 
1928 Jan-June 552,110 

July-Aug 208,000 
Sept-Dec 659.000 

total 1,419,141 322,622 
1929 Jan-June 706,399 

July-Aug 44.6,765 
Sept-Dec 677,362 
total 1,830,526 404,162 

1930 1,720,436 62,361 
1931 1,251,850 (215,579) loss 

$22,429.81 

20,000.00 
40,209.77 

$82,639.58 
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SOUNDS LIKE TOUGH LUCK, LUTHER! 
Popular sporting event 

reported by the Clreeland 
News-Leader of August 15: 
"One of the stars of the 
past week's broadcasts in 
Cleveland was Luther 
Jackson, who SANK at 
WTAM Monday night." 

  Apparently these ether 
waves are a lot harder to 

— 11a010 WA V E swim against than the Eng-
lisfi Channel. 

Contributed by 
H. K. Jones. 

JUST ONE MORE CONTROL 

New adjustments f o r 
radio receivers announced 
by the Radio World of Aug. 
21 (advertising section): 
"5-ply Walnut VERNIER 
Piano Finish Cabinet." 
No, Oswald, I can't get 
your bed-time story if you 
will persist in turning the 
walnut vernier. It chan-
ges the finish of the pro-
gram. 

Contributed by 
Joel H. Dearth 

RIDE 'EM, COWBOY! 
Program forecast in the 

Nanifia, Idaho Free Press, 
Aug. 13: "Cowboys from 
Montana, Oklahoma, Texas 
and New Mexico . . . 
are here to take part in 
Chicago's wild west RADIO 
. . ." We suppose that 
the stations in the Windy 
City have a special brand 
of wild ether waves for the 
boys from the West to ride 
Over. 

Contributed by 
James L. Young 

HOW SCIENCE DO ADVANCE 

Another obnoxious by-
product converted to some-
thing useful, as told in the 
New York Sun of Aug. 
21: "The 'B' eliminator il-
lustrated utilizes a TUNE 
f o r rectifying p u r - 
poses . . ." If an elimin-
ator simply must hum, we 
prefer that it should hum' 
a tune. It would he a cure 
for that tired feeling when 
DX just ain't. 

Contributed by 
Chas. G. Coombs 

le A" 
\ 

VI; Al L 

DAT'S WHERE MA MONEY GOES 
The Radio Four of WGY 

BABY'S PRATSR Old Song Program, and in 
'JUST A recently put on the air an - 

L AT TWILIGHT' telling about it the Radio 
\se 1"-' World of Aug. 21 said that 

TWO "The QUARTER sang, 
BITS 'Billy,' Just a Baby's 

Prayer at Twilight.' . . ." 
Have you heard the expres-
sion "Money Talks?" Well, 
dar she an). 

Contributed by 
Dale Phillips 

SOUNDS ALMOST GOOD TO EAT 
Advertisement in the 

classified columns of the 
Lincoln, Nebraska State 
Journal of Aug. 15: "Five-
tube Thompson radio-NU-
TRODIVE for sale cheap." 
Whether this thing grows 
on trees from the front part 
of its name or whether it 
dives into the ether waves 
is something that we would 
like to find out. 

Contributed by 
A. L. Henrikson 

FLORIDA REAL ESTATE 
Indication of the change 

of the times in the Boston 
Post of Aug. 5: " . 
the directional loop consist-
ing of several turns of wire 
on a FARM four or five 
fret square is used." After 
much research, Mike of 
our Investigation Depart-
ment announced that the 
wire is used for fences 
around this farm. We 
were disappointed. 

Contributed by 
Allen E. Dudley 

WHAT THE WELL-DRESSED 
WEAR 

Fashion advertisement in 
the Boston Globe for July 
27: "437 Women's Sum-
mer Dresses, $3.75, each. 
All of standard manufac-
ture. Panels, switches, 
sockets, rheostats, coils, 
condensers, transformers, 
panel shields, resistances, 
micadons, etc. The reduc-
tions are enormous. Wo-
men's Economy Dress 
Store---2nd floor." What 
can we add? 

Contributed by 
G. E. Thompson 
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FAN WILL 

IF you happen to see any humorous mis-prints in the press we shall be glad to 
have you clip them out and send to us. 

No RADIOTIC will be accepted unless the 
printed original giving the name of the news-
paper or magazine is submitted with date 
and page on which it appeared. We will pay 
$1.00 for each RADIOTIC accepted and 
printed here. A few humorous lines from 
each correspondent should accompany each 
RADIOTIC. The most humorous ones will 
be printed. Address all RADIOTICS to 

Editor RADIOTIC DEPARTMENT, 
cio Radio News, 

HOORAY FOR 
New type of the lowly 

washing utensil mentioned 
in the Evansville, Ind., 
Press of Aug. 13: "New 
Vacuum TUB amplifies 
current two million tintes." 
This is another case we put 
Mike of our Investigation 
Dept. on, and he says that 
it is a cross between a 
wash-tub and a vacuum 
tube. Look at Fig. I. 

Contributed by 
Patti Seiler 

SCIENCE 

WHOOPS, DEARIE, WATCH THE MIKE! 
Announcement in t h e 

Pittsburgh Press of Aug. 
3, which tells the eager 
world of New Yorks' well 
known station "WEAF 
HOOP-UP 9 P. M. Max 
Jacobs and his Chamber 
Symphony orchestra." Evi-
dently Mr. Jacobs' musi-
cians are full of pep, vim 
and vigor, to be so listed. 

Contributed by 
Clarence Thompson 

à 

1 

WAS THE SET OWNER ILLUMINATED 
TOO? 

An illuminating adver-
tisement front the St. Louis 
Post 'Dispatch of Aug. 15: 
"L2M Ultradyne 'B' IL-
LUMINATOR for sale, 
complete, $ 100." We heard \ 
the expression many a time 
and oft that the "Tubes - 
Won't Light," but now we 
have this wondenul gadget 
wh lights up everything 
including the B part of the 
act. Contributed by 

E. G. LeMoine 

rt0 FIONOLULtr 

A SECOND PIED PIPER OF HAMELIN 
In the Indianapolis Star 

for Aug. 14 we have the 
following, in the programs 
of broadcasting for the 
day: "WQJ, Chicago, 
(447.5) 9 I'. M. Radio 
RAT1STS." Now are they 
using rats to develop 
radio? Sorta hard on the 
girls, don't you think? 

• You know they just can't 
stand rats (aside—except 
in their hair, remember?) 

Contributed by 
IV. I. Mangas 

TREAT HIM GENTLY, BROTHERS 
Reminiscences of under-

graduate days in the Sept., 
1926 RADIO News ( Rasco 
advertisement) : "I NITI-
ATED binding posts . . ." 
Do you more or less Sol. 
emnly swear to keep the 
secrets of the Royal Order 
of Uncommon Binding 
Posts? Yea, verily, Great 
Electron, I will. (Who's 
got a cigarette?) 

Contributed by 
H. Robert Potts 

ANOTHER COLUMBUS OF SPACE 

From the Birmingham 
News of Aug. 22 we have 
this transportation novelty: 
"Railway System to Install 
Radio. C. M. & St. Paul 
to Operate Lines Through 
Ether Wave Method." We 
were totally unaware that 
there is a special method of 
operating trains through 
the ether, but we know 
enough now to keep still 
when anything like this 
comes up for discussion. 

Contributed by 
Ifrood Rowe Purcell 

WHERE DO THEY LIVE. ANYHOW? 
In the New York Daily 

News of Aug. 6 we have 
the following fresh air 
note: ". . . tonight when 
the Wandering Minstrels 
and the Anglo-Persians 
TAKE THE AIR from 
this studio." None of the 
radio studios that we have 
been in ever had a great 
excess of fresh air floating 
around and we wonder 
why the minstrels should 
choose a place like that to 
get their air supply. 

Contributed bv 
M. Yankofsky 

AGAIN WE SAY, WHAT NEXT? 
In an advertisement in 

the Miami, Fla., Herald of 
Aug. 2 there is this start-
ling information: "Large 
stock of Parts and Acces-
sories, Including ARMA-
TURE Transmitting Equip-
ment . . ." Good bye to 
the motor truck, now that 
armatures are now being 
transmitted by radio. Ain't 
Science wonderful? 

Contributed b‘. 
Henry B. Graves 

PRETTY GOOD FOR A BEGINNER! 
Announcement by the old 

reliable New York Evening 
Post on its moving day 
(Aug. 30): "Marconi 
TURNS TO RADIO! Sen-
ator Marconi has an-
nounced the perfection of 
a wireless loud speaker." 
Keep it up, Senator, and 
you may yet make a name 
for yourself in the radio 
art. 

Contributed by 
F. B. Thorne 
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his hobby. 

Radiotics 
QUICK, WATSON, THE NEEDLE! 

In the classified ad de-
partment of the Los An-
geles (Calif) Examiner for 
August 2 appears this rare 
gem: "Most wonderful 
radio instrument in the 
world, finds lost people, 
etc." This "low-loss" in-
strument must be some 
little Sherlock Holmes. 
What an addition it would 
be to the Burns Agency! 

Contributed by 
Albert Geduldig. 

A WARNING 
The July 28 edition of the 

Salem ( Mass.) Evening 
News states that "an anten-
na must be kept clean and 
be well INCULATED." 
We can readily understand 
why each little antenna 
should receive its weekly 
shower, but radio fans must 
be sure to buy antennas 

\ 
that are already "inculat-
ed", as the Society With 
The Long Name is on the 
watch for those who attempt this delicate operation. 

Contributed by Charles A. Smith. 

ti 

OF COURSE! 
An article on trouble. 

hunting in a pamphlet is-
sued by the Boonton Rub-

s  ber Company, of Boonton, 
N. J., advises the experi-
menter to "remove tubes 
from SOCKERS when 
changing connections." 
Surely this would be best, 
for how could a delicate 
tube withstand the brutal 
attack of a socker? 

Contributed by 
Henry Wittier. 

SOME COIL! 
The Radio World for 

July 25 in one of the 
articles gives the specifica-
tions of a very unusual 
coil, "using No. 24 SOC." 
We advise the baffled set-
builder to try the extra-size 
counter of the hosiery de-
paitment or else to use a 
full pair of socks, size 12. 

Contributed by 
Raymond Madill. 

WILL OUT 
The Minneapolis Tribune, 

Minneapolis, Minn., for 
March 22 advertises a 
"one-tube radio pop-corn 
cabinet, fits on Ford car." 
So—this is where all the 
popping and cracking has 
been coming from! And 
we've been blaming it all 
on the poor little "B" 
battery. 

Contributed by 
R. D. Lewis. 

TWO-IN-ONE 
The Questions and Ans. 

wers department of Popu-
lar Radio for September 
advises the inquiring fan 
that "three standard sock-
ets should be used for the 
last three tubes and one 
199 type of socket for the 
first two." This is a novel 
and intriguing departure 
from radio practice. We 
like the idea—but what do 
we use to get that second 
tube in? A shoe horn? 

Contributed by I. B. Greenman. 

A MARTYR TO SCIENCE 
The Evening News, Har-

risburg, Pa., for February 
28 has a tremendous scoop! 
The condition of the bat-
tery, they say, was not 
tested by a hydrometer but 
"by a VOLUNTEER!" 
What sacrifices man must 
make to Science! And just 
before he entered the bat-
tery, we'll bet this hero 
"only regretted that he had 
but one life to give" for 

Contributed by Edward H. Bitner, 

( TS'S I S 
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knock them over. 
Contributed by Dr. H. S. Thomson. 

TAXI! TAXI! 

An Advertisement in the 
American Radio Transmit-
ter for April offers for sale 
a "three-spring filament 
control HACK." Here's a 
good chance for some enter-
prising chauffeur to get 
hold of a nice radio-con-
trolled taxi and save him-
self a lot of driving. It 
ought to be sold cheap, too, 
with one spring gone. 

Contributed by Warren D. White. 

ABSENT TREATMENT? 
Radio Doings for July 

18 runs an article about a 
set which "has been known 
to take MASSAGES . 
from points as far distant 
as 6,000 miles." You can't 
fool us! We know what 
station those massages came 
from—WOC, the Famous 
School of Chiropractic! 

Contributed by 
Milton Pace. 

FOR THE THIRSTY 

DWE-1—.G0 TO 8— "—ChWi 
eRr  

The radio section of the 
Hartford Times (Hartford, 
Conn.) for August 19 has 
an article headed "Chart 
for Use in CELEBRA-
TION." This is hot stuff! 
We never can find one of 
those "talk-softly" places 
when we want to celebrate 
—map of them would be 
great! Where can we buy 
it? Contributed by 

Paul B. Wheaton. 

IF you happen to see any humorous mis-prints in the press we shall be glad to 
have you clip them out and send to us. 

No RADIOTIC will be accepted unless the 
printed original giving the name of the news-
paper or magazine is submitted. We will pay 
$1.00 for each RADIOTIC accepted and 
printed here. A few humorous lines from 
each correspondent should accompany each 
RADIOTIC. The most humorous ones will 
be printed. Address all RADIOTICS to 

Editor RADTOTIC DEPARTMENT, 

do Radio News. 

NO TUBE SETS NEEDED THERE 

On May 24 the Spring-
field Republican, of Spring-
field, Mass., in relating 
that some stations were 
going to increase their 
power, said that "Station 
WBZ, Springfield, would 
broadcast with 20,000 
watts." All the good peo-
ple of this vicinity need is 
a crystal detector and a 
loud speaker and that vol-
ume of WBZ's should 

A HOT ONE 
In the Radio Trouble 

column of the Boston Daily 
Advertiser (Boston, Mass.) 
for August 18, a radio fan 
states that he "is using a 
F U R-T U B E neutrodyne 
with U. V. 199 tubes" and 
can't understand why it 
won't operate one of the 
new type loud speakers. 
Suffering tubes! Who can 
blame them on a hot Aug-
ust day? They should by 
all means be removed and kept in cold storage till 
next winter, when they may bring in Alaska or 
the MacMillan Expedition. 

Contributed by Charles A. Smith. 

BANG! BANG! ALSO BOOM 
In the Cumberland, Md., 

Evening Times of July 25 
in giving advice to coil 
winders there appeared 
"start the coil with thread 
and FIRE." This is some-
thing that should have been 
used by the A. E. F. in the 
recent argument across the 
drink, when the gun plants 
were working so hard. 

Contributed by 
P. Andower. 

DINNER!1! 

SMACKS OF TAM?dANY HALL 

The Wichita (Kan.) 
Beacon of July 15 in report-
ing a speech said that "it 
was broadcast over the 
country by a national 
HOOK-UP OF A DOZEN 
CITIZENS." Is this one 
of these here political rings, 
that due to the influence 
of radio on the vocabulary 
of these United States, is 
now called a hook-up? 
Somebody elucidate, willya? 

Contributed by E. R. Siefkin, 

AND THAT'S TRUE 
On July 19 the Phila-

delphia Inquirer had in 
answer to a radio question 
in which it was told that 
"Very little will be gained 
in distant DECEPTION." 
Now, boys—and girls, we 
want you to remember this, 
and if you do not get com-
plete data on a station even 
though you feel pretty sure 
which it is, don't tell any-
one that you've heard it. 

Contributed by Raymond Madill. 

ALONE AT LAST 
In Montgomery Ward's 

latest catalogue there is an 
advertisement of a pair of 
ear-phones which reads: 
"Very comfortable, Ex-
cludes all external noses." 
This is an excellent idea. 
Personally, vre have always 
detested the nosey indi-
vidual who tries to listen-
in on the program by lean-
ing against the other side of 
our phones. We shall send 
in our order at once. 

Contributed by If. L. Westrate. 

THE HEIGHT OF OPTIMISM 
The Mankato Daily Free 

Press, Mankato, Minn., for 
March 2, reports, with de-
termined cheerfulness, that 
the Saturday radio program 
was excellent and "the sta. 
tic was fine." This is a 
novel and very admirable 
point of view. We only 
wish there were more little 
Pollyannas like this to 
brighten up the radio gaine. 

Contributed by 
Ewood Graham. 
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NOW WE KNOW 
The Montreal Daily Star 

for August 11 in an ar-
ticle on relief to Arctic 
traders by radio remarks: 
"The message . . . was 
picked up by the American 
Radio DELAY League." 
Ma! So that's why we 
have to wait so long for 
news from the Arctic Ex-
plorers! 

Contributed by 
W. D. McClellan. 

SHE'S A LIVE WIRE 
The St. Louis ( Mo.) Star 

for August 21 publishes a 
query from one of its 
readers who wants to 
know: "Whether or not a 
paper GIRL condenser is 
just as good as one having 
mica as a dielectric." Of 
course, we don't know, but 
we should say she was 
much better—if you don't 
mind being "shocked" a 
little. 

Contributed by Donald Bond. 

THE MODERN MIRACLE 
The Los Angeles Eve-

ning Herald of Los Ange-
les, Calif., amounted, on 
July 18, something which 
should prove a boon in this 
poverty-stricken world of 
ours. The item begins: 
"Over a BREADCAST-
ING station in Chicago 
just a twinkle of an eye 
—" This is a remarkable 
innovation. We suggest a 
slogan for this station: 

"Say it with flour" and recommend liberal bread. 
casting during the dinner concert hour. 

Contributed by Conrad Pembrook. 
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Some reviews of volume one in this series . . . 
A fantastic book. . . . 
The name of Vestal Press is already well known to 
the collector, through a number of historical radio 
books, and the publisher has jaunil in Alan ,Douglas 
an author who, it is apparent, has made available a 
great deal of information in his fluent text and illus-
trations. 
Funkgeschichte (Journal of the Gesellschaft der 
Freunde der Geschichte des Funkwesens) 

4 
. . superbly legible reproductions of ads and catalog 

copy about the manufacturers and their wares. In 
every way a . . . systematic and higher-quality prod-
uct . . . this series has considerable historical as well 
as collectibles-reference value. Recommended wher-
ever interest in old radios runs high. 
Booldist 

Drawing on contemporary trade publications, popu-
lar literature, and manufacturer's brochures, Doug-
las has used his own 5000-volume reference library 
and many borrowed resources to piece together an 
amazingly complete picture. . . . All of the illustra-
tions are beautifully reproduced, making this work a 
browser's delight in addition to a definitive reference 
source. 
Hands-on Electronics 

. . . the most comprehensive book on the subject and 
will undoubtedly be used as reference for many years. 
The Old Timer's Bulletin of the Antique Wire-
less Association, Inc. 

I do not think I'm going too firr out on a limb in say-
ing that this will become the definitive book on 
American broadcast receivers of the 1920s within our 

. . . The photographs in this book are truly 
of professional quality. For, those of you wishing to 
identify unusual sets in your collection or for those 
wanting to learn more about the sets made by a par-
ticular favorite manufacturer, this book will be 
unbeatable. .. . if you could buy just one book on the 
antique radio hobby, this should be it! 
Antique Radio Classified 

. . . Vestal Press did a fantastic job of taking these 
poor half tones and making them look bettef than the 
originals. My hat is off to them. . . . I highly recom-
mend you purchase a copy . . . 
Radio Age 

If one were required to write a one-word review of 
this great new book, it might well be "WOW!" That 
would apply to both printing quality and literary 
content. Clearly, this is a must addition to the li-
brary of every collector of broadcast receivers made 
durins the first decade of the broadcast era- 1920s. 
The Antique Radio Gazette 

. . . shortwave sets, table models, floor models and 
circuit diagrams are so beautifully reproduced that 
most of the dials and controls can be easily read. 
It is indeed a wonderful reference book for collectors... 

The Canadian Amateur Radio Magazine 

The success of the first volume of this three-
volume series has established author Alan Douglas 
as a leading authority on history of radio manufac-
turing and development in America. Volume two 
extends the wealth of information through an addi-
tional 31 manufacturers, providing extensive detail 
regarding their products and their manufacturing 
operations. Volume three will cover the field from 
RCA through Zenith. 
Our modern electronic world is based on the de-

velopments of many early twentieth-century contri-
butions outlined in this series. Today we are sur-
rounded by electronic marvels at every turn, 
themselves probably only teasers for what will be 
available in the future. In this series Mr. Douglas 
provides the historical foundation for the study of 
this industry and how the manufacturing got its start. 

The Vestal Press has been publishing archival-
quality books with particular attention to the highest 
symdards of reproduction for illustrations, dia-
grams, and photographs since 1961. 

ISBN 0-911572-77-5 

For additional copies of this hook or for 
our complete catalogue write to: 

1Vestala The Vestal Press Ltd. 

Press j) P.O. Box 97 
d Vestal, New York 13851 


